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SENATOR JOHN B. EWING (Chairman): Good afternoon, 

everyone. I'm Senator Jack Ewing from Somerset County, . Chairman 

of the Senate Education Committee. I'm delighted that we were 

able to get these facilities. I apprec~ate Superintendent Tom 

Butler letting us use the facilities here. 

We felt that Livingston was somewhat central to quite 

a bit .of New Jersey. As many of you realize, we had one hearing 

in Trenton; this hearing here; and there will be one more in 

Voorhees for the southern part of the State. We will then start 

sketching out the legislation and, undoubtedly, will have more 

hearings around and listen to various groups who want to talk to 

us to see what we finally come up with. 

The Whitma·n administration proposal we are reviewing 

today is the latest effort tow~rd narrowing the gap between the 

State's wealthiest and poorest school districts. However, our 

overarching goal in this endeavor, as always, remains ensuring 

that every child receives the best possible education that we 

can provide. 

Education opens doors to limitless opportunities, and 

every child in New Jersey should be armed with the potential to 

take advantage of those opportunities and make the most out of 

their education, their careers, and their lives. This proposal 

is a good starting point toward equitable and quality education. 

Along the way, the Legislature and the administration 

will fine-tune and refashion it, and we'll certainly seek the 

input of the many groups and organizations whose first priority 

is giving New Jersey's school children a top-notch education. 

The legislative process is purposefully deliberative, 

and in the area of education, we will be even more careful to 



avoid the mistakes of the past. The Quality in Education Act, 

- hurried through the Legislature a few years ago, had good 

intentions but· failed in its mission of improving the 

educational expei;ience of our young students. We're determined 

to avoid- such mistakes this time around. 

The proposal we review today starts us off on the 

right foot by learning from past mistakes and delivering a fair 

and efficient public education system .. It may take some time 

and effort, but we will find a final, lasting solution to · 

equitable school funding that will benefit all of our children. 

I'd like to call on Senator Macinnes. 

SENATOR MacINNES: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

l echo your commendation to Commissioner Klagholz for 

providing us with this starting point. I think, based on the 

information we received in the first hearing, I'm not as 

sanguine as you are that this is a proposal that only requires 

some fine- tuning. I think, maybe, this suggests to us how 

complicated the problem is and I think urges us to consider 

different approaches than the one taken by the Commissioner. 

I would hope in doing that that we would be able to do 

it in a bipartisan way with a bipartisan spirit, because on this 

question, I don't think ~ny of us wartt to see this become an 

issue of short-term political gain when the stakes are so large. 

- So I am looking forward to hearing the testimony 

today, with the hope that it might lead us to considering new 

approaches that I think we need to explore. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

SENATOR EWING: Senator Martin. 
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SENATOR MARTIN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman -- Senator 

Ewing. I want to thank you personally for having this hearing 

up in North Jersey. 

It is clear from spe~king to my constituents, who do 

represent a portion of Essex County, as well as Passaic ·and 

mostly Morris, that this proposal has, indeed, stirred up 

intense interest in the area. I think the fact that we have so 

many people here today -- some of whom I recognize most of 

which I know are part and parcel of the educational community, 

be they teachers, administrators, parents, and so forth--

I am very much interested, as I'm sure everybody on 

this Committee is, in hearing what is said. We have voiced 

concerns in Trenton. I have a district that represents 1. 7 

suburban towns and more than 20 school districts in those 

communities. I have heard a lot of persons talk about different 

aspects of this particulnr propo~al. So I am very much 

interested in.hearing the concerns expressed today. 

We have noted that there are regional differences in 

the State of New Jersey repeatedly. That the problems of West 

Essex, Morris County, and Bergen County -- to name at least 

three areas -- have different problems largely because of cost

of-living differences in our area which this formula does not 

seem to address. So that is a particular area that I would like 

to hear from today. 

Again, I want to thank you. I do look forward to 

hearing the concerns expressed today. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you. 

Assemblyman Bucco. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BUCCO: Yes, Mr. Chainnan. I am also very 

pleased that you called this meeting in this section of the 

State, as S~nator Martin has stated this being our district 

up here. We have received many calls in our office in reference 

to Commissioner Klagholz's Plan. It is gratifying to know that 

we can be here to listen to everyone, to listen to their 

concerns, because we do want to provide the education for all of 

our citizens that they well deserve. 

I'm looking forward to hearing all of your concerns so 

that we may better work in the Assembly and help make it what 

you want it to be. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR EWING: Assemblyman Bagger. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BAGGER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

The subject o·f today's public hearing is a very 

important one, and the recommendations of the Commissioner are 

very far reaching. For myself, I'm still. studying the 

Commissioner's report and recommendations arid hope to learn a 

great deal today from listening to your comments. I welcome 

them and look forward to that. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR EWING: On my right is Wendy Lang, who is the 

staff person for the Senate Republican majority in the education 

area. Kathy Fazzari is next to me here, and she heads up the 

Education Section in the Office of Legislative Services, which 

is a nonpartisan body. 

To my left, we have Rich O'Malley from the Assembly 

majority; and at the far end, Chasen Teal from the minority 

party -- the staff people. 



The first individual we wi11· hear from today is 

William Schuber, the County Executive from Bergen County. 

w I L L I A-~ P. s c B u B E R, ESQ.: Mr. Chairman, thank 

you very, very much. Honorable-Senators·and Assemblypeople, I 

appreciate the opportunity to address yeti today on--

SENATOR EWING: E_xcuse me .just a minute. If you 

cannot hear in the back there-- (atfirmative response) 

Pat? 

Can you pull the center· microphone up closer to you, 

MR. SCHUBER: Oh, I'm sorry. 

SENATOR EWING: No, the center.one. 

MR. SCHUBER: Oh, the center one. 

SENATOR EWING: That's the one that-- Take it out, ··r 

guess, yes. The other. two are for the recording. 

MR. SCHUBER: I remember that, thank you. 

Senator, thank you very, very r'.uch. I 'm joined by 

Wolfgang Albrecht Jr., who is a member of our Special Services 

School District, and John Grieco, the Superintendent of the 

Bergen County Vocational System. 

I want to thank both Commissioner Leo Klagho1z and 

you, Senator, and the members of· this Committee for the 

.opportunity to offer some comments regarding the proposed 

"Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing." 

I want to commend you for· holding these Committee 

hearings throughout our State. I want to commend the _ 

Commissioner for his thorough research, creative planning, and 

extensive review which has gone into the proposal. 

As an attorney and a former member of the State 

Legislature and, now, as the ·Chief Executive of the most 
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populated county in New Jersey·, I have had a number of. 

opportunities to consider p_lans for complying with New Jersey's 

Supreme Cou~t decisions on the constitutionality of various 

State school aid formulas. 

This is the first plan that I have seen to.take such 

a positive approach. It is a well-crafted attempt ·to ciearly 

define what students ought to achieve academically at every 

level; what ·-types of programs and services are necessary for 

this achievement to. occur; to design a model school district 

organization; to provide these programs and services·. in a 

cost-effective manner; to project the per-pupil cost of 

providing this minimum model; and develop a State aid· formula 
' ' 

and other measures to ensure that all districts would prov1de 

for it. 

The purpose of my testimony, however, is to ask your 

consideration of some apparent implications for Bergen County 

which your proposal may not have anticipated or may not have 

intended. As a result of our analysis, as well as the analys.es 

of school superintendents throughout Bergen County and ·the 

superintendents· of the county system,· the first question is: 

Will there be a significant reduction in State aid 

under this Plan provided to Bergen County? In each of the last 

few years, Bergen County's 75 school districts have received 

approximately $~06 million in State school aid. Some of these 

. districts have property values and personal income levels which 

the proposal suggests would result in the elimination of all 

State aid to them. 

I suggest that this is done in order to_provide more 

State aid to districts in other counties, and if it results in 
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a significant reduction in the $106 million currently received 

in Bergen County, then·· it means that our taxpayers will be 

shouldering :an even larger portion of the State's financial 

obligations than we have up to now. We, therefore, could not 

support such a proposal. 

The ·second important point is: Will the cost 

containment steps that have already been taken in Bergen County 

be recognized? Bergen County Technical School has been asked to 

spearhead our countywide effort to reduce duplication of· 

services, share resources, and contain costs. Its 

administration team recently assumed responsibility for the 

other school district for which the county is directly 

responsible. As a result, we are saving an estimated $750,0UO 

in annual costs. 

· That same · administrative team is operating the 

county's $7 million JTPA Program, has established a count:ywide 

student transportation 

instructional television 

cooperative, 

and library 

operates 

service 

a regional 

network, and 

cooperates with other governmental agencies to provide the kind 

of health and social service programs that this proposal 

recognizes as essential to student achievements. 

This year, the State Department treated Bergen County 

Technical School's costs for administering these programs as 

though they only applied to a typical public school system and, 

therefore, reduced its State aid. This is a disincentive to 

resource sharing and cost containment. 

The third part that we ask you to look at is: Does 

the proposal make enough provisions for children with severe 

disabilities and their families? The high percentage of 
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students classified with learning disabilities, which the 

. re·search has identified, may be skewed by the inclusion of 

students requiring speech correction. Thirty 'percent of all 

classi·fied students fall into this category. When they are 

removed from the statistical population, New Jersey's percentage 

of students classified is not so extraordinary. I am persuaded 

that in Bergen County, at least, the vast majority of classified 

students remaining are receiving services that are both 

necessary and in the student's best interest. 

Almost 30 years ago, Bergen County Superintendent of 

Schools, Archie Hay, initiated two efforts to meet the needs of 

disabled students in a most cost-effective manner. He organized 

seven special education regions and insisted that the scho~l 

districts within thes·e regions share the special education 

resources necessary to efficiently serve their disabled 

students. He also helped to establish the Bergen County Special 

Services School District, which provides programs and services 

for students with the most profound and low-incidence· 

disabilities. 

There are now eight such special services school 

districts in the State that serve almost 5000 students each 

year. However, if this proposal becomes law, it appears that: 

A. Local districts will be encouraged to limit the 

number of pupils classified with learning disabilities to 10 

percent of the total population. When numbers exceed this 

limit, State aid would be reduced, thus, requiring an increase 

in local funds. 

Because these special education services are mandated 

by the State, funds otherwise available for typical programs may 
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be reduced. Indeed, the possibility exists that a student may 

be denied beneficial services because the maximum number of 

State-suppor~ed classifications in his or her district has been 

reached. 

Even if a student can be classified without exceedirtg 

the district's 10 percent limit, his or·her needs may not be 

able ·to be met. Districts will only be able to. place four 

students from each elementary school, eight students from each 

middle school, and no students from the high school in necessary 

programs .if they are only available outside the school district. 

This is another arbitrary limit that can subject some disa~led 

students to inadequate services due to circumstances beyond 

their control. 

All eight county special services school districts 

will be significantly impeded in their efforts to provide 

cost-efficient programs for persons with profound and low

incidence ·disabilities due to the single-cost categorical-aid 

estimate that has been proposed. 

Our experience clearly shows that there are 

differentials in· the cost for special education which should be 

addressed in proposed State formulas. The gap between the cost 

of the proposed optimum special education placement and the 

extraordinary out-of-state and residential placements is just 

too great. There must be an additional high cost factor to 

reflect the needs of severely disabled pupils whose expenses 

range from $15,000 to $50,000. 

Furthermore, county special services school districts 

have the same need for predictable funding levels and cash flows 

as other school districts. It is essential, therefore, that 
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they receive State aid directly, rather than indirectly, as 

tuition payments from local school districts as this propoaal 

suggests. 

The fourth principle we would ask to be addressed is: 

Have the services being provided to adults by the 

vocational/technical and special needs schools· districts been 

taken into consideration in this Plan? 

In Bergen County, more than 25,000 adult, 

postsecortdary Students enroll each year in full- or part-time 

general education, career training, and life skills programs. 

Among them are displaced workers preparing to reenter the 

workforce, public· safety workers improving their skills, and 

disabled persons seeking a productive place in society. Bergen 

County provides for them at the Bergen County Technical School 

and Bergen County Special Services School District in a 

coordinated effort to meet their needs in a cost-effective way. 

While this proposal references the potential of 

separate grants for this, it does not cl~arly indicate the level 

to which the State would provide incentives and support for 

these programs .. 

The fifth principle we ask you to look at is: Do you 

intend to in.elude I . within this . proposal t corrections for 

regional economic differences? 

Accepted economic indicators show that the cost of 

living in the New York/New Jersey metropolitan area is 

significantly higher than other areas of the State. While this 

proposal references the accormnodation of legitimate differences 

in local circumstances, it occurs to me that it does not correct 
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for regional economic differences -- in which case, the Bergen 

County.area would be negatively impacted in at least three ways: 

A. The higher employee salaries commanded in this 

economic environment will mean that the State established 

"per-pupil foundation budgets" will be less adequate here than 

in other areas of the State. Local districts will therefore be 

required to request additional funds from their local taxpayers 

at a disproportionately higher and unfair rate. 

B. The higher property values and per capita income 

which prevail in Bergen County -- and I'm sure in other suburban 

counties will mean that the "required local share" for 

districts here will be disproportionately higher than other 

areas of the State and, therefore, unfair. 

Finally, the higher regional salaries that prevail 

here will probably exceed the statewide model and result in 

teachers' social security and pensions which exceed the model. 

These costs would also be required to be raised entirely from 

local taxes. 

In summary, as a result of all of these principles, we 

would ask for these clarifications or amendments to the proposal 

that the Commissioner has made: 

1. To preserve the level of State school aid coming 

to Bergen County generally and to the Bergen County Technical 

School District and the Bergen County Special Services School 

specifically at a level that we have received during each Of the 

last three years; 

2. That we recognize that many of the programs and 

services being provided by the State's county vocational schools 

are so unique that their cost-effecti.veness cannot be measured 
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by the same standards applied to local school districts. 

Provide special incentives to encourage them to expand their 

roles as reg~ona1 service providers; 

3. ~andon the reliance on, arbitrary statistical 

measures to reduce the number of students classified with 

learning pisabilities. Replace it with guidelines driven by 

humane considerations for the needs of disabled students and 

their families; 

4. Provide more State aid for severely disabled 

pupils whose expenses exceed $15, 000 but do not reach the 

$50,000 level for which "extraordinary" assistance is proposed; 

5. Include adult, postsecondary· students in the 

weighted per-pupil count used to determine State aid to county 

vocational/technical and special service school districts; 

6. Factor regional economic differences .into any 

analysis that generates foundation per-pupil expenditures or 

local fair share; 

7. Pay State aid directly to special services school 

districts. 

We thank you for allowing us to participate in this 

hearing today, Senator Ewing, and we recognize your 

long-standing interest in education. 

I have copies of my testimony for the Committee which 

we will submit. We have other members of the Bergen County 

delegation· who are here, who have statements that will amplify 

aspects of this at your convenience. 

SENATOR EWING: What we plan to do -- so the audience 

knows we' re going to be taking one person from each 

particular group, going through the whole list, then, we'll come 
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back and take the second person in that group. So if there are 

four or five of you frbm some particular area or some 

association,~ we' re not going to be putting you all on at one 

time, whatsoever. 

MR. SCHUBER: We appreciate that. You can't fault us 

for trying anyway th.ough, Senator. {laughter) 

SENATOR EWING: I would also like to welcome 

Assemblyman Lou Romano from Hudson County. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMANO: Thank you._ 

SENATOR EWING: Al so, we have in the audience Dr. 

Osowski and Mr. Peretzman from the Department of Education~ So 

they will be taking notes, as well as the transcription we have 

here. 

MR. SCHUBE_R: Senator, we have two sets of different 

t~stimonies here that might obviate the--

SENATOR EWING: Okay. 

Dr. Dwight Pfennig, Superintendent of Schools in 

Morris County. 

DWIGHT R. PP EN NI G, Ed.D.: I would like to thank 

the Senate Education Chair, Senator Ewing, and the members of 

the Senate and Assembly Education Committees for this 

opportunity to speak. 

On a positive note, I am most pleased to see that the 

final draft of the "Comprehensive Plan for Educational 

Improvement and Financing" reflects an attempt by the State of 

New Jersey to foster student learning. The establishment of 

program standards can only be viewed as a major step forward in 

placing learning before dollars. Hopefully, the standards 
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discussion will receive more emphasis as the Plan is finalized 

over the next several months. 

I~ reviewing the elements of the final draft of the 

"Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing," 

it is essential that: 

1.. Averages not be used for final computation of 

per-pupil allocations to schools districts; 

2. That a funding mechanism for fluctuating and 

spontaneous growth . in student enrollment be established to 

provide emergency relief for school districts; 

3. That the New Jersey State Department of Education 

and the New Jersey ·Legislature plan extensive revision to 

special education statutes to meet- the requirements of the Plan. 

In covering No. 1: The State of New Jersey's 21 

counties reflect a social and economic diversification which may 

be unparalleled among the other states in the ·union. To 

assemble an education plan which is contingent upon average cost 

analyses does not reflect that diversification and may be a 

disservice to the taxpayers. The cost of living in Morris 

County is somewhat different than the cost of living in Cape May 

County; salaries are more skewed to the higher economic strata

and reflect the professional levels of residents. 

The costs used to establish a thorough and efficient 

educational plan for New Jersey have little if any relevance to 

the Morris School District. While the district closely reflects 

the model class size on all levels in the school district, the 

average salary of an elementary teacher is $10,000 higher. The 

ayerage salary of a middle. school teacher is $9000 higher, and 
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· the average salary of a high school teacher is $6000 higher than 

those in the Plan. 

If the Morris School District is to reach equity with 

its constituent districts, the process of collective bargaining 

shall require marked changes. It shalLalso be incu~ent upon 

the authors of the final plan to suggest, promote, and implement 

methods through which teaching salaries can be drawn to a level 

ground over a period of time. 

Administrative salaries in the Morris School District 

are also higher than the averages listed in the Plan. 

Principals and Central Off ice Administrators are paid in excess 

of $10,000 higher than the averages in the Plan. However, the 

Morris School District has worked diligently and succ;essfully t.o 

reduce administrative costs which precipitated-an administrative 

penalty of some $413,000 last year. 

While the $413,000 was restored for the purposes of 

tax relief, the Morris School District conscientiously followed 

through with an administrative reorganization which reflects 

pretty closely reflects -- the number of positions which are in 

the proposed educational Plan. Here, too, it is incumbent upon 

the authors of the Plan to find methods of responsibly leveling · 

salaries through altering the bills of negotiations. 

The program standards in the Morris School District 

are equally high, and there has been a great deal of emphasis 

placed upon high achievement and fiscal prude~ce. Morristown 

High School was cited as one of the top high schools in the 

country in 1994 by "Red.book Magazine." 

The Morris School District was also selected just this 
( 

year by School Match as one of the 10 percent of the districts, 
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nationwide, recognized as meeting the needs of families choosing 

schools. School Match is the nations largest school. s·election 

consultant f~rm for transient professional. 

Each of these awards were predicated on the fact that 

the Morris School District was unique, well structured, and 

offered. the types of programs desirous of those wishing to -be 

challenged by high educational standards. 

If the final draft of the "Comprehensive Plan for 

Educational Improvement and Financing" were put into place 

today, there would be a massive restructuring of the district 

which might call for substantial program and staff reduction. 

While the authors of tne Plap may view many of the Morris School 

District's -- and others for that matter -- academic offerings 

as excessive, the taxpayers have come to expect excellence in 

terms of innovation and motivation. 

If the Morris School District programs were to be 

watered down substantially and be more reflective of a 

just-make-do district with little innovation or motivation to 

strive for what· we already had and lost, the district would lose 

substantial enrollment to the hotbed of private schools with 

whom we compete on a regular basis. 

It should be noted that many of the fine 

extracurricular programs which have supplemented the educational 

program of the Mo~ris School District and have provided unique 

learning opportunities for students outside of the regular 

classroom would vanish by implementing the average costs for 

such programs sugges'ted by the ·Plan. 

The costs as presently stated would result in a 

$275,000 shortfall and call for· the reorganization or reduction 
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of many programs. One only needs to reflect upon the events in 

California to understand the devastation to extracurricular 

programs -- ~nd academic programs, for that matter -- caused by 

ill-conceived educational decisions. 

While the taxpayers of the community would have the 

ability to vote in or out such programs labeled as excessive or 

extra, that label alone would unfairly taint the vote which is 

marginal at best ·to begin with. 

Item number two: while the "Comprehensive Plan for 

Educational· Improvement and Financing" calls for current year 

funding with some kind of escalator built in, there remains a 

need to create a set formula to adequately provide for 

fluctuating and growing enrollments. New Jersey, as other 

states located on the eastern seaboard, is experiencing 

population shifts which cause district transient rates to rise 

rapidly. The rapid change in f:chool populations, as well as the 

ability to adjust programs to meet the needs of students, must 

be considered an integral part of the Plan. 

The "Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement 

and Financing" should establish funding to meet the needs of 

districts experiencing severe upward shifts in enrollment, be 

they in categorical groupings or heretofore called 

categorical groupings such as special education and ESL 

bilingual education -- or in regular educational groupings. 

The ability of districts to apply for aid from the 

fund should be predicated on the formula for such growth, -rather. 

than a distribution of funds in a discretionary manner, and that 

formula should be applied. during the current school year. 
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There should also be periodic deadlines established 

throughout the schobl year for the application process involved 

in obtaining: additional funding. If the fund was not expended 

at the conclusion of the school year, the balance could be 

utilized for other fiscal rewards being offered to districts. 

The provision of current year funding in this manner will more· 

appropriately balance local expenditures and not create a 

hardship for districts requiring immediate additional 

expenditures due to unforseen circumstances. 

Number three: the New Jersey State Department of 

Education needs . to establish a more flexible view in the 

provision of special education on a district level. The Morris 

School Dist:rict currently has a classification rate of il 

percent and has worked diligently to reduce that rate, as well 

as the classification rates for minority children. 

Through that process, the district has diligently 

utilized the services of 15 certified Child Study Team 

professionals to meet the needs of 454 classified students. It 

is· most difficult to deal with the innuendo of the 

"Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing" 

that districts classify to receive more funding. The Morris 

·School District received some $2, 233, 680 for a program which 

costs roughly $7 million to operate. Incentives to . classify 

students are not there nor have they been over the long haul. 

Under the p~oposed Plan, our district could be 

eligible for about $150,000 more in special ed aid. However, 

the Plan also indicates that Child Study Team staff and special 

education staff might be reduced to as few as five members to 

provide essential services for a district of some 3000 students. 
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The authors of the Plan off er no suggestions for the achievement 

of legally prescribed services with a much reduced staff .. 

Caseloads w9uld increase twofold with no relief on reporting 

deadlines and mandated provision of. services. 

It behooves those restructuring the Plan to view 

special education as a totality.rather than as a mechanism for 

garnishing additional funds for school districts. Who will 

provide the services for disaffected youth? · Who will provide 

the guidance to work through the 90-day deadline for 

classification, and.who will provide the training tor regular 

education classroom teachers to provide services that were 

previously provided by special education specia1ists and Child 

Study Team members? 

In conclusion, I would like to affirm the importance 

of these hearings as they have gone on. I have had the pleasure 

of attending many of them, and I am as concerred as anyone else. 

I remain as cautiously optimistic about the "Comprehensive Plan 

for Educational Improvement and Financing" as I was last spring. 

I also hope that New Jersey does not become the next 

California in destructuring its educational system on the backs 

of children. Please allow the Plan to be the catalyst for 

educational reform and the benchmark against which all other 

reform plans for public education will be measured. 

Thank you very much. 

SENATOR EWING: We have a question for you. 

SENATOR MacINNES: Dr. Pfennig, you were nice enough 

to share with me the analysis the district has done comparing 

the standards set forth in the proposal.by Commissioner Klagholz· 

and the actual situation in all of the schools operated by the 
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district. What I don't see in this -- looking at it quickly -

is whether you have been able to add up all of the differences 

. and come up with a figure or a percentage of your total program 

or budget that is at risk, if you will, under the State Plan as 

proposed by Commissioner Klagholz. That is, once you take the 

·per-pupil numbers at.the elementary, .middle school, and the high 

school level and multiply those out, you get some aggregate 

number for the district. 

DR. PFENNIG: Yes. 

SENATOR MacINNES: Then, you take y0ur present, actual 

prog:ram ,.. - and you have a higher number - - and when you compare 

those two numbers, what kind of magnitude are we talking about 

between the Plan and the present situation in the Morris Scho61 

District? Do you have anything--

DR. PFENNIG: I can just make an estimate because I 

don't have all of the figures in front of me. But when we deal 

with per-pupil costs and trying to add up all of those elements, 

we' re roughly talking, at the present time,. the way the Plan is 

structured now -- and I do understand there are· certain elements 

that may be added into the Educational Plan -- of a $2000 to 

$3000 difference per pupil . 

. SENATOR MacINNES: And that would be what perce.ntage 

of your-- Is that 25 percent of your total budgeti basically -".'" 

20 percent to 30 percent? 

DR. PFENNIG: ·Yes . 

SENATOR MacINNES: In that range? 

DR. PFENNIG: Yes. 

SENATOR MacINNES: Under the Plan the Commissioner has 

proposed you would have to ~- if you wanted to retain those 
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programs -- put a proposal to the voters, they would h~ve to 

approve it, and you could proceed. If they didn't~ then you 

would lose t~at difference, and you would be forced to cut back 

to the levels that are prescribed in the program. Is that your 

understanding? 

DR. PFENNIG: Correct. That is my understanding. 

SENATOR MacINNES: Mr. Chairman, just as a matter of 

information: Following our f~rst hearing in Trenton last week, 

Dr. Reach from Rutgers did an analysis of the Plan as outlined 

by the Cotnmissioner, comparing it with the costs in all 

districts. He was nice enough to send me at least a compilation 

of his work, and he found that three-quarters of the districts 

in the State would exceed the standards set by the Department. 

So we're not talking just about the kind of problem 

that Mr. Schuber was putting his finger on and Senator Martin 

mentioned, which are these substantial regional cost-of-liv'..ng 

differences. We're talking about, I think, a statewide question 

where the overwhelming majority of districts would be put in the 

same situation that Dr. Pfennig's district would be put in, even 

though the magnitude of the exposure might be less in those 

districts. 

But I appreciate your testimony, and I appreciate the 

quick and thorough analysis the district has done as a 

background to your testimony today. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your patience. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you. 

SENATOR MARTIN: Senator Ewing, could I just"."

SENATOR EWING: Yes. 
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SENATOR MARTIN: I do have a question or so. I 

confess, as some people· know, I have a paroch.ial interest in the 

Morris School District because I have two daughters who are in 

the Morristown High School. I wish they were both seniors, I 

must admit, but one is a freshman. So I am going to be living 

with this process for at. least a few more years. 

I'm looking at the information that Senator Macinnes 

alluded .to, that you have put together, that tends to describe, 

I think in some ways, what the impact would be of the model the 

Commissioner has proposed as it applies. directly to the K 

through 6th, . Frelinghuysen Middle School, and also the high 

school. Have you at all attempted to--

You mentioned before Something to the effect that this 

would be catastrophic in a number of ways, including, perhaps, 

moving some students out of the public school system, and those 

who remain in it would suffer some type of disruption, 

prograrranatic, as well as other kinds of impacts. To the extent 

that you could describe it now, is there any way you could 

further enlighten us on this sort of worst-case scenario? 

If this came into effect next fall, as proposed right 

now, how do you envision education for:..- I'll leave that you 

made a case for special ed, but I'm concerned about the average 

class both at the grade school level, the middle school, and the 

high school. 

DR. PFENNIG: Well, if the Plan, as proposed -- and I 

think we made our comparisons, perhaps, prematurely, but we 

wanted to have some idea of what the effect might be if 

something like this were to hold, because we do know that on 
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occasion some things have passed rather quickly through, and all 

of a sudden, we have to live with them. 

I~ the Plan were in effect right now and we had to 

reduce our per~pupil costs some $2000 to $3000, it would mean 

pretty much the gutting of the extracurricular program and a 

substantial portion of the academic program in all of our grade 

levels. It would ~ean increased class sizes in buildings that 

perhaps wouldn't be able to hold them and a substantial 

reduction in staff. 

I think that is the same kind of problem everyone 

or a good many districts, as Senator Mac Innes alluded to 

would face if the Plan were in effett as it is right now. That 

is why I'm here. I hopeful that won't happen. Everything I've 

been hearing says that won't. 

I think, also, then parents would say, "Well, if I'm 

going to have to pay 'X' amount of dollars in terms of increased 

taxes for a substandard program, I'd rather invest my dollars in 

a private education," and I think that will be a fact of the 

matter. 

We' re in the middle of that - - you know we are 

hotbed, as I call it, of private education. institution~ in 

Morris County, and there are certainly plenty of opportunities 

for individuals to do that. With the watering down - - not 

necessarily the watering down of the programs, the elimination 

of programs, that would certainly be the only alternative 

parents might seek to keep standards where they thought they 

ought to be. 

SENATOR MARTIN: The area the Commissioner has 

described as excessive, that area which is outside of the core 
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curriculum which the school districts would have to go to the 

voters for a pu_blic referendum on - - which the Plan labels as 

excessive, extra, unnecessary, there are several different 

adjectives that are used -- what do you think the prospect would 

be for school districts to be able to convince voters that they 

should supply this additional funding through their property 

taxes after we've identified it in that manner? 

DR. PFENNIG: Well, if you identify it in that manner, 

it's not going to pass, obviously. I don't think it's going to 

go. anywhere. I think a large portion of the success rate of 

those kinds of elections will depend on when the election takes 

place and how that cost is termed. It doesn't have a prayer if 

it's listed as "excessive." 

SENATOR MARTIN: Well, a fundamental component of this 

has this two tiered. What is in the core, which, at least to be 

fair to· the Commissioner, . is not just the three "R's" but also 

includes some extracurricular. activities and enrichment 

programs, but it seems to be· measured in some cases as the 

number of trips you take· to a museum or there are other 

di~ferent criteria. 

If we're looking at the area outside the core, do you 

sub.scribe to this idea of having it a double tier, or should it 

all be embraced as either thorough and efficient education and 

should be funded through the State and through the school 

district in some reasonable fashion? Or should·we subscribe to 

this double tier that is alluded to in the Plan? 

DR. PFENNIG: I'm not in favor of the double tier. I 

suppose my main reason for thinking in that direction is that 

the taxpayers -- and I can speak to the Morris School District 
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and perhaps other districts in Morris _County - - have had a 

substantial interest in this area for a number of years. 

In~the Morris School District, in particular, they've 

had a relatively successful budget election process over the 

years in total. To me, _that speaks to the investment people 

wanted to put into their school system, and the kinds of 

programs and initiatives that we have now -- items that are in 

place - - would be at risk. It's been t·he long-term standing 

that individuals want those programs to happen. 

As soon as you go to a two-tiered system and label it 

in some way that I construe to be negative, people are obviously 

going to vote it downj and you're going to begin to lose those 

essentials that people hav~ favored over the years. They're 

just likely to throw up their hands and say, "You know, it is, 

perhaps, better to go to another form of education, _ be it 

private or parochial, to get those things. As long as we're 

going to pay for them anyway, why go through this battle year in 

and year out." 

aware of. 

I think that is something that we have_ to be 

SENATOR MARTIN: Thank you. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you. 

Well, we've done two people in .a half an hour, and we 

have 44 on the list. So I just hope the thermostats in the 

building can be changed so they can keep the heat going, because 

I will be staying, anyway, until the bitter end. I would also 

like to announce that if your name i~ not ori the list, there 

will be no requests for testimony from you. You .can send in 

testimony any time you wish to, and undoubtedly, as I said, as 
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we sketch out the legislation, we will be having additional 

hearings. 

Ma~k Finkelstein, Presiderit of the New Jersey School 

Boards Association~ 

Excuse me, I would also like to welcome Assemblyman 

Rudy Garcia, here to my left, from Hudson County. 

MA R IC J. F I N IC E L S TE I N: Good afternoon, members 

· of the Senate and Assembly Education Committees. I am Mark 

Finkelstein, President of the New Jersey School Boards 

Association. I certainly appreciate the opportunity to address 

you on the speci?l education component· of the "Comprehensive 

Plan for Education Improvement and Financing.'' 

There was a time when New Jersey was the nation,. s 

beacon of hope in dealing with students most in need~ Our 

State's Beadleston Act of 1954 served as the model for the first 

Federal legislation for the handicapped in 1974. The State law 

resulted from the unique partnership among local districts; 

parent advocacy groups, and Department.of Education officials. 

During the intervening years, the Education Department 

became a leader.among st~tes, keeping New Jersey several steps 

·ahead of the Federal government. - It created new categories of 

disability and substituted user-friendly terms for Federal ones. 

Our State's initiative reduced the negative aspects of labeling 

and resulted in more children receiving needed services. 

The revised Comprehensive Plan ·would virtually 

eliminate the State's involvement in the special· education 

partnership by taking a block-grant approach. 

The Department of Education has designed a managerial 

model that says how many pupils "ought" to be classified in a 
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given school setting. It gives school districts an amount of 

money based on that statistic, and then, it wishes them well as 

they face the task of providing special education in a scenario 

that looks nothing like the statistical model in the 

Comprehensive Plan. 

The Comprehensive Plan's vision of special education 

is ill suited for guarding the welfare of our students, 

particularly those in need of the most help. No longer would 

the·State watch the store to ensure that special education needs 

are being met. 

The Beadleston Act forged the appropriate role for.the 

State Education Department in special education. The special 

education component of the Comprehensive Plan is an end run 

around that law. 

In working through the special education funding 

process outlined in the Plan, three serious flaws become 

apparent: 

First of all, the Plan may cause financial havoc in 

school districts that have a higher concentration of students 

with several disabilities. 

Secondly, although the Plan is aimed at reducing the 

number of classified students statewide, it could actually have 

the opposite effect. 

Finally, nowhere does the Plan address preschool 

handicapped education, a program now mandated and funded by the 

State and one which is experiencing unprecedented growth. 

First: How would the Plan wreak havoc on local school 

finances? For an answer, let's look at special education at the 

high school level~ The Plan collapses funding for 15 categories 
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of learning disabilities into a $3763 per-student block grant. 

Now, the current funding range for those 15 categories spans 

$860 for milder disabilities to more than $20,000 for the most 

severe. That range of costs is far too wide for the proposed 

$3763 block grant to cover adequately. 

As an alternative, NJSBA recommends the establishment 

of intervals in per-pupil categorical funding to ref le ct the 

program necessary to serve students with varying degrees of 

learning disabilities. Otherwise, the State would be mandating 

that districts not have a high concentration of students with 

severe learning disabilities, a factor that is impossible to 

control. 

Or, more likely, districts with a few additional cases 

of severely handicapped students would face serious financial 

consequences, including the further erosion of resources from 

the regular education program. 

Second: How will the Plan serve as an incentive to 

overclassify? The Plan would begin· cutting· back on full 

categorical aid once a district's· special education 

classification rate exceeds 10 percent of the total student 

population. It's an arbitrary benchmark aimed at controlling 

what the State perceives as overclassification, a perception 

which we believe is without basis. 

What the Plan actually provides is an incentive to 

overclassify students. Consider this: At present, 166 school 

districts have classification rates below 10 percent. They 

stand to gain $3763 for every additional student they classify, 

regardless of the severity of learning disability. 
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Right now, it is impossible for school. districts to 

receive financial gain by placing students in such areas as 

perceptual ~pairment, where categorical aid totals $867 per 

pupil. Our State Pepartment of Education identifies perceptual 

. impairment as having the largest number -- more than 39 percent 

-- of classified students in New Jersey. 

However, its artificial 10 benchmark, tied to a 

per-pupil block grant of $3763 - ... regardless of disability 

may encourage the type ·of overclassification that it seeks to 

control. 

Third: Does the Comprehensive Plan address preschool 

handicapped education? It doesn't appear to. Currently, the 

State requires local school districts to provide special 

education services to 6886 preschool handicapped students 

between the ages of three ·and five. 

categorical aid for these students. 

Districts now receive 

Yet, preschool handicapped ~ducation is missing from 

.any of the Comprehensive Plan's organizations models. It's a 

glaring omission. Any definition of a thorough and efficient 

education must address funding for the St~te's preschool 

handicapped population. 

Mr. Chainnan, you and your colleagues have challenged 

groups that do not look favorably upon the Comprehensive Plan to 

offer an alternative. We have done that. 

NJSBA has developed a proposal that would make 

essential changes in special education programming to ensure 

accountability . and efficiency while enabling local school 

districts to address the needs of every learning disabled child. 
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Our proposal supports an array of special education 

delivery systems consistent with the principle of 

least-restrictive environment. 

It institutes a four-tier, program-driven funding 

system consisting of the following levels: 

General education. with intervention for children on 

the verge of needing formal special education services. 

General education with ·related services: these are 

minimal services such as transportation, counseling, and 

remediation in speech and language that permit the student to 

continue in a regular class setting .. 

Part-time special education: These are services for 

students needing special programming in certain subjects or 

areas. 

Full-time special education programming consisting of 

self-contained classes run by tqe district or other agencies. 

Our plan would fully fund the formula that is finally 

established. To do so equitably, a funding process should rely 

on carefully determined program costs. ·It should also take into 

consideration variations in the cost of delivery, such as local 

differences in salary ranges and the cost of services that lie 

beyond the control of the local district. It cannot simply rely 

on a gross pupil count. 

Our alternate plan fine-tunes the funding received by 

school districts. It allows funding to foliow the child to 

promote inclusion. It provides for State oversight and 

systematically informs parents of the level of services their 

child needs. Finally, ·it maintains the partnership of the 

State, local district, and parerit in special edutation. 
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In addition, another NJSBA initiative would promote 

flexibility and reduced costs by rnore closely aligning New 

J'ersey' s spec:ial education regulations with those of the Federal 

Department of Education. Specifically, it would bring our 

State's restrictive, mandated class·sizes into line with Federal 

requirements, and it would reduce the number of Child Study Team 

evaluations now required. 

Under NJSBA'a alternate plan, New Jersey can have a 

thoroughly modern, cost~effective, thoughtful, and humane 

approach that enhances special education not erodes it. 

In conclusion, the Comprehensive Plan's central 

mechanism of block granting is a major step backwards in 

providing services for our youngest, least-advantaged citizens, 

in providing information to their parents, and in providing 

guidance and adequate funding for districts. 

The NJSBA alternative wmld make needed changes in the 

current system to address the needs of the learning disabled 

child in an efficient manner. We look forward to working with 

the Legislature toward its implementation. 

One final note, if I may, the Legislature has in place 

a mechanism by which, perhaps, the Comprehensive Plan may be 

analyzed further. Of course, I am referring to the statewide 

Legislative Special Education Task Force which is comprised of 

special education experts and practitioners within the field. 

Now, the charge of that Task Force has nearly been 

satisfied. I might suggest to the Chairman and to the 

legislators that the life of that Task Force be extended for the 

purpose of analyzing the Comprehensive Plan and making specific 
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special education recommendations to you as you make your final 

deliberations. 

Th~nk you very much. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you. 

That report will be coming out shortly. In talking 

with OLS, they say that the group can continue to work, although 

the time limit is, I think, already passed or just about to 

pass. So they'll keep working on it. Whether we'll go into the 

other part, I don't know. 

Now, where are the plans that you say you have? You 

mentioned two plans. Where are they now? 

MR. FINKELSTEIN: Actually, the first component was 

disseminated at our special education meeting last week. 

SENATOR EWING: Yes, but that's not to this Committee, 

that was to that other Commission. 

MR. FINKELSTEIN: No, that is the-- Are you referring 

to my testimony? 

SENATOR EWING: Yes. You said you had two plans. You 

mentioned, I thought, something about two plans. 

MR. FINKELSTEIN: Yes. That plan was disseminated at 

our Special Education Subcommittee meeting last week, Senator. 

You received a copy of that. 

SENATOR EWING: And the other one? 

MR. FINKELSTEIN: The other.one has already been out 

there. It is something that we've spoken on.to the Committee in 

th~ past. 

SENATOR EWING: Could you send copies of both to Kathy 

Fazzari, please? 
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MR. FINKELSTEIN: Absolutely, we i 11 do that again. 

Surely. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you very much. 

MR. FINKELSTEIN: You're welcome. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: Mr. Chairman. 

SENATOR EWING: Rudy. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

SENATOR EWING: I just want to remind the panel here 

that we' re really here to hear the testimony. As I said 

earlier, we've heard two people in a half an hour. 

·you're all going to stay with me, that's fine. 

(laughter) 

Now, if 

O~ay? 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: I'll stay with you, Mr. Chairman. 

SENATOR EWING: I've got some chains comin9 to wrap 

you to the chair and table so you can't go. (laughter) 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: Just very briefly, I had two 

concerns with the conceptual document that was presented by the 

Corranissioner. One was addressed and brought to light last week, 

when we had the first hearing, by Dr. Mark Stanwood from the 

Atlantic County Special Services District on how the $3763 may 

not be enough per pupil -- again, pointing out that wide range 

of disparity between the cost and the related services. 

The second, obviously, was with those districts that 

maybe have a few additional students over the 10 percent, and 

how that may impact on the regular education drawing away 

resources from the regular education classes. 

But now today you bring forth a third point which also 

concerns me; that is, overclassification, especially with the 
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perceptually impaired students. How may that come about? Can 

you just elaborate on that a little bit? 

MR, FINKELSTEIN: Well, the 10 percent figure is an 

arbitrary figure that the Department came up with in 

Comprehensive Plan No. 2, as I refer to it. Interestingly 

enough, while the perceptually impaired area has 39 percent of 

our overall State population of classified students -- which 

numbers approximately 190,000~-

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: And they receive only $867? 

MR. FINKELSTEIN: That is the.perceptually impaired 

categorical-aid figure, that's correct. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: But under this program, then, 

they would receive $3763? 

MR. FINKELSTEIN: That is correct, every category. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: Right. But that one category 

where they've been rendering services at $867, now they would be 

rendering the services at $3673? 

MR. FINKELSTEIN: That is correct. Just as a footnote 

to that, Assemblyman, New Jersey chose to create the category of 

perceptually impaired; that is not a Federal category. So it's 

kind of interesting that on the one hand, our own State 

Department has created the category which they are now 

criticizing as having the highest rate of classification of all 

classified students. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: So this may create an incentive 

for some school districts to move a greater number of students 

into that category. 

MR. FINKELSTEIN: There is no question. The 

opportunity is there, surely, which is counterproductive to the 
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We will hear from Carol Harpster and Lynn John from 

Glen Ridge as a_ duo, so they can take the children home. But 

this . is the iast hearing where we make_. this exception. 

I think they should be getting home to do ·their 

homework. (laughter) 

CAROL P. HARPST.ER: Okay. Thankyou. 

I brought my assistant, Ryan Harpster, with me. He is 

unpaid and untitled, but he is special. 

Thank you for the opportunity. today to comment on the · 

Comprehensive Plan. My.name is Carol Harpster. I am a member 

of the Glen Ridge Board of Education, and I work as a Public 

Affairs Consultant for Eastman Kodak Company providing 

legislative· and regulatory monitoring. Glen ·R1dge is- also·. a 

member of the Garden State Coalition of Schools. 

I have several concerns and questions with the Plan 

but would like to provide you with some history regarding our 

district's activity to date. This will, perhaps, help you 

understand our ongoing frustration with the Plan development and 

the public hearing process. 

I and several members of my community have been active 

in the public hearing process regarding the Comprehensive Plan., 

Many of us testified at the first Essex County hearing in April 

in West Orange, and we also attended the Parsippany town.meeting 

in May where we posed several questions to Cornmissione·r 

Klagholz. At the second Essex County hearing in September, Glen 

Ridge represented nearly 20 percent of those attending and two 

of our Board members, including myself, presented testimony. 

Additionally, we hosted a town meeting in September 

attended by over 100 con·cerned people, at which a nonsenior 
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representative from the State Departmerit of Education was 

present. We advertised this meeting, with the Department's 

knowledge, a~ an informal question and answer/testimony session. 
J 

However, much to our dismay, just minutes before the start, the 

representative notified us that she would simply serve as a 

carrier of information back to Trenton and that no immediate 

answers would be forthcoming. She did, however, give us her 

personal guarantee that all of O\lr questions would be answered. 

Subsequently, in typical pass-the-buck style, we 

received a letter from Peter Peretzman, Director of 

Cormnunications for the State, which essentially told us to wait 

for the Plan for our answers. Well, we've waited, we've read 

the Plan, and our unanswered questions remain the same. 

Number one: What will be the new funding formula? 

Glen Ridge's primary concern with the Plan continues to be the 

funding formula. It was with dismay and, quite honestly, anger 

that we read of the Plan's intent to use income -- which is on 

page 31. 

our testimony has clearly pointed out that income must 

be removed from the formula as a determinant of a district's 

ability to pay for its education. Using income to determine a 

district's wealth and property taxes to pay for local education 

results in.the double whammy for districts like Glen Ridge --

income taxes and high property taxes in fact, the 17th 

highest in the State and highes't. of all the Transition Aid 

Districts. 

It bears repeating that our only recourse at the 

district level is to tax property. We. cannot tax income. Our 

property taxes are high not because we overspend; in fact, our 
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per-pupil costs are only slightly above the State average and 

lower than that of nearby Newark. With 93 percent of our school 

budge.t.fundeq by the local property tax levy, we have always had 

·an· incentive to keep costs down while maintaining our standing 

as one of the State's best districts. 

Question number two: What will the new formula do to 

tighten the range? Currently, the funding formula · - - which 

we've never seen nor can we seem to get from the Department of 

Education -- includes income and property wealth in order to 

determine a district's required local share. This has resulted 

in a system which has produced a s·tate with a property tax 

nightmare. 

We have data -- which I'll leave with you -- courtesy 

of Dr.. Ken Hall, President of the Foundation Aid Districts 

Association, which we have supplied on numerous occasions to the 

State Department of Education, which show a property tax swing 

from a high of 129 percent above the State average. to a low of 

92 percent below. Glen Ridge stacks up at a whopping 52 percent 

above the State average. 

Due to this tax rate, we've always had an incentive -

and a very clear message, I might add -- from our taxpayers and 

our property tax association to hold the line on costs. Where 

is the incentive to hold costs for ~ny district so drastically 

below the State average? 

We support legislative efforts, like the recent 

efforts by Assemblyman Lustbader and Assemblywoman Maureen Ogden 

in 1994 -- Assembly Bill No. 188 -- which called for providing 

additional State aid to Foundation Aid Districts which have 

school tax rates which are 25 percent above the State average. 
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We would ask that this type of relief include Transition Aid 

Districts as well. Districts which would benefit from this type 

of relief inqlude urban and suburban, Foundation, Special Needs, 

and Transition: 8 districts in 17 of New Jersey's 21 counties. 

Additionally, we have and we will be in touch with our 

local legislator$ and other key legislative officials in the 

State regarding this property tax "circuit breaker" concept. 

Until the problem of property tax disparity is resolved, we will 

never come close to achieving parity among districts. 

The last question is: Where did these mythical 

per-pupil costs come from? Rather than using an existing, real

life district from which. to derive a model size and costs, it 

seems that the Department has created a mythical Brigadoon type 

of district: here on paper for the Plan and gone tomorrow for 

the next 100 years. (laughter) 

We- have made countless requests to the State 

Department of Education to come and visit Glen Ridge and see 

what we accomplish for very reasonable per-pupil costs. Who 

visits? A nonsenior Department of Education gender equity 

specialist at our town· meeting who isn't allowed to answer 

questions. Quite simply, compliance with these-mythical per

pupil costs would cost Glen Ridge over $3 million or 25 percene 

of our current $12 million budget. 

In closing, you guys are our only hope. Look at the 

tax data I have here. I have it on disk and a hard copy that I 

have included with my testimony. Speak with us further. 

Contact State tax and education experts. we can and will help 

in any way possible. 

Thank you. (applause) 
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SENATOR EWING: Thank you. 

L Y N N J O H N1 Good afternoon. I am Lynn John, Finance 

Chair and L:egislative Cochair of the Glen Ridge Board of 

Education. For the New Jersey . School Boards Association, I 

serve as the representative for the 34th District on their 

Legislative Committee, and as Alternate for Essex County on the 

Board of Directors. I'm also an active participant in the 

Garden State Coalition of Schools.· 

I have spent four years trying to understand what Glen 

Ridge did to earn the dubious distinction of being the highest 

taxed Transition Aid District in the State. Glen Ridge failed 

to foresee the negative consequences of QEA. . I have vowed that 

it will not happen again. 

As you prepare to act on the Comprehensiv~ Plan, 

please ask yourself four questions: 

First, what is the Department of Education trying to 

accomplish with the formula? When administrative penalties 

began, the New Jersey School Boards' Legislative Committee was 

asked to reject the penalty and bonus system. Glen Ridge would 

gladly trade our bonus and high tax rate for a penalty. We are 

penalized every day with the 17th highest tax rate in the State. 

At the Garden State Coalition funding retreat last September, we 

had the median per-pupil cost but the highest tax rate by far. 

No one else came close. 

The Commissioner's proposed model focuses on per-pupil 

costs, but it is the local property tax rate which drives 

voters' budget decisions. The range in tax rates is too great 

~- from more than 100 percent over to less than 10 percent of 

the State average. Tax rates correlate more closely with 
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per-pupil ratables than per-pupil costs. Districts with low tax 

rates have no incentive to control their costs. - The· State will 

never close . the spending gap if they continue to ignore the 

formula's impact on property tax rates. 

The $10 million proposed for technology and the $5 

million proposed for rewards and recognition average out to 

$8. 50 and $4. 25 per student. Why bother? A coalition of 

conservative businessmen in Virginia pressured that state to put 

$100 million into technology -- 10 times more than New Jersey. 

Second, are the assumptions reasonable? The 

Commissioner.frequently points out that New Jersey is number one 

in education spending. He is quick to blame it on the number ·of 

districts in New Jersey. What leadership and incentives ha~e 

the State provided to reduce the number of dist:ricts? · Three 

districts that regionalized were given an administrative penalty 

based on their separate costs the years before; some incentive. 

I am not aware of any studies showing that regionalizing has 

saved taxpayers money in New Jersey. 

I have seen no attempt to figure out the real reason 

New Jersey spends the most. How much is due·to the high cost of 

living here? How much is due to the fact that we have the 

fourth oldest teacher population and one of the strongest tenure 

laws in the United States, resulting in more teachers being at 

the top of the guide? How much is due to mandates, and how much 

might be actually due to higher achievement for our students? 

Third, when is the State going to make needed ref ortns 

at the State level? The State ties our hands with inefficient 

benefit, tenure, and pension structures and then blames us for 

the high costs. 
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Two years·ago I testified in front of the Educational 

Funding Review Commission. I begged for reform in health 

benefits, e~pecially for copays, . deductibles, and employee 

contributions.that would make employees more aware of and give 

them an incentive ta help control costs. 

The only change to date is that we can now leave the 

State Health Benefits Plan if we can negotiate that with our 

union. Reform is being discussed, but how long will it be 

before it is in place and can have a positive impact on our 

bottom line?. Legislation for joint insurance funds has been 

passed, but when will the regulations be in place so that we can 

form a JIF? 

Pension reform is also needed. Under QEA, the State 

has continually tried to shift pensions back to the districts. 

The current pension system increases a teacher's pension for 

each year of service with no cap. Police officers peak at 20 

years. Once a teacher is granted tenure, the district has 

little control over their longevity or ultimate pension. 

Fourth, why has the process been so secretive and one 

way? The public input part of the Plan has been a sham. Glen 

Ridge testified at both Essex County h~arings, participated in 

the town meetings in Parsippany and Atlantic City, and hosted 

our own town meeting. Our concerns have been unanswered. 

The State is holding all the cards close to the vest. 

We need open sharing of data and ideas. Experts need to be 

called in to discuss· taxation theory. We need to ·thoroughly 

examine other ways of funding education, including a statewide 

property tax, sales tax, or funding a percentage of every 
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district through progressive taxes such as income tax. This has 

not been done, at least not publicly. 

Is: the Department of Education seriously asking for 

support of a ·funding plan when the numbers are still in 

revision? They are asking us to climb out on a limb and hand 

them the saw. Glen Ridge did that once with QEA, and we are 

paying the price. We are not stupid enough to do that again. 

Districts need to know exactly how they will be affected. I 

don't want my children's generation to be the pawns in this 

ridiculous political game. 

Thank you. (applause} 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you. You have heard of unions, 

though, haven't you? 

MS. JOHN: (from audience) What? 

SENATOR EWING: You have heard of unions, haven't you? 

MS. JOHN: Yes. 

SENATOR EWING: That is part of the problem. Also 

you've heard and realized the strong home rule concept we have 

in New Jersey. Right? You all want to do your own thing, but 

you have to pay for it, though. 

SENATOR MacINNES: Mr. Chairman. 

SENATOR EWING: Yes. 

SENATOR MacINNES: On that point, I think that Ms. 

John has made an important contribution on the discussion of 

school district reorganization, which is something that I 

commend the Commissioner for many of the steps he has taken to 

draw attention to this problem of too many small districts in 

the State. 
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When you go to do something about it, there is no help 

available. School districts are left on their own. The 

incentives in the statute don't work. The emphasis on property 

tax differentials makes it nearly impossible, which is why we 

don't have any school district consolidation. I think that is 

an important point that needs to receive at tent ion. Whether 

it's through this process or not, I'm not sure. 

SENATOR EWING: Or separate legislation, certainly. 

SENATOR MacINNES: It might require separate 

legislation. I know it's a hornet's nest, but it's a very good 

point. We have to do more than just penalize people and 

districts for being small. We've got to have some program of 

active assistance and some incentives, as well as the stick.·. 

I just wanted to emphasize again what Ms. John was 

saying. 

SENATOR EWING: Carole Beris, Division of Adult and 

Continuing Education. 

C A R O L E B E R I S: Good afternoon. My name is Carole 

Beris. I am the Director of Adult and Continuing Education for 

the Plainfield School District, and the Principal of the Adult 

High School. Annually, we serve over 1000 adults and 

out-of-school youth who need high school diplomas, basic skills, 

and English for nonnative speakers. 

I am very concerned with the Department of Education's 

''Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing" 

which eliminates funding for accredited adult school programs 

which are also known as adult high schools. 

Plainfield is a city struggling to overcome the 

effects of a continually changing population and depressed 
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economy. Located in central New Jersey with a population of 

46,567, Plainfield's mediari age is a;relatively young.29 years. 

Our comrnuni~y has been hit hard by a tidal wave of 

interconnected problems. Dwindling job opportunities, stagnant 

incomes, disease and substance abuse, disintegrating families, 

and undereducation are but a few of the problems confronting 

this urban city, as well as many others. 

The Plainfield Adult High School has graduated 530 

students since it began. The adult high school's credit-based. 

diploma program has offered adults and out-of-school youth the 

opportunity to earn a district high school diploma, as we1i as. 

the opportunity to achieve higher levels of skills necessary to 

pass the State graduation test which - is also an. adult high 

school requirement for graduation. This diploma helps prepare.

students to become contributing members of our community and is 

an important step in preparing for the technol_ogy that the job 

market now demands. 

Several of our graduates have entered military 

service, a field only available to high school graduates and not 

available to those with a GED State diploma. ·Many of our other 

graduates have_, met with great success in terms of improving 

their lives and finding jobs. 

I'll just mention one: Nakise, a single mother who was 

for'ced to live in a shelter as a result of a volatile family 

situation, including a drug addicted mother. At the age of 22, 

she earned her Plainfield High School diploma and now works as 

a bank teller for First Fidelity Bank in Plainfield. She -is now 

able to support herself and her daughter in their own apartment. 

HopefullyJ in the not too distant future, she also will be able 
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fulfill· her dream of going to college and becoming a social 

worker. 

It is critical that the "Comprehensive Plan for 

Educational Improvement and Financing" maintain its current 

support of formula-based funding for adult high schools. The 

current State aid funding formula counts each adult high school 

student on roll, as. of October 15, as . 5 on the district's 

application for State school aid. This generates half the 

amount of funds allotted for regular day school students, 

providing the student's education plan indicates scheduling for 

a minimum of 15 credits. 

In addition, many other adults, who enroll afte.r 

October 15 are also served without ·any additional cost to the 

district or the State. Eighty-one such students were educated 

by the Plainfield Adult High School in 1994-1995. Adult high 

school is a c9st-effective progra~. 

As of 1992, 8300 Plainfield adults over the age of 25 

-- or 29 percent -- did not have a high school diploma and 11 

percent of this age group had 8 or fewer years of education. 

Over 12 percent of Plainfield's population fell below the 

poverty line. 

We must educate and empower people to ·open doors to 

improve· the quality of their lives which will lead to job 

opportunities and job training. We also must ·provide the 

necessary sustenance for families so that we can have educated 

parents to act ·as role models and to promote education in their 

homes. 

. Literate, educated parents become partners with 

schools in producing children who can achieve academic 
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standards. It is common knowledge that the children of 

uneducated parents are at a severe disadvantage. Without a high 

school diploma and a high degree of literacy, the career choices 

for many will be limited to welfare, participating in the world 

of crime, potential homelessness, and either low-paying or 

no-paying jobs. 

The adult high school helps to address the problem 

that statewide approximately SO percent of New Jersey's adults 

only function at the two lowest levels of literacy as defined in 

the National Adult Literacy Survey. The Survey also verified 

that low literacy skills were closely linked to low income and 

limited employment opportunities. It is clear that improving 

the level of literacy of the population needs to be a high 

priority for all those concerned with the future of New Jer~ey. 

More than 1.5 million adults iri New Jersey need high 

school diplomas. The degree of need speaks for ~tself. Over 

15,000 youth drop out of New Jersey high schools each year. In 

the school years from 1988-1989 thr6ugh 1993-1994, over 10,000 

students throughout the State of New Jersey earned their adult 

high school diplomas. 

I call upon you to support the continued funding of 

adult high schools, thereby, not discriminating against the 

adult population lacking diplomas, as well as the large number 

of 16- to 18-year-old dropouts whom we service. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you very much. 

Randall Kanter, Morris Hills Regional District Adult 

High School and New Jersey Association for Lifelong Learning. 
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R A N D A L L K A N T E R: Good afternoon, Chairman Ewing, 

and.honored members of ·this Joint Committee. 

My: name is Randall Kanter. I am the Principal of the 

Morris Hills Regional District Adult High School Program and 

also a member of the Executive Board of the New Jersey 

Association for Lifelong Learning. We are a professional· 

association that represents the 53 adult high schools in the 

State. 

My· purpose for being here today is to address the 

Department's solution for improving edu~ation and public school 

financing; that is, the Comprehensive Plan document. I would 

prefer to speak on the document as a whole, for I find many of 

its elements both appealing and yet disturbing for the future of 

public education in this State. 

In my limited tl.me, however, I would like to focus on 

the Department's recommendations found on page 62 of the Ptan 

that call for the elimination of the current- funding of 

accredited adult schools, which are also know as adult high 

schools, which you just heard about. 

The Department's Plan, in one fell swoop, eliminates 

adult high schools that have been a part· of New Jersey's 

educational infrastructure since the end of World War I. Public 

evening scnools for adults have been a part of the State's basic 

aid package to districts since the late·l940s. 

The Department's new Plan suggests that adult high 

schools cou1d be funded through separate grant programs. Now, 

I could spend the next half hour reviewing with this Committee 

the number of grant programs that are actually found in statutes 

but which never get funded. 
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Just within the sphere of adult education you have the 

evening vocational grants, which have not been funded ·in five · 

years; the ~upervisor of adult education grants, which hasn't 

been funded for a number of years; evening school for foreign

born grants, which have been partially funded up until this 

year. 

So the track record for going with the grant process 

is not a good one and, I believe, would ~eally mean the end of 

adult· high schools in this State. 

The other argument I'm sure that the Department may 

argue is, "Well,·without adult high schools, they can always get 

a GED or an equi valency diploma." Unfortunately, the GED 

equivalency diploma has lost some credibility amongst employe·rs 

and colleges. The military does not recognize it at all in 

terms of admission into the service. 

In order to compensate for this GED credibility 

problem, we see across the country now a tremendous growth in 

adult high schools; that is the trend. The Department's 

recommendation flies in the face of that trend. 

The adult high school in contrast to the GED -- I want 

to make this important, because it is a different program .... -

offers a State-endorsed, locally issued diploma and with it all 

the merits associated with a regular high school diploma. With 

this diploma comes employability, higher pay, and other 

benefits. 

And, ladies and gentlemen, the dollar you spend on the 

adult high schools is, perhaps, your best investment. It's~

two-for-one kind of investment. It's the only educational 

investment that you make that seeps into the child's home. 



Recent . research coming out of Headstart programs report a 

significant correlation between the reading level of the child 

and th.e parent . 

Our children's parents not only have basic skills· 

deticiencies, but many carry with them negative images of a 

school system that ultimately did not meet their needs. This is 

the home environment of too_many children who will be attending 

our public schools in the year 2000. That is an issue that you 

have to deal with when.you talk about school reform. 

Now, let us look· at the profile of parents of our 

childreri for the year 2000. Irt New Jersey, according to a 1985 · 

Department.·of Education study, 14 percent --. or 700,000 adults 

- - 2 O years or older are functioning at a very low level cf 

literacy. 

As of the 1980 Census, over a million and a half New 

Jersey residents ages 16 and over had left school without a high 

school diploma. Since then, thousands of youth have dropped out, 

of school each year, many without the skills they need to get a 

job. 

In the six-year period from 1982 to 1987, 100, 000 

youth dropped out of school in this State. For the 1987 

graduating class, the overall dropout rate was 15.8 percent. 

Between 1982 and 1987, 150,000 immigrants settled in New Jersey; 

95 percent of these imigrants are from non-English-speaking 

countries. Besides being limited in their English language 

proficiency, many are illiterate in their own native language._ 

These populations are and will become the parents of the kids in 

the year 2000. 
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Now, during the 1994-1995 school year, your 53 adult 

high schools serviced over 12,000 ·Of our residents with. 

approximately 25 percent of that number within the 16- to 

18~year-old age group. 

Our look at the Department's Comprehensive Plan and 

real school reform must address this issue. Abbott v._Burke and 

the original version of the QEA focused o~ the disparity in the 

distribution of resources between school districts. Certainly, 

providing a foundation level in dollars per pupil will improve 

the quality of some schools in our poorer communities, but the 

equation is not that simple. 

You may get some improvement in qualities of school,· 

but the quantity of educational achievement will not increase at 

the same rate. Real school reform must redefine the parameters 

of the sphere of influence in a child's education. We must 

begin to integrate the educational goals of our children with 

those of the parents and the community. 

We must expand our mandate, not restrict it. We must 

coordinate our educational planning between children, parents,. 

and community. Our goal for the year 2000 is to break the cycle 

so as to give us ·a generation of children not only having access 

to a quality education, but also to· give us a generation of 

parents providing a home life which will have a nurturing 

influence on the child's education and provide support for our 

schools. 

School. 

Thank you very much. (applause) 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you. 

Enrico Prata, Adult Education, Caldwell-West Caldwell 
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EN··RIC·O A. P R A T A: Honorable Chairman, Senators, 

Assembly members, ladies and gentlemen, good afternoon, or 

almost, good: evening. My name is Enrico A. Prata. I am the 

Director of Adult Education in Caldwell-West Caldwell Public 

Schools. 

Today, I am representing adult educators from Morris, 

Essex, and Passaic Counties. Our ranks are predominately made 

up of professionals who wo.rk with adults, young learners over 

the.age of 16, and children in a variety of school settings. We 

administer programs to individuals who need a high school 

diploma through the locally sponsored adult high schools and 

General Educational Development GED Programs and to 

individuals who need literacy instruction via the Adult Basic 

Education and-volunteer-based programs. 

Also, our adult education centers provide programs to 

those requiring workplace, correctional, and family literacy 

instruction, job-related training and retraining, and numerous 

enrichment programs. · Consequently, we are familiar with and 

know the value of strong adult educational programs in all 

settings, especially in the local public schools. 

First of all, let me say that adult educators fully 

understand that the development of a "Comprehensive Plan for 

Educational Improvement and Financing" is a monumental task and 

that much work has gone into the current document. Furthermore, 

we understand that this difficult task has been exacerbated by 

diminishing resources at all levels of government, shifting 

priorities, and by the perceived educational needs in a global 

economy. It is for these reasons that I am testifying today and 
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look forward to improved. educational opportunities for New 

Jersey residents of all ages. 

A qomprehensive plan for improvement should be about 

the whole educational system in our public schools and not part 

of the system. The fact that it excludes adult education in its 

basic thinking makes it a flawed plan. -I want to mention at 

this time that adult education is also excluded from the 

"Strategic Plan for Systemic Improvement of Education in New 

Jersey," increasing our concern for New Jersey's undereducated 

adult residents. 

Adult educators question the exclusion and urge the 

New Jersey Senate and Assembly Education Committees to 

counteract this potentially harmful move. Removing the adult 

education programs from the foundation budget and to say that it 

"could be addressed through a separate grant program" as 

stated on page 62 of the Comprehensive Plan -- would mark the 

beginning of the end of adult education in many school 

districts. 

That fate was shared by the evening vocational .school 

funding and other grant programs in many school districts 

throughout New Jersey: here today, gone tomorrow. Adult 

education aimed at securing a high school diploma is not a. 

frill. These programs are a necessity in today's economy, 

vis-a-vis the education levels of our adults as reported in the 

1990 U.S. Census and the 1993 Adult Literacy Survey. More than 

1. s million of the adults in New Jersey lack a high school 

diploma. 

Yes, it is true that.schools will not solve all of 

society's problems. Adult educators have seen the positive 
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impact that adult education programs that provide literacy and 

high school completion have had on individuals within the 

context of tne families, their workplace, and their communities. 

The Comprehensive Plan on page 16 states, "Acting 

alone, the education system, and specifically urban schools, 

cannot remake society such that drugs, violence, teen pregnancy, 

disease, and other fundamental problems that ultimately inhibit 

children's learning are eliminated." However, given the success 

of adult education programs in New Jersey, we believe that we 

arE; in a good position to be of value to the system as it 

attempts to build capacity. 

The long waiting list for adult education currently 

existing throughout our State is a statement of neglect by our 

policy makers. It is obvious that thousands of adults see value 

in adult education. Frequently, students also indicate that the 

value goes beyond them; it has a positive impact on their 

families. Do you, who have the power to make a difference, 

endorse this neglect, or do you see value in adult education? 

The Plan should view adult education as an essential 

component of schools and not as "other elements." As I stated 

before, they are not frill programs. Adult high schools are, in 

many instances, the pivotal program on which other service 

components, such as counseling and employment readiness, are 

hinged. 

Adult education directors and principals report that 

students demonstrate improvements in cognitive and affective 

areas. Since adult high schools began, thousands of individuals 

have participated in complex learning activities which are 

considered desirable to transition to work, job training, 



college, and the military and the military does not readily 

accept the GED diploma. They prefer a locally endorsed diploma. 

The December 5, 1995 Star-Ledger reported that 

Governor Christine Whitman said, "You can't really succeed in 

this world today without at least a high school diploma or 

equivilency degree. So that, appropriately, should be a 

requirement for welfare, to go back and get your degree." 

We agree with the Governor; however, if adult programs 

in public schools are not available, where would they go to get 

a high school diploma? Almost every district in New Jersey 

either offers or is near another town offering adult education. 

We have a.n open-door policy in adult education. The system, 

specifically designed to help ad~lt learners, is in·place. 

Because of these concerns, we recommend that there is 

a continuation of funding for adult education and the adult high 

schools. If you want to keep what works, we urge you not to 

eliminate them from the Comprehensive Plan. Adult students, who 

often are perceived to have minimal voice in policy, need your 

support. 

(applause) 

MARY 

Casatelli. 

Thank you very much for your kind attention. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you. 

Mary Casatelli, parent. 

C A S A T E L L I: Good afternoon. My name is Mary 

I am the mother of a young man who was diagnosed 

with Down's syndrome at J:>irth. I have read the section of the 

proposed funding Plan that deals with special education, and it 

brought back memories of a chapter in my life. I would like to 

share that memory with you this afternoon. 



When Chris was just a few months old, I became a 

member of the · local _chapter of the New Jersey Association qf 

Retarded Children. It was through association with other 

parents with children older than mine that I learned what I 

would need to do in order to get my son into a special education 

class, even though his education was.mandated. 

First, my son attended a preschool class which was 

operated by ARC -- this was to teach retarded children how to 

sit, play, and behave in what otherwise would be a normal 

kindergarten class.-- for one year, prior to his fifth birthday 

and the-request to the local school board that he be enrolled in 

school. 

Second, the local chapter of ARC made arrangements for 

parents who were requesting enrollment of their retarded 

children in local schools to have a psychological evaluation of 

. the ,child performed by a highly respected psychologist in the 

area,· Dr. Irving Feldman (phonetic spelling). This was done in 

anticipation of the psychologist for the local district finding 

that the child was not quite ready for school and would benefit 

from another year at home; this was exactly what happened. 

Only when Dr. Feldman contacted the school 

psychologist.to request a meeting for the purpose of discussing 

the differences in the two evaluations did the school 

psychologist state that in reviewing the file, he found that he· 

had failed to properly total the score and that, of course, 

Chris shotild enter school that year and, in fact, was enrolled 

in a mentally retarded-trainable class. 

Then, the following year my husband accepted_a change 

in employment which necessitated a move. With regard to· a 
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transfer to a new school, this was not a problem for my two 

normal children. But for Chris, that would be a different story 

and a more qifficult issue, as would be true of many other 

aspects of life with a disabled child. 

First, not every town has a special education class, 

and even if it has, it might not be a class that deals with your 

. child's disability. 

Second, if the town you move to doesn't have a class 

for your child's disability, the local school district can send 

your child to a class in another town, a receiving district, if 

they have a slot available. Note that a class held not more 

than 10 students and residents of the town in which the class 

was located were given priority. 

Third, if the local district cannot place your child 

in a class in a receiving district, they will send a tutor to 

the home for a few hours twice a week. In this instance, this 

would be the only education the child would receive. 

If you have a disabled child and this was the only 

opportunity for one of your children for an education, what 

would you do? 

In order to ensure that Chris would have the best 

chance of getting into a class, we had to look for a home in a 

town that contained a special education class for mentally 

retarded-trainable. We did,. and we moved into Hillsdale where, 

for the next 10 years, Chris attended special education classes 

in two different K through 8 elementary schools. 

In the local school system, the quality of the special 

education was totally dependent upon the teacher who was 
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teaching the.class. There was no criteria, no curriculum, and. 

no accountability for the appropriateness of-_ the daily program. 

For the first four years, Chris had a teacher who 

specialized in coloring turtles and balloons and naps. Bear in 

mind that this was only a half-day class. Then, we got lucky. 

Hillsdale started a second mentally retarded-trainable class and 

moved the older children to another school and another teacher. 

At the end of the school year, Chris was reading from a first 

grade primer. 

The f ollow_ing year there was a budget crunch. This 

teacher did not have tenure, so her contract wasn't renewed. 

The class ·was split up, half with the·younger class coloring 

turtles and balloons, and the other half went into the special . . 

education class in the Pascack Valley High School. This 

teacher's speciality was teaching the females to set tables and 

the males to shave and apply aftershave. 

Having seen that my child had the ability to learn, 

albeit, at a slower pace, I wasn't going to settle for anymore 

business as usual. In my view, my son wasn't getting an 

education, let alone a thorough and efficient one, and I met 

with the school officials and expressed my views. 

They suggested I might want to try something new that 

had been started in Bergen County. My husband and I visited the 

Life Skills Program in Rockleigh that·was operated by Bergen 

County Special Services School District, and we accepted the 

offer. 

This was the best decision that we have ever made. 

Their whole approach to educating · a disabled person was 

different. It was progressive and ·it was most effective. The 
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caliber and dedication of the staff was -excellent. This held 

the possibility of actually achieving a thorough and efficient 

education. 

The New Jersey Legislature had apparently recognized 

that there were gross inequities under the system of .funding and 

educating disabled children within the structure of the local 

school districts, as well as their lack of success in achieving 

a thorough and efficient education with its students. It was, 

after all, the New Jersey Legislature that created tbe special 

services school district. The first model was established in 

Bergen County and was quite successful~ Subsequently, seven 

additional special services school districts were established. 

What a unique concept, create a school district ·to . 

effectively and efficiently handle the educational requirements 

for all developmental disabilities, . bring together a team of 

educators skilled in working with the different disabilities. 

Now, by means of this - "Comp-rehensi ve Plan for 

Educational Improvement and Financing,'' you propose to take 

special education backward almost 30 years,- to the time shortly 

after passage of the Beadleston Act, to the nightmare I related 

earlier and that I and many other parents have experienced. 

By now, you' re probably asking yourselves, "Doesn' t 

she know that each child will receive an IEP, that it is 

mandated?" Yes, I know that an IEP is mandated. However, if it 

is in the hands of the local district it wouldn't matter. When 

local funds are· involved, special programs that would truly 

benefit some children could well be overlooked to save dollars, 

dollars that now become an issue between the majority of the 

children in a town, the "normal children," versus the smaller 
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percentage of the chi_ldren in that town, 

developmental disabilities. 

those with 

It: would only be a matter of time before the local 

districts would abandon the special services school districts. 

In each local district there would be people looking to reduce 

costs or adjust budget figures who would decide that they could 

utilize vacant classrooms and do a better job by keeping the 

funds and the classes in town. These people might even suggest 

that they could join with oth~r nearby towns who might have a 

different class receiving district. Does this ring a . 

familiar bell? 

Would you like your child to be the subject of a local 

school board meeting where your neighbors might be saying that 

your child is taking funds from their children in normal 

education and, in reply, having the town fathers explain that 

they have had- to comply with Federal law? 

Indeed, have you ever walked through the classrooms of 

a special services school district and seen the variety of 

disabilities, as well as the severity of many of those 

disabilities that would be affected if this proposed funding 

Plan were allowed to become law? 

This Plan proposes that all disabled students are the 

·. same and that. the needs and requirements of each disability are 

the same. To say that the needs of a student who is 

perceptually impaired are the same as a ~tudent who . is 

moderately.or severely mentally retarded or multiply handicapped 

is a_fallacy. The needs of each of these disabilities are, in 

fact, quite different. 
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It is without question that any child who is in a 

special services school district should be classified as 

handicapped,.and these students should be funded first, by the 

State, with the balance of funds being dispersed after. 

Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the State to 

educate all of its children. It is by State law that each child 

normal or developmentally disabled is guaranteed a 

thorough and efficient education. The State of New Jersey 

cannot and should not shirk its responsibility to the disabled 

children of this State who most need the equity and protection 

guaranteed by the law. 

This being the case, the funds should be dispersed 

directly to the special services school districts because they 

do provide a thorough, efficient, and effective educaticin. As 

a taxpayer, as well as a parent, I certainly would prefer to see 

my tax dollars being spent effectively with positi"·e results 

rather than being wasted by regressing in time to an ineffective 

policy that was considered a failure 30 years ago~ 

Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to address 

you this afternoon. (applause) 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you, Ms. Casatelli. 

Wolfgang Albrecht. 

WOLFGANG ALB RE c BT JR.: Thank you, Mr. Chairman 

and members of the Committees. 

I am testifying in response to your "Comprehensive 

Plan·; for Educational Improvement and Financing." As a 

representative of special education, I commend you for the 

ideals that . guide your proposal but am concerned about the 
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implications of the metnods recommended to transform these 

ideals into reality. 

I ~m the new Vice President of the Bergen County Board 

of Special Services, one of the eight regional special services 

districts in New Jersey. Our district is the largest, providing. 

exemplary services to approximately 21 percent of the State's 

5000 severely disabled children. 

As a member of the Board of Special Services, I am 

called upon to participate in decision making concerning fund 

allocation, administration, and educational program delivery. 

These multiple perspectives form both my analysis of the 

Comprehensive Plan and my recommendations for modification to 

ensure its success. 

From an administrative perspective, I commend the 

State's goal of parity between districts in their provision of 

quality educational services. From the perspective of special 

education, I applaud the Plan's call to eliminate "unnecessary" 

classification. I welcome increased opportunities and Support 

services to enable disabled children to· be educated with 

nondisable.d peers. I agree that special education at its best 

must be a needs-driven and not a label-driven system. 

I must voice my deep concern, however, about the 

impact of proposed changes upon the real ability of all school 

districts and especially special services school districts to 

provide appropriate services to our most significantly and 

severely disabled children. 

The reality at impact: The 1027 children currently 

served by the Bergen County Special Services School District are 

hearing impaired, multiply handicapped, medically fragile, 
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autistic, mentally retarded, or psychiatrically diagnosed as 

emotionally disturbed. These are not arbitrary or unnecessary 

classificati9ns. 

Who are these students? They represent 131 

municipalities in northern and central New Jersey and include 14 

of the State's 30 Special· Needs Districts. They come from 

families and communities that experience the debilitating 

realities of coping with the escalating medical and educational 

costs of providing for the multiple special needs of a disabled 

child. 

What may happen to these students if the Comprehensive 

Plan becomes law? Home districts may be forced to keep 

students, even when they cannot afford to offer the essenti~l 

services provided by the.special services school district. What 

kind of education will these students receive? How will they be 

assessed and classified? Without concrete answers to these 

questions, I can assure you that these students will lose any 

chance of functioning in society. 

Severely disabled students stand to lose regular 

access to specialized therapeutic services, voc:ational programs, 

sheltered workshops, feeding therapy, medical therapy, adaptive 

daily living skills, physical therapy, occupational therapy, and 

assistive technology. For more than 20 years, these programs 

and services have effectively transitioned students into 

society. Is it efficient or feasible for a home district to 

assume the responsibilities and costs of these programs? 

Programs provided by the regional special services 

districts for moderately disabled students will be reduced or 

eliminated. Students with severe emotional and behavioral 
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problems, for example, fall into this category. These students 

usually come to the special services district after they have 

failed .in th~ home district. How many of these children will 

drop out of school and end up on the street? 

· The costs of educating· a moderately or severely 

disabled child in a home district classroom will greatly exceed 

the costs of educating that child in a special services district 

classroom. This encou~ages duplication of services and is 

simply not cost-efficient. 

Students in need of classificatiqn will probably be 

overlooked by the system. They will probably be informally 

labeled anyway as "slow learners." This can lead to a new type 

of abuse: adjusting the IEP to suit the financial needs of the 

district rather than the educational needs of the child. 

I ask you to consider how a few of the elements 

proposed in the Plan will manifest themselves in the life of the 

school and the disabled child. 

In prior generations, students with learning 

disabilities were labeled slow learners. The primary 

intervention was to leave the student back a grade or to pass 

the student despite his or her level of functioning. 

Educational research now identifies ~ variety of disabilities 

that impede learning. We now recognize that some disabilities 

do not manifest themselves in severe behavior disruptions and 

are not always correctly identified by the classroom teacher. 

If a 10.percent cap is imposed, its impact upon State 

aid and local funding may result in a return to the slow learner 

syndrome. It is possible that some students with cognitive or 

emotional disabilities may go unnoticed or unclassified until 
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they reach young adulthood and· become another addition to New 

Jersey's dropout statistics, welfare· roles, and unemployment 

lines. 

Educators have long debated the feasibility of equal 

funding as a means of bringing about equal opportunity for all 

students. The creation of a "one factoru or "single 

classification" as the basis of an equal funding.formula implies 

that the needs of all classified children are the same. This is 

a budget-driven model~ The concept of the federally mandated 

Individualized Education Plan -- IEP -- is an.educational model 

designed to ensure that the delivery of service is driven by the 

needs of the student not the limits of the budget. 

In reality, studentsj needs differ greatly. This is 

all the more evident when we look at the most difficult to 

educate. The real costs associatedwith providing education for 

a special education child ·differ greatly in.accordance with the 

type and degree of disability, the costs of living in a district 

and region., and the placement of the child·. Clearly, a 

multitiered funding criteria is required to adequately reflect 

the costs associated with differing needs of the child and his 

or her disability. 

The special services school districts currently 

provide consistent services and cost under a particular medical 

category,. The shift of direct aid from the special services 

school districts to the home districts fosters competition 

between the public schools and private schools. This may drive· 

down costs and quality of services at the expense of the 

student. 
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The real potential of intermittent cash flow and the 

uncertain ·budget interferes with the regional district's ability 

, to hire and fetain quality staff, -rent facilities, pay utility 

bills, contract for services, and participate in cost-efficient 

volume purchasing~ 

The model provided in the Plan proposes a quota for 

students placed out-of~district-. This quota is arbitrary and 

does not consider the number of students who may need service. 

Let us examine the impact by example. One district 

within our region currently sends 32 of its students to our 

special .services district. In the proposed model, only 12 

students could be placed without additional local tax dollars. 

The lifelong prognosis for children who may ce 

inadequately served ·is limited. We have seen what happened 

several years ago when the mentally ill were 

deinstitutionalized. Local studies now reveal that over 50 

percent of society's homeless ·are mentally ill, now residing on 

street corners and park benches. 

Do we ·truly wish to create a new homeless population 

of emotionally disturbed youth? Special education can prevent 

emotionally disturbed youth from becoming homeless, committing 

delinquent acts, or harming themselves and others. We cannot, 

however, solve these problems after th~y have occurred. 

How can we prevent these problems and ensure that 

quality and adequate educational services be preserved for our 

most difficult to serve students? 

Provide the incentive to local districts to strutinize 

their classification process. An arbitrary 10 percent 
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classification cap is a disincentive to the provision of quality 

and appropriate education for the disabled. 

Create incentives for special services and home 

districts to work together. Direct full payment for all 

severely disabled students to the special services school 

districts. The proposed quota system is a disincentive to 

collaboration and creates the potential for costly duplication. 

Provide a level of State aid that addresses the real 

costs of thorough and efficient education a level that 

accounts for regional costs of living. 

Create a needs-driven, not budget-driven, multitiered 

approach to funding. 

really 

Ask yourself the 

f oste~ed by equal 

question: 

State . aid 

Is equal ·opportunity 

or by addressing the 

individual educational needs of the child? 

Thank you on behalf of the Bergen County Board of 

Special Services for your time and attention. (applause) 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you, Mr. Albrecht. 

Dr. Robert Noonan. 

R 0 BERT W. N 0 0 NAN, Ed.D.: Good evening. My 

conunents today reflect both tny role as the Secretary of the New 

Jersey Council of County Vocational Schools, which represents 

all 21 county vocational school· districts, and my role as 

Superintendent of the Essex County Vocational-Technical School 

District. I also bring to this perspective my ·experience as an 

educational staff advisor to the Senate Majority during the 

period when the Quality Education Act was formulated and passed. 

From this last perspective, knowing the complexity of 

this task, I must conunend the Commissioner and the Department of 
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Education for the extraordinary effort that . was made in 

producing this detailed, analytical, and at times, insightful. 

document attempting to redefine thorough and efficient education 

and our State funding formula. 

Because of the special nature of the Essex County 

Vocational Schools as a comprehensive urban vocational school 

system, my perspective is somewhat unique even among vocational 

school advocates. The Essex County Vocational District serves 

a population of over 2100 high school students of which 95 

percent come from the Special Needs Districts of Newark, East 

Orange, Irvington, and Orange, and 70 percent of the students 

meet the State's low-income definition of "at risk." 

· Over 92 percent of these students attend our four high 

schools full time, taking both academic programs that mandate 

algebra and a full vocational~technical program. Last year's 

11th grade -- we're very proud of~- achieved a 9'5 percent 

pas~age rate ·on the HSPT math test and over 60 percent of our 

graduates are attending postsecondary programs. 

The one recommendation in the Plan that Essex and all 

21 county vocational school systems strongly support is the 

continuation of categorical vocational aid as essentially 

unchanged. Though there is little direct mention of county 

vocational schools in the Plan, this proposal affirms our 

special mission as regional occupation and technical learning 

centers. 

The additional cost factor recognizes the high cost of 

providing state-of-the-art technical education and quality 

school-to-work programs. Our only concern -- and we think it's 
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technical -- is that the money targeted be allowed to grow to 

re£lect cost of living and growth in populations. 

As an urban vocational Superintendent, I am very 

supportive of the proposed changes in the at-risk aid. Low 

income is the one factor that all studies indicate is an 

impediment to hi.gh academic achievement. The Plan recognizes 

this fact and expands the definition of Special.Needs Districts 

by directing at-risk aid to 180 districts with ·high 

concentrations of low-income students. 

The targeting of this money to social services and 

specific education programs is very appropriate. The inclusion 

. of youth apprenticeship programs in the suggested list of 

programs is a point of view that vocational educators, of 

course, support. I would suggest that with pending reductions 

in Chapter l basic skills aid that the base foundation aid as 

suggested may not support sufficient remedial and supplemental 

services in the future and at-risk aid may be allowed to be 

used to maintain these prog+ams when necessary. 

The additional proposal under at-risk aid to provide 

tax relief for districts with 60 percent or more low-income 

students is also something our district supports very strongly. 

Municipal overburden is a reality. Our only concern is that 

counties are not left out of this program. Essex and other 

urban counties with their huge burden of courts, jails, and 

welfare programs are certainly in need of tax relief. 

The 10 percent cap on special education aid creates a 

special concern for county vocational districts. As receiving 

districts and schools of choice, we classify very few of our own 

students. Essex has a special education population of about 14 
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·percent. Some vocational districts have as high as 30 percent 

special education students and more. 

Th~s proposal would place financial pressure on our 

districts to accept sp~cial education students only up to 10 

percent. In light of the fact that the current St~te plan for 

special education requires that all special education students 

have a career plan in their IEP·by 1997, does it make sense to 

limit our ability to provide occupational training for these 

students? We would suggest an alternative to the 10 percent cap 

needs to be developed for county vocational schools. 

The area of greatest concern for the Council of County 

Vocational Schools is the statement in the Plan that adult 

vocational education is outside the scope of thorough ahd 

efficient educ.ation and as a result should not receive funding 

under the new formula. Currently, the county vocational sch.cols 

receive both Foundation Aid and categorical vocational aid for 

full-time adult students. 

Though it may be true that adult education is not a 

focus of the Supreme Court's funding decision, the State 

nevertheless has a need to train and retrain its workforce, and 

the county vocational schools have the expertise and technology 

to provide high quality training. 

Statewide there are thousands of full-time adu.lt 

students in county vocational schools and thousands more 

part-time students and supervised apprentices. In Essex, the 

oldest county vocational school in the State, we have been 

providing such training for over 75 years. We anticipate, with 

the reforms proposed for welfare with 32,000 families 

receiving AFDC in this county -.- that the challenge to providing 
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adult training to be growing immensely· in the next several 

years, and our capacity to provide it is quite limited. 

If: the Department of . Education excludes county 

vocational schools from State aid for adult studentst the State 

will lose a major cost-effective component of its workforce. 

training capability. The Vocational Council strongly recommends 

that funding for adult education in general, including adult 

high schools that many of the districts provide, and adult 

vocational aid, in particular, be continued. 

In spite of its detail and its many insights, much in 

the proposal, understandably, needs .to be clarified and 

developed by specific legislation and policy. 

I am grateful for the opportunity I and my colleague.s 

have been af£orded so far to participate in this process and 

look forward to continuing the dialogue .. 

Thank you. (aprlause) 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you. 

Frank 

Vocational. 

Gargiulo, Superintendent, Hudson County 

SENATOR MacINNES: Mr. Chairman, shouldn't we remark. 

that I think I heard some favorable words for the Plan in that 

last testimony? (laughter) 

SENATOR EWING: We've got it right here. 

SENATOR MacINNES: You broke the ice there, Bob. 

SENATOR EWING: A good man. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: Just by way of introduction--· 

F RANK J. GA R G I U L 0: Mr. Chairman, members of the 

Committees, thank you for affording me the opportunity to 

testify before you today. My name is Frank Gargiulo. I'm the 
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Superintendent at the Hudson County Area Vocational-Technical 

Schools. 

I,, like many others, understand the need for a new 

approach to the constitutional mandate of a thorough and 

efficient education and the development of a stable method·of 

funding education in the State of New Jersey. However,· I am 

here today on behalf of over 3500 students who are· served 

through · our district's adult high school and postsecondary 

programs. We are the largest adult high school in the state of 

New Jersey. 

In Hudson County, adult education programs have become 

the cornerstone for increased employment and educational 

opportunities. It would be impossible to document the thousands 

of personal success stories that our present and former students 

could tell as a result of their education in our programs. 

Thus, I am asking for you to seriously consider opposing the 

"Comprehensive, Plan for Education Improvement .and Financing" 

that eliminates the current funding for accredited adult high 

schools and postsecondary programs. 

According to the 1990 Census, Hudson County leads the 

State with .approximately 133,000 -- 36 percent of the population 

of people who have not obtained a high school diploma. Many of 

these individuals are functionally illiterate and are unable to 

complete a basic job application. 

Hudson County encompasses 5 of the 30 Special Needs 

Districts. Through adult education programs, parents are able 

to learn the skills and technology necessary to assist and 

support their children's education. Research clearly indicates 

that literate, educated parents not only promote education at 
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home, but are more likely to beaotne partners with the school in 

encouraging positive behaviors and high academic standards. 

Stµdents who enroll in the Adult !Ugh ·School Program 

are no different frotn any other secondary students in New 

Jersey. They must complete a minimum of 110 credits, including 

all subject areas and core proficiencies, as well as 

successfully pass all three sections of the High School 

Proficiency Test. 

Since 1990, over 1100 individuals have successfully 

completed these requirements and have graduated with a regular 

high school diploma. As a direct result of this educational 

opportunity, many of the graduates have been placed in local 

colleges and postsecondary programs. Most importantly, 

countless numbers of these students have secured gainful 

employment or have advanced in their present fields. Many of 

these graduates were welf.are recipients T.~'ho are now supporting 

themselves and their families. 

Given the high percentages of dropouts and at~risk 

students in Hudson County, the adult high school is the only 

viable alternative for the 800 individuals who are 16 to 21 

years old that have enrolled in the past semester in our school. 

In fact, each year the Adult High School Program enrolls 1000 to 

1200 students in this age group who have left school. 

Considering the lack of opportunities for this group 

and given the extensive research presented on this subject, the 

State would eventually be paying a much higher price in welfare, 

criminal justice, and homelessness costs should these students 

be turned away. 
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Although State aid is based on the number of students 

enrolled on October 15 of each year, the Adult High School 

Program conducts open enrollment twice a year on a semester 

basis. Due to the high demand for these educational services; 

the waiting list for the program exceeds hundreds of individuals 

every semester. It should also be noted that the current State 

aid funding formula counts each adult high school student as .5 

on the district's application for State aid. This ·generates 

less than half the amount of funds allocated for a typical 

secondary student. 

The National Center for Educational Statistics in the 

United States Department of Education recently reported that 
-

"People with more education rely less on welfare and public 

assistance," and further stated, "In 1992, 17 percent o"f high 

school dropouts ages 25 to 34 received public assistance." Only 

one-third~as many -- 6 percent -- high school graduates in this 

group who do not go to college receive public assistance. 

In recent years, the adult program has expanded to 

include a teen parent program. This program addresses the 

needed call for welfare reform as recently advocated by the 

Governor. These young parents are· n.ow able to receive child 

care services, academic and remedial· course work, vocational 

training, parenting classes, and career preparation through a 

one site/one provider approach. After graduation, these 

individuals break the cycle of dependency upon welfare and are 

empowered to become self-sufficient families. 

Most of our students wish they had been able to 

complete high school. Most of our students wish they had been 

·able to complete. it when they were younger, but life doesn't 
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always give those opportunities. We can't tell these students 

that it's just too bad they didn't finish high school and they 

must suffer .for the rest of.their ·1ives. 

There are many people who use a lack of basic 

education as an excuse for unemployment and do not take 

advantage of opportunities for self-improvement. Our students 

use it as a source of motivation to improve t.heir situations for 

themselves and their families. . They are to be commended for 

their efforts, and they should be given the chance to continue 

their education at any age. 

Postsecondary programs were designed to afford . the 

adult student the opportunity to increase the knowledge and 

skills required to .compete in a highly technological and 

changing job market. Given the high unemployment rate in Hudson 

County, coupled with the need for a qualified, skilled, and 

technologically competent workforce, it is imperative that the 

educational system respond to the needs of a changing job 

market. 

Our postsecondary programs have a placement rate of 82 

percent. These students scored above the average on the SOCATS, 

as well as other nationally recognized tests of vocational 

competencies. The.se students are. placed in a .career upon 

graduation -- and sometimes· before with a guarantee that they 

are ready for the field they have chosen. 

Adult education programs assist the SO percent of the 

adult population in New Jersey that function at the two· lowest 

levels of literacy, as well as those 1.5 million who have not 

attained a high school education. It should also be noted that 

the "National Education Goals for the Year 2000" stated that "By 
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. 
the year 2000 the high school graduation ~ate will increase to 

at least 90 percent," , and further, "By the year 2000, every 

adult American will be literate and will possess the knowledge 

and skills necessary to compete in a global economy and exercise 

the rights and responsibilities of citizenship.'' 

Thus, if we value ~ducation as important for _the 

future of this State, then we must realize that our quality of 

life, our economic prosperity, our social and scientific 

progress, and our democratic institutions are directly affected 

by the knowledge~ skills, and values of our citizens. 

Thus, I call upon you to support the continued funding 

of adult high schools and postsecondary programs. The results 

of an uneducated and unskilled adult citizenry would be far more 

disastrous and costly in the long run._ 

In light of the seriousness of adult education not -

being included in the Department of Education's mission and the 

exclusion of adult_ education in foundation aid funding, -I have 

addressed my testimony to this issue. However, I offer a few 

more points on some of the other plans: 

I agree that pupils with disabilities should be

educated wi_th nondisabled peers in regular classrooms but with 

additional support. Having disincentives for special education 

placements over a specific classification rate namely 10 

percent -- limits the number of special children we can accept 

and accommodate. Hudson County includes five of the largest -

urban Special Needs Districts and ·contains one of the largest 

populations of classified children. 

A~ typical of an urban area, 17 percent of our- high 

school population is classified, · with another 5 percent 
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mainstreamed and not considered classified. It should be noted 

that Hudson County does not.have a special services district. 

Thus, it is ~ot surprising that we have a large waiting list in 

these programs. 

Shared State funding of the public school means shared 

control over distribution of education services to students. In 

this proposal, local tax leeway will be closely regulated and 

constrained. The local school property tax eventually will 

become a State school property tax. 

This alternative would place less. and less allocation 

decisions in the hands of local authorities. -The local public 

taxpayers will play a smaller role in the governance of its 

school districts. Fiscal parity should never mean we must level 

down to create an even playing field. We must always strive to 

do the best we can. 

Instead of stating that New Jersey has the highest 

per~pupil cost in the country, which is a negative statement in 

itself, we ~hould be acknowledging the fact that we are the 

first to support our education. 

!f our standards will incorporate appropriate 

school-to-work applications, details for this should be included 

in the model of a thorough and efficient education program and 

curriculum standards. It is not to be found in the model. 

In conclusion, few would argue that New Jersey schools 

need to educate more students to considerably.higher levels of 

achievement, and we need to use our resources more effectively 

in doing so. But the State cannot lead independently of or 

clearly at odds with the locals districts. 
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Because education is a constitutional responsibility 

of the State, it has the authority.· to· de.fine the policy 

environment in which it occurs and to define a successful 

product of the educational systems. It is my belief that the 

State should stimulate local diversity and experimentation, not 

stifle it. 

The State. faces the challenge of creating an 

appropriate balance between central control and local autonomy, 

a balance between setting goals, standards, and expectations, 

and providing districts with enough authority and flexibility to 

choose their own paths. 

Thank you very much for your time. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you. 

Frank, can we have a copy of that? 

MR.- GARGIULO: Sure. 

SENATOR EWING: Emerson Dickman, New Jersey ARC and 

the Orton Dyslexia Society. 

Please start. 

G. E M E R S 0 N DICKMAN III, ESQ. : Thank you. 

I've asked to be heard today as a parent of four 

children - - my oldest has Down's syndrome, my youngest is 

learning disabled - - and as an advocate-. 

My comments, which are limited to the section on 

special education, are supported by the Bergen County Special 
) 

Services School District; the Bergen County Vocational.;;.Technical 

School District; the New Jersey Orton Dyslexia Society; the New 

Jersey Learning Disabilities Association; and the New Jersey 

Protection and Advocacy, Incorporated, which is the privatized 

public advocate for the developmentally disabled. 
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There are many issues I would like to specifically 

address, some of them positive and complementary. 

Unfortunately, I have time only to address the points I consider 

most in need of change. 

By providing funding to sending districts to use as 

they please, this Plan encourages the demise of valuable public 

regionalized ·service delivery for a variety of low"'"incidence 

populations. Quality, regionalized public programs will not be 

able to compete with private programs that are free from the 

collectively bargained burden of the public sector, such as pay 

scales, pensions, tenure, etc. 

Presently, private sector alternatives are forced to 

be unique and to provide services not otherwise available 1n 

order to survive. When public . sector competition for low-

incidence populations withdraws, the private sector will lose 

its motivation to compete based upon innovation and excellence 

and focus on cutting costs to provide the least appropriate at 

the least expense. 

This Plan blatantly encourages underidentification and 

watered-down· services without addressing the reai reasons for 

overidentif ic.ation by: 

1. Limiting the classification rate fcir full funding 

to 10 percent, ,and; 

2. Essentially "block granting" categorical aid and 

permitting its use for purposes unrelated to special education. 

The absurdity of putting a cap on classification rates 

is amply illustrated in research. One major study, perhaps, the 

most significant study ever attempted in the field cf learning 

disabilities, the "Connecticut Longitudinal Project," has 
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followed one of the largest longitudinal cohorts of ~hildren in 

the world since they were in kindergarten. This project has 

been conducted by the Yale University Learning Disability 

Research Center with Federal funding through the National 

Institute of Child H~alth and Human Development since 1983. 

All children in this study with and without 

disabilities -- were tested with individually administered, 

standardized measures. Such procedures, which do· not rely on 

school failure to identify disabilities, identified 17.5 percent 

as sufficiently reading disordered to be classified as learning 

disabled and eligible for special education. 

This figure does not include the mentally retarded, 

the autistic, emotionally disturbed, or other eligible 

disabilities. New Jersey is not overidentifying children for 

special education. New Jersey, like every other state, is 

underidentifying children in need of special education. 

Research also indicates that, under our present 

system, adolescents with learning disabilities are 500 percent 

more likely to be under court supervision than their peers 

without learning disabilities.. What we need to do is create 

more effective ways of identifying ch:!.ldren at risk rather than · 

establishing an arbitrary cap on how many we can help . 

. Also, who is this cap going to hurt·· most? It won't 

reduce the number of Down's syndrome children, autistic, 

multiply handicapped, or severely emotionally disturbed. 

Therefore, any cut in identification will be borne virtually 

exclusively by c~ildren who do not evidence their disability · 

with obvious intellectual deficits or aberrant behavior. 
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Once again we experience the shortsightedness of a 

reactionary economic environment. Bigger and bigger prisons are 

not the answ~r to holding back the social consequence of failing 

to stem the tide of these underserved children with wasted 

·potential. 

By directing funding only to the district and not the 

service, by failing to require that such funds be dedicated to 

special education, and by putting a cap on classifications 

rates, this Plan, in essence, incorporates special education 

expense in regular education budgets. 

Our children with disabilities will, once again, be 

seen as competing for the regular education dollar. As a 

result, our children with more severe disabilities will, once 

again, wear a sign identifying them as a burden to society and 

our children with less severe disabilities will, once again, 

hide and be overlooked. 

Conjecture and assumption couched in authoritative 

sounding·rhetoric establishes the shallow footings upon which 

the architecture of this elaborate Plan depends~ This Plan 

repeatedly promises educational equity, but insofar as special 

education is concerned, all it addresses is fiscal equity. It 

criticizes past efforts for focusing on "increased spending 

amounts rather than on appropriate uses of adequate funding to 

achieve educational results," while the new Plan focuses 

exclusively on the method of spending. We still have the cart 

before the horse. The method of education, as well as the 

method of spending, must be addressed. 

You can't put a price on the pride of having a job, of 

being a functional, contributing member of a community, or 
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question. 

MR. DICKMAN: Yes. 

SENATOR Mac INNES: Mr. Dickman, I don't ·mean to put 

you on the spot. 

MR. DICKMAN: That's okay. 

SENATOR MacINNES: The districts receive a set amount 

for each classified student, as I understand it. What prevents 

them from continuing to make use of either private or special 

services districts in spending that money? It seems to me that 

your testimony suggested that wouldn't be practical under the 

Commissioner's Plan. I just wasn't sure how that is true. 

MR. DICKMAN: Well, as . an advocate I've had an 

opportunity-- I'm an attorney and have done educational 

advocacy for many years, and as an advocate I've had the 

opportunity to evaluate private sector programs that are 

competing with similar public sector programs. It has been my 

experience that my advice to my clients has been -- eight out of 

ten times that the public sector offers the more 

comprehensive program. 
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The private sector has certain advantages. It 

certainly packages its product much better than the public 

sector. On the other hand, sometimes what is in the package is 

not as complete. One thing that will happen that I believe in 

this particular situation is, because of the expense of, again, 

collective bargaining agreements with teachers -- as the Senator 

pointed out earlier public sector programs are quite 

expensive if you evaluate them based upon a per-pupil cost. 

Private sector programs that are not burdened by these 

same collectively bargained costs can come in with minimally 

appropriate programs and provide a cost-effective alternative to 

the public sector, virtually doing away with the public sector 
-

on a regionalized basis; that would be special services school 

districts, even vocational-technical school districts that might 

provide services to classified populations. 

In Bergen County we also have regions and consortiums 

that would be hurt very badly. 

Does that answer your question? 

SENATOR MacINNES: I think it does. The costs that 

would be allowed under the Commissioner's Plan are not adequate 

to sustain the programs particularly for the higher cost 

services required by the more seriously handicapped kids .. 

MR. DICKMAN: That is correct. That would be one 

focus on my presentation. Thank you for bringing that up. 

SENATOR MacINNES: Thank you, Mr. Dickman. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you. 

MR. DICKMAN: Thank you very much. 

SENATOR EWING: Do we have copies? 
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MR. DICKMAN: Yes. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you very much. 

Peter Karycki, Principal of Spotswood High School. 

P E T E R K A R Y C K I: Before I begin, I wish to mention 

that David Nash, who is seated to my right, is with me this 

afternoon. David is the Assistant Director of Government 

Relations with the New Jersey Principals and Supervisors 

Association. 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you 

today regarding the "Comprehensive Plan- for Educational 

Improvement and Financing." In addition to serving as Principal 

of Spotswood High School in Middlesex County, I am also Vice 

President of the New Jersey Principals and Supervisors 

Association. For the past six months, I have Chaired a special 

NJPSA ad hoc committee charged -with reviewing the proposed 

Comprehensive Plan. I am here today on behalf of the more than 

5000 school leaders our Association represents. 

Our members understand and appreciate the_ tremendous 

challenges faced by the Legislature and the administration in 

trying tc develop a new school funding formula. In order to 

assist in this process, NJPSA has identified seven guiding 

principles that we believe should· serve as a conceptual 

framework for the development of a new school funding plan. A 

list of these principles is attached to our testimony. 

We believe that a number of these- core principles are 

reflected in the Comprehensive Plan. We applaud the Department 

of Education's efforts to develop a substantive definition of 

what constitutes a thorough and efficient education. For too 

many years, the State has failed to exert the leadership needed 
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to engage in this debate and ultimately develop a statewide 

consensus on this critical issue. 

we~agree that the development of a common set of Core 

Curriculum Content Standards is a necessary first step in this 

process. These standards must be sufficiently comprehensive and 

rigorous to ensure that all New Jersey students, regardless of 

where they live, can compete with any student in the world. 

We also agree with the Comprehensive Plan's emphasis 

on professional development and technology as necessary building 

blocks in the effort to promote systemic educational reform. 

Clearly, our schools need state-of-the-art equipment and 

well-trained personnel in order to prepare our students for the 

21st century. 

Despite these positive aspects, we believe that the 

Plan before you today is destined to failure without major 

revisions. While we have a number cf concerns, I would like to 

focus my comments today on the adequacy of the Comprehensive 

Plan's model school district. 

As it currently stands, this model district can hardly 

be described as adequate, let alone world-class. For example, 

the model does not contemplate any staffing for advanced 

placement or honors classes. Full-time kindergarten, common in 

may of our highest achieving districts, is considered 

nonessential. Disparities in opportunity will grow as districts 

are forced to fund such supposedly "excessive" programs from 

local taxes. In our State's many "lighthouse" districts where 

students commonly exceed minimal standards, the glow of high 

achievement will invariably be dimmed. 
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The model fails to recognize the critical role played 

by supervisors in the educational process. The State's ideal 

school .dist~ict includes absolutely no supervisors at the 

elementary or middle school levels. Who, we wonder, will plan 

and conduct the necessary professional development to enable 

teachers to provide students with the :knowledge and skills to 

meet the new Core Curriculum Content Standards? Who will 

spearhead the massive effort necessary to revise each district's 

curriculum? Without supervisors to carry out these nuts-and

bol ts functions, this latest effort at school reform will be 

nothing more than illusion. 

In addition to the loss of supervisors, the Plan will 

. force major cutbacks in other areas as well. Our analysis shows 

that the Plan will force drastic increase in class size. 

Oistricts will also be forced to make impossible choices between 

eliminating supervisors, guidance counselors, child study team 

members, and media specialists. 

·The Plan includes no staffing for world languages or 

performing arts, two areas where districts will have to expand 

their programs offerings to meet new standards. We are hard 

pressed to believe that any elementary school teacher can be 

expected to effectively teach French, Spanish, or other 

languages with, perhaps, a few hours of in-service training. In 

sum, it is difficult to imagine districts maintaining current 

achievement levels, let alone reaching higher standards under 

this minimalist approach. 

While we have shared with you a number of concerns, we 

believe New Jersey has a historic opportunity to craft a school 

funding plan that lays the foundation for excellence in every 
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school in our State. This great promise will only be realized 

if we insist on excellence, not just adequacy. 

None of our students will be served by a Plan that 

dismantles our best .school systems in the name of parity. Our 

Association will continue to analyze the proposed Comprehensive 

Plan and share the expertise of our members. Working together, 

we can ensure a world-class education for every New Jersey 

student. 

Thank you. (applause) 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you very much. 

Jeffrey Swanson from Morris Hills Regional. Is 

Jeffrey Swanson here? 

UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: He left~ 

SENATOR EWING: What? 

UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: He le-ft. 

SENATOR EWING: He left. 

Dr. Fred Stokley. He didn't leave. 

FREDERICK J. ST 0 KLEY, Ed.D.: Good evening. 

My name is Fred Stokley. I am Chairman of the School Funding 

Committee of the Garden State Coalition and also Superintendent 

of Schools in Ridgewood, New Jersey. 

Many of you know the Garden State Coalition of Schools 

is a statewide organization of 110 public school districts, 

primarily suburban. The Coalition was formed in response to the 

Quality Education Act back in 1990 and seeks to continue 

providing quality education for the children in the State. 

However, the Coalition believes it is possible to maintain this 

quality and achieve funding equity without severely reducing 

education programs and eliminating teachers. 
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! 'm going to give you a snapshot of one school 

district. It's going to be a little different testimony from 

what we have:heard so far. Attached to the statement that I've 

distributed is a worksheet describing how the Ridgewood s.chool 

District would be affected if the Comprehensive Plan is 

implemented as currently stated. 

This school year, the Plan would call for a foundation 

budget of $33 million. Our current expense budget, excluding 

transportation and special education, is $41. 8 million. The 

amount that would require voter approval is $8.6 million. 

The Plan presents a scenario calling for the Ridgewood 

School Board to have a public vote for expenditures that are 

called "excessive and unnecessary." The last three pages of the 

Plan's Section VII, entitled, "Unnecessary Municipal Spending on 

·schools," uses the words "unnecessary and excessive" and other 

words relating to overspending 31 times. The likelihood of 

Ridgewood voters supporting an overage of $8. 6 million in a 

context described by the State as "unnecessary and excessive" I 

believe is slim. 

Ridgewood' s public school population is 4900, the 

largest in Bergen County, and is growing. Sirice 1991-1992, the 

.elementary pupil population has increased by 10 percent. Twenty 

percent of the town's population attends local public schools. 

The State average is 14 percent. People move to Ridgewood for 

the schools, and that is like many other districts in the State. 

The school district is recognized nationally and 

locally for excellence in education. Its SAT scores are among 

the top five in the State, while its per~pupil costs are at the 

average level for northern New Jersey. 
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Since 1991-1992, special education costs have· 

increased by SS percent, while State aid has been frozen with no 

significant . increases. State aid for special ed has been 

reduced from 44 percent to 31 percent of actual costs. 

Ridgewood' s special education population is 6 percent of the 

total pupil population, while the State average is lS percent. 

In 1991-1992, State aid supported 8 percent of the 

total budget. Today, State aid supports s percent, a 39 percent 

reduction over four years. Ninety-five percent of Ridgewood's 

school budget is supported by the local taxpayer. 

Since school year 1991-1992, when the Quality 

Education.Act became law, the Ridgewood School Board has made 

the following reductions: 

We eliminated 29 teachers: 20 at the high school, 6 at 

the two middle schools, and 3 specialists at the elementary 

level. We eliminated two high school guidance counselors, 

changing the pupil-.to-counse1or ratio from lSO to 200 to 1. 

We eliminated one high school TV coordinator, 

eliminated three central office administrators, including an 

assistant superintendent, eliminated three central office 

secretaries and two school secretaries. 

We eliminated 6S custodial ·and maintenance personnel 

from our budget, because we contracted out these services for a 

savings of $1. 1 million per year. We eliminated seven bus 

drivers at the same time. We contracted out these services for 

a net savings of $171,000 per year. This was done three years 

ago. We privatized food services to operate in the black. 

Since 1991-1992, the average budget increase has been 

3 percent per year. The average tax increase has been 4 
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percent, and the average home tax increase has been $200 per 

year. 

Th~ Governor's budget this year again reduced State 

aid by $156, 000 -- a 6 percent reduction and increased 

special education funding by 2 percent, while special education 

·expenses increased over 20 percent. 

Should the Comprehensive Plan be implemented as it is 

currently written, the · following could take place in the 

Ridgewood School District based on past budget decisions and 

reduction trends over the past four years: 

At least 35 percent of teaching positions would be 

eliminated, substantially increasing class size at all levels 

K to 12. 

More high school guidance counselors would be 

eliminated and these needed services decreased further. 

Art and music programs and library services would be 

further cut back at the elementary school level. 

More district administrators would be eliminated, 

pushing their required tasks out to the local school level 

causing principals, who are instructionally oriented, to become 

full-time building managers with little time for leading 

curriculum development and instructional practices. If all the 

district administrators were eliminated, only one-third of the 

excess would be removed. 

Many extracurricular and interscholastic programs 

would be eliminated, and those that remain would serve smaller 

populations. Parents would pay the full cost for 

extracurricular and interscholastic activities. 
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Students would be placed at a competitive disadvantage 

due to our inability to provide them access to computer 

technology. ~· 

Costs for transportation now provided for safety 

reasons -- referred to as courtesy bussing -- would either be 

eliminated or the full cost charged to parents of children being 

transported. 

Building maintenance would be deferred or neglected. 

When thinking about funding and the State's role, 

please remember: The State is responsible for the education of 

all public school children and, by legislation, delegates and 

shares this responsibility with local school boards. The State 

and local communities are partners not adversaries. 

When thinking about funding and the State's role as 

partner with local communities, I recommend you consider 

proposing legislation which: expands categorical aid to include 

State mandates, particularly those passed since 1990; provides 

some minimum level of funding annually for all children; 

provides funding for the use of technology in schools at the 

rate of $100 per pupil annually and not $8; fully funds special 

education and other mandated categories; funds Special Needs 

Districts to receive needed program improvements - - progress 

toward equity in funding requires that Special Needs Districts 

receive, at least, full aid entitlement. 

Reductions over the past four years have caused the 

Ridgewood School District to cut to the bone. The quality of 

education now offered is less than that provided in 1991. 

Should the. Comprehensive Plan be implemented as written, 

Ridgewood will no longer provide a superior education. We will 
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provide similar to what has happen~d in districts in 

Massachusetts and California, an average or mediocre education 

stressing oniy the so-called basics. 

I believe you in the legislative branch of government 

are knowledgeable about public education issues and can see the 

inherent deficiencies in this Plan. The . funding formula 

proposed will ratchet down the outstanding work now being done 

in·many of the districts in New J~rsey. 

Thank you. (applause) 

SENATOR Mac INNES: Dr. Stokley, in a move he may 

regret, Chairman Ewing asked me to preside while he is off the 

stand. 

How closely does Ridgewood match up right now to the 

model schools that are proposed by the Commissioner in his Plan 

in terms of the teacher/student ratios? 

For example, at the elementary school level I seem to 

remember it was like 21 as the suggested ratio. Are you close 

to that now? 

DR. STOKLEY: We're pretty close to that, yes. We're, 

I'd say, about 20 to 1. 

SENATOR MacINNES: So that the effect of the funding 

Plan, as you apply. it to Ridgewood, would be that it would take 

you from compliance with the model--

DR. STOKLEY: Right. 

SENATOR Mac INNES: - -with the preferred level of 

teacher attention to kids and necessarily would drive your 

ratios far above that? 

DR. STOKLEY: That's right. 
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SENATOR MacINNES: I mean, you're talking about laying 

off 35 percent of your teachers if the voters don't approve the 

21 percent, as I calculate it--

DR. STOKLEY: Right. 

SENATOR MacINNES: --that your program would be above 

the amount permitted by the Commissioner's Plan. 

DR. STOKLEY: Well, right. If the Plan is voted down 

in the context that I described, it goes to the mayor and the 

village council who, politically, need to reduce the budget. 

SENATOR MacINNES: Well, under the Commissioner's 

Plan, once it's voted down, it's voted down, as I understand it. 

okay. 

DR. STOKLEY: The excess, yes. 

SENATOR MacINNES: The excess, is that right? 

DR. STOKLEY: But the appeal is to the village-

SENATOR MacINNES: Then the municipality has a shot, 

DR. STOKLEY: Yes, the appeal is to the municipality. 

SENATOR MacINNES: 

DR. STOKLEY: No, 

SENATOR MacINNES: 

But they don't usually increase it. 

they can't. How can they? 

They don't usually bring it back at 

the level that is approved by the school board? 

DR. STOKLEY: No. It would be a heroic mayor that 

would do that, right. 

SENATOR MacINNES: So the consequence of voting it 

down could lead to the cuts that you're--

DR. STOKLEY: That's what I mean by "ratcheting down." 

It would, over time, move us to the formula. Right now, the 

snapshot calls for an $8. 6 million reduction. That is not 

counting social security and pensions, which would be $6. 5 
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million. I just recall the State's burden that is being assumed 

by the local taxpayer is around $6.5 million, and that is also 

alluded to in the Plan. I'm not even referring to--

SENATOR Mac INNES: Well, we don't know how that is 

going to work yet, but it doesn't sound like~ when it's added 

into the mix, it's going to benefit· districts like Ridgewood. 

DR. STOKLEY: I mean, the QEA got Us upset. This is 

far worse than QEA. 

SENATOR MacINNES: Thank you very much, Dr. Stokley. 

DR. STOKLEY: Thank you. 

SENATOR MacINNES: John Grieco, the Superintendent of 

the Bergen County Special Services and Bergen County Technical 

Schools. 

JOB N GRIECO, Ed.D.: I would have started off "good 

afternoon," but I guess I'm going to say good evening. Thank 

you for the opportunity to speak. 

My name is John Grieco. I'm the Superintendent of 

Bergen County Board of Special Services, a position which I 

recently assumed in a move to consolidate administrative and 

educational services in our county. 

I also serve as Superintendent of Bergen County 

Technical Schools and Chief Administrator of Bergen County's Job 

Training Partnership Program. My new roles hold me responsible 

for education for the most severely disabled children, to adults 

who are homeless and out of work, to high school students who 

are .specially talented in the sciences, technical, or vocational 

subjects, or who seek vocational training. 

I have carefully reviewed the Commissione.r' s 

"Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing," 
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and I commend him for the quality of this document. It is the 

best thing I have seen coming from State government in my 

3 0-year career as an educator. However the famous eraser 

word -- I would like to take a different approach and not talk 

numbers to you, but talk about the document and what the 

document says to us. 

Contrary to its title, it is not a comprehensive plan, 

nor is it about educational improvement. It is a budget plan. 

More precisely, it is a funding formula for implementing a 

financial approach to education. 

I take this opportunity to shift the focus from budget 

to education, to examine the impact upon· education when 

education is viewed from the perspective of dollars. I wi~l 

continue my comments and my remarks around this special 

education sector. 

Simply put, the Plan costs too much. Permit me to 

explain: 

The Plan devotes a full 77 pages to developing a 

fiscal model that can be reduced to arithmetic. This Plan's 

arithmetic, which is basically a block grant to local school 

districts, consists of the law of averages -- a slightly more 

sophisticated scale of standard deviation to compute how much 

and at what rate State aid will diminish for districts whose 

accidental birth rate, for example, has burdened them with 

special needs children beyond the arbitrary cap of 10 percent. 

There is a corresponding percentage method to restrict 

State funding only to at-risk children who reside in districts 

that boast a 20 percent impoverishment rate. Those 

disadvantaged children whose misfortune it is to live in a 
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district that lacks a sufficient concentration of their kind, 

are ineligible for State funded preschool and a host of other 

State funded. human and social resources, which the document 

itself claims are necessary to provide the same children 

educational opportunity. 

Adults, despite well documented and serious literacy 

needs critical to our economy, are not even mentioned except to 

observe that the State Constitution does not mandate educational 

services for adults. 

I submit that the Plan's funding model for education 

if we are about equity and quality -- is intellectu~lly 

unsupportable. As a statement of public policy of monumental 

consequence, the Plan's guiding premise requires rigorous 

explication. The Plan, in fact, needs a mountain of evidence to 

support its stunningly simplistic premise. In plain language, 

this premise amounts to saying, without supplying proof, that 

applying the law of averages creates equity and a thorough and 

efficient ~ducation for all New Jersey children. 

The document provides not a shred of evidence to 

support this equation. The text is punctuated with frequent 

references to extensive educational research. Yet it provides 

no discussion of the quality and kind of research upon which its 

validity depends, not even a bibliography. 

Ernest Boyer (phonetic spelling) died last week, an 

ironic coincidence with the promulgation of this Plan. Ernest 

Boyer, you may recall, was the prominent educator who rallied 

Americans in "A Nation at· Risk'' and called for changes in 

schooling which emphasized good theory, smaller classes, better 

counseling, and more creative teaching. 
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These building blocks for a better system have been 

validated time after time with an incredible amount of research 

and overwhe~ming evidence from educational giants, such as 

Howard Gardner and Ted Sizer (phonetic spellings), all in 

support of the theories Boyer set forth in 1983. 

The Plan bypasses substantive educational concerns and 

offers, instead, a hypothetical funding model with hypothetical 

numbers. No rationale for the model's integrity or its 

applicability to education is provided except to solidify the 

tired, old traditional model which Boyer and others correctly 

cha1lenged in the past decade. 

Instead, the public is given a bill in advance of an 

agreed upon definition, much less a delivery of goods. The 

formula allegedly leads to a thorough and efficient education. 

But if the reader looks carefully, he or she will find none. 

Instead of definition, we get promises about a 

yet~to-be-released core curriculum and not one word about how 

the Plan affects the welfare of children. Again, the Plan costs 

too much. 

The Plan speaks loudly and most truthfully of its 

purposes in its subtext, the words in between the words. 

Therein lies the Plan's major weakness. We pick up clues of the 

Plan's intent similar to the cuts suggested by the hypothetical 

low numbers in the Plan. The hints are not so subtle, although 

they are indirect. 

The language of the Plan blames current educational 

practice for devoting energies and moneys to issues and concerns 

which are irrelevant to education. Therefore, by cutting out 

these aspects, not defined up front and available for public 
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debate, we justify the threatened budget cuts and still achieve 

a thorough and efficient educa_tion. However, this justification 

remains und~fined and unsupported by the genuine consensus to 

which the document commits itself. 

The Economic Policy Institute's new educational 

spending study, "Where's the Money Gone?" presents quite a 

different view. We keep hearing about rising pupil costs of 

education and questionable gains in student achievement. This 

study, which was released this week, rejects outright the overly 

simplistic explanation of return on investment and explains 

school spending growth in the following terms: 

Price of inflation for goods and services purchased; 

new responsibilities for new programs mandated by Congress and 

the courts; and the cost of education for students with special 

needs, students who in an earlier era would not have had an 

opportunity for any type of education. 

The Plan's method of analysis is illogical and, at 

times, irresponsible. We do not have a clear plan. We would 

hardly expect a contractor to present us with an estimate for 

our signature and approval before we had agreed upon what the 

proposed building was to look like, how many rooms and of what 

dimensions it would consist, with what materials it would be 

constructed, and a myriad of other design specifications. Yet 

the architects of this Plan ask the public to accept the Plan by 

proceeding just in this manner. 

Substituting abstract models and unfounded premises 

for critical reflection and compelling documentation serves to 

hide the Plan's flaws. Its claim to equity is untenable. 

Remember that the formula and the rhetorical subtext suggest, on 
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the one hand, only one thing:· a method to decrease and 

substantially diminish State funding for education across the 

board. On . the other hand, it suggests another: increased 

property taxes for those communities who can afford more 

services. 

Other economic forces and realities do the rest of the 

job. These guarantee the very opposite of what the Plan 

pretends. Wealthy districts who, by definition, have the 

resources to vote for educational funds to support quality 

education for their children will continue to do so. Those, 

however, in the middle and lower socioeconomic districts in the 

grip of the same inexorable economic forces will find 

educational improvements beyond their reach. 

Even if these less privileged districts value and 

understand the importance of investing in education to the 

future of their children, they may no4: be able to afford it. In 

the narrowest sense of equity then -~ that is, by confining it 

to fiscal terms this Plan simply fails. It actually 

accomplishes the opposite. Similar to other negative economic 

trends, it widens the gap between the fewer and fewer haves and 

the swelling number of have nots. 

The implications for special.education children in the 

Plan are dangerous. The Plan allows for the following scenario, 

which you've heard over and over again. A district exceeds the 

arbitrary 10 percent cap on its nonspeech classified students; 

it also exhausts the standard deviation range which allows any 

State funding for special education of some of its children; and 

then, it has one, two, three, or ten children who simply cannot 

be plugged into its mathematical equation. The district goes to 
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the taxpayer to request excess funds. The taxpayer declines. 

The Plan provides no court of appeal except the mayor and 

council. Th~ logic of the Plan, therefore, permits a situation 

in which no State funding is available to meet the special needs 

of multihandicapped children. 

It will just take one case of underfunding a disabled 

student to fracture the State's partnership with the parents of 

disable·d children. At least the medical model and the category 

labels gave parents an understanding of the services their 

children needed. In less dramatic, but probably more numerous 

cases, it forebodes diluted educational environments for both 

special needs and regular students. 

Whatever the final outcome of thedebate on this Plan, 

the 5000 severely disabled children and their parents must be 

assured of consistent and reliable services. Therefore, · ! 

strongly r .. ecommend that the State absorb all costs for these 

children, especially those children who attend the eight special 

needs school districts. The special services school districts 

should be preserved and funded directly before you begin any 

discussion of equity among other student populations. 

Putting ourselves in the shoes of the disabled or the 

disadvantaged parent whose child is not eligible for preschool 

or the disabled child who must stake a special claim for 

"excess'' funding dramatizes the fundamental fallacies of this 

Plan. Its intellectual weakness speaks to our minds, but its 

ethical implications compel our . conscience to pose a moral 

perspective. 

In "The Divine Comedy," a masterpiece that forms the 

moral pillars of our society, indeed, our civilization, Dante 
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brilliantly illuminates the nature of wrong and evil. Immoral 

acts happens when we confuse the living with the inorganic, when 

we treat children as if they were numbers, or determine 

destinies by one's place before or after the decimal point. 

The Plan suffers grievously from backward and 

regressive priorities. It makes money more important than 

serving human need, and it misnames these choices "fiscal 

efficiency." It makes formulas more important than questions 

and debate around education. 

Following the logic of its misplaced priorities gives 

us mo·re than the average chance of spiraling down into the 

bottom circle of hell where Dante confines those who hold life 

in contempt or not dear enough to protect or cultivate. 

But what this Plan doesn't say is more disastrous 

still. The Plan costs too much. It accents efficiency in the 

form of fiscal formulas while it is silent on t:1e value of 

education, on the significance of individual children, on a 

commitment to quality that has substance. It resoundingly 

proclaims the proposition that money is first and children, 

their educations, and their futures are second. 

In the long run, this is not smart. It is surely not 

wise. Bottom-line approaches and efficiency models may be 

appropriate for municipal waste management; garbage composts to 

fertile matter and generates future life. Pursuit of this Plan 

can result in a withdrawal of commitment to all children. 

Neglected children become social liabilities- and costs of 

regeneration are burdens we bequeath to the future. 

A society in a state that elects the bottom line 

ensures mediocrity at best. At worst, from its failure to care 
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for vital matters, such as those of the heart, it risks moral 

corruption. We - do need improved education. We do need to 

create equit;y. We must also be accountable. But the bottom 

line and fiscal efficiency in this model is not the answer. 

I leave you with: The Plan simply costs too much. 

Thank you. (applause) 

SENATOR MacINNES: Thank you~ 

If I could: You mentioned 5000 severely disabled 

children and their parents tnust be assured of-- That seemed to 

be dropped down. Are you referring to a specific number of-

DR. GRIECO: Yes, I am. There are between 4000 and 

5000 students served by the Board of Special Services throughout 

the State. 

SENATOR MacINNES: Okay, so it refers to those 

students who are served by operations like yours across the 

State. 

DR. GRIECO: Yes. 

SENATOR MacINNES: Okay. Thank you. 

DR. GRIECO: We serve approximately 1200 -- between 

1000 and 1200 of those children for the north New Jersey region 

of a four- or five-state area. 

SENATOR MacINNES: Right. We heard about that. 

Thank you very much, Dr. Grieco. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: Mr. Chairman. 

SENATOR MacINNES: Oh, sorry. Assemblyman Garcia. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: Just one question. I've only 

been around for two years in the Legislature. You say that 

you've been in education for 30, and you said, in the 

introduction, that you commend the quality of this document and 
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that it's the best that you've seen in your 30-year career as an 

educator. That kind of falls when you keep reading the 

document. 

What did the other models look like compared to this? 

DR. GRIECO: My comment about it being the best 

document I've read in 3 O years is a mild statement to the 

statement I really want to make. This thing has been thought 

about by a bunch of people who have MBA backgrounds. It 

actually has demonic tones to it. (laughter) 

Thank you. 

SENATOR MacINNES: Thank you, Dr. Grieco. 

Phyllis Mincieli from South Plainfield Adult High 

School. 

P B Y L L I S c. M I N C I E L I: Much of what I have to 

say this evening and it's brief -- has already been said. I 

do not know any of the other people who have spoken about adult 

high schools, but we seem to be on the same wavelength. 

So first, thank you for affording me the opportunity 

to address this panel today. I don't know if what I have to say 

will make a difference, but perhaps some of my insights into 

adult education may shed a different light on the topic. 

My name is Phyllis Mincieli, and I am a part-time 

Counselor at the South Plainfield Adult High School. Before I 

begin, let me just give you a few statistics about the South 

Plainfield Adult High School Program. Our program also includes 

English for the Foreign Born classes and Adult Basic Education 

classes -- both exceptional programs -- however, today I wish to 

address the Adult High School Diploma Program. 
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Since its inception, we have graduated over 900 

students. Currently 61 percent of our enrollment are 18 years 

old or you1fger. Our cost per pupil is $970. Again, my 

affiliation with the program is on a part~time basis, and this 

is my seventh year as Counselor in_ this evening program. 

Presently, in my 25th year as an educator on the high 

school level, the hardest thing for me to still deal with is 

when a student gives up, packs it in, and quits school with the 

idealistic view of getting a job and working. As we know, all 

too often that dream doesn't happen, and they come back to visit 

wishing they had never left. 

If any of you are or were educators, you know what I 

am saying. But for me, working at the South Plainfield Adu-it 

High School, I have seen what can happen for some of those who 

left and are now given another opportunity to get that diploma 

and, more likely, to get the job they thought was so easy to 

obtain. 

It seems to me that it has become fashionable to want 

to do away with programs that help people, that give people a 

second chance, and that give people the opportunity to improve 

self-respect. The Adult High School Program in my estimation 

does all of the above and more. Let me relate just a few of the 

cases that I have experienced just in seven years. 

There was a 28-year-old mother of three stuck in an 

abusive marriage who is now on her own with her children after 

getting her diploma and working with the counselors who put her 

in touch with women's groups. A GED would not have given her 

the personal counseling. 
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Many of our graduates ·go on to higher education, 

beginning at the county colleges and have gone on to Rutgers and 

Kean. As t~e counselor, I have worked with them on financial 

aid applications and college applications. This personal 

involvement is an important part of any adult high school 

program. 

Another example is the young married man with two 

children, working two jobs, and having trouble making ends meet. 

He refused to apply for assistance, and on nights he was not 

working attended South Plainfield Adult High School, got his 

diploma, and is currently employed as a firefighter. 

Also, the . number of men and women who needed a 

diploma, not a GED, to enter the military has grown over the 

years. Just recently there was the 18-year-old who couldn't 

handle the day school, needed only to take her State licensing 

test to become a hair stylist, and felt, because of her age, an 

adult high school diploma was better. She is currently 

employed. 

As I speak, there is a 42-year-old, self-employed 

gentleman taking classes so his children will be proud of him, 

and he will no longer think of hi111self as a dropout. And 

perhaps the one that made the strongest impression on me was the . 

youth with a learning disability attending private school, who 

could not pass her required English course. She left school, 

traveled 19 miles one way to South Plainfield Adult High School, 

received the attention she needed, and was able to pass her 

class and graduate. She is now working full-time and supporting 

herself. 
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If nothing else, self-respect is gained with an adult 

high school diploma. It is earned not by seven tests over three 

days, but wo~ked at, homework and tests. The GED is not to be 

discountedi but it costs money, which, if given a choice, many 

of our students find what they feel is a better use, especially 

if they have children. 

Adult high school students run the gamut of 

socioeconomic, racial, and ethic groups. There is no 

stereotypical adult high school student. I have met young and 

older, rich and poorer, daughters of politicians, self-employed 

people, and young people who, for whatever reason, were unable 

to make it in the day school. Not all adult high school young 

students are pregnant young women, substance addicted juveniles, 

or problem children. 

In a recent conversation with an adult who felt that 

her son never had any "special treatment" and did very well in 

high school, I responded, "But isn't it comforting to know that 

it was.there if he did need it." Doing away with the Adult High 

School Program is not the answer if we think it will keep young 

people in school. 

I applaud Governor Whitman's proposal that teen 

mothers must be pursuing a high school diploma in order to 

qualify for welfare. The Adult High School Program, not just 

the GED, must be considered. I have found that many of the 

young people prefer the adult high school diploma rather than 

the GED because their peers and family look more favorably upon 

it. Personally, I feel that employers and colleges do also, 

especially_ with the young people. 
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Although it may be trivial to us, they also are proud 

to walk up on graduation night and receive that bound diploma. 

It is part pf self-respect and a sense of accomplishment. I 

wish you could attend a South Plainfield Adult High School 

graduation ceremony. Our students are nervous and excited. 

Their parents are emotional and appreciative. It has become a 

reality. But unless you are part of it and have experienced 

this, it is impossible to understand. 

The Adult High School Program affords this opportunity 

to achieve what some felt was achievable and gain self-respect. 

I hope you will consider what I have shared. The program may 

cost the State and local districts money, but with the jobless 

rate rising in New Jersey, shouldn't we be doing something ·to 

help those who may need that little extra push? The adult high 

school does this. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you very much. Po we have a 

copy of your testimony? 

SENATOR MacINNES: Yes, we do. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you. 

John Riccio. 

SENATOR Mac INNES: What happened to our Rockaway 

Township people? 

SENATOR EWING: What? 

SENATOR Mac!NNES: What happened .to the Rockaway 

Township people? 

SENATOR EWING: He is with them. 

Aren't you with Rockaway? 

J 0 H N R I CC I O: (from audience) Right. 
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SENATOR EWING: Yes. 

SENATOR MacINNES: Hey, John, how are you? 

SENATOR EWING: You want to know your district, 

Senator. 

SENATOR MacINNES: No, no, I know John. I was 

thinking that there were a couple of people from Rockaway 

Township immediately before--

MR. RICCIO: Well, they wrote up "Township," but we're 

from the Borough. We've got three other people on there who 

couldn't make it today. 

SENATOR EWING: He's not running for three years. 

Would you mind starting the testimony, please? (laughter) 

Did Taylor and those people come~ too? 

Klopzmann? 

MR. RICCIO: No, he ended up with surgery. 

SENATOR EWING: That's all right. What about 

MR. RICCIO: He couldn't make it either. 

SENATOR EWING: Burnside? 

MR. RICCIO: She couldn't make it and neither could-

SENATOR EWING: Mary Machie? 

MR. RICCIO: Machie. She couldn't make it either. 

Her husband got laid off, and she is working two jobs. 

SENATOR EWING: Kenneth Williams? 

UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: Ken is right here. 

SENATOR EWING: Good. Okay. 

MR. RICCIO: First of all, my name is John Riccio. I 

would like to thank you, ladies and gentlemen, for allowing us 

to represent some of the older folks in our community who have 

helped us put this thing together. 
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Up to this point, you've heard testimony from people 

on how much money they need to fund it. We wrote this· up around 

Abbott y. Byrke, which I think is what this was originally 

intended to be for, which doesn't have to do so much with how 

much we're going to spend for the system but where are we going 

to get the money. 

What we're asking for, first of all, is the subject of 

taking school funding off of the back of the property taxpayers. 

Abbott y. Burke has claimed that it's unconstitutional, and I 

believe this is what you gentlemen are supposed to be working 

on, right? 

Well, Michigan did this back in 1994. I gave Senator 

Macinnes some information on that about a year ago. They d'id 

not have income tax instituted in their state, but I think they 

did have a sales tax. I understand they are doing very well 

with what they're doing, because I have read nothing on it and 

haven't been able to find anything on it that the school system 

is floundering because they took the tax dollars for schooling 

of£ the property. 

Another thing this would do, if you went that route, 

is it would take the tax burden off of the seniors, and it would 

keep them off of some of the State funding programs because they 

would have an extra couple of thousand dollars to deal with. 

Rents should go down on properties not only for the 

individuals like you and I -- because you people are paying as 

much as I am on it -- but also for businesses. And as a result 

of taking tax money to fund schooling, there are a lot of small 

businesses which have had to fold. They've gone out of 

business, and of course, that doesn't help our State's economy. 
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These funds can be made up through the income tax 

which we have or with product taxes which we also have. There 

would be people who do not support the school funding system .in 

any manner whatsoever that would be supporting them at this 

point in time. 

For instance, you have a lot of single fellows who are 

living at home, don't pay a dime towards supporting a school 

system. By putting in an income tax, they would have to pay a 

certain percentage which would be very small, because you would 

be spreading the load out further. 

This should also satisfy the. courts on the Public 

School Education Act of 1975/1985, which I imagine this whole 

Committee has put together for them. 

On school budget use what we' re requesting is it 

~hould be controlled by law. Salaries and overhead should not 

be more than maybe 60 percent or 70 percent of the total budget. 

Now, as voters we cannot control the budget. When you and I go 

to the poll to vote on a budget, the most we can vote on is 

possibly 10 percent. Everything else is already committed and 

you can't change that. If the budget is voted down and it goes 

to the Conunissioner, the part that the Conunissioner puts back is 

the part that has been cut out of the budget to support the 

children. 

Now, I've got an example of this in our Morris Hills 

School District for 1994-1995. They originally set aside $814 

per student, and that was to fund the student with all the 

educational material he needed, including basketball, football, 

or whatever other sports that he would get involved in. They 

actually used $722 by the end of the school year. The rest of 
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the money was salaries and overhe~d, which included a total of 

over 90 percent of the budget. 

From the State mandates -- which we ran into this with 

our school in the Borough -- they have to hire an architect just 

to say, "Yes, they can get this size classroom built." I think 

the State should step into that and mandate what the square 

footage should be on whatever it happens to be -- in this case, 

it happens to be per student. 

Why should the school funding have to hire an 

architect just to say, "Yes, the State says you have four square 

feet or six square feet per· child, so we have to build the room 

20 by 30." I mean if these people are educators, they should be 

able to know this through a State mandate, not needing an 

architect. 

School Board types: According to N.J.S.A. 18A: 9-1, 

ETSE Q, there are three types, and two of those three types call 

for somebody from the council to sit on them. I don't know of 

a school board that has a councilman on the board. We believe 

that the Commissioner or somebody from Trenton should send 

somebody out and look into this and find out why you have a law 

that is not being adhered to. 

State aid: Much of the State aid could be dispensed 

with once the income tax would be taken for whatever percentage 

might be needed the people would pay into that -- and it 

would be divided amongst a per-student basis. 

Thank you . 

Ken. 
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K E N N E ~ B W I L L I A M S: I'm Ken Williams, one of the 

senior citizens of Rockaway, a long-time resident of Morris 

County. 

My subject is in regard to teachers' pay. Now, the 

teachers' pay should be based on local pay and not on the amount 

of schooling and degrees they have; that is my opinion. 

For example, this is the only industry where a person 

gets a license without serving an ·apprenticeship. This should 

be changed - - the number of steps with pay in.creases, plus 

longevity and the cost of living. They should have a cap on pay 

after the last step. There is no limit at the present time, to 

my knowledge. 

Another thing, on the subject of vouchers: Allow 

parents to have them if they want them. Parents should have 

their option .. Right now, Senator Dole is working on them -- on 

the new voucher system. Parents · who have vouchers could 

exchange them for tuition for the schools of their choice. 

School building and properties: This should be 

controlled by a town mayor and council in conjunction with the 

State. School boards -- got to get my glasses on for this one 

-- would save on liability insurances. One policy would cover 

the town and all the schools. It would be cheaper for town 

personnel to handle many of the repair functions. They would 

know more about many repair functions. This would stop paying 

contractors when a town has the equipment to do it. 

For example, removal of oil tanks, sewer line 

problems, dirt and rock removal. We know that the EPA has been 

involved in some of these cases. The problem is it takes money 

out of the town. 
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Now, on the subject of moneys for salaries: They 

should be looked into as no other industry has the complete 

coverage such as health benefits. I've worked for the 

government for 42 years, and I had to pay towards my heal th 

insurance. I understand that some of the schools, their health 

.benefits are paid for 100 percent, holiday, vacation time, sick 

time, and gratuities. 

Now, thorough and efficient education-

Want to get in on that, John? 

MR. RICCIO: A thorough and efficient education: If 

you read the mandate by the judge on Abbott y._ Burke, he makes 

the comment in that that moneys, per se, are not necessary to 

get a thorough and efficient education. I have a few of the 

things written down here: reading in two languages; writing in 

two languages; arithmetic should b1: proficient in adding, 

subtraction, and geometry; class periqds should maybe be longer 

than they are; and science and computers should be taught and 

maybe mandated. 

These things here should be up to the school 

districts, maybe, along with the Commissioner as to exactly what 

should be mandated, what should be gone through, and what not. 

Tenure, we all know that is-- Nobody has tenure in 

any industry except the school industry. You can work for 

somebody for 5 years, 10 years, 15 years, and they say, "We're 

going to downsize. Goodbye." You go. When it comes to tenure, 

it's pretty hard to do that. 

On the subject of special education: Now, this comes 

out of our chancellor school which we have right in the Borough. 

If you have the type of disabilities and disturbed children and 
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students -- which I could not get the figure on ~- come out of 

broken homes-- Thirty of the 46 students that were up there 

were out of broken homes for some reason or another. Fatherless 

homes: I couldn't get the answer on that. Abusive homes and 

behaviors: we couldn't get the answer on that. We were trying 

to find out what part divorce plays with special education and 

multipartners. Now, that's an expensive deal for the State and 

for the town. 

On the subject of loss of property due to taxes 

coupled with job loss: You take Newark, I think over 50 percent 

of the land has become public property. And the schools -- the 

only people who can support the school system in Newark has got 

to be the guy who owns the property. Yet, the people who are 

living in public housing have the right to vote and say; "Hey, 

you're going to have to support my kids-in school according to 

the manner of what the State says." Some consideration should 

be given there, and this is why we feel that property tax for 

schooling should be done away with, such as the example of 

Michigan. 

I think it might be wise for the Committees or 

somebody to look into this, see how they're working out and what 

they're coming up with. 

Losses due to delinquent mortgage payments are 

approximately 80 units per month, and this came out of the 

Morris County Sheriff's sale. So that is quite a few for just 

one.county. Now, you multiply that by the counties we have, 

you're talking a lot of bucks the State has to pick up in other 

areas besides schooling. 
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In closing the statement, gentlemen and ladies, I 

would like to thank·you for the time and opportunity to be here. 

May God ble~s you and give you the strength and patience to do 

your job, because you're going to need it. God bless you. 

JOHN 

SENATOR MacINNES: You're right about that, John. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you. Thank you very much. 

John Lamkin. 

T. L A M K I N: That will be a hard act to follow. 

I thought I was the ?nly one or was one of the few 

speakers who was not a professional educator here this evening. 

But, in essence, I feel not as threatened by the specter of a 

voter reaction to noncore courses as some of the previous 

speakers. 

In response to Senator Macinnes, I think that voters, 

as a whole, would be in favor of any plan that starts out or at 

least provides the taxpayer with the opportunity for some 

definitive control over the school budget without appeal to some 

State agency. 

In that regard, I come as a taxpayer and property 

owner of the South Orange-Maplewood School District. This 

school district is the only New Jersey school district 

classified as a Type II with a Board of School Estimate imposed 

by statute. As such, the right of citizens to vote on school 

board budgets and capital expenditures is circumvented by 

provisions of N.J.S.A. 18A:22-3 to 18A:22-6. 

Most recently the impact of this unique circumstance 

.manifested itself in a 6.7 percent tax increase -- one of the 

highest in the State -- approved by the Board of School Estimate 
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despite unanimous objection of the Citizens Budget Advisory 

Boards from both townships. 

We~ve heard tonight that Section VII of the Plan would 

allow for voting by the voters on the noncore portions of the 

curriculum. Should the Legislature elect to extend these basic 

democratic notions to the voters, please remember that without 

recision .of the above sections, the citizens of ·south Orange and 

Maplewood will again be denied the liberties enjoyed by all 

other property owners in New Jersey. 

My request tonight is that you consider rescinding 

those sections should you elect to provi~e the voters with the 

right .to vote on the noncore sections of the budget. 

Thank you.· 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you. 

Dr. Thomas Bistocchi, New Jersey Council of County 

Vocational Schools. 

TB 0 MAS BIS T 0 CC BI, Ed.D.: Good evening. My 

name is Thomas Bistocchi. I am the Superintendent of the Union 

County Vocational-Technical Schools. Today~ I am representing 

the New Jersey Council of County Vocational Schools. 

I appreciate the opportunity that you have provided to 

comment on this very important document prepared by the 

Department of Education. While recognizing that the Plan 

addresses a broad range of issues, my comments will focus on 

selected provisions of this report dealing with county 

vocational schools. 

The New Jersey Council of County Vocational Schools is 

pleased that the Commissioner's report acknowledges the critical 

role of vocational-technical education and continues our direct 
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participation in the Foundation Aid' Program. The direct funding 

of county vocational districts and the inclusion of our students 

as resident :enrollment is an important issue and an expression 

of support for the role of technical, occupational, and 

vocational program opportunities for all students. 

The Commissioner has also recommended the continuation 

of .categorical aid for county vocational-technical programs to 

assist our districts with the extra costs associated with 

vocational-technical education. We are concerned, however, that 

the categorical-aid program is funded only at its present dollar 

value.· 

Al though the report does not describe a method for 

adjusting the cost factor over time, it is assumed that such 

adjustment would be made every two years as recommended by the 

Commissioner for the foundation amounts. This provision for 

adjustment should be specified in the legislation, for without 

it, vocational-technical programs would become underfunded. 

A most significant omission of the Comprehensive Plan 

deals with adult high school and postsecondary programs. On 

page 62 the report concludes ·that these programs are not 

required by the Constitution and, therefore, are not included in 

the foundation budget consideration. The report suggests that 

these programs could be addressed by grant programs separate 

from the State's Foundation Aid Program. 

I would like to take this opportunity to explain what 

these two program are, who is served by them, and why the 

council of County Vocational Schools deems their continued 

funding imperative. 
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Adult high school programs in county 

vocational-technical schools provide the opportunity for 

thousands o~ citizens to complete their regular high school 

graduation ·requirements while receiving vocational-technical 

training. These citizens range from the 16-year-old high school 

dropout to the parent of four children who is attempting to 

improve their situation in life. 

In Union County -- the county I represent -- one out 

of four adults over the age of 25 is without a high school 

diploma. These are frequently individuals looking for a second 

chance in the system which either they failed initially or which 

failed them. Although the premise has been presented that the 

Constitution does not require the State to give these 

opportunities a·second chance, it is apparent that such a second 

opportunity could lead to a healthier, better educated society. 

We heartily reconunend that the State continue to 

provide support. to these important programs. 

vocational-technical school delivery system 

The county 

offers a 

cost-effective means to an end for both academic high school 

graduation requirements, as well as vocational-technical 

training. 

Postsecondary programs are clearly essential . to the 

economic life of our counties and the State as a whole. 

Postsecondary programs at county vocational-technical schools 

are a critical component of workforce training, as well as for 

upgrading the skills of the existing workforce, retraining of 

the unemployed and underemployed, and matching employer needs 

with a suitably trained workforce. These occupational, 

technical, and vocational training programs serve both the 
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economy of the State of New Jersey and promote the well-being of 

individual citizens. 

On. November 27, 1995, Governor Whitman visited our 

campus at Union County Vocational-Technical Schools. I had the 

personal pleasure of escorting the Governor, as well as the 

Commissioner of Labor, Peter Calderone, and Senate President 

Donald DiFrancesco on a tour of our campus. 

The Governor was at our school to view a pilot project 

that has as its centerpiece a newly created adult 

vocational-technical high school geared to out-of-school, 

at-risk youth. Of our 88 students on roll, 84 of them are under 

the age of 21 and the majority of them have been adjudicated. 

Because of fiscal constraints, we are not able to accept another 

35 to 40 students who are on a waiting list. 

In her comments to all in attendance, Governor Whitman 

stated that "cutback in State and F~deral education funding 

should not interfere with the pilot project in Union County to 

bring high school dropouts back to the classroom.# Governor 

Whitman further stated that "We' re going to be looking very 

carefully at what it takes to keep vo-tech schools not only 

going, but also expanding." While touring with the Governor, I 

was able to discuss with her the impact of severing these 

populations, adult high school and postsecondary, from the 

proposed funding formula. They are a population that is already 

underserved. 

The New Jersey Council of County Vocational Schools is 

in agreement with the Governor's assessment of our institutions. 

We sincerely hope that you concur also. The Commissioner's Plan 

and the legislation that follows should fund both adult high 
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Injured. 

Librera. 

Is Chris Parker here? (no response) Dr. William 

BETTY a·o D S ON: (from audience) In a dress. 

SENATOR EWING: You're Betty Hudson. 

MS. HUDSON: Thatis right. 

SENATOR EWING: Well, I didn't know. 

can't tell. (laughter) 

MS. HUDSON: Thank you, Senator Ewing. 

Nowadays you 

I am Betty 

Hudson. I am President of the Montclair Board of Education. In 

the interest of time, Dr. Librera and I are going to try and 

fold our testimony together, and I'm still going to try to do it 

in the five-minute limit that you guys have given us. 

(applause) What a concept, huh? Five minutes, everybody plays 

a1ong.with the rules. 

Let me--

SENATOR EWING: No demonstrations, please. (laughter) 

, MS . HUDSON: No, I've paid them lavishly to 

demonstrate on cue. (laughter) 
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Let me say at the beginning that there have been a lot 

of interesting comments made tonight. We particularly were 

impressed w~th Glen Ridge and Ridgewood with the financial 

analysis. A number of the issues that they brought ·up are 

absolutely the kind of thing that we will face should this Plan 

be implemented this way. 

We also agree with a lot of what the senior citizens 

groups said. We are for, as you know, Senator Ewing, tax 

reform, and an income tax based model would be something we 

would love to see the Legislature take a look at. 

We, too, understand the complexities inherent in 

devising any kind of plan, and we applaud the Commissioner for 

giving us something to react to. But we don't think thai· a 

one-basic-size-fits-all model really has much of a chance of 

working. We have concerns that we believe transcend Montclair. 

So let me address a number of them with the caveat 

that trying to look at this Plan without some of the critical 

components such as curriculum is like trying to build a stool 

without knowing how long the legs are supposed to be. It 

doesn't make much sense. 

In Montclair, we have great di~ficulty with any 

formula which sets a minimum level or a critical mass threshold 

for at~risk children in a school district for that district to 

receive at-risk aid -- as if an individual child's needs would 

be less acute because there are a few less children like him or 

her· in a given district~ 

Applying the draft Plan's formula to Montclair, 

because we fall just below that threshold, we would, therefore, 

lose the at-risk aid we now receive, which is approximately $1 
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million. That is an amount that has not changed for four years 

despite the fact that we have an increased number of children 

and, therefqre, on a percentage basis an increased number of 

at-risk children to serve. Tne State should fund at.,.risk 

children, not at-risk di~tricts. Without the intervention and 

help .now, tragically, we will in all probability qualify for 

this aid in a few years. 

We believe the Plan needs clarification around the 

issue of inclusion. We are working hard to implement a 

successful inclusion program in our schools, and we're proud of 

our progress. The State Department of Education affirmed our 

leadership in this area when they cosponsored an institute we 

organized on the subject this past sununer. 

The reality is that properly done, inclusion is.better 

for special needs children, appropriate for other children in 

the classroom, and ultimately less costly to the entire system. 

But any funding approach that doesn't clearly address the 

requirement for appropriate in-classroom support will ultimately 

result in a substandard experience for everyone involved. 

My testimony says we are extremely frustrated by the 

suggested manner in which prekindergarten or early childhood 

education programs would receive aid.· I would say we are mind 

boggled. For more than 20 years, Montclair has been one of the 

few -districts in the State to provide all-day prekindergarten 

education because we know what conunon sense and educational 

experts tell us. The earlier children are in a learning 

environment, the better they do and the lower the long-term 

costs of remediation. 
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Our internationally recognized program is today at 

risk of being ended because of funding and space problems. We 

are chagrin~d by the document's implication that only those 

districts with the at-risk profile will get aid for such a 

program when early childhood education is essential for all 

communities. 

While I have your attention, we could use your help 

right now in getting legislative clarification as to our ability 

to charge tuition on a sliding-scale basis, since the State 

Department of Education issued a ruling that undid our 

successfully implemented tuition program just this past year. 

I'll digress for a second to tell you what happened. 

We implemented a sliding-scale tuition. We rais.ed 

$500, 000 in our district from parents to support the pre-K 

program. We had gotten a ruling from the Department of 

Education that said there was nothing on the books that said we 

couldn't do this. 

we subsequently had our tuition program blown out -

despite the fact that there .are other districts in the State 

that do charge tuition for the few pre-K programs that exist -

because the new interpretation from the legal beagles is that 

there is nothing in the statute that says that we can. 

While we are appealing this process, we would very 

much love to see a legislative clarification that would empower 

us to charge the tuition. Our parents -- those above $50,000 -

are willing to pay and it would help. A half a million dollars, 

guys. 

But back to the case. Overall, we are having a hard 

time reconciling the oft stated desire of our State leadership 
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to encourage school districts to find new and better models to 

deliver educational services to children with the highly 

formulated approach we see in this document. We don't see the 

cbncept of incentives addressed. 

We, for example, agree that appropriately constructed, 

larger school districts could make a great deal of sense for the 

State. We've tried very _hard to find ways to partner with our 

neighboring districts, but frankly, this is not going to happen 

in our lifetime unless you come up with a way to reward, rather 

than punish, districts that dev~lop collaboration initiatives. 

As many of you know, we are a school district that has 

been a model for desegregation throughout the country. For 20 

years, we have been struggling with important is-sues white 

others have not yet even begun. One would think that New 

Jersey, with its deplorable record of being ranked fourth from 

the bottom nationally in successfully integrating its schools, 

would incorporate funding incentives to school districts which 

can demonstrate meaningful desegregation programs. If you don't 

have them you wouldn't get the money. If you did have them you 

would. 

Montclair is a below State average school spending 

district. We're fourth from the bottom in Essex County. We 

have a 25 percent above average property tax burden. . We' re 

struggling to preserve the quality of our innovative, nationally 

recognized magnet school system. But, as ·I said at the 

beginning, it's not just about Montclair. 

We believe that we are simply representative of the 

kind of creative thinking and solutions that are available 

throughout this State from people who care about children and 
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education if we' re not forced into a cookie-cutter model that · 

ignores our differences. 

I~ the report it says there is too much attention 

given to process and not enough to results. We totally agree, 

and we challenge the State to heed its own words. 

Dr. Librera wanted me to be sure to include the two 

paragraphs of his statement which he wanted read out loud . 

"The provision for additional spending above the T and 

E specified level contradicts" - - in his estimation - - ''the 

mandate from the court regarding parity. We have always had 

that opportunity, as is evident in wealthy budgets, . passing 

budgets and spending well in excess of many urban and rural 

districts. That created the very basis for the Abbott case and 

20 years of unconstitutional funding. Why the Plan would again 

encourage this growth and spending gap when the charge from the 

court was to eliminate it astounds me. 

"I strongly encourage you to alter this document to 

begin with an educational rationale which drives funding, which 

provides financial support for all of our children in a way that 

does not reflect where they may live. We are certainly aware of 

the significant economic issues involved in providing quality 

education. Our goal must be to clearly define a quality 

education for all students and, then, develop the funding. This 

Plan proceeds in the opposite direction, and at a minimum, we 

should postpone any decisions until the curriculum standards are 

defined." 

Thank you for listening. (applause) 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you, Betty. 

MS. HUDSON: Five minutes, how did I do? 
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SENATOR EWING: It was nice to see you again. Are you 

going to give us a copy? 

MS. HUDSON: Yes, I did. Are you going to pass me a 

bill? (laughter) 

SENATOR EWING: What? 

MS. HUDSON: Are you going to pass me a bill? Okay, 

good. I'm going to take that as a commitment. 

SENATOR EWING: No, I just answered that we'll start 

looking at it. 

MS. HUDSON: Okay. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you, Betty, very much. 

Dr. Del Tufo 

A N T H 0 N Y D E L T 0 P 0, Ed.D.: Senator, when· I 

walked in here tonight I was 68 years old. I think now I'm 

celebrating like Old Blue Eyes my 80th. {laughter) 

SENATOR EWING: Well, I'm up to about 102. {laughter) 

DR . DEL TUFO : But I do want. you to know that you 

prove, again, your dedication to education by listening to us. 

I really appreciate that, for the children of this State, and 

likewise, the rest of the people who have stayed on appreciate 

it. 

My name is Dr. Anthony Del Tufo, and I represent the 

Livingston Board of Education. First of all, let me say that we 

support the positions of the New Jersey School Boards, as well 

as the Garden State Coalition. 

I have been a Board member for 11 years and have made 

a major commitment of time and energy working with other board 

members, the administration, and the staff of the Livingston 
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schools to help create one of. the premier districts in the State 

of New Jersey. 

Wi~hout being immodest, I believe that Livingston is 

truly a model of what excellence in education can be. The State 

report card data, which came out this week, ranks Livingston as 

one of the top districts in pupil performance at all levels of 

the school system: elementary, middle, and high school. 

In fact I several articles about this very School, 

Heritage Middle School, were published just a week ago in l:1l.e 

Star-Ledger highlighting the quality of the school program and 

the extensive services we provide for our students. 

I truly believe that the implementation of this 

proposed Comprehensive Plan will have a devastating effect ·an 

the quality of the program and services that the Livingston 

School District could continue to deliver. In fact, let's 

compare this middle school, Heritage, to the model middle school 

outlined in the Plan. 

We would have to eliminate the full-time equivalent of 

11 staff. Primarily, these reductions would be in the arts, 

technology, foreign language, physical education, speech, 

guidance, basic skills, and gifted and talented. These, as you 

all know, are the very areas that allow a district to expand and 

broaden its level of service. These are the very areas that add 

another qualitative dimension to the school. 

These programs and services are not frills. They are 

not extras, but are integral parts of the comprehensive middle 

school program. Achieving the goal of a middle school, to 

foster well-rounded, lifetime learning, is the direct result of 
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the educational programs which provide both academic and 

exploratory opportunities. 

A~ a district, based on the models provided in the 

Plan, Livingston would have to reduce its instructional budget 

costs by about $17 million to be in compliance with the proposed 

T and E school staff and support guidelines. This represents a 

34 percent reduction in direct service to students. Given the 

State's scenario for staffing, we would have to eliminate 

approximately 90 teaching positions. There simply is no way we 

could avoid a catastrophic impact on Livingston's excellent 

educational program. 

One may argue that the local district can spend more 

than the State's model but that extra spending would need to be 

approved by the voters. Yes, the Livingston community has been 

most supportive of its public schools and has a long track 

record 9f passing school budgets. In fact, a couple of years 

ago, we even passed two CAP waivers -- not too common during 

these times. 

The problem now, however, is that the State is sending 

a very, very clear and loud message to the voters that they are 

going to vote on frills and extras, not the essentials. We 

strongly disagree with that thinking. We firmly believe that 

the s~rvices we provide in the arts, in technology, in basic 

skills, in gifted education, in physical education are not 

extras. They are essentials. 

Frankly, we think that the support we offer in all our 

programs, in fact, holds down costs in other areas. This is a 

very important point. I hope you will take it with you to your 

colleagues. 
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For example: The State Department .recently highlighted 

Livingston in a positive sense - - and we here in Livingston 

don't often.hear that these days -- when it made reference to 

our low percentage of special education students. The State 

Plan calls for a target of 10 percent, and Livingston is at 7.9 

percent.· We believe it is precisely because we spend more on 

supervision, on administration, and particularly, support 

programs that we have less need tb classify students. 

It is our contention that the State's definition of 

equity would force the top performing districts to come down to 

some artificial and shrinking middle level and that this goal is 

misguided. The State's effort should be focused on recognizing 

the lighthouse districts' efforts and providing support for the 

poorer performing districts so they can be elevated to a higher 

level. 

We believe the Commissioner's Plan will do :<:ar more to 

reduce the quality of educational programs and services than it 

does to bring about equity. We look to the Commissioner for 

educational leadership, not political decision making. 

As one of the districts that has resources to provide 

an excellent program, we are sympathetic to the needs of 

districts that do not have such resources. We do not ask that 

you divert resources from those districts to help Livingston. 

We do ask, however, that you not destroy the quality programs we 

have built. 

Thank you very, very much. (applause) 

SENATOR EWING: Tony, on the comparison of the $17 

million or so dollars that you would lose, you're basing it on 

what? 
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DR. DEL TUFO: I'm sorry, Senator? 

SENATOR EWING: What figure are you multiplying your 

students by pf aid from the State? 

DR. DEL TUFO: The example was used based . on the 

elementary 5872, the State middle school 6346. 

SENATOR EWING: And it compares to what in your 

district? 

DR. DEL TUFO: To our. actual costs are at these levels 

based on, let's see, average expenditures for 1993-1994. 

SENATOR EWING: Which included transportation, special 

ed, etc., etc.? 

OR. DEL TUFO: Just regular education, Senator. 

· SENATOR EWING: Just regular education only. Okay· .. 

DR. DEL TUFO: Just regular education .. 

SENATOR EWING: None of those others were added in? 

DR. DEL TUFO: · No. 

SENATOR EWING: Okay. 

DR. DEL TUFO: Thank you very much. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you, Tony. 

DR. DEL TUFO: We' re glad to have you here in 

Livingston. 

(laughter) 

SENATOR EWING: Well, it was nice to be here. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: Thank you for having us. 

SENATOR EWING: You don't look an awful lot older. 

Is Mary Jane Whitman (phonetic spelling) here from 

Summit, by any chance? (no response) I think she left. 

Dagmar Finkle, School Librarian, Educational Media 

Association. 
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DAGMAR F I N K L E: Thank you, Chairman Ewing and panel, . 

for this opportunity to testify. 

I'~ Dagmar Finkle, President of the Educational Media 

Association of New Jersey which represents more than 1200 school 

library media specialists, K through 12, and vo-tech high 

schools. 

"The Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement 

and Financing," as submitted by Commissioner Leo Klagholz, 

attempts to establish a foundation to implement a thorough and 

efficient education for all children in the State of New Jersey. 

We are encouraged to note that school libraries staffed by 

certified school library media specialists and library aides are 

included. 

However, there are some areas of this document for 

which clarification is needed. They are as follows: 

Item one: What portion of funding has been allocated 

to school library media centers for resources in all formats, 

such as books, equipment, software, and library supplies? While 

calls for classroom supplies, textbooks, and equipment have been 

noted, funding for resources which support all curricula, all 

students, and all staff in this cost-effective, central location 

has not been included. 

Item number two: What portion of funding has been 

allocated to school library media centers for computers and 

other technology hardware? While funding for classrooms has 

been established at one computer for every five pupils, no such 

criteria for library media centers has been proposed. Even if 

classrooms have access to technological resources, the library 
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media center is the logical site for networking these 

technological.resources. 

It.em number three: All three grade level models . 

developed by the. Department of Education are insufficient to 

meet the needs of the thorough and e'fficient education. These 

models do not reflect either the actual needs of the school 

district or the present realities of most school districts 

throughout New Jersey. 

Those models should be adjusted to reflect the 

recommended staffing as noted on page 9.29 of the Educational 

Media Association of New Jersey's library media program model 

which states, "At minimum, a certified library media specialist, 

who is a member of the ·teaching staff, must be available ·to 

students and staff at all times when classes are in session." 

A copy of that model is enclosed in your packet. 

Item number four: Although the roles of the library 

media specialist at the elementary level are different from the 

middle school and high school in curriculum content, they are 

not any less labor intensive. Teaching younger students is not 

less teaching or preparation. Why does the Department of 

Education use a different salacy based on the grade level of the 

students rather than the education level of the teacher? 

While the inclusion of certified staff, specifically 

the school library media specialist, is commendable, it is 

evident ·that a lack of acknowledgment exists regarding the three 

major roles of the library media specialist; that of teacher, 

information technology specialist, and instructional consultant. 

The fact that the position · of the school library media 

specialist in the elementary school model is designated at half-
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time for 500 students is reminiscent of inadequate programs of 

the past. 

Following this model with an assumed enrollment of 500 

students and an average class size of 21 students in grades K 

through 3, we now have 23 classes with possibly one special 

education class of 7 students coming to the library media center 

in two and a half days. Or, to put it in another way, 

approximately 30 minutes per group of studen~s, or 1.3 minutes 

per student for one-on-one instruction. 

In actuality, these would be 24 different groups 

scheduled into the library in the traditional schedule of 

providing coverage for teacher preparation time which results in 

isolated skills classes and book selection. This leaves no time 

for teacher collaboration, management of the library media 

facility, or implementation of · programs. In addition, a 

schedule of this sort limits every elementary student to a 

maximum of 30 minutes access to their library and denies them 

opportunities to satisfy individual access of information. 

Research has long recogni.zed the impact on academic 

achievement of library programs which support curriculum at time 

of need, meeting students not only in large class situations, 

but in small groups and also on an individual basis and meeting 

them as often as needed to attain the educational goals desired. 

As technological resources are available in the 

library media centers, it is even more vital that certified 

school library media specialists are available for collaboration 

with teachers to implement instruction on all days that schools 

are in session. 
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A part-time position at the. elementary level, in 

effect, closes the library by eliminating the one person who can 

most ef f ec~i vely guide . students and teachers to their 

information needs. The result is limited access to library 

resources. Since the most logical hub for networking CD-ROMS 

and on-line databases is the library media center, moneys would 

be spent on technology that would be used e~fectively for only 

half the time. If the goal of the.Department of Education is to 

provide thorough and efficient education, students must have 

access to the professionally staffed library media center at 

point. of need. 

Finally, what system of checks and balances does the 

Department of Education plan to implement to guarantee that the 

funds provided to the district are used for staffing and 

resources as defined in this model? 

In closing, legislation which you prepare to implement 

the Commissioner's proposal should reflect the changes that I 

have recommended. 

I thank you. (applause) 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you very much. 

Diana Autin, Statewide Parent Advocacy Network. 

D I A N A A O T I N: Thank you for the opportunity to testify 

this evening on behalf of the Statewide Parent Advocacy Network, 

New Jersey's special education parent training and information 

center. 

SPAN is now expanding our work to assist families of 

all children in New Jersey to obtain quality education for their 

children. We strongly support educational policies, practices, 

and funding that will provide all New Jersey children with the 
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inputs necessary to help them reach their maximum potential. 

That is why. we strongly oppose this Plan, which is clearly 

intended to reduce the State's financial corranitment to education 

in spite of its rhetoric. 

Research and practice have identified the essential 

elements to quality education. In preparing our testimony we 

analyzed the proposed Plan against those essential elements. An 

optimal funding formula would provide sufficient funds to ensure 

that children have educated, effective parents and concerned 

educators involved in all decisions effecting their education. 

It would not just provide token parent involvement 

amounts for districts eligible for at-risk funding. It would 

provide sufficient funding to ensure that teachers can meet with 

parents and each other to discuss student needs, progress, and 

strategies to help children learn; this proposal does not. 

An optimal funding proposal would provide schools with 

funds for a range of in-class supports for students and teachers 

so that children could benefit from integrated, heterogenous 

settings responsive to their different learning styles and 

abilities; this proposal does not. 

SPAN appreciates the major step taken by the 

Commissioner in publicly identifying·· the need to reduce 

unnecessa:ry segregation of classified pupils by providing aid -to 

support them in regular classes. We support proposed 

elimination of the current program-weighted pupil count which 

links funding to placement and disability category. 

However, this proposal is flawed because it 

discourages districts from identifying, classifying, and 

providing special education services to children who need them 
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once they reach the 10 percent cap. It eliminates the due 

process and participation rights of parents and children with 

speech and .other disabilities by folding them into general. 

education funding. Services to these children could be reduced 

or eliminated at the sole discretion of the district because it. 

would no longer be subject to IDEA protections. 

It discourages districts from providing appropriate 

services to these children by not giving sufficient funds to 

districts in the general education formula to meet their 

specialized intermedial needs and discourages districts from 

providing sufficient quality services to children, especially 

those with more significant disabilities, by providing only one 

low, excess cost rate regardless of the nature and intensity of 

services required. 

An optimal special education funding plan would 

provide sufficient reimbursement for special education in light 

of the nature and intensity of services required regardless of 

placement; this proposal does not. 

An optimal funding formula would analyze the needs of 

children from diverse backgrounds for comprehensible, culturally 

supportive, and developmentally appropriate curriculum and 

teaching strategies ~nd, then, identify the funds necessary to 

meet those needs; this proposal does not. 

For example, it simply continues the existing funding 

approach for bilingual education without any effort to determine 

its.adequacy. 

An optimal funding formula would further the ability 

of schools and educators to ensure that all children receive an 

equitable opportunity to acquire the knowledge and skills they 
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need to succeed in life by creating and supporting interactive 

classrooms, modified . curricular instructional materials that 

meet the needs of all children, including children with 

disabilities and other special learning needs; this proposal 

does not. 

Instead, it contains assumptions concerning the 

general types of programs, services, activities, and materials 

that are needed to foster students' achievement without 

identifying the research or factual basis for those assumptions. 

This is policy making by anecdote. 

An optimal funding proposal would contain financial 

support for districts and schools to develop and implement 

broadly based assessments of children's academic progress; this 

proposal does not. Rather, it provides rewards for schools and 

districts based on standardized test scores perpetuating our 

State's undue reliance on this one form of assessment. 

An optimal funding proposal would provide significant 

funding for a broad range of support services that address the 

individual needs of children and families, support services that 

are essential for many students to be able to learn in our 

troubled society; this proposal does not. 

An optimal funding proposal would provide funds for 

implementation of effective programs to address prejudicial 

attitudes and practices toward children based on race, 

disability, etc. It would provide funds to reward districts for 

desegregation efforts and supportive inclusion efforts. It 

would provide sufficient funds to bring all schools up to 

physically decent standards and make all schools physically 

accessible; this proposal does not. 
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An optimal funding proposal would provide funds for 

schools to support positive behavior and reduce inappropriate 

behavior of~· children so that children would not need to be 

excluded ·from school for their behavior. If children are 

temporarily excluded, a proposal would fund quality alternative 

instruction and help children deal with the underlying causes of 

their inappropriate behavior; this proposal does not. 

An optimal funding proposal would provide significant 

funds for professional development so that children are taught 

by teachers who hold high expectations for all students and who 

are fully prepared to meet the challenges of diverse classrooms; 

this proposal does not. 

It minimizes the need for professional development by 

allocating a miserly 2 percent of salaries for professional 

development when it is widely recognized that increased 

professional development is crucial to ensure that all children, 

including children with disabilities, 

potentia.l. 

reach their full 

Finally, an optimal funding formula would provide all 

children with an equal educational opportunity supported by the 

provision of sufficient resources to all schools and greater 

resources to schools serving students most vulnerable to school 

failure, based on careful studies of the costs of the programs 

that are needed to meet the special educational needs of 

disadvantaged students and students with disabilities; this 

proposal does not. 

Rather, it starts with a decision about available 

funds and, from that, backs into an educational program that 

might be purchased for its available amount, as stated by the 
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Education Law Center, and reflects alarmingly low anticipated 

excess costs for special education, as stated by the ARC. 

"This Plan is based on conjecture and assumption 

couched in authoritative sounding rhetoric," to quote Emerson 

Dickman. 

While espousing educational equity, this Plan does not 

provide the building blocks necessary to truly achieve 

educational equity and excellence for New Jersey's children, 

particularly those with the greatest needs due to disability, 

poverty, and discrimination. 

SPAN urges you to reject this ill-advised Plan and 

start over to develop a plan that has a realistic chance to meet 

the lofty goals espoused by the proposal. We're eager to wo"rk 

with you to fashion such a plan and ensure its effective 

implementation on behalf of an equitable and excellent education 

for all New Jersey chilcren. 

Thank you. (applause) 

SENATOR EWING: Ms. Autin, what is the cost of what 

you're recommending? 

MS. AUTIN: It's a cost that is lower than a cost of--. 

SENATOR EWING: No, no, no. What is the cost in 

dollars? 

MS. AUTIN: Well, I think what we're recommending is 

that the Legislature and the State Education Department figure 

out what the cost of it is, because that is what this Plan says 

that it does but doesn't really. The Plan sets out lofty goals, 

but then does not provide the funding that is necessary to reach 

those goals. 
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SENATOR EWING: Some of the recommendations you've 

made here will cost money. I was wondering have you costed it 

out? 

MS. AUTIN: No, I haven't costed i_t out yet. That is 

what I'm urging the Legislature to do. 

SENATOR EWING: Well, it will be interesting to find 

out what you come up in estimate of what the costs of these 

different programs would be on a statewide--

MS. AUTIN: We would be happy to work with anybody who 

is interested in doing that, including the Legislature. 

SENATOR EWING: Well, you've given us a lot of good 

suggestions, maybe, but also the dollars and cents come into it. 

There are other priorities out there, you know. 

MS. AUTIN: Absolutely. I understand that. 

SENATOR EWING: So we have to have some idea. I mean, 

does this cost $500,000 or $500 million or $5 billion? 

MS. AUTIN: Well, if you think these are good ideas, 

then I think we will take some time to try and cost them out and 

come back and let you know what we think it would cost. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you. 

Peter Christiansen, Associate Director of Research, 

N.J.E.A. 

P E T E R C B R I S T I AN S EN: Thank you. My name is, 

indeed, Peter Christiansen. 

SENATOR EWING: What? 

MR. CHRISTIANSEN: I said, my name is, indeed, Peter 

Christiansen. 

SENATOR EWING: Good. 
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MR. CHRISTIANSEN: Just confirming that fact. 

SENATOR EWING: And you're with the N_.J.E.A. 

M~. CHRISTIANSEN: I am, indeed, with the N.J.E.A. 

SENATOR EWING: Good. 

MR. CHRISTIANSEN: I am, among other things, their 

staff Actuary. 

I am here to discuss a relatively minor technical 

issue in the formula itself, and that is, the proposal to 

allocate pension costs to the districts as part of the excess 

funding. 

The thrust of my remarks is to persuade you not to do 

this. The reason for not doing this reasons -- I will give 

you, but essentially it is an impractical thing, an infeasible 

thing, and a not doable thing. It will get you into more 

trouble, expense, and argumentation than it is worth to you. 

Number one, the funding method used by the State for 

the teachers' pension plan has a built-in bias toward older 

people. As you get older and closer to retirement -- presumed 

retirement -- you pay more under this funding method. That is 

a dangerous thing because it can tempt school districts to act 

in a way that cuts back on their employment of older people, 

which is both morally reprehensible and illegal, in fact. 

The second reason not to include pension costs in your 

allocation formula is that it is really quite impractical. I 

won't go into all actual reasons why, but essentially the 

funding method that your actuary uses -- or our actuary uses -

does not translate costs or divide costs up among districts very 

well. So instead of doing one TPAF valuation, your actuary, in 

order to do this suggested allocation accurately, would have to 
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do one for every school district. So you would suddenly be 

doing 600-plus valuations. 

My. suggestion is he would be delighted to do that 

because he would then be able to charge a considerable amount 

more f.or his services. However, I don't think it would be worth 

it to you or the taxpayers of the State of New Jersey. 

So doing this thing right is, for a lot of reasons, 1 

almost -- is certainly infeasible and might well be impossible. 

Even if you could do it right and did do it right and paid the 

actuary the money to do it right, you're still going to get 

arguments. 

Incidently, if you don't do it right-- A lot of 

businesses private businesses use estimation and 

approximation techniques for exactly this sort of thing: They 

allocate pensions costs to their various plants and employee 

locations, and they do it by approximation techniques. 

If you try that, however, in this kind of environment, 

you are going to be involved in an endless series of squabbles 

about actuarial numbers and the propriety of the cost that is 

being assessed against the various districts. These squabbles 

are going to be an actuarial minutia. They are going to be 

headache making, and they are going to be entirely frustrating 

to all parties. 

Even, however, if you go through the considerably 

onerous ·procedure of doing all of this correctly - - that is, 

allocating these pension costs correctly ~- you're still going 

to get arguments. The reason is because actuarial costs are, in 

this situation, dependent on actuarial assumptions -- economic 
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assumptions such as salary scale, future inflation rates, future· 

interest rates. 

Districts will come to you and say, "My God, ·well, the 

State actuary is using a 6 percent salary scale and no matter 

what we've given up until now -- and we may have, indeed, an 

excess of salary guide by State standards, but quite frankly, 

we're tightening our belts -- there is no way in hell we're 

going to submit to a 6 percent salary increase in the near-term 

or intermediate-term future." So, even if you do the numbers 

right, they're going to argue with you. 

All of this is good reason not to do them. I think 

the final nail in the pension allocation coffin is that pension 

costs are only 6 percent. to 10 percent of payroll anyway. So 

you're talking about something on the margin. It's something 

that cannot be calculated easily, if at all, and is, in fact, 

relatively marginal. 

So I highly reconunend for everybody's convenience that 

this formula simply not include any assessment for pension 

costs. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you very much. 

MR. CHRISTIANSEN: You're welcome. 

SENATOR EWING: Molly Emiliani, President of the 

Parent Teacher Council. 

LAYNIE G E R s B O I N: I am not Molly Emiliani. I am 

Laynie Gershoin the townwide Chairperson of Legislation for the 

Parent Teacher Council of Livingston. Molly could not be here 

today. She is suffering a personal difficulty and asked me to 

represent her. 
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The thoughts and feelings expressed in the prepared 

testimony of Molly Emiliani reiterate much of what has already 

been stated~ by so many of the speakers today. Only in the 

interest of time, I regretfully relinquish the opportunity to 

make a substantial impact with a verbal presentation and yield 

.to the time already given to the very eloquent Dr. Tony Del Tufo 

of Livingston. 

I would like to advise y6u of one point of information 

contained in this testimony and that· is: 

"Many of ·the parents in districts that are part of the 

Garden State Coalition have been working on forming a pa.rent 

network. There are many issues that face public education that 

parents need to be educated and informed about. This parent 

network would work closely with the Garden State Coalition to do 

just that. 

"I would like to take this opportunity to extend an 

invitation to each of you to a statewide meeting of the combined 

Garden State Parent Network and member districts' open house on 

public school funding. This meeting will be held on February 7, 

1996 at the Livingston High School from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. I 

hope you will consider attending.n 

Thank you. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you very much. 

Ken Rempell, Board of Education, Millburn. 

IC E N N E T B R E M P E L L: Good evening. ·I know the hour 

is late, and you've heard from a lot of people already. I 

believe my remarks are not going to be repetitive, so I am going 

to go through them in total. I appreciate the opportunity to 
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share with you some of my thoughts about the Plan that is on the 

table today. 

By its very name the Comprehensive Plan suggests a 

great deal more than what we find in this document. You've 

heard about that from other speakers today. Undoubtedly, the 

probable consequences extend well beyond the narrow issue of 

financing which this particular document addresses. You heard 

a lot of that today, as well. 

My focus is going to be on what should be the 

comprehensive plan which mandates a discussion of three 

essential and critical concepts: thorough, efficient, and 

funding. This Plan, in front of us today, addresses all of 

those, and I think we have to step back and look at it in t~at 

context. 

As the Department of Education itself acknowledges, 

the financing plan is subject to the final determination of the 

core curriculum standards, which in turn must relate to the 

strategic plan. These three documents along with a host of 

other studies and documents that are being generated, taken 

together as a whole, really define how New Jersey f~nds a 

thorough and efficient education for its citizens in the years 

ahead. 

Let me address probably the easiest part of this 

trilogy to talk about, and that is "thorough." Now, even though 

the Department laments the imprecision it sees in attempting to 

define what _students ought to learn as a consequence of their 

education, let me suggest to you that this is an opportune 

moment for those who truly want to lead the process of education 

reform in New Jersey. 
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Goals 2000, the Educate America -Act, is predicated on 

one very simple principle: All elements of the education system 

should suppo~t the achievement of challenging academic standards 

by all children - - should support the achievements. The Act 

requires those states applying for funding to develop or adopt 

challenging content and performance standards. 

Already many states have embarked down this road, and 

they provide for all of us a bounty of source material. I've 

reviewed, just in the last month, eight states .and what they're 

doing in this area, and it could be instructive for all of us. 

The core curriculum standards tpat are due in January 

must set the standard for thorough. What is a thorough 

education? It must be consistent with the educational mission 

to be adopted by the State Board according to the first goal in 

their strategic Plan. 

If you look at the strategic Plan, the first goal it 

states is that all activities of the public school system should 

aspire far beyond "the enhancement of student academic 

achievement.,; We can and we must do· better than that as our 

mission. That may be consistent -- although I think even this 

funding Plan would fall short 

but we have to do better. 

with the Plan in front of us, 

Two other quick points in regard to the thorough 

education, and you can also relate this, I might add, back to 

the Abbott y. Burke decision. What the judge talked about in 

there, before he went to the equalized funding formula -- he was 

looking for a definition of thorough. 

I do support, wholeheartedly, the recommendation in 

today's Plan for a multiagency approach for our at-risk 
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population. But in addition to the strategies offered in the 

strategic Plan, we must leverage our social health and 

educational :resources to ensure that all children -- and you 

heard the President of the Montclair Board of Education describe 

the impact there-- But it has to be for all children, because 

that is what we must do. All children must be ready when they 

go to school to learn. We cannot leave anyone behind. To do 

this, it will require a shared vision across the agencies of the 

government that focuses oh the same policy goal. 

You've heard an awful lot about the special ed group, 

and I have just one short comment. You've heard a lot of good 

feedback on it tonight. One other specific-- That is another 

group at risk in this Plan. You must not allow the Plan, or any 

other plan that eventually is decided upon, to turn th~ clock 

back on the right to education for all handicapped children as 

was established in 1975 by the Education for All Handicapped 

Children's Act -- now IDEA -- following the court decisions in 

PARC and Mills, which guaranteed under the Constitution clause 

of equal protection this right to those children. 

Let me turn to efficient. It has been stated by 

others -- and I heard it down in Atlantic City -- that this 

Comprehensive Plan defines how to efficiently deliver a thorough 

education, and they give us a model. Now, it's an inviting 

formulation without for a moment debating the amounts and the 

categories, but I believe it is fundamentally, by its design, 

flawed in defining efficient. 

If we accept this definition, it may lead all of us to 

conclude that to lower the cost means we've increased the 

efficiency of the system. This may or may not be true; it all 
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depends on the circumstances of the particular case. Instead, 

. I would argue that an efficient system maximizes· resource 

utilization to maximize desired outcomes as we might look toward 

in the curriculum content standards. 

Now, maximization of resource utilization can be 

influenced by numerous nonmonetary factors, some of which I'll 

discuss in a moment. Now, financial analysis is critical to 

understanding the relative allocation of resources within a 

system or in comparison to like systems. This process of 

financial analysis advances rational, targeted decision making. 

For example, I want to examine with you for a moment 

the allocation of education dollars within New Jersey as 

compared to other states, which is often talked about· by the 

Commissioner. We've heard him express on many occasions, 

including·in this report, that "Recent and past U.S. DOE reports 

rank New Jersey's educational system near the bottom of all 

states in the proportion of its educational dollars that are 

used directly to support classroom instruction." That . is a 

factual statement. 

From that factual statement, I assume the Commissioner 

wants us to infer something: To agree that the current system -

and in his words again -- "does not systematically target funds 

toward academic priorities and student results." Sounds 

reasonable, but I have to say, might not be true and may 

sacrifice building a truly efficient educational system. 

Those same U.S. DOE statistics ·happen to also include 

a category of allocations to activities which support 

instruction, including staff training, curriculum development, 

media and computer centers. Now, when we include this category 
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to the other area of instruction spending, we find that New 

Jersey allocated 66.56 percent of its budget directly to or in 

support of ipstruction. 

That is not at the bottom nationally, ·gentlemen and 

ladies, that is 13th in the nation. 

Now, ultimately, it may be proven more efficient to 

allocate resources to indirect support of instruction than it 

does to direct support of instruction. If we read about 

technology, if we read about professional development, you will 

see that these concepts are supportable. 

We don't know the answer yet, but we are about to 

embark on adopting what I hope will be high standards for all of 

our children. We must implement those standards.· That wfll 

require a significant amount of indirect spending to support 

instruction. 

Here is another interesting-- If we're looking to 

save money -- and many people have stated here today that's what 

this is all about -- can we do it in a different way? Financial 

analysis does help us identify areas where we may, in fact, not 

be efficient. Again, let's look at the U.S. DOE numbers. 
' . 

In 

1992-1993 -- just for reference you should know the year I'm 

looking at, the latest that was available down in Washington -

New Jersey spent 6. 59 percent of its dollars for general 

administration. Now, that is more than two standard deviations 

away f ram the national average percentage, so we' re way out 

there somewhere. 

Now, a reduction to just one standard deviation, still 

keeping us above the national average -- that would, by the way, 

be 4.4 percent -- would save us $254 million in 1992-1993. Now, 
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this analysis screams out that something is very wrong with our 

general administration expenses. As you are all aware, we have 

the administrative penalty. However, an administrative penalty 

does not necessarily relate directly to this category. 

There are many things, as you found out on the first 

go-around, that are included in the administrative penalty that 

actually, one could say, indirectly support instruction that 

have nothing to do with general administration. If we want to 

solve the problem of general administration, I submit to you 

that we can identify many of the items that cause general 

administration to be high. 

In fact you've heard about them today. They are 

systemic to our system. They can be identified with precisio·n, 

and it will take political courage and will to deal with them. 

But that will save us money, give us money for other things, and 

truly support an efficient system. 

One last comment on systemic efficiency before turning 

to the notion of funding. For the State to demand efficienqy -

and this is a nonmonetary issue those responsible for 

managing, the principals and the superintendents, must have the 

necessary authority to deliver what we ask them. Just as I urge 

you to hold every district and every district board of education 

accountable for achieving its goals and a thorough educat~on, 

the local boards must hold their superintendents accountable for 

the goals they agree upon, and in turn, the superintendent must 

depend upon the performance. of our principals and our 

professional staff. 

The work rules must reflect the fundamental truth that· 

in order to achieve a truly efficient system, we must release 
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and reward the creative energy and potential that exists within 

our schools. I submit further that this would create a better 

work environment for our professionals. I submit to you that 

our professionals would respond better to this, and it would 

carry over and change the culture within our schools. 

I conunend Senator Ewing and Senator Mac Innes for their. 

bill, Senate Bill No. 627, which tries to start addressing this 

particular issue, and I wholeheartedly support that. 

Now, we can also look to examples of other states. 

I'm not going to go through them, but I'll refer you to one 

since that is the state where the foundation -- the idea for the 

foundation base comes from, Massachusetts. ·We should look at 

what they've done to reform their work rules. We should look ·at 

what they've done on the issue of certification and how they 

have handled the issue of tenure.. I must say, they recognize 

the stark reality that exists. 

You've heard about funding, and let me try and address 

this a little bit. Two fundamental principles should guide a 

resolution of school funding, and that's somewhat the issue of 

Abbott v. Burke. 

First, we must establish that the State has an 

obligation to administer a fair, equitable, and stable financial 

support system for public education. 

Secondly, the State has the further responsibility to 

develop standards of equity to ensure that no community is 

forced ·to unfairly tax its property owners beyond a certain 

point to fund its schools. 

Yes, I agree with Glen Ridge that their burden, in 

terms of where they are if you take the equalized property tax 
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of $1.21 -- they're way too high relative to that. The State 

cannot allow municipalities, after some level of ·equity 

cannot allow. that burden to be imposed on our schools. 

However, I do not advocate the abolishment of the 

property tax~ It is proven -- and a lot is written about it 

that it is a stable tax. It doesn't vary with the economy of 

the State. The other states have tried to, as you know, do away 

with it. Both California and Oregon come to mind as examples--

SENATOR EWING: Mr. Rempel!, I've got to interrupt 

you, really, because you've been more than five minutes. 

UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: Thank you. 

SENATOR EWING: This bill does not cover the taxes as 

to what we're going to do or not going to do on taxes. So can 

you summarize what you have- - Do you have a copy of your 

testimony? 

MR. REMPELL: I have copies, Senator, and I will--

I will just make a comment on the foundation base 

which is in this piece of legislation, because we ought to 

understand -- and you heard it today -- in M~ssachusetts, when 

they implemented the foundation base, 71 percent of their 

districts were below the base. So what it meant for them was 

increased funding for 71 percent of the districts. The state 

committed to $150 million a year through the year 2000 to fund 

that difference to meet the high standards. 

I only have one more comment, and that is, I urge the 

Department of Education to shift its focus from that of a 

regulatory agency to that of a customer-driven service 

organization. I think that would change the tone of this 
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discussion you've heard today and maybe on other days. It might 

change the debate and really lead to a quality education. 

Th~nk you. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you very much. 

Are you going to give us that copy? 

MR. REMPELL: I'm going to give you a bunch of copies. 

SENATOR EWING: Okay. Thank you. 

Sue Goldman. Is she here? 

G R A C E B A C B M A N N: (from audience) 

Bachmann. Sue is not speaking tonight. 

SENATOR EWING: You're Grace Bachmann. 

MS. BACHMANN: I'm on the--

SENATOR EWING: Yes, you're on the list. 

UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF STAFF: Watch out. 

was about to trip over suspended wire from PA mike) 

I'm Grace 

(witness 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARr:IA: Some excitement here. All right. 

MS. BACHMANN: First of all I'd like to say that I am 

a teacher, and I'm proud of it. I set rules, r·abide by rules, 

and this will definitely be three minutes. Maybe I should have 

gone--

SENATOR EWING: Do all your children abide by the 

rules, too -- I mean, your students? 

them. 

MS. BACHMANN: I certainly make them. I try to make 

SENATOR EWING: You try. Okay. 

MS. BACHMANN: Absolutely. 

Members of the Committees: I hope since you're still 

here that you're listening and not just hearing. I will begin 

by saying that "The Comprehensive Plan for Educational 
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Improvement and Financing" states on page 43, "The current 

system encourages the inapprop~iate classification of ·some 

students in~the categories perceptually-impaired and eligible 

for speech correction services." 

We would like to address the issue relative to 

eligible for speech correction services or eligible for 

speech/language services, as it is better known as ESLS. Why 

would the Committee propose elimination of the classification of 

ESLS students? Why not monitor those districts where you 

believe there is inappropriate classification? 

Additionally, there is a need to develop and to put 

into code specific guidelines for classification of those 

students who require speech and language intervention in order 

to achieve educational success. This request was made by 

representatives of the New Jersey Speech and Hearing Association 

when they met with Barbara Gantwerk (phonetic spelling) in the 

spring of 1995. 

We believe that if this Plan goes into effect, the 

wealthier districts may continue to provide speech and language 

services to students who are not eligible for classification by 

Child Study Teams, but poorer districts will be financially 

unable to provide these services. The result will be 

educational inequality. 

This document contains the same flaw as the New Jersey 

Special Education Code 6:28. Speech and language services are 

not addressed specifically. Whether the classification ESLS 

remains or whether the cost of speech services is calculated 

into the -foundation budget as planned, the establishment of 
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specific criteria for speech and language services is essential. 

The Committee needs to answer these questions: 

Wh:at will be used as the criteria for children to 

receive speech services who are not classified by Child Study 

Teams? 

Who will be responsible for identification? 

What training, background, and competency will be 

required to provide services? 

Who will develop the remedial plans? 

Who will oversee that the plans are implemented 

appropriately?. 

Who will determine that the problem has been 

remediated and that the child will no longer receive speech 

and/or language services? 

Who will respond to the parents of students who may 

not receive services because districts_ decide to eliminate 

programs to save money? 

How will these children be provided a fair and 

appropriate public education as guaranteed by the Individuals 

With Disabilities Education Act? 

I appreciate having had this opportunity to speak 

before you on behalf of myself, Marion Glantz, Sue Goldman, and 

Lynn Shereshewsky. We are speech and language specialists in 

various parts of the State. Definitely, we welcome an 

opportunity to serve on a committee or to speak with you at any 

time. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: Watch the wire. 
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SENATOR EWING: Sam Perelli. Is he here? 

SAMUEL P E R E L L I: (from audience) Are you sure? Is 

Our hats are off. Hallelujah, hallelujah to Dr. 

Klagholz and company for this bold new initiative. A plan, that 

I might add, was -- to paraphrase -- dead-on arrival by the 

Education Law Foundation that has no plan to offer, and they've 

been aiound 25 years -- no plan to offer. 

I feel confident to say that I speak for many 

thousands of New Jerseyans who literally fear getting involved 

with this public debate with regard to school funding. Why, you 

ask? I personally know executives who will go into a boardroom, 

beat their fists on a table, demand excellence, demand 

productivity, and have no fear of pointing to the door and 

saying, "Anyone in this room who can't produce, who will not 

produce, there is the damn door, leave now." 

Yet, the fact of the matter is, these same people will 

not come before a local Board of Education and speak the same 
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words, words of frustration, words demanding excellence, words 

demanding productivity. Why? No one likes to ·be called 

antieducation if you have an idea and it doesn't sit well with 

144,000 union members and every school board that they can buy 

and every school member that they can buy. In the last 

election, $400,000 worth of buying they did in the last 

election. Pretty good. Pretty damn good. 

I have no fear of being criticized. Over 25 years 

your skin gets a little thicker and you really don't care who 

throws the brickbats. You don't care. If the shoe fits, let 

them wear it; that is exactly how the taxpayers feel. 

I must say that in listening to the arguments here 

today, I could almost see the editorial being written in one of 

our local newspapers saying, "No, Virginia, New Jersey taxpayers 

are not as terrible and uncaring as most folks here would have 

you believe. No, Virginia." 

Typical of so many hearings that I have personally 

attended over these years in Trenton, when we talk about 

innovation, when we talk about change, when we talk about money, 

there are two routines. It's either the sky is going to fall or 

the sky is falling, and that is what you heard here today. 

You didn't hear people come here with numbers, with 

facts and figures to prove their points. 

fearmongering. Don't touch this system. 

You heard fear, 

Don't touch this 

system, and don't you trust the voters of your community when 

you go to them and say, "Look, here is what we're going to be 

getting from the State, and now it's time for us to say 'Do we 

want to fund the school system the way it should have been 

funded?'" 
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Now, remember there were a lot of people who came here 

before you, Senators and Assemblymen, who were experts. 

Everybody's ~an expert. But I ·remind you that in 1976, in the 

ensuing battle prior to that of the new thorough and af f icient 

education, where the courts shut our system down, it was those 

same experts, I remind you, t_hat came up with this Plan. 

They had everything in mind, everything was taken care 

of, and they said, "This will stabilize property taxes." A lie 

from the first mouth it came out of. They knew damn well it 

would not, and here we are today, again. Again, playing games 

instead of going on, instead of moving forward, instead of 

thinking about our children and our grandchildren. Why do we 

worry about whose toes we're going to be stepping on? Whose job 

is at stak~? Whose job is at stake? 

I suggest that you listen to the message from the 

average taxpayer in this State, who is more than willing to fund 

a system that is well run, that is productive, a system that 

leaves no child waiting -- no child. I know of no taxpayer 

group in this State -- no taxpayer group in this State -- that 

disagrees with what I am saying to you right now. 

You know, I always carry a bunch of pennies in my 

· pocket to remind the Legislature that these are the pennies that 

_got us in trouble over the years. You'll remember every time we 

had an increase in our Board of Education budgets, "It's only 

pennies. It's only pennies." 

Here are the pennies. (gesturing) The pennies that 

got us in trouble. The pennies that fund today damn near $13 

billion -- with a capital "B" -- in our educational system. I 

challenge anybody to prove that that is wrong. Almost $13 
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billion, the second largest industry in this State. The first 

one is tourism. 

industry. 

Ed~cation is an industry. It protects itself like an 

Anybody who doesn't believe that, believes in the 

tooth fairy, because those, ladies and gentlemen, are the facts 

of life. 

In. closing, I just offered to you what we at the 

taxpayer associations around this State are calling the "Three 

R Program. " There ·is a message there; it's "radical, 

restructuring, or ruin." Let's get on with the program. Let's 

try something new, because it has been a failure. All the 

experts are there to protect their hides. Let's stop playing 

games. 

applause. 

Thank you for your time, and I don't expect any 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you, Sam, very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: How about a question? 

SENATOR EWING: No. 

MR. PERELLI: I can't wait. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: Please, Sam, just indulge me. I 

just have a question for yeti. 

We heard testimony today from, I don't know, someone 

in the Ridgewood Public School system. they are below the State 

average in spending. Some of their programs have been 

· re.cognized as some of the finest in the Stat·e. 

that under this proposal his property taxes 

He testified 

the local 

prope.rty taxes -- would increase to the tune of over $3 million 

in Ridgewood alone. How do you mesh your endorsement of this 

Plan with his testimony? 
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MR. PERELLI: I say that the answer to that question 

is with the voters of Ridgewood with the taxpayers of 

Ridgewood. ~That's what I submit to you. I can't answer that 

. question. I say to you that the odds are the voters of 

Ridgewood would say, "Let's spend a few a more bucks." 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: But, I mean, they're spending-

MR. PERELLI: :But that.gentleman did not.trust those 

voters. I don't think he did. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: Well, one of the things that he 

pointed to was the fact that to maintain the current system of 

education that he has now, without having to go to the voters of 

Ridgewood -- under the current plan, just the way it is without 

any change they're spending "X" amount of dollars. If this 

Plan were in effect; to give the identical, same system of 

education he would have to _go to the local property taxpayers 

for the greater portion of the same funding. 

SENATOR EWING: Well, Rudy, one thing we would have to 

find out -- just as I asked the other question -- is what are 

they comparing to? Are they comparing it to the $6300 against 

this year's budget, which includes transportation, special 

education? 

think. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: No, I think what he said was-

SENATOR EWING: Well, we don't know. You think. You 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: Well, that was his testimony. 

SENATOR EWING: Yes, but we didn't ask him the 

question as to what he was comparing-- He was saying that they 

spend "X" dollars today. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: 

1993-1994 budget cycle. 

Yes, I think that was on the 

M~. PERELLI: Those were comments, Assemblyman, 

comments. Testimony is when you raise your hand on t.he Bible. 

Those are comments. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: Well, I take him at his word. 

MR. PERELLI: Oh, okay. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: That is just one of the problems 

that I have with the spending Plan. I agree with you. Local 

property taxpayers can ill afford to continue funding, 

especially at increased levels, local education. 

What is happening is that under this Plan, my fear is 

that for these districts like Ridgewood, even like Livingston:~

and Dr. Del Tufo is still here- ... 

SENATOR EWING: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: --these districts and the 

taxpayers in these districts are going to be asked to go into· 

their pockets for more of those same pennies that you just 

produced. The problem is that instead of going away from a 

formula that relies on local property taxes, we're going fully 

entrenched into a local property--

MR. PERELLI: It depends on who is interpreting the 

formula, that's what I believe. I believe that each district 

has its own interpretation of what thorough and efficient is. 

Here we're trying to get down to some kind of an answer. We're 

trying to get down to some kind of a reasonable answer - -

reasonable. 

SENATOR EWING: Rudy, let me point out something. I 

knew somebody that lived up in Livingston. This was, maybe, it 
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had to be 10, 12, 15 years ago. But, · at that time in the 

Livingston .High School, her son was offered something like 103 

courses - - ~xtra courses - - if he wanted to take any one of 

these things. I mean to have that selection, great, it's lovely 

to have. I mean, I'd love to drive a Mercedes, but you can't be 

all things to all people. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: I agree with you, Jack. 

SENATOR EWING: So Livingston has a very fine 

educational system, but maybe this is something that they' re 

going to have to spend the money on, decide they want to keep it 

going or cut back a bit. 

MR. PERELLI: Assetpblyman--

SENATOR EWING: The State,has to fund a certain level, 

definitely, and let the districts decide what they want to do. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: But the whole problem that I see 

with this Plan and I'm saying this from a taxpayers 

perspective -- is that instead of going toward more of a focus 

toward the State spending for education, there is a greater 

reliance on th~ local property taxpayer. I think it's not the 

same thing, and I think this is where you get into disparities 

of wealth between the two districts. 

Maybe there will be districts that do not have the 

local resources to be able, even if they wanted to, to go into 

their pockets and spend a few more pennies to even maintain a 

level slightly above this adequacy standard that is being set by 

this core curriculum. 

MR. PERELLI: Home rule costs bucks, and it's up to 

.,. . 

l 

• 

the taxpayers of that town to see how much they want that home _ 

rule to cost them. It's that simple. If you want a better 
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system, let the voters of that community tell you at what 

levels. 

Yoµ know, there is a thing called the community's 

ability to pay. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: That's right, and what--

MR . PE RELL I : Recently, up in Morris County, Judge 

Stanton, for the first time in the history of our State, 

actually rejected a binding arbitration on behalf of the 

Sheriff's Department. I think they got a 25 percent pay raise, 

and he rejected it. It was arbitrated. So the normal system--

He said, "You missed one point. You forgot about the 

corranunity's ability to pay." It's that simple. If a community 

wants to pay it, let them decide to pay it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: But, Sam, I just go back to the 

whole reason why the Abbott y, Burke hearings and the rulings in 

that case were to make sure there was not only quality, but also 

parity of education. Certainly, I agree we have to get away 

from ·a dollars formula and that all dollars must match dollar 

for dollar what is spent in the rich and poor districts. But if 

you're not giving a level field--

We' re under a State mandate to educate all of our 

children equally. Some of those districts that we talk a.bout, 

some of the richer districts, may be able to say, "Yes," and may 

be able to afford, through home rule, to provide those so-called 

enhanced services for which, just recently, we've given them 

commendations on the great work they're doing in education. 

At the same time, now, some of those poorer districts 

are not going to be able to afford to give that so-called 

enhanced level of service above the core curriculum, 
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MR. PERELLI': Rqbinson y. Cahill was supposed to do 

that, too. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: But it didn't. 

MR. PERELLI : It didn't, and I don't think Abbott, 

essentially, is going to do it. But we've got to get off the 

dime, and we've got to go to new programs. I don't believe that 

Dr.· Klagholz wants to see the education system of this State 

destroyed. He's an honorable man~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: Absolutely. 

MR. PERELLI: He has done a lot of study in this, and 

people around him are dedicated, more dedicated than I've seen 

in years from anybody in any department in this State. 

believe what we should do is give this program a chance. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GARCIA: Thank you, Sam. 

MR. PERELLI: Give it a chance. 

So I 

SENATOR EWING: All right. Let' s se~, is there a 

Stacy Holmes here? 

Mr. Holmes. 

ST ACY J. B 0 L M E S: Thank you for this opportunity to 

address the Department of Education's Comprehensive Plan. I 

will shorten my remarks in appreciation of your continuing this 

hearing for some four hours. I appreciate you being here. I'll 

let my written comments stand. 

• 

We have raised in Glen Ridge, at hearings with the -. 

State Department -- where we have invited them into our high 

school, numerous places where we have appeared-- Yes, we have 

brought 20 pages of spreadsheets with us, and every time we have 

laid them on you, as recently as last Tuesday in the· Capital and 

again tonight. 
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We' re waiting for answers to the questions, and I 

think that is one of the things -- not only the substance of 

this thing, but the process -- that has gotten to be irksome and 

angering; that we've had the State Department be unresponsive to 

specific questions when they have promised to engage in 

dialogue. 

I would like to make two specific points, based on 

last Tuesday; that kind of illustrate, I think, some of the 

serious problems that we're at with this thing. 

Last Tuesday, I witnessed the Commissioner's colloquy 

with Senator Gordon Macinnes. The Senator stated that all of 

the school districts in Morris County were noticeably above the 

cost~per-pupil limit the Commissioner had established for l'iis 

hyps>thetical model school district. 

The Commissioner and his various assistants responded 

that there might be some transportation, technology, or special 

education calculations that would change how many Morris County 

districts were above the cost-per-pupil limit the Commissioner 

has established for his hypothetical model school district. 

The Commissioner did not say to the Senator how these 

undisclosed calculations might be made. He did not say which 

districts would be below the limit as a result of them, nor did 

he say when he might release this private information. This 

illustrates a serious concern with this process. If a State 

Senator can't get a straight answer from the Commissioner, what 

chance do the rest of us have? 

We can't really discuss this Plan until it is complete 

and there are no matters being held back in indecision or 

secrecy by the State Department~ 
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Let me just skip on to one other thing drawn out of 

last Tuesday's session in the Capital, and that was really 

Senator Ewing's challenge to the critics of the. Comprehensive 

Plan to propose something they would support .. I can well 

appreciate the frustration legislators must be feeling at this 

point, as one after another of us come to speak against this 

proposed Plan from the Department of Education. 

Let me assure you that I think a lot of people are 

ready for change in New Jersey. This· is not a matter of people 

defending the status quo. I personally can support some of the 

ideas in the Commissioner's Plan if they are turned toward the 

purposes of education instead of the apparent purpose of 

reducing the State's constitutional responsibility to children. 

Let me reference specific ways that the Commissioner's 

own ideas can be put into something that might be useful to 

children. I suppqrt using a model district as a standard. 

Choose a real district, however. New Jersey has many 

outstanding districts. Tell me which one comes closest to the 

Commissioner's concept of thorough and efficient, and I will 

begin tomorrow to see where Glen Ridge can improve to match or 

exceed· that district's accomplishments. 

Where is it? 

Point it out to me. 

I support defining thorough and efficient. The New 

Jersey Supreme Court pointed out the need to define this key 

constitutional phrase in Abbott y. Burke, but please, save us 

another court case. Do not try to make the word "thorough" mean 

minimum. Do not try to make the word "efficient" mean minimum. 

While we're playing with words, let excellence be the 

word we use for our State's finest educational programs. Let's 
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stop right here the false labeling of some of New Jersey's most 

thorough and most efficient school programs as unnecessary and 

excessive. 

I support saving money by changing local practices 

that are not cost effective. You're welcome to come along to 

any of the places I've been as Superintendent in the last 12 

years and see what we've done. I'm proud of it. I hope you 

support changing State laws and State institutions that a:re also 

not cost effective. 

I support a local vote on the portion of the school 

budget that exceeds the foundation amount. The foundation 

amount, however, must be at least what is already in existence 

in the school community. The Commissioner's nonexistent, 

unproven model does not represent an acceptable foundation 

education for Glen Ridge or, I suspect, much of anywhere else. 

I support usi·,1g property taxes to fund local 

education. The quality of local schools is a key factor in the 

value of local property in many communities already, and it 

should be so everywhere. The impact of a tax levied to support 

a State function, however -- such as public education must 

·have an equitable impact statewide. You've heard about that 

earlier tonight. Again, we have presertted the facts and figures 

on that repeatedly to the State Department for years. 

I offer this specific support for education and a 

willingness, even an eagerness, to change. I am sure most of us 

who have come here tonight are just as supportive of education 

and are just as willing to change. At the same time, many of us 

will come before you as of ten as necessary to resist any effort 
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to curtail the State of New Jersey's constitutional and moral 

obligation to the State's children. 

Thanks. (applause) 

SENATOR EWING: Are you a mayor, a superintendent, a 

.principal, both, or what? 

Ridge. 

MR. HOLMES: I'm Superintendent of Schools in Glen 

SENATOR EWING:. In Glen Ridge. Oh, okay. 

Thank you very much. 

MR. HOLMES: Thank you, Senator. 

SENATOR EWING: Is Pat Schaefer here from Livings.ton?' 

P A T R I C I A S C B A E F E R:: I can only assume that you 

realize that I have a very brief statement. I probably live the 

closest to this building than anyone in the building.· I live a 

two-minute ride from here. 

I started out with good afternoon, and I'm ready, 

almost, for good morning. Thank you for the opportunity to 

testify before the Committees. I am Patricia Schaefer, 

President of the Livingstdn Education Association and a 

long·time resident of the township. 

I will not repeat the testimony of others who have 

described the disasterous impact the implementation of this 

arbitrary, bare-bones educational model would have on the 

excellent, comprehensive educational system that exists in 

Livingston and many similar districts. This is one thing where 

Dr. Del Tufo, ·I think, has very clearly described to you what 

the impact on Livingston would be. This is one thing where Tony 

and I would probably surprise you. Dr. Del Tufo and I often 
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agree. We are not necessarily adversary; even though I have 

been President for seven years. 

An often overlooked effect of this educational 

downgrading is the impact of a mediocre school system on our 

property values. Our homes, for many of us, represent one of 

our major financial assets. The value of this property would be 

considerably reduced if the excellent education now being 

offered to the children of Livingston is downgraded to a 

mediocre system. 

The larger impact of this leveling down of the many 

excellent school districts in New Jersey would also adversely 

effect the ability of the State to attract high technology, 

professional firms to New Jersey. These companies are concerned 

with the quality of life available to their employees. A 

mediocre public school system is not an attraction. These 

companies desire public schools that will provide an excellent 

education for all of their employees' children. 

Nonpublic schools cannot provide this education. By 

their nature they are selective, and the educational programs 

are designed to fulfill the particular specialized goals of 

their institutions. I can relate to this very closely because 

I have adult children. 

One daughter was employed by a firm that relocated 

from New York City to Princeton, and the attraction of Princeton 

-- the Forrestal Center -- was the excellent school systems in 

the area. These people could well afford private schools, but 

they wanted to be sure their children would be admitted to an 

excellent public school system. They relocated there, and the 

people are happy there. 
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She has since changed jobs. She is still in the same 

field. The company she now is employed by is contemplating -

is going to:move out of ·Ne~ York City, and one of the places 

they're looking at is Westchester County. 

One of the considerations· her colleagues are ~ 

discussing is the fact that they could move across the Tappan 

Zee Bridge and relocate to New Jersey, because her colleagues 4 

want -a house in a town where the school system is excellent. 

They will not consider New Jersey the Bergen County 

communities -- if you downgrade those excellent school systems. 

I have another child who lives .in New Jersey~ and his 

company will probably remain in New Jersey. I have a grandson, 

a kindergartner. I want that child to be able to have a good 

education in the State of New Jersey. I don't want my son to 

have to go looking for a private school for his two sons because 

he wants to provide them with a good education. 

In conclusion, New Jersey must continue to support the 

many excellent public school systems that now exist in our 

State. Our obligation should be to lift up the Special Needs 

Districts and assist them in meeting their needs to their 

pupils, not the expense of students in districts such as 

Livingston. 

Thank you. (applause} 

SENATOR EWING: Thank you very much. Sorry it was so 

late. 

I don't have anybody else on the list. I am not going 

to ask anybody to talk who was not on the list, because it would 

be unfair. 

(BEARING CONCLUDED) 
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COUNTY OF BERGEN 
Admm1stranon Building• Court Plaza South• 21 ~tam Sc.• Room 3CCE •Hackensack, N.J. 07601-7200 

' (201) 646-3630 

I William P. Schuber 
~ c~umv Execuuve 

l 
1· December 6, 1995 

Commissioner Leo Klagholz 
Department of Education 
225 W. State Street 
CN 500 
Trenton, NJ 08625-0500 

Dear Commissioner Klagholz: 

I have reviewed in detail your "Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and 
Financing." I commend you for the thorough research, creative planning, and extensive 
public review which went into the proposal. ' 

. As an attorney, a former member of the state legislature and now as chief executive of the 
most populated county in New Jersey, I have had a number of opportunities to consider 
plans for complying with New Jersey Supreme Court decisions on the constitutionality of 
various state school aid formulas. This is the first plan that I have seen to. take such a 
positive approach. It is a well crafted attempt to clearly define what students ought to 
achieve academically at every level and what types of programs and services are 
necessary for this achievement to occur; to design a "model" schooVdistrict organization 
to provide these programs and services in a cost effective manner; and to project the per
pupil costs of providing this minimum "model" and develop a state aid fonnula and other 
measures to ensure that all districts provide it. 

The purpose of this letter, however, is to ask your consideration of some apparent 
implications for Bergen County which your proposal may not have anticipated or may not 
have intended. 

1. Will there be a significant reduction in state aid provided to Bergen County? 

In each of the last few years, Bergen County's 75 school distric.ts have received 
approximately $106 million in state school aid. Some of these d.istricts have property 
values and personal income levels which your proposal suggestS would result in the 
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elimination of all state aid to them. I suggest that, if this is done in order to provide more 
state aid· to districts in other counties, and if it results in a significant reduction in the 
$106 million currently received in Bergen County, then it means our taxpayers will be 

. shouldering an even larger portion of the state's financial obligations than we have up to 
now. We cannot suppor:t such a proposal. 

2. Will the cost containment steps that we have already taken in Bergen County be 
recognized? 

Bergen County Technical School has been asked to spearhead our countyWide efforts to 
reduce duplication of services, share resources and contain cost. Its administrative team" 
recently asswned responsibility for the other school district for which the county is 
directly responsible .. As a result we· are saving an estimated $750,000 in annual costs. 
That same administrative team· is operating the county's $7 million JTPA program, has 
established a county-wide student transportation . cooperative, ·operates a regional 
instructional television and library service · network, and cooperates with other· 
governmental agencies to provide the kind of health and social service programs your 
proposal recognizes a5 essential to student achievement. ·This year the state department 
treated Bergen County Technical School's costs for administering these· programs ~ 
though they only applied to a typical public schooi system and reduced its state aid. This 
is a disincentive to resource sharing and cost containment. · 

J.. Does the proposal make enough provisions for children with severe disabilities and 
their families? 

The high percentage of students classified with learning disabilities which your research 
has identified may be skewed by the inclusion of students requiring speech correction. 
Thirty percent of all classified students fall into this category. When they-are removed 
from the statistical population, New Jersey's percentage of students classified is not so 
extraordinary. I am persuaded that, in Bergen County at least, the vast majority of 
classified students remaining are receiving -services that are both necessary and in the 
student's best interest. · 

Almost 30 years ago, Bergen County Superintendent Archie Hay initiated two efforts to 
meet the needs of disabled students in a most cost effective manner. He _9rganized seven 
special. education regions and i.risisted that the school districts within these regions share 
the special education resources necessary to efficiently serve their disabled students. He 
also helped to establish the Bergen County Special Services School District .which 
provides programs and services for ,students with the most profourid and low incidence 
disabilities. 

There are now eight such special services school district in the state. that serve almost 
5,000 students each year. However, if your proposal becomes law, it appears that: 
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a. Local districts will be encouraged to limit the number of pupils classified with 
learning disabilities to ten percent of their total population. When . numbers exceed this 
limit, state aid will be reduced, thus requiring an increase in local funds. Because these 
special education services are mandated by the state, funds otherwise available for typical 
programs may be reduced. Indeed, the possibility exists that. a student may be denied 
beneficial services because the maximum number of state supported classifications in 
his/her district has been reached. 

b. Even if a student can be classified without exceeding the district's ten percent 
limit, his/her needs may not be able to be met. Districts will only be able to place four 

· students from each elementary school, eight students from each middle school, and no 
students from the high school in necessary programs if they are only available outside the 
school district. This is another arbitrary limit that can subject some disabled students to 
inadequate services due to circumstances beyond their control. 

c. All eight county special services school districts will be significantly impeded 
in their efforts to provide cost efficient programs for persons with profound and low 
incidence disabilities due to the single cost categorical aid estimate you. have proposed. 
Our experience clearly shows that there are differentials in the cost for special education 
which should be addressed in any proposed state fonnula. The gap betvteen the cost of 
the proposed "optimum" special education placement and the "extraordinary" out of state 
and res1.dential placements is just too great. There must be an additional high cost factor 
to reflect the needs of severely disabled pupils whose expenses range from $15,000 to 
$50,0CO. 

Furthennore, county special services school districts have the same need for predictable 
funding levels and cash flow as other school districts. It is essential, therefore, that they 
receive state aid directly rather than indirectly as tuition payments from local school 
districts as your proposal suggests. 

4. Have the services being provided to adults by the vocational-technical and special 
needs school districts been talcen into consideration? 

In Bergen County, more than 25,000 adult post-secondary students enroll each year in full 
or part-time general education, career training, and life skills pro~s. Among them are 
displaced workers preparing to reenter the workforce, public safety workers improving 
their skills, and disabled persons seeking a productive place in society. Bergen County 
provides for them at the Bergen County Technical School and Bergen County Special 
Services School District in a coordinated effort to meet their needs in a cost effective 
way. 

While your . proposal references the potential of separate grants,. it does not clearly 
indicate the level to which the state would provide incentives and support for these 
programs. 
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5. Do you intend to include corrections/ or regional economic differences? 

Accepted economic indicators show that the. cost of living in New York/New Jersey 
metropolitan area is significantly higher than other areas of the state. While your 
proposal references the accommodation of legitimate differences in local circumstances, 
it occurs to me that it does not correct for regional economic differences. In which case 
the Bergen County area will be negatively impacted in at least three ways: 

a. The higher employee salaries commanded in this economic environment will 
mean that the state established "per-pupil foundation budgets" will be less adequate here 
than in other areas of the state. Local districts will therefore be required to request 
additional funds from local taxpayers at a disproportionately higher and unfair rate. 

b. The higher property values and per-capita income which prevail in Bergen 
County will mean that the "required local share" for districts here will be 
disproportionately higher than other areas of the state and therefore unfair. 

c. Finally, the higher regional salaries that prevail here will probably exceed the 
statewide model and result in teachers' social security and pensions which exceed. the 
model. These cost would also be required to be raised entirely from local taxes. 

In swnmary, please incorporate clarifications or amendments·into your proposal to: 

1. Pr~serve the level of state school aid coming to Bergen County generally 
and to the Bergen County Technical School District and the Bergen County Special 
Services School District specifically at least the level we have received during each of 
the last three years. 

2. Recognize that many of the programs and services being provided by the 
state's county vocational schools are so unique that th~ir cost-effectiveness cannot be 
measured by the same standards applied to local school districts. Provide special 
incentives to encourage them to expand their roles u regional senrice providers. 

3. Abandon . the reliance on arbitrary statistical measures to reduce the 
number of students classified with learning disabilities. Replace it with guidelines 
driven by humane considerations for the needs of disabled students and their 
families. 

4. Provide more state aid for severely disabled pupils whose expenses exceed 
$15,000 but do not reach the SS0,000 level for which "extraordinary" assistance is 
proposed. 
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S. Include adult-post secondary students in· the weighted per-pupil count 
used to determine state aid to county vocational-technical and special services school 

districts. 

· 6. Factor regional economic differences into any analysis ·that generates 
foundation per-pupil expenditures or local fair share. 

7. Pay state aid directly to special services school districts. 

I would welcome the opportunity to discuss my concerns with you personally or to make 
a presentation at one of the additional forums planned to discuss the. "Comprehensive 
Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing." 

Sincere!:'./) _ , 
J ./·~(/I) 
l(~- r:c~c.-~'d!\.... 

William "'Pat" Schuber 
Bergen County Executive 
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Dwight R. Pfennig, Ed. D. 
Superintendent of Schools, Morris School District 
Normandy Parkway, Morristown, NJ 07960 · 
(201) 292-2010 

I thank Senate Education Committee Chair, John Ewing, and Assembly Education Committee Chair, John 
Rocco, for the opportunity to present comments coneeming the final draft of the Comprehensive Plan for 
Educational Improvement and Financing. 

On a positive note, I am most pleased to see that the final draft of the Comprehensive Plan for Educational 
Improvement and Financing reflects an attempt by the State of New Jersey to foster student learning. The 
establishment of program standards can only be viewed as a major step forward in placing learning before 
dollars. Hopefully, the standards discussion will receive more emphasis as the plan is finalized over the 
next several months. 

In reviewing the elements of the final draft of the Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and 
Financing it is essential that: 1 ) averages not be used for final computation of per pupil allocations to 
school districts; 2) that a funding mechanism for fluctuating and spontaneous growth in student enrollment 
be established to provide emergency relief for school districts; and 3) that the New Jersey State 
Department of Education and the New Jersey Legislature plan extensive revision to Special Education 
statutes to meet the requirements of the plan. 

1. The State of New Jersey's twenty-one counties reflect a social and economic diversification which may 
be unparalleled among the other states in the union. To assemble an educational plan which is contingent 
upon average cost analyses does· not reflect that diversification and may be a disservice to taxpayers. 
The cost of living in Morris County is somewhat different than that of Cape May County. Salaries are 
more skewed to the higher economic strata and reflect the professional levels of residents. 

The costs used to establish a thorough and efficient educational plan for New Jersey have little if any, 
relevance in the Morris School District. While the district closely reflects the model class size on the all 
class levels, the average salary of an elementary teacher is $10,000 higher, the average salary of a 
middle school teacher is $9,000 higher, and the average salary of a high school teacher is $6,000 higher 
than those in the plan. If the Morris School District is to reach equity with its constituent districts, the 
process of collective bargaining shall require marked changes. It shall also· be incumbent upon the 
authors of the final plan to suggest, promote, and implement methods through which teaching salaries can 
be drawn to a level ground over a period of time. Administrative salaries in the Morris School District are .. 
also higher than the averages listed in the plan. Principals and Central Office administrators are paid in 
excess of $10,000 higher than the averages in the plan. However, the Morris School District has worked 
diligently and successfully to reduce administrative costs which precipitated an administrative penalty of · 
some $413,000 last year. While the $413,000 was restored for the purpose of tax relief, the Morris School 
District conscientiously followed through with an administrative reorganization which reflects the number of 
positions which are in the plan. Here, too, it is incumbent upon the authors of the plan to find methods of 
responsibly· leveling salaries. 

The program standards in the Morris School District are equally high and there·has been a great deal of 
emphasis placed upon high achievement and fiscal prudence. Morristown High School was cited as one of 
the top high school's in the country in 1994 by Redbook Magazine. The Morris School District was also 
selected by School Match as one of 10% of the districts, nationwide, recognized as meeting the needs of 
families choosing schools. School Match (Columbus, Ohio) is the nation's largest school selection 
consultant firm. Each of these awards were predicated on the fact that the Morris School District was 
unique, well structured, and offered the types of programs desirous of those wishing to be challenged by 
high educational standards. If the final draft of the Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and 
Financing were put into place today, there would be a massive restructuring of the district which might call 
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for substantial program and staff reduction. While the authors of the plan may view many of the Morris 
School District (and others for that matter) academic offerings as excessive; the taxpayers have come to 
expect excellence in terms of innovation and motivation. If the Morris School District programs were to be 
"watered down" substantially and be more reflective of a "just make-do" district with little innovation or 
motivation to strive for what was "already had and lost," the district would lose substantial enrollment to 
the "hotbed" of private schools with whom we compete on a regular basis. 

It should also be noted that the many fine extra-curricular programs which have supplemented the 
educational program of the Morris School District and have provided unique learning opportunities for 
students outside of the regular classroom would vanish by implementing the average costs for such 
programs suggested by the plan. The costs as presently stated would result in a $275,000 shortfall and 
call for the reorganization or reduction of many programs. One only needs to reflect upon the events in 
California to understand the devastation to extracurricular programs caused by ill conceived educational 
decisions. While the taxpayers of the community would have the ability to vote "in" or "out" such 
programs labeled as excessive or extra, that label would unfairly tainta vote which is marginal at best to 
begin with. 

2. While the Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing calls for current year 
funding, with some sort of escalator built in, there remains a need to create a set formula to adequately 
provide for fluctuating and growing enrollments. New Jersey, as other states located on the eastern 
seaboard, is experiencing population shifts which cause district transient rates to rise rapidly. The rapid 
change in school populations as well as the ability to adjust programs to meet the needs of students must 
be considered an integral part of the pla_n. 

The Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing should establish funding to meet 
the needs of districts experiencing severe upward shifts in enrollment be they in categorical groupings 
(Special Education/ESL bilingual education) or in regular education groupings. The ability of districts to 
apply for aid from-the fund should be predicated on a form~Jla for such growth rather than a distribution of 
funds in a discretionary manner. There should also be perio~ic deadlines established throughout the 
school year for the application process involved in obtainin~ additional funding. If the fund was not 
expended at the conclusion of the school year, the balance could be utilized for other fiscal rewards being 
offered to districts. The provision of "current year" funding in this manner will more appropriately balance 
local expenditures and not create a hardship for districts requiring immediate additional expenditures due 
to unforseen circumstances. · 

3. The New Jersey State Department of Education needs to establish a more flexible view in .the 
provision of Special Education on a district level. The Morris School District currently has a classification 
rate of 11 % and has worked diligently to reduce that rate as well as the classification rates for minority 
children. Through that process the district has diligently utilized the services of 15 certified Child Study 
Team professionals to meet the needs of 454 classified students. It is most difficult to deal with the 
innuendo Within the Comprehensive Plan For Educational Improvement and Financing, that districts 
classify to receive more .funding. The Morris School District receives some $2,233,680 for a program 

·which costs roughly $7,000,000 to operate. Incentives to classify students are not there nor have they 
been. 

Under the proposed plan our district could be eligible for about $150,000 more in Special Education aid. 
However, the plan also indicates that the Child Study Team staff might be reduced to as few as five 
members to provide essential services. The authors of the plan offer no suggestions for the achievement 
of legally prescribed services with a much reduced staff. Cases loads would increase twofold with no 
relief on reporting deadlines and mandated provision of services. 

It behooves those restructuring the plan to view special education as a totality, rather than as a 
mechanism for garnishing additional f~.mds for school districts. Who will provide services for disaffected 



youth, who will provide the guidance to work through the ninety day deadline for classification and who will 
provide the training for regular education classroom teachers to provide services previously provided by 
Special Education specialists? 

In conclusion, I would like to affirm the importance of these hearings. I remain as cautiously optimistic 
about the Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing as I was last spring. I 
sincerely hope that the politics of a Governor's term that is closer to ending than beginning does not have 
a deleterious effect on the plan. I also hope that New Jersey does not become the next California in de
structuring its educational system on the backs of children. Please allow the plan to be a catalyst for 
educational reform and benchmark against which all other reform plans for public education will be 
measured. 

Dwight R. Pfennig, Ed.D. 
Superintendent of Schools 
Morris School District · 
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NBW JBRSBY SBNATB AND ASSBXBLY RDUCATIOll COKKI'l"l'BI llBARillG 
TBB COMPRBBBMSIVB PI.All POR BDUCATIOKAL IJU>ROVBHBllT AlCD ~IHAHCIKG 

DBCBXBBR 12, 1995 

LYDI JOIDI 
PIHANCB CHAIR Alfi) LBGISLATIVB CO-CHAIR, GLBll RIDGB BOARD OW BDUCATIOll 

NJSBA LBGISLATIVB COKMITTBI, RBPRBSBN'l'ATIVB •OR 34TB DISTRICT 
HJSBA BOARD OP DIRECTORS, ALTBRKATB POR BSSBZ COUNTY 

GARDBH STATB COALITIOH OP SCHOOLS, HBMBBR 

I have spent four years tryinq to understand what Glen Ri4qe · 
did to earn the dubious distinction of being the highest taxed 
transition aid district in the state. My community's and my 
childrens' futures are being jeopardized by the political games 
being played with the education funding formula. Glen Ridge failed 
to foresee the negative consequenses of QEA. I have vowed that it 
will not happen again. 

As you prepare to act on the Comprehensive Plan~ please ask 
yourself four questions: · 

1.) What is the DOE tryinq to accomplish with the formula? 

When administrative penalties began, the NJSBA Legislative 
Committee was asked to reject the penalty and bonus system. Glen 
Ridge would gladly trade our bonus and high tax rate for a penalty. 
We are penalized every day with the 17th highest tax rate in the 
state. · At the Garden State Coalition funding retreat last 
September, we had the median per pupil cost but th.a highest tax 
rate by far. The Commissioner's proposed model focuses on per 
pupil costs, but it is the local property tax rate which drives 
voters' budget decisions. The range in tax rates is too great-
from more than lOOt over to less than 10% of the state average. 
Tax rates correlate more closely with per pupil ratables than p~r 
pupil costs. Districts with low tax rates have no incentive to 
control their costs. The state will never close the spending gap 
if they continue to ignore the formula's impact on property tax 
rates. 

The $10 million proposed for technology and the $5 million 
proposed for rewards and recognition average out to $8.50 and $4.25 
per student. Why bother? A coalition of conservativ~ businessmen 
irt Virginia pressured that state to put $100 million int~ 
technoloqy--ten times more than New Jersey. 

2.) Ara the assumptions reasonable? 

The Commissioner frequently points out that New Jersey is 
number one in education spending. He is quick to blame it on the 
number of districts in New Jersey. What leadership and incentives 
have the state provided to reduce the number of districts? Three 
districts that regionalized were given an admin.istrative penalty 
based on their separate costs the year before. Some incentive! 
I am not aware of any studies showing that regionalizing has saved 
taxpayers money in New Jersey. 



I have seen no attempt to fiqure· out the real reasons New 
Jersey spends the most. How much is due to the high cost of livim:i 
here? How much is due to the fact that we have the fourth oldest 
teacher population and one of the strongest tenure laws in the us, 
resulting in more teachers being at the top of ·the guide? How much 
is due to mandates, such as a $5,000 mandated facilities plan that 
is useless to the district for real planning purposes? How much 
of the spending leads to higher achievement for our students? 

3.) When is the state going to make needed reforms at the state 
level? -

The state ties our hands with inefficient benefit, tenure and 
pension structures and then blames us for the high costs. 

Two years ago I testified in front of the Education Funding 
Review Commission. I begged for reform in health benefits, 
especially for copays, deductibles and employee contributions that 
would make employees more aware of and give them an incentive to 
help control costs. - The only change is that we can now leave the 
State Health Benefits Plan, if we can negotiate that with the 
union. Reform is being discussed for the SHBP, but how long will 
it be before it is in place and can have a positive impact on our 
bottom line? Legislation for Joint Insurance Funds has been 
passed, but when will the regulations be in place so we can form 
a JIF? 

Pension reform is also needed. Under QEA, the state has 
continually tried to shift pensions back to the districts. The ./ 
current pension system increases a teacher's pension for each year~ 
of service with no cap. Police officers peak at 20 years. Once 
a teacher is granted tenure, the district has little control over 
their longevity and ultimate pension. 

4.) Why has the process been so secretive and one-way? 

The public input part of the plan has been a sham. Glen Ridge 
testified at both Essex County hearings, participated in the town 
meetings in Parsipanny and Atlantic City, and hosted our own town 
meeting with the DOE. Our concerns have been unanswered. 

The State is holding all the cards close to the vest. We need 
open sharing of data and ideas. Experts need to be called in to 
discuss taxation theory. We-need to thoroughly examine other ways 
of- funding education, including a-. statewide property tax, sales 
tax, or funding a percentage of every district through progressive 
taxes such as income tax. This has not been done, at least 
publicly. 

Is the Department of Education seriously asking for support 
of a funding plan when the .numbers are still "in revision"? They 
are asking us to climb out on the limb and hand them the saw. Glen 
Ridge did. that once with QEA and we are paying the price. We are 
not st~pid enough to do that again. Districts need to know exactly 
how they will be affected. 

The formula needs to provide incentives for what the 
state is trying to accomplish. Any formula needs to make sense 
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numerically and statistically. We need some type of "circuit 
breaker" so that no district:will have the extremely high tax rates 
of Glen Ridge, or ·New Brunswick or the 80 other districts whose tax 
rates are 30% or more above the state aveX'age. The formula needs 
to be updated annually. The foJ;1Ilula ls using 15 year old income 
data,· 5 year old pupil counts, and and nobody knows how valid the 
property value information is!. 

The state has got to stop sending mixed messages if we are 
going to have real change and positive results. The local property 
tax rate ·has the biggest bnpact on taxpayers' funding decisions, 
yet the state has ignored this in their funding formula. The state 
wants us to be accountable, yet where is their accountability for 
the hundreds of millions of dollars.of our income taxes that they 
have given to the special needs districts? The state wants fewe~ 
districts, yet where are the incentives? The plan is confusing and 
misleading to board.members, as I am sure it is to legislators. 

The court order was to equalize spending by raising the lower 
districts. · The Commissioner has responded with a plan to equalize 
by leveling everyone down in order to lessen the state's burden. 
I don't want my children's qanaration to be the pawns in this 
ridiculous political game. If the colllinissioner is not a proponent 
of quality public education, he should resign. I don't see how he 
and the others who designed this "Comprehensive Plan" can face 
themselves in the mirror. Let's stop the finger pointing and games 

·and grow up and fix it. · 
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County Dllltrtat 

Union Wlnfteld Towmihlp 

Camdwl Audubon Pllrk 

Monmouth ROOMV91 Borough 

Camct.n et.llhunit 

s..... w .. lk1n v.n.y Reg1on111 

N*cer IEMlt Wlndeor Regional 

8U9MIC High Point Reglonel HS 

Monte Victory 0..... 

Mldd..._ Hlghlend Park 

Huntefdon High Bridge Borough 

Manmouah·MltlllMn-AberdMn Regional 

Burtlngton Mount ~ty TOWMhlp 

Atlllnttc MalnlllncUteglonet High 

Monte Morrta HIU. Reglonml Htoh 

SUIMIC ~ Vlllley Reg HS Diii 

Allllntlc Glellt« Egg ·Hllrbor Reg H 

E••x Glen Ridge Soro 

C.rnden L.aWl'1lkte Borough 

C\.lmbertar GNenwk:h TOWMhlp 

Monmouth MonmcUh Regionlll High 

.... Pll8calclc v.- Reg 

....,. . 90got• 8oro 

SomenMI·. Nooth Pllllnfteld 8olough 

Su8MIC Fnridln Borough 

...., Belgenfteld Soro 

Union ROMlle Partc 8oro 

Calrnden St.ting High 

Mldd .... Old Bt1dge Townehlp 

PnMlc Bloomlngdele Bolo 

Hunt ..... Hempton Borough 

Union ROMlle Borough 

C.mden. U.Mlef'IWOld BOlough 

Type 
of 

IDlstrtct Cllt 

K.a Found 

NIO Found 

K.a Found 

K.a Found 

7·12 Reg Found 

K·12 Found 

7·12 R.g .. Found 

N/O Found 

K·12 Found 

K-8 Found 

K·12 Found 

K-8 Found 

7·12 Reg Found 

7-12 Reg Found 

7·12 Reg Found 

7·12 Reg Found 

K-12 Trans 

.K-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

7·12 Reg Found 

7·12 Reg Tr8ns 

K·12 Found 

K·12 Found 

K-8 Found 

K·12 Found 

K·12 Found 

7-12Reg Found 

K·12 Found 

K-8' Found 

K.a Found 

K-12 Found 

K-8 Found 

---- ~- ... . 

Equ•IV-' 
PerPupll 

111194 

55,216 

69,346~ 

272,080 

138,253 

301,156 

322,093 

338,007 

192,795 

398.858 

311,518 

351.,910 

210,104 

' .381,"82 

484,743 

330.n.e 
274,443 

472,288 

226,232 

238.696 

478,433 

748,940 

353,26e 

.284,284 

250,181 

444,388 

309,893 

271,087 

297,892 

417i348 

257,988. 

328,750 

197,075 

STATE AID COMPARISONS 
[June I, 1995~ 

A•aldent 
Enroll 

10/16114 

198 

132 

151 

152 

634 

3,903 

1,001 

192 

1,530 

495 

3,801 

1,178 

1,048 

2,367 

718 

2,385 

1,208 

478 

98 

1,018 

1,385 
1;098 

2.886 

645 

3,1«> 

1,884 

680 

9,222 

988 

205 

2,478 

·1,435 

Foundation . Categorical Tr11nsltton 

630,296 174,890 177,179 

254~363 67,913 76,823 

353,449 100,040 0 

no.488 1n.919 31,491 

2,816,548 . 628,3n 5.037 

5,903,011· 

4,024,781 

637,748 

1.388.087 

965,832 

8,019,812 

3,685,805 

3,357,352 

3,739,8n 

2,736,133 

10,875,039 

0 

1,n4~803 

238.274 

2,993,142 

0 

1,458,971 

5,882,236 

1.fllf1.2n 

1,607.433 

3;182,573 

2,993,586 

19,114.802 

n3.321 

479;503 

4,379.802 

3,"468,705 

4,389,548 

889,407 

2G.272 

1,431,208 

339,226 

2.853.880 

1;892.224 

491,886 

1,875,579 

669,989 

2,743,054 

125,071 

516,258 

132,595 

.1,024,484 

1,382,020 

648,900 

2,091,135 

653,389 

1.n8.189 

1,127,429 

574,734 

8,514,866 

984.093 

64,545 

2.525,n8 

1,714,384 

Pt1g~l of 20 

443,794 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

171,841 

0 

0 

0 

0 

188,874 

55,183 

0 

0· 

193,511 

0 

0 

0 

181,913 

85,597 

0 

484,8/!R 

S61 

48,122 

0 

0 

Above or 
Equalize Below 

d Stllte Approvtld 
Budget 
1994116. 

Tax Levy TllX Rate Tu Rate Per Pupti 
Tot.I Aid 19MllG 1994195 1.2078 Cost 

982,365 

399,099 

453,489. 

929,898 

1',948,270 

809,170 

1;584,368 

1,513,102 

824,113 7.538 

337,832 . 3.691 

3,449,958 

10,738,351 

4,914,1_88 

887,018 

2,827.273 

1,305,058 

8,873,5n 

5,749,870 

3,&49,238 

5,615,258 

1,137,842 

485,899 

7,924,273 ... 41'4,243 

38,175.128' 28,351,530 

11,805,733 8,773,538 

1,894, 178 739,780 

14,605,751 . 11,858,117 

4,580,518 2,858,328 

33,835,808 24,218,588 

10.1.-1,923 4,en.927 

10,569,132 7,4'89,570 

26,.t01.n3 21,388,883 

3,406, 132 . 7,837,273 4.355~428 

13,618,093 . 27,780,384 11,925,084 

7911,MI 

2,346,2~ 

\ 371,868 

11,6'1,182 10,480,230 

4,3158;371 

886,474 

1,971,514 

~20.853 
4,017.628 13,585,857 e.n4,843 

1.555,531 21,748,854 18,891,585 . 

2, 108,871 9, 128,487 8,981,848 

.7,953,371 

2,320,678 

3,517,535 

4~395~599 

.3.~.320 

28;094,135 

1,707,975 

590,170 

8,905,580 

5,184,099 

22,103,114 14,783,878 

s.21s;on 2.888,987 

28,oel,010 24,952,829 

14,985;415 10,313,788 

7,899,583 3,274,480 

75,053,'°3 48,758,917 

9,191,808 7,295.-
1,488,970 838,870 . 

20,798, 183 14.389.889 

10,272.848 5,001,113 

2.no 

2.312 

2.312 

2.096 

2.002 

1.999 

1.920 

1.918 

1.911 

1.888 

1.875 

1.864 

1.839 

1.837 

1.836 

1.823 

1.814 

1.810 

1.808 

1.803 

1..796 

1.795 

1.788 

1.786 

1.n& 

1.n& 

1.n3 

1.n1 

1.769 

1.769 

524.11% 

205.57% 

9;840 

6,1'30 

129.30% 10,493 

91.441' 9,9S5 

91.421' 121499 

73.551' 9,781 

65. 7519fi 11 ,SSM 

65.47% 

58.981' 

58:84% 

58.22% 

9,886 

8,548 

8,213 

9,398 

SS.32% 9,124 

55.244Wt 10,080 

54.33" 11,157 

52.2R 10,946 

52.124Wt 11,748 

61.11% 9,701 

50.95% 9, 120 

50.22" 9, 148 

48.88% 13,352 

48.71CW. 15,591 

-48.30% 8,329 

48.73,. 

48;65'16 

48.on. 
47.83% 

"47.08% 

•7.~ 

48.78% 

48.84,. 

48.50% 

•.4" 

7,635 

8,085 

8;935 

8,029 

11,617 

8,138 

9,322 

7,254 

8,401 

7,181 
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County Dltltrlat 

Cumt.tar Shieh 

Monl'nNh Henly. H\aon Reg 

Mtddlna N.w ~Cly 

8omerMt Sodh Bound Brook 

~ ~R..,_. 

Type 
of 

OllJtrlct C.t 

K-8 Found 

7·12 RGIG Trane 

K-12 SND 

K-8 Found 

7·12 Reg Found 

Pemulc Plleulc County Mllnchetlter 1 · 7-12 Reg· Found 

Camden Magnolta Borough K-8 Found 

Bergen Oumoftt K-12 Found 

SomerMt Somelvllle Boro 1<·12 Tr.na 

P1nuk: Ringwood Bolo K-8 Found 

Hunltfdon Hunterdon c.tnal R99. High 7·12 Reg Found 

Mon1a Nelcong K-8 Found 

Pnulc L8Ulllnd Reglonlll 7-12 Reg Found 

Moma BUiier Boro K-12 Found 

C8mden Runnemede Borough K-8 Found 

Moma Moun AltlnQlon Boro K-8 Found 

a.gar. W•ldwlck Boro K· 12 Found 

Pasulc Pompton Labe Boro K-12 Found 

MlddleMx Sodh Riv. K-12 Found 

Union Unton County R9glonml High 7-12 R.g Trana 

a.gen . O.ldllnd Boro K-8 T,.,,. 

Warren N w ...... Regional School D 7·12 Reg ·Found 

Suae>e Latilylllle Townihtp K-8 Found 

Hunterdon ScMlth Hul\tetdon Regional 7-12 Reg Found 

Hunterdon NOlth HuntardOn RegloMI His 7·12 Reg FoUnd 

W..,... Wllmln Hiiia Reglonlll 7-12 Reg Found 

Burtlngton Chelterfteld Townehlp K-8 Found 

Morra Pequmnnock Townatdp K-12 Found 

Mlddlelu Dunellen K-12 Found 

Monmouth Red Bank Regknl High 7-12 Reg Found 

Morrie Mount Olive Townahlp K-12 Found 

Monte. ~ Wtwton Boro K-8 Found 

EqualVaj 
P•r Pupil 

111/M 

129.060 

572,583 

283.808 

283.825 

328,958 

413,8n 

2«>.864 

403,278 

4-48,895 

383,011 

538,584 

349,829 

375,410 

425,849 

236,188 

425,632 

545,Jn 

402,567 

343~411 

783~892 

571,Sil 

378,750 

448,483 

630,309 

539,472 

301,299 

398,474 

474,567 

350,427 

595,848 

380,141 

333,548 

STATE AID COMPARISONS 
(June n, 1995) 

Reslct.nt 
Enroll 

10/1151'M 

79 

418 

4,805 

596 

1,436 

631 

452 

2,388 

1,403 

1,398 

1,834 

323 

1,074 

980 

938 

522 

1,320 

1,552 

1,697 

2,186 

1,252 

805 

245 

348 

1,904 

1,fJJJ7 

251 

2,039 

882 

792 

3,631 

603 

FoundMlon Categorical Transition 

239,391 73,879 11,598 

0 591.945 55,.075 

13,247,005 8~827,963 0 
1,489,676 

5,471,720 

1,400,725 

1 .• 196, 126 

3,034,013 

0 

1,928,118 

4,095,868 

236,720 

4,114,476 

1,384,764 

2,432,022 

340,090 

136,ns 

1,4803,oi&O 

2,061,343 

0 

0 

2.288,744 

160,814 

193;980 

3,631;735 

8,083,567 

86,786 

1,292,173 

1.n1.62.7 

606,512 

8,448,1n 

1,020,802 

440,944 

1,698,040 

511,250 

553,923 

1, 1405,866 

1,008.062 

1,211,346 

1,814,574 

11.o.n3 

926,62.7 

957,427 

588.494 

331,797 

967,545 

1;005,382 

1,565,565 

2,181,934 

875,880 

765,305 

302,4'68 

462,015 

2,030,130 

1,421,529 

157,974 

898,n8 

780,306 

787,801 

3,346,207 

501,151 

Page2of20 

19,747 

0 

0 

0 

0 

118,233 

0 

0 

33,509 

0 

0 

18,438 

54.057 

154,071 

0 

0 
406,741 

133,557 

0 

8,822 

0 

0 

0 

38,379 

0 

0 

155,736 

0 

0 

Totlll Aid 

324,868 

647,420 

22,074,988 

1,950,367 

7,167,780 

1,911,975 

1,750,049 

4,179,879 

1,122,295 

3,138 ... 

5,710,'°42 

~.002 

5,CM1,103 

2,342,191 

3,018,954 

725,944 

1,258,341 

2,408,822 

3,626,908 

2,588,875 

1,009,417 

3,054,049 

471,904 

656,985 

5,681,865 

7,485,098 

283,119 

2,188,951 

2,531,933 

1,5e0;048 

11,794,384 

1,521,953 

. ~ ~ c: 

Above or 
Equalize Below· 

Approv8d d State 
Budget Tax Levy Tax Rate Tax Rate Per Pupil 
199419S 19Ml98 1194195 1.2078 Cost 

572,100 179,766 1.763 45.98.... 7.242 

5,019,ese 4.111.• 1.754 4'5 .. 1n 12.oe1 

44,422,178 22,194,322 1.752 45.08% 9,245 

4;879,186 

15,2()3,285 

2,950,898 

8,237,276 

6,858,041 4,541,324 

3;818, 104 1,880,586 

20.90&.192 18,859,558 

18,964,784 10,738,088 

12,455,884 9,311,821 

21,378,5~ 18,745,470 

2,484,877 

11,f157,9fn 

12,273,489 

8,816,664 

1,915,CM2 

8,830,823 

7,047,244 

3~72S.131 

4,605,029 3,732,893 

13,407,588 12;022,729 

13,1'16,489 10,408,737 

13,123,316 9,680;712 

1.744 

1.744 

1.739 

1.737 

1.732 

1.705 

1;697 

1..695 

1.695 

1.694 

1.690 

1.685 

1.682 

1.671 

1.667 

1.663 

35.191,200 28,125,408 1.657 

13,388,704 11,854,487 1.657 

7,883,800 5;025,880 1.649 

2,305,394 1,792,413 1.639 

4,360,4t7 3,,SffT,697 1.638 

22,884,030 16;827,478 1.638 

18,143,384 7,928,980 1.638 

2,071,784 1,819.257 1.627 

17,545,755 15,737,070 1.627 

7,ffm,827 5,021,880 - 1.626 

11.m.1n 7,845,8!58 1.621 

32,517,581 21,189,138 1.620 

4;835,478 3,258,215 1.619 

44.43'Mi 

<04.43CW. 

43.97% 

43.78% 

413.38,. 

41.14% 

C».52% 

40.37% 

40.32% 

40.2,,. 

39.~ 

39.51% 

39.24% 

38.33% 

37.98% 

8,187 

10.591 

10.ee 

8,443 

8,785 

12,092 

8.823 

11.~ 

7,831 

10,es5 

12,530 

7.~83 

8,830 

10,161 

8;454 

37:724MI 7, 738 

37.18% 

37.15% 

38.!Sfti 

35.8~ 

35.64% 

35.64% 

35.58" 

34.n" 

34.69% 

34.80% 

34.23% 

34.18% 

34.04" 

1$,247 

10,702 

9,924 

9,•UO 

12,821 

12,019 

10,048 

8~254 

8,807 

8,853 

1s.on 

8;898 

8,019 
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x 

County Dllltrlct 

Euat ~le 

c.nct.n LMnl Springe 

Bergen Rlwr o.11 Reg 

Paule w...,. 
e.... lo·ONnp Md Mllpl8wood 

8U1WC Ogd1nebwlg.Boniugh 

Mlddleemc Jlrneebull 
Monte 

Bergen 

Mine Hl8 Townahlp 

r....-rwp 
c.mcten BMfnsllon 
Monmoultl HM111 Townehlp 

Monte Oiowr Town 

Monmouth 8hGM Reg H 

Pmulllc Pltereon City 

8U11MJC KIUtlnny RegloMI High 

Monte Lincoln Pat1t Boro 

8uuex FNdon Townahlp 

Union SCCllch Plains F•nwood Reg 

Mlddlelel Spcitewood 

Bergen NOlthem V•ll9y R99 

Camden Ct.ny Hiii Townahlp 

SomerMl Bound Brook Boro 

Hunttlfdon Callon 

Bergen Nodhem HlghlMd Reg H 
s.,.... Hamburg Borough 

Monmouth Long Bnanch Cly 

MlddllMx Metuch9n Bolo 

S.gen Ramllpo Ind Hiii Reg 

WM9n ~Town 

Monmouth F•rmlngdale Borough 

·&: .. 

Type 

°' IDletrlct Cllt 

K·12 Found 

K-8 Found 

7-12 Reg Trans 

K-8 Found 

K·12 Trans 

K-8 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-12 TraM 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Tnans 

K·12 Trana 

K-8 Found 

K·12 Found 

K-12 Found 

7-12 Reg Trans 

K-12 SNO 

7-12 R419 Found 

k-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

K·12 Trana 

K-12 Found 

7-12 Reg Found 

K·12 Found 

K;..12 Found 

K-8 Found 

7-12 Reg TraM 

K-8 Found 

K-12 SNO 

k·12 Trans 

7-12 Reg Trans 

K·12 Found 

K-8 Found 

EqualV• 
Per Pupil 

1/1194 

348.654 

267.651 

687,328 

352,049 

483,707 

214,483 

3;99,889 

499,378 

327,710 

480,238 

801,234 

307,095 

322,897 

288,452 

885,409 

120,757 

355,863 

481,541 

417,232 

!558,340 

328.~ 

en,340 

459,128· 

324,263 

381,545 

800,485 

308,499 

332,822 

537,395 

816,587 

263,548 

289,441 

STATE AID COMPARISONS 
[June I, 1995) 

Equalize 
d 

Above• 
l9eOow 
StMe Resklent 

Enroll 
10/1MM 

Approved 
Budget 
11Mlll 

Tax Levy T11x Rate T•x Rllt• Per·Pupil 
Foundation Clltegortcal Tr11nsltlon Total Aid 18Nlll 1114191 1.2078 Co.t 

4,007 

332 
1,050 

939 

5,31'4 

399 

2,801 

3,536 

684 

420 

4,334 

4,390,676 3, 153,987 0 7,544,663 

1,164,355 

29,471,765 

2,785,562 

22,435,974 1.615 33.73% 7,355 

841 

3,153 

an ,593 208,831 

o ne.m 
1,845,483 718,973 

0 3,814,415 

1,272,953 285,417 

4,651,963 ' 2,562,361 

0 3,298,399 

1,189,743 711,575 

0 254,384 

0 3,968,574 

1,581,983 495,993 

7,530,936 2,463,892 

n,931 

141,4n 

0 

521,705 

0 

0 

336,065 

19, 113 

88,357 

375,36'1 

100, 115 

0 

868,245 

2,364,458 

4,336,120 

1,558,370 

7,214,324 

3,634,484 

1,900,431 

342,741 

4,341;941 

2,178,091 

9,894,828 

1,429,192 

12.948.927 11,sn,974 

7 ,500,988 5,293,585 

44,358,049 -39,470,784 

3,069~333 1,370,222 

22,187;279 15,197,771 

32,888,047 • 28,205,788 

5,358, 131 3.sn,353 

3,no.m 3;214,555 

47,480,888 41,50G,149 

6,518,297 4, 112,991 

28,902,787 18, 185,509 

2,132 4,208,205 3,080,071 0 7,288,278 19;!569,847 9,773,239 

601 0 468,548 122,047 588,S93 7,315,898 8,514,225 

23,410 132,317,608 37,048,243 0 . 169,365,851 209,352, 199 .... 700,07.0 

1,004 3,547,057 932,235 0 4,479,282 10,380,239 5,815,789 

1,287 810,886 978,586 128.124 1,715,578 12,485.385 9,847,'445 

255 237,502 274,206 2,886 514,593 2,315, 122 1,870,071 

3,928 o 3,058,809 348,162 3,"405,n1 38,562,750 34,380,817 

1.088 un.328 937,849 o 2.809.en 11.ee1.1n 5,ss1.n1 

1;810 844,oeo eo1.833 283~79'2 uo9,505 22.103.2n 19.758,141 

10.135 2.859,501 e.e13.164 1.s19.643 10.992,308 89,286,351 n.334,775 

1,373 

154 

680 

344 

4,125 

1,718 

1,750 

545 

207 

2.126.682 

104,423 

0 

873,538 

11,887,081 

0 

0 

1,495,737 

479,067 

828,289 

81,876 

589.en 

208,845 

8,938,885 

822,808 

1,154,182 

468,604 

142,065 

0 

17,700 

113,401 

0 

0 

203,583 

238;908 

0 

0 

2,955,971 

203,799 

703,373 

882,381 

18,605,978 

1,026,371 

1,391,090 

1,965,341 

621 .• 132 

10,652,271 8,898,'861 

1,151,808 930,912 

9,493,825 8,392, 1~ 

2,"80,819 1,825,587 

39,663,115 21,103,805 

15,566,413 14,1'86,871 

23,471,477 21,870,903 

81971,882 2,183,M 

1;524,438 814,588 

1.608 

1.605 

1.602 

1.602 

1.601 

1.598 

1.598 

1.596 

1.596 

1.593 

1.593 

1.590 

1.589 

1.583 

1.581 

1.573 

1.573 

1.570 

1.568 

1.562 

1.560 

1.554 

1;549 

1.544 

1.543 

1.542 

1.537 

1.535 

1.531 

1~529 

1.526 

33.18% 8,330 

32.8" 12,338 

32.85% 7,993 

32.83'6 

32.58% 

32;27% 

32.27% 

32.14% 

32.11% 

31.~ 

31.85% 

31.63" 

8;348 

7,693 

7,915 

9,304 

7,834 

8,989 

10,957 

7,748 

·8.532 

31.58% 9, 174 

31.04% 12, 183 

30.82% 8,943 

30.2716 10,354 

30.24'6 9,705 

29.98% e;o79 

29.83% 9,817 

29.32% 10,770 

29.15% 11,820 

28~70% 8,810 

28.29'6 7,758 

27.82l9ft 7,478 

27.74% 13.en 

27.85% 7,212 

27.2" 9,614 

27.05" 9,074 

28.75% 13,418 

28.58% 12,804 

28.3"> 7,364 
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~ x 

County Olstrtct 

"'" -

Type 
of 

District Cat 

Burtl~on R•ncoca Valley Regtonml 7-12 R.g ·Found 

But11nGton RIWfton K-8 Tnans 

SomerMt MHlltOM 8CMough NIO Trans 

Mont. Mounl•ln lllm Boro K-12 Trans 

\Nerren Wahington Borough K-8 Found 

CWnden ·L.oww Cmmden County Reg 7-12 Reg Found 

Suau Spmta Towmhlp K-12 Found 

Huntenlon Olen o.nlner Borough NIO Found 

Camden 'Hmddon TOWMhlp K-12 Found 

Union R9hwlly K-12 Found 

MGnta w..a Morris Regional High 7-12 R-a Found 

BurtlnQlon Maple S~ Townahtp K-12 Found 

e>c.n Ocemf'I Township K-8 Found 

MonmoulhK~Boro K-12 Found 

Mlddl11 ., 8cdh Ambot 

esurttngaon Boldontown Reglonml 

Bergen LodlBcnugh 

Huntenton Lebmnon Township 

8efvert lAonla Bont 

E.... N_.~Town 

~ Scdh PWnftetd 

Oloucelit• ScMleh Hanlean Townehlp 

Warren Hope TWp 

E&MX Montclalr Town 

E.... Welt Orange Town 

Monmouth Ru'"'°" Fair Harven Reg H 

Monte RIU'ldolph Township 

C.mden Haddon Heigtll• 

Bergen N.w Mtll'ofd Soro · 

Hudaon Guttenberg Town 

Bergen Oatfield City 

K-12 Found 

K-12 Trans 

K-12 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-& Found 

K-12 Found 

K-12 Trans 

7-12 R911 Trans 

K'."12 Found 

'K-12 Found 

K-12 Trans 

K-8 Found 

K-12 SNO 

EqUlllV8' 
Per PupU 

911/SM 

262.825 

460;128 

800.808 

590,166 

270,545 

204.998 

418,939 

338,037 

308,051 

401,222 

557.053 

334,063 

352;348 

310.996 

319,245 

489,375 

400,931 

467,338 

440;835 

4'84.428 

473,328 

524;866 

269.028 

4'05,078 

4t85,065 

604,443 

703,801 

419,857 

400,598 

533.362 

387,&ilO 

357,693 

STATE AID COMPARISONS 
(June 1, 19951 

Resident 
Enroll 

10/1151'N 

1,368 

314 

51 

913 

648 

5.111 

2,952 

210 

2,107 

3,248 

1,911 

2,027 

1.043 

1;014 

1,081 

1;887 

1,661 

2,418 

743 

1,359 

3,714 

3,324 

2Q6 

298 

5,888 

4,718 

624 

4,200 

944 

1,718 

1,040 

3,317 

Foundlltton. Categorical Transfflon 

6,289.814 

0 

0 

0 

1,294.714 

25,360,585 

3,173,247 

222,978 

3,845,520 

2,999,826 

3,898,566 

1,508,227 

2.202,843 

2,725,964 

1,983.252 

0 

2.166.n3 

851,841 

559,147 

12, 197 

641,055 

1,492,905 

617,322 

4'85,898 

2;010.144· 

0 

0 

7,752,584 

750,355 

0 

178,365 

1,155,527 

186,366· 

43,155 

407.076 

527,311 

8,353,811 

1,938,783 

183,088 

1,208,253 

3,300,719 

1,620,284 

1,360,655 

987,716 

1.2~.981 

1,051,580 

937,045 

1,436,580 

2,257;921 

5n.262 

en.112 

1,444,520 

1,793,993 

-137,182 

348.214 

5,156,392 

3,954,467 

388,314 

2,908,900 

598,992 

1,070,472 

9n,c151 

5,n4,135 · 3.001.225 

Page4of20 

0 

98,021 

4',367 

112,920 

0 

0 

0 

0 

225,927 

0 

0 

170,095 

0 

0 

0 

200,715 

0 

175,758 

0 

104,759 

497,825 

0 

0 

0 

287,368 

434,115 

99,480 

0 

208,155 

195,010 

89,878 

0 

Totail Aid 

7,445,341 

284,387 

47,522 

519,996 

1,822~025 

31, 71."4,398 

5,110,010 

388,098 

5,279,700 

6.300~545 

5,518,850 

3,038,9n 

3;190,558 

3,961,945 

3;034,832 

1,137,760· 

3,603,303 

3,285,520 

1,138,«Je 

1,094.668 

2,583,400 

3,286,888 

75-i,504 

844,110 

7,433,804 

4,388,582 

"487,804 

10,659,484 

1,557,502 

1,265,482 

1,243,300 

8,725,380 

ti 4 ~ 1111 c. 

Above« 
Equalize a.tow 

d Stilt• Approved 
8udg9t 
1994111 

Tu Levy Tax Rate Tu Rlite Per Pupil 
1894195 1194196 1·.2078 Cost 

13,518,608 

2,729,904 

547,316 

5,485,026 1.526 28.31" 9,882 

2,194,416 1.519 25.75% 8,694 

484,931 1.518 25.67% 10,732 

9,9'23.480 8,176,240 

4,7S7,114 2,660,220 

48,034,798 15,847.202 

23,041,294 18,888,048 

1,"487 ,821 1.071,089 

15,420.750 9,790.896 

26,2.45.966 19.613,788 

21,848,5n 16,000.-435 

13,809,284 10, 176,592 

8,929,251 5;488,820 

10,171,859 

8,425.179 

4,707,694 

5,148,226 

15,330,145 13,638,399 

13,888,820 9,937, 136 

19,976.88;8 18,848,581 

6, 117,696 4,882,843 

13,005,956 9,780, 156 

28.955.005 28,034,740 

29,850, 117 25,785,339 

1,585,424 

2,577,383 

817,338 

1,786,580 

51;108,123 42,058,236 

48,912;900 42,002,878 

7,334,440 8,488,922 

36.139,747 25,930,570 

10,610,732 5,557,3240 

15,6182,414 13,<402,853 

8~881,539 5,589,536 

23,788,554 17,353,117 

1.517 

1.515 

1.513 

1.510 

1.509 

1.508 

1.506 

1.504 

1.503 

1.494 

1.494 

1.493 

1.492 

1.492 

1.491 

1.491 

1.483 

1."481 

1;479 

1.475 

1.473 

1.473 

.1.473 

1..473 

1.471 

1.470 

1.463 

1.463 

1.483 

25.64% 

25.444'6. 

25~234'6. 

25.00CM. 

24.924'6. 

24.89% 

24.69% 

24.51% 

24.43% 

23.724M» 

23.~ 

23.59% 

23.5.,,. 

23.55% 

23,48% 

23.43% 

22.79% 

22.62% 

22.41% 

22.111M. 

21 .. 99% 

21..97% 

21.954'6. 

21.~ 

21.761' 

10,869 

7;330 

9,388 

7,807 

7,084 

7,319 

8,086 

11,433 

6,813 

8~565 

10~036 

7,797 

8,211 

8,350 

8,283 

8,234 

9,574 

7,796 

8,980 

7;599 

8,707 

8,683 

9,943 

11,754 

8,606 

21.67~ 11,240 

21.14% 

21.10% 

21.10% 

9,119 

8,830 

7,181 
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~ x 

CountY Dllltrtct 

Suaex lwtovel RegloMI 

BurU19on Edg9wller Pam Townehlp 

SUll8Gl N.wton 

Burtlngton S.. Rlwr Twp 

Bergen Erner.on Soro 

~ Stl'lllford Borcugh 

Gloucele• Woodbury City . 

Glouolll• Glll-.y Regkwiel High 

C.mcMn B'8dc Hone PIM Reglonel 

Hunteldon Milford 8cnugh 

BurUngton a...iy Cly 

~ ....... onPwtc Ben 

w.... HeclelalltOwn 

Monmouth KeeMlug Boro 

Camden BelfnllWt' Borough 

8efgen Rldgefleld Pllfk Town.hip 

a.... Hampton Townehfp 

8efgen Glen Rode Boro 

ESMJC N9Mll'k City 

Burttngton N. Burlington County Reg. 

Mlddlaex Woodbrfdp Twp 

Midldlewl Miitown 

Monmouth Howell Townthlp .... 
8Mgen 

Union Wellllfteld Townohlp 

Camden 8llftn TOWMhlp 

Oc.r'I l.i.nd Helgt\I• Boro 

e... LMngeton Twp 

Eawr 8loomft9ld Twp 

MldldleMx E• 8runawtck Townehlp 

C.mchn W•llford Townahlp 

~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~ 

Type 
~ 

IDletrtct Cllt 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-12 Trans 

K-8 Found 

K-12 Found 

7-12 Reg Found 

7-12 Reg Found 

K-8 Found 

K-8 . Found 

K-8 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-12 SNO 

K-8 Found 

K-12 Trans 

K-8 Found 

K-12 Tnins 

K-12 SNO 

7-12 R119 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-12 Tr8ns 

K-12 T111ns 

K-12 Trmna 

K-8 Found 

K-a Trans 

K-12 Trans 

K-12 Found 

K·12 Found 

K-8 Found 

A-. M 

Eq-..alVal 
Per Pupll 

111/M 

"448,914 

258,703 

313,909 

251,365 

663.n8 

244,906 

240,935 

222.820 

208,183 

481,600 

198.857 

517,276 

356,568 

161,783 

324,620 

578,065 

381,182 

579,996 

118,362 

240,962 

516,051 

471,754 

269,112 

583,212 

557,750 

608,739 

322.289 

519,122 

753,320 

437.«>0 

439,790 

214,222 

STATE AID COM.PARJlSONS 
(June 19 1995) 

Above or 
Equalize Below 

d State Resident 
Enroll 

10/15194 

Approved 
lkJdgM 
1994/N 

Tax Lewy TH Rate Tax Rlrt• Per PupO 
Foundlltton Clltegorlcal Transition Total Aid 1114111 1114195 1.2078 Cost 

856 

1,187 

1, 171 

171 

903 

805 

1,700 

1,082 

606,392 629,843 0 

2,555,262 1,002,710 228,501 

3,095,000 

536,845 

0 

1,788,693 

4,822.447 

4,s..6,805 

1,22~.428 

223;522 

84&.n1 

_525,203 

1,438,323 

807,338 

0 

0 

89,744 

0 

0 

0 

1,236,035 

3,786,473 

4,318,428 

760,'JffT 

739,515 

2,313,886 

&.2sa.no 

5,454,243 

6,976.841 

8,877,821 

13~288~580 

1,413,851 

10,207,362 

5,884,456 

12,134,226 

8,889,129 

5,618,393 

4,487.SO:S 

5,385.879 

626,0()1 

8,724,857 

2.858.seso 
5,828,848 

3.422.698 

3,410 16,827,098 2,968,889 0 19,795,987 30,154.738 10,231,616 

139 149.627 93,m 12,443 255,842 1,259,002 823,947 

431 

587 

1.249 

1,890 

985 

1,300 

'488 

1,895,903 

80,248 

2,974,985 

8,479,438 

1,305,298 

0 

485,802 

611,675 

226.749 

1,021,205 

2,150;952 

808,236 

981,702 

412,528 

0 

48,744 

O· 

0 

137,310 

161,676 

0 

2,307,578 

355,741 

3,996,170 

10,630,391 

2,250,844 

1, 143,378 

898,330 

3,705,398 

4,775,891 

14.842.882 

15,002,165 

7,176,808 

1,234,000 

<G,371,311 

8,408,198 

4,388,570 

4,592,524 

13,996, 123 10,784,894 

3,553,961 2,666,733 

1,800 0 712,220 168,312 880,532 16,584,617 14,943;537 

47,213 307,sn,999 79,983,938 0 387,561,937 '467,882,896 80,000,000 

1,394 6,123,718 1,173,899 0 

11,825 1,713,816 9,008,069 1.043,245 

903 151,547 717,206 55,506 

6,233 ' 14,471,936 4,-488,470 0 

4, 110 0 2,541,486 200,645 

4,785 0 ' 1,994,471 465,421 

4,897 

535 

140 

4,166 

5,120 

7,278 

1,078 

0 

1,395,767 

0 

0 

426,133 

7,274,638 

4,028,212 

2,503,118 

504,990 

141;319 

2,248,815 

4.225,629 

5,898,297 

1, 115,385 

497,012 

0 

17,220 

457,279 

518,857 

0 

0 

7,297,617 

11,766,130 

924,258 

18,980,408 

2.742,131 

2,459,892 

3,000,130 

1,900,757 

158,539 

2,706;094 

5,168,819 

13,170,935 

5,143,807 

13.«>&,901 4,800,095 

89,317,077 87,133.724 

7,391,883 8,087,667 

42,714,252 23,880,491 

38,828,242 34,079, 117 

41,856,263 37,743,983 

44,060,416 «>.S«>.738 

4,332, 145 2,444,850 

1,244,542 1·,028,276 

46,022,994 44,420,300 

38.883.175 31.693,922 

80,258,852 47,339,8 

8,835,758 3,287,135 

1.462 

1.461 

1.460 

1.456 

1.456 

1.450 

1.448 

·1.447 

1.441 

1.440 

1.440 

1.440 

1.439 

1.439 

1.436 

1.436 

1.434 

1.431 

1.430 

1.429 

1.428 

1.425 

1.424 

1.422 

1.420 

1.418 

1.418 

11.416 

1.415 

1.415 

1.415 

1.414 

21.08% 

20.99% 

20.86% 

20.58% 

20.52'M» 

20.05" 

18.88'6 

18.81% 

19.33'6 

18.23" 

19.21'6 

19.19" 

19.15'6 

19.13" 

18.92'6 

18.87'6 

18.694Mt 

18.51'6 

18.38'6 

18.32% 

18.23% 

18.00% 

17.87% 

17.71% 

17.58% 

17.39" 

17.39% 

17.26"' 

17.19" 

17.17% 

17.17% 

11.os-.. 

8,155. 

7,479 

11,348 

8,618 

11,304 

7,081 

7,140 

8;38'.I 

8,843' 

9,058 

8,97 

8,138 

11.n8 

7,940 

7,286 

10.no 

7,283 

9,214 

9,897 

9,619 

8,389 

8,190 

6,853 

8,961 

8,784 

9,381 

8,097 

8,890 

11,047 

7,598 

8,282 

8,830 
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County Dlatrk:t 

Hunl•don Bethlehem TOWMhlp 

Monts .JeftWrlon TOWMhlp 

Bergen ~Cly 

SU811U 0...... TowneNp 

Cemdain 8rooldllWn 
Burtlngton Ew.Mm Townehlp 

Camden Peln ... uMn Townehlp 

8°"*'9tlt Mmwtlle 8ofo 

Warren o.bd Townehlp 

Burflntilon MooNltown Townehlp 

Monie Boorllon Town 

Ocem'I Jmcbon Townehlp 

c.rnc1en eoatngswOod Borough 

MonmNh Freehold Township 

E8MX Cly of Orange Twp 

Hunlerdon Almcmndrtll TOWMhlp 

.,._.ic W..a Mllfofd 

c.mct.n ~lie 

Mont8 Wahlnglon Township 

Camden PIM tlD Borough 

SU8M>C Hoplrcong Borough 

Gloucellei CIMrvt.w Reglonat 

Burlington T•bemllcle T ownehlp 

Atlantic Pod Republtc 

Monmoulh Mlllllone Townehlp 

Hudeon Hoboken Cly 

Hudlon K99my 

Monte Pllnlppan..-Trvy Hiiie Townat 

Burfln;l0n Panbetton Borough 

Moftmcdh Tlnlon F•lle 

Morrtll . Roclalway Township 

Union Hmlld9 

Type 
of 

District Cat 

K-8 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-12 Trans 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Found· 

K-8 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-12 Trane 

K·12 Found 

K-12 Found 

K·12 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-12 SNO 

K-8 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-8 'Found 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-12 Found 

7·12 Reg Found 

K-8 Found· 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

K•12 SNO 

K·12 Found 

K·12 Trana 

K-4t Found 

K-8. Found 

K-8 Trane 

K·12 Found 

Equal Val 
Per Pupil 

l/11'1M 

419.9n 

359,888 

823,940 

341,418 

252,429 

345,862 

264,438 

-406,178 

321,137 

549,095 

535,344 

272,214 

224,589 

457,537 ' 

157,500 

435,677 

366;402 

344,456 ' 

347,048 

151,504 

296,336 

248;8n 

229;066 

323,705 

488,511 

548,504 

353,429 

880.480 

151,440 

427,952 

537.212 

325,947 

STATE AID COMPARISONS 
[June 1, 1995) 

RHldent 
Enroll 

10/18194 

458 

3,141 

3,818 

583 

310 

4,539 

5;518 

1,257 

287 

2.789 

981 

8;327 

2,188 

2,988 

4,087 

541 

4,276 

522 

2,508 

1J1'l7 

2.n1 

1,363 

t,065 

196 

1,207 

2,982 

5,088 

8,200 

247 

1,727 

2,414 

2,934 

Founddon Categorical Tr•n•Mlon 

650,378 

6,960,288 

0 

1,452,887 

920,510 

7, 164,'882 

14,452,328 

1,534,820 

524,714 

0 

217,805 

21,085,075 

8,030,887 

2.sn.828 

340,602 

2,341,191 

4,090;313 

521,173 

271,245 

2,573,943 

5,118,078 

878,456 

182,028 

1,864,029 

992,890 

5,209,940 

1,584,392 

1,693,963 

20,878,924 ' 6, 111,389 

683,241 ' 402,809 

8,790,964 4,171,848 

819,895 38e.351 

5,893,965 

3,527,331 

8~033.954 

5,603,583 

3,754,703 

632,838 

782,610 

4~539.136 

8,'°7,587 

0 

982,185 

492.979 

0 

5,887,499 

1,962,091 

840,973 

2,007,7'!JlJ 

1,105,436 

888,974 

149.790 

829,379 

5,126,808 

2.891.n1 

4,982.0SO 

1ea.n1, 

1,901,440 

1,714.978 

2,838,765 
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0 

0 

173,78S 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

254.345 

36,610 

0 

0 

0 

434,551 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

254,513 

0 

498,359 

0 

0 

174,378 

0 

Total Aid 

990,980 

9,301,479 

4,264,098 

1,974,040 

U91,755 

9,738,405 

19,570,«>4 

2,411,278 

708,742 

2 •. 118,374 

1',248;905 

26,305,015 

7,6.15,288 

4,271,889 

27,422,8&4 

1,085,850 

12,982,812 

1,206,348 

7,856,056 

4,368,304 

10,641,704 

6,708,999 

4,643,617 

782,628 

1,611,989 

9,920,257 

11,«>5,388 

5,480,"°9 

1,180,931 

2,394,418 

1,889,358 

8,634,264 

• • .-, ... 

Above or 
1Equ11llze Below 

d State Approved 
Budget 
1994115 

Tax Levy Tax Rate TaJC Rate Per Pupil 
1994191 1 IMJ96 1.2078 Coat 

3,855,111 2,716,262 

24,040,004 15,876,838 

42,267,337 33,388,320 

4,731,804 2,788,583 

2,2'88,073 1,094,552 

30,679,381 21,920,423 

40, 105,817 20~380.879 

9,842,841 7, 123;538 

2,138,188 1,194,000 

23,525,814 21,382.904 

13,073,432 ' 7,322,0'.71 

48,548,484 23,952, 152 

17,392,282 8,763,788 

22,832,511 18,978,439 

35,920, 127 8,933,348 

4,034,240 3,267,578 

34,479,354 21,711,938 

3,629,888 2,491,210 

20,136,122 12,058,307 

6,579,545 2,152,898 

21,002, 1.e1 11, 1619,811 

11,435,503 

8,253,358 

1,703,251 

9;088,885 

4,684,591 

3,366,228 

875,393 

8,125,108 

32, 182,314 22,539,067 

35,204,738 24,M1,323 

82.230~241 51, 124, 150 

1,747,033 512,710 

14,811;854 10,129,Sn 

19,892,411 17,769,908 

21,417,707 13,083,741 

1.409 

1..405 

1.402 

1.400 

1.399 

1.397 

1.395 

1.395 

'1.395 

1.395 

1.394 

1.391 

1.389 

1.389 

1.388 

1.386 

1.386 

1.385 

1.385 

1.384 

1.382 

1.382 

1.380 

1.380 

1.379 

1.378 

1.378 

1.371 

1.371 

1.371 

1.370 

'1.366 

16.~ 7,983 

16.31% 7,655 

18.05% 11,071 

15.91" 

15.81" 

15;88" 

15.53" 

15.52% 

15.51% 

15.50% 

15.43% 

15.15% 

15.024)(, 

15.00% 

14.90% 

14.78% 

14.75% 

14.71% 

14.71% 

14.55% 

14.44% 

14,38% 

14.25% 

14.24% 

14.14" 

14.09" 

13.98" 

13.4" 

13.'4K 

13.48% 

13.45" 

13.10% 

8,116 

7.~ 

8,758 

7,268 

7,871 

8,018 

8,435 

13,327 

7,874 

8,022 

·7.&47 

8,789 

7,457 

8,064 

8,854 

8,029 

6,407 

7,702 

8,393 

7,750 

8,890 

'7,533 

10,785 

8,950 

10,038 

7,073 

8,'481 

8,240 

7,'JOO 
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County District 

CamcMn . O.ldyn Botough 

Glouceal• Pitman 

.Type 
of 

District 

K-12 

k·12 

Cat 

Found 

Found 

Camden E. Camden County R99ton.I 7·12 R419 Found 

Union Garwood K-8 Trana 

Camden HI Nelle N/O Found 

Monmoulh Red Bink.Soro 

Burtlnston Lumbelton Townehlp 

Burtngton Medtard Lllkw 

Burllnglon Wmhlf9on Townehlp 

Monmcdh Ehdl9y a.ctl Bero 

Oceen a.m.p· Twp 

WatNn W89hlngton TOWMhtp 

~ Hllmllon Twp 

Atlanllc Unwood ....._._ 
~ Mlddlewr PllClllnay Town9hlp 

~ · MonmcM.ch Ooe8n Township 

~ Bergen .......... Boro 

s ..... Mont..-

ManmoUth Nesitune Twp 

Camden Gtbbeboro 

Mlcldleeelc· MlddleMx 8otough 

Morna RGlcbufy Township 

01ouce11t•·N11tton.I Pmrtc Boraugh 

Burtln;.ton Stwrnong TownehtP 

Hurfenion Holland Townehlp 

a.r.,. RMr v• Townllhlp 

Union CNnfDfd Twp 

W1ll19ft Alpha 

Buttlnglon P9mbelton Township 

Monte Roclalwlry Boro 

E.._ Irvington Townehtp 

a.... ~TOWMhlp 

l: • 

K-8 Tran• 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Trans 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-8 Found 

K·12 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-8 Trans 

K-8 Found 

K-12 SND 

K-8 Found 

k·12 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Trana 

K-12 l;nine 

K-8 Found 

K·12 SND 

K-8 Trans 

K·12 SNO 

K-8 Found 

Equal Val 
P9r Pupil 

811194 

2a2.an 

200.n8 

356.308 

494,231 

227,470 

575,097 

320,148 

348,181 

356,344 

542.600 

UM,883 

'J07,181 

350,570 

408,560 

491,137 

421.591 

578.548 

3n.238 

374,831 

276,657 

"401,379 

381.212 

139.609 

236,195 

445.172 

811,483 

510.m 

318.780 

127.696 

521,807 

128,994 

328,555 

1 

STATE AID COMPARISONS 
(June I, 19951 

R•aldent 
Enroll 

10/15114 

558 

1.n5 

1,641 

415 

113 

864 

961 

4118() 

118 

521 

2.n8 

712 

11.sn 

866 

6,320 

4,255 

1,047 

552 

3,818 

3U 

1,971 

3,837 

350 

921 

589 

1,098 

3,086 

356 

6,226 

532 

9,982 

1,021 

Foundation Categorlcal Tranllltton 

1,286,005 427,845 0 

5,831,929 1,207,781 0 

5,579,-G52 928,801 0 

0 

299,63o 

0 

1,488,250 

438,884 

31·3,357 

0 

12,245,834 

1,218,045 

28,243.285 

483.656 

6,402.492 

5,379,537 

0 

887,482 

8,958,030 

870.831 

2,878,049 

9,937,735 

1,412,850 

3.124.385 

1,108,504 

0 

0 

904,889 

35,717.4n 

244.660 

113,836 

1,169,531 

733.678 

408,687 

122,150 

n8.628 

2.089,949 

508,256 

e.488.n9 

442.766 

5,937,786 

2,911.694 

557,711 

680.154 

5,087,282 

212.636 

1,115.7&4 

2.n8,941 

285,410 

794,043 

517,327 

549.733 

1,704.862 

2"40,987 

8.833,026 

0 310,783 

SO,t25,814 11,818,009 

1.820.288 883.-

Page 7 of 2() 

54,578 

0 

81,973 

0 

197,138 

0 

107,023 

0 

0 

0 

.123.233 

0 

0 

88,289 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

110,109 

326,&45 

0 

0 

57,241 

837,990 

0 

Total Aid 

1,713,8!0 

7,039,720 

6,508,053 

299,238 

413,466 

1,230,504 

2.201,928 

1.044,519 

435,507 

885,651 

14.335,583 

1.n2,301 

35,732,064 

1,049,655 

12,340,278 

8,291,231 

644,000 

1,587,618 

15,025,312 

1,083,467 

3,793,813 

12.664,878 

1,698,280 

3,918,428 

1,828,831 

859;842 

2,031,307 

1,145,878 

44,550,503 

368,024 

63,181,813 

2,383,784 

Above« 
IEqu11llH Below 

d State Approved 
Budget 
1194111 

Tax Levy Tax Rat• Tax .Rift Per Pupil 
19Ml81 1"4195 1.2078 Cost 

4.346.092 

12,094,623 

2,155,490 1.366 13.06" 7,789 

4,937,450 1.365 13.05" 8,818 

14,174,238 7,979,882 

3,203,704 i.791,799 

894,324 348,851 

8, 185,410 8~744.074 

8,022,252 4,175,787 

4,182,088 2,285,052 

1,178,1~ 589,158 

5,026,821 . 3,823,045 

21,781,147 8,838,451 

4,387,084 2,947,885 

94,088,733 58,508,856 

8,048,883 4,758,871 

54,547,823 41,745,751 

33,328,523 24,115.569 

a.fNM.eee 8,088,384 

4,287,• 2.793.852 

37,238,1-48 18,133,882 

2,285,033 1,1 •• 883 

14,305,810 10,563,COO 

xs.3n.m . 1u22.999 

2.342.833 850,918 

7,318.179 2.885.437 

4,980,7~ 3,480,228 . 

9,804,838 8,888.SMO 

26,917,885 23,328, 121 

2,752,049 1,03,379 

54,834,883 10,527,885 

4, 170,934 3,872,053 

75,983,243 17,035,252 

7,007.254 4~431,831 

1.365 

1.361 

1.358 

1.357 

1.357 

1.355 

1.354 

1.352 

1.351 

1.348 

1.346 

1.345 

1.345 

1.344 

1.342 

1.342 

1.338 

1.337 

1.336 

1.335 

1.332 

1.331 

1.327 

1.326 

1.324 

1.324 

1.324 

1.323 

1.323 

1.321 

12.89% 

12.70% 

12.40'Mi 

12.38% 

12.38" 

12.22,. 

12.0.,,. 

11.97,. 

8,638 

7,720 

7,814 

9,451 

8,267 

8,713 

9,984 

9,648 

11.85" 7,835 

11.SK 8,134 

11.43% 7,854 

11.364Mi 8,985 

11.35" 8,631 

11.32% 7,833 

11.09% 8.582 
.11.08% 7,787 

10.~ 10,288 

10 . .,. 

10.58" 

10.52'6 

10.29% 

10.20% 

9.89'Mt 

9.75" 

9.84% 

9.84Cftt 

9.64'6 

9.58" 

9.54,. 

1.38" 

7,380 

7,260 

8,699 

8,694 

7,947 

8,456 

8,930 

a,n3 

7,730 

8.ns 

7,840 

7,612 

8,883 
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County District 

Burtlnglon R~ Townahlp 

Hudlon JerMy Cly 

T:ype 
of 

Olstrtct Cllt 

K·12 Found 

K·1·2 SNO 

Hu.Cerdon O.W.re Vmlt.y Reglonlll HG 7· 12 Reg· Found 

MkldleMx SoUth BruntlWlck Twp K-12 Found 

Monmcdh Freehold Regional High 7-12 Reg Found 

HlaNlc Northfttild Cly K-8 Found 

MoNnoUlh Neptune Cly K-8 Found 

GloUoeltei N.wn.ld K-8 Found 

Glouceld•1 Woodbury Height• Boro K-8 Found 

Su.ex Herdylllon Township 

MonrncMih ScM.ah e.lm11r 

Burtlnglon Burlington City 

Hunt_.,. 8klomebuiy 

Suu.x FNnkbdTownahlp 
Allarelc Hmnmonton Township 

Monmcdh Aabury Pwk Cly 

Monte 

Morn. 

Bergen 

KJnnelon Bofo 

Monlvllle Townehlp 

RamMvBoro 

~ Hlllmbolough Townehlp 

Burlington ~ TOWMhtp 

CamcMn Audubon Boro 
Hurterdon Eaitl Amwell Township 

Burtlngton ctnwiemlilllOn T~lp 

Olouoelit• W.nonmh 

Camden Bertin Borough 

Cumbertef Slow Creek TOWMhlp 

Monmcdh Unlan 'a.ch Borough 

Allnlc AbMcon City 

Glouceltet So. Glouoelter Qy. Reg. 

·Befglln Mldlilnd .Pwti Boro 

e..- ~w ... Caldwell 

K-8 Found 

N/O Tnmne 

K-12 SNO 

K-8 Found 

K-1 Found 

K-12 Found 

K·12 SNO 

K•12 Trana 

K·12 TNna 

K-12 TNna 

K-12 Found 

K-8 Found 

K·12 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

7-12 Reg Found 

K-12 Found 

K·12 Trmna 

.Equal Val 
Per Pupil 

111194 

240,266 

191,255 

418.987 

539,416 

355.611 

407,848 

389,850 

257,152 

274,881 

387,059 

521,617 

308,429 

c2,3n 

"401, 170 

320,276 

122.185 

880,874 

838.234 

710,137 

369,925 

3n.153 

273.931 

491,155 

407.883 

308.035 

304,410 

214.957 

162,089 

428,255 

180,168 

814,«>4 

881,851 

STATE AID COMPARISONS 
(June n, 1995) 

•• •:. 

Above or 
Equ11Hze Balow 

Real dent Approved d State 
Enroll Budget Tax Levy T•x Rate Tex Rate P9r Pupil 

10/1MM Foundation Clltegorical Transition Total Aid 11941111 . 1994191 1114195 1.2078 Cost 

1,129 3,046,645 735,702 0 3,782,347 8,022,841 3,576,674 1.319 9.17~ 7,108, 

31,883 142,292,579 43,371,307 0 185,683.888 238,881,578 80,238,007 1.317 8:01,.. 7,4'80 

716 2.805,628 545,446 0 3,151,074 8,941,038 3,937,386 1.313 8.87% 9.684 

5,098 315,338 4, 157,403 243,846 4,716,587 40,395,758 38,043,736 1.311 8.56% 7,9'l7 

7,407 26,709,976 8;641.258 0 33,351,234 87,439,044 34,406,290 1.308 8.15% 9,105 

m 390,331 489,655 . 94,7-43 97-4,729· 5,"408,012 4,139,420 1.308 U5% 8,858 

565 

251 

299 

865 

201 

1,310 

143 

689 

1,909 

3,220 

1,418 

2,788 

2,180 

5,733 

2,588 

1,374 

513 

2,188 

230 

689 

160 

1.843 

935 

1,688 

955 

2,271 

. ;$~.785 

959,201 

504,218 

930,Sn 

19,"7 

4,655,891 

352,585 

1,204,644 

4,751,450 

17,452,560 

0 

0 

0 

11,538~519 

3,272,151 

3,420,865 

442~806 

2,726,527 

2n.544 

1,220,852 

537;8n 

5,425,310 

104,868 

8,648,693 

37,250 

0 

510.082 

250,042 

124,290 

633~579 

91,008 

1,228,155 

110,162 

729,375 

1,888,090 

5,018,431 

1,504,271 

1,675,481 

1,374,983 

3,905,903 

1,893.375 

802.818 

401,841 

1,487,095 

118,007 

432.4185 

214,737 

1·,173,073 

687,867 

2,080,418 

580,1'86 

1,088,484 

Pagt•8or20 

0 

0 

94,729 

0 

28,706 

213,729 

0 

0 

47,942 

124,072 

87,288 

245.046 

278.530 

0 

48,215 

0 

0 

222,289 

44.289 

0 

0 

0 

155,133 

0 

116~336 

224,519 

1;088,827 

1,209,243 

723,237 

1,564,158 

139,491 

6,095,"5 

'482,757 

1,93-4,019 

6,495,482 

22,593,083 

1,591,570 

1,920,527 

1,653,493 

15,444,-422 

5,213,741 

4,223.683 

844,447 

4,435,881 

437,820 

1,653,337 

752,609 

6,598,383 

957,868 

10,710,111 

733,752 

1,312,883 

4,514,533 

2,043,350 

1,996,043 

4,947,m 

1,624,394 

13,885,250 

1,304,267 

8,428,444 

15,643;548 

28.~.792 

2,873,923 

840,972 

1,072,238 

3,3e6,438 

1,363,626 

5,288,808 

802,.UO 

3,580;884 

7,MU55 

5,087,060 

14,254,330 12,878, 108 

24,220,884 23,033,879 

22,412,855 20,038,518 

42,555,893 27,437,855 

18,090,677 12,629,836 

11,144,804 4,885,145 

4, 108,275 3,2S5,815 

16,628,788 11,524,401 

1,38UM1 914.087 

4',430,837 2,898,045 

1,247 ,575 442,'801 

9,340,223 3,417,920 

8,029, 190 5, 108,410 

14,892,889 3,899,530 

9,894,422 7 ,511,871 

20,803,038 18,251,311 

1.306 

1.306 

1.305 

1.304 

1.304 

1.303 

1.302 

1.299 

1.299 

1.298 

1.298 

1.29-4 

1.294 

1.294 

1,.293 

1.293 

1.292 

1.291 

1.290 

1.286 

1.286 

1.283 

1.282 

1.282 

1.281 

1.281 

8.10'Wt 

8.()9'W. 

8.01" 

7.97" 

7.95% 

7.92" 

7.83% 

7.56% 

7.55 .. 

7.30% 

7.28'Mi 

7.18% 

7.17% 

7.13% 

7.09% 

7.02% 

8.98'MI 

8.92% 

8.82% 

8.51" 

8.54)116 

8.~ 

8.18% 

8.16% 

8.05% 

8.04 .. 

7,987 

8,U57 

6,676 

7,440 

8,102 

10.se 

9,153 

9,330 

8,195 

8;867 

10,087 

8,688 

10.281 

7,424 

8,888 

8,111 

8,004 

7,800 

8,008 

8,431 

7,797 

5,685 

8,452 

8,704 

10,157 

8,180 

FOUNDAID.Xl5 12/4/95 6:48PM 
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County Dllltrtct 

w.,,.,, Blalratawn Town.hip 

MonmNtl Mllrtbcft Township 

Mercer W.a Wlndeor-Pt.tn.boro Bo 

Camden Wftllow TOWMhlp 

Oloucell• Oeptbd TOWMhlp 

BwtlnQlon .....,,..,.. Townehlp 

Camden WoodfwnM.Boro 

...... Rwhetfwd 

Bergen NOlttMle Bolo 

SUSMx V.mon Towmahlp 

Bergen Walllnoton Boro 

W..-..n Knawlon. Township 

E...,, Verone Boro 

Burtlnoton Del8nco Townahlp 

Geouc..a• Glasabofo 

~HlghlMdaBoro 

SomerMI er.nchburg Twp 

Wen.n FNllnghupen TOWMhlp 

'Burtlngton Dinn Townehlp 

Monmouth Ma ......... Engtllhtawn Regt 

Salem Penna~ Pomt f 

8uaex StUlwller Townehlp 

Bergert er..uta Boro 

Buttlnglon Burt1r9on TGWMhlp 

Bergen T...., Boro 

Serven OerneNlt Boro 
MonmNtl Mlddlllown TOWMhlp . 

Camden voom.. Towner.Ip 

Wmtren Mmllfleld Townehlp 

Monmowh UPS* FMhold Reglonal 

Union Pllllnfilld Cly 

WIWNn Alltmudly Twp 

Type 
·Of 

District 

K-8 

K-8 

K-12 

K-8 

K-12 

K-8 

K-8 

K·12 

K-8 

K-12 

K-12 

K-8 

K-12 

K-8 

K-12 

-K-8 

K-8 

K-8 

K-12 

K-8 

K-1'2 

K-8 

K-12 

K-12 

K-12 

K-8 

K-12 

K-8 

K-8 

K-12 

K-12 

K-8 

. . ~ ... 

Cllt 

Found 
Found 
Found 
Found 
Found 
Found 
Found 

Found 
Tntns 

Found 

Trmna 

Found 
T,.na 

Found 
Found 
Tnina 

Trmne 

Found 
Found 
Found 
Found 
Found 

T111N 

Found 

Trane 

r .. na 

Found 
Found 
Found 
Found 
SND 

Tnina 

Equal Val 
Per Puptl 

8/1194. 

374,662 

370,941 

566,087 

198,352 

319,268 

371,870 

97,029 

800.288 

895,661 

278,837 

444,801 

345,831 

672,028 

306.758 

233,969 

529,942 

708,735 

. 463,522 

318,398 

315,576 

178,026 

271,180 

799.1~ 

387,378 

748,008 

~1.n2 

4ftt,194 

379,113 

290,887 

391,315 

193,$35 

666,188 

STATE AID COMPARDSONS 
(June 1, 19951 

Aealdent 
Enroll 

10/1MM 

574 

4,268 

6,508 

3,268 

3.538 

438 

519 

2, 1AIO 

439 

5.127 

1,183 

297 

1,578 

514 

2,375 

268 

1,820 

188 

2,112 

4,61I1 

2,233 

527 

1,088 

1,938 

2,388 

see> 
10,142 

3,311 -938 

7,377 

"404 

Foundation C11tegorlcal Tr11naltl0n 

667.260 497,660 0 

5,987,868 2.n&.312 0 

2.492.3n 4,171,426 o 
$.812,872 3,565,208 0 

9,264,91-1 

886.720 

2,394,128 

1,248,210 

0 

16,027,019 

0 

703,863 

0 

1,415,"98 

7.533.222 

0 

0 

231,467 

s.ao1.n8 

9,720,741 

10,816.756 

1,448,107 

0 

2.878,807 

0 

0 

8.848.613 

4,137,070 

1,023,305 

1.n8,836 

33,180.258 

0 

3.903.222 

388,SO& 

571,326 

1,296,807 

335,324 

.i0,24'0.501 

~.407 

275,579 

955,374 

294,446 

2,245,739 

320.995 

1,314.598 

197,676 

1,328,821 

3,285,012 

2,287~101 

528,028 

551,021 

1,530,44 

1,128.575 

525,846 

8,662,684 

1,863,158 

752,791 

844,287 

9,829,701 

412,706 

276.137 

0 

0 

0 

28,984 

0 

127,824 

0 

148,149 

0 

148.848 

39,384 

169,240 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

100,179 

0 

203,171 

29,419 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

18,-489 

Above or 
Equalize Below 

Approved d Stllte 
Buc:tg.t. · T11• Levy T•x Rate Tax Rade Per PupH 

Total Aid 1994195 19fMllG 1994195 1.2078 Cost 

1,164,920 

8,717,180 

6.663,803 

4,864,386 2,753;468 1.280 6.01% 8, 128 

28.502,160 20.231,663 1.278 5.81% 8,878 

51,827,651 . 47,0frT,352 1.278 5.78"6 7,964 

13,378,080 

13,444.270 

1,275,229 

2,965,454 

2,545,117 

384,288 

20,267,520 

~.231 

979,442 

1,103,523 

1,709,944 

0 8,275,066 

28,481.223 14.401,897 

3,342.112 2.on.119 

3,801.224 640,753 

18~887,952 18,2-41,988 

4,489,674 3,854,698 

37,4n.m2 11.990.809 

7,780,353 6;500;000 

2,290,322 1,289,236 

15.041.856 13,288,779 

3,807,997 1,978,275 

9.927,809 16, 718,078 6,957,821 

380,379 2.3C8.879 1,n4,423 

1.483.838 11.ne.521 18,118,133 

429,143 1,B.257 1,088,790 

7,130,599 18,229,112 8,390,561 

12,985,753 30,742,143 18,368,421 

12,903,857. 18,852,420 4,900,253 

1,975,135 

651',200 

4,408,055 

1,331,748 

555,265 

15,512,297 

8,000,228 

1,778,088 

3,788.368 1,781,059 

11,528,812 10,833,393 

13,328,283 9,334,061 

23,682,588 21,838,445 

5,541,378 4,n3.426 

75,944,616 58,780,517 

22,870.224 15,564,558 

4,323.885. 2,397.717 

2,621, 123 12,458,874 4,544,B 

42,989,959 58 .• 515,027 17,683,8()6 

431,195 4,090,787 3,323.858 

...i. ._ ... 

1.277 

1 .. 21e· 

1.273 

1.272 

1.265 

1.262 

1.258 

1.257 

1.255 

1.255 

1.255 

1.252 

1.252 

1.250 

1.249 

1.248 

1.247 

1.247 

1.248 

1.246 

1.245 

1.243 

1.241 

1.241 

1.240 

1.239 

1.237 

1.237 

1.237 

5.78% 

5.64% 

5.42% 

. 5.35 .. 

4.71% 

4.SO% 

4.19% 

4.05%· 

3.92% 

3:89% 

3.88% 

3.67% 

3.64% 

3.49% 

3.45"6 

3,31"6 

3.25~ 

3.24% 

3.18% 

3.1ft 

3.05% 

2.90% 

2.7"' 

2.n,. 
2.~ 

2.~% 

2.41416 

2 . ..,,. 

2.38% 

0 

8,060 

7,832 

8,939 

8,828 

10,181 

7,310 

6,693 

7,712 

9,544 

7,4D9 

7,039 

8,624 

9,771 

8,* 

7,664 

8~587 

8,3M 

7,185 

10.see 

e.a'e.4 
10,010 

10,075 

7,488 

8,807 

8,482 

13,296 

7.833 

10,138 
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County Dlmtd 

Oc88n Mllnchellw Twp 

Union Union Townehlp 

8WMX 8...-·W81'Uge·Reglonaf 

Pnealc: HIMthllme Bero 

HunlClftlon flemlnatan-Ralrtl•n Regtonel 

Mlantlc Egg Hnor City 

Monmouth FMehold Borough 

""'6on UndM Cly 

~ Clementon Borough 

Burlington a..,.. Regtonel High 

M~ Edleon Twp 

Un6on E.._.....Cly 

Hud9on 

~ 

P98MIC 

Swea 

AllMllC 

....,,.,...,. Town 

OoillllftO.S• ... 

........,_Boto 

81enhope Borough 

Somet9 .,...,,. Cly . 

Wenen Fr9ftklln Towneh~ 

IBurtlnglon Woodlilnd T ownehlp 

Beigen HMbrouck Height• Boro 

S.lem 8.a.m City 

Camden Somer ... Borough 

Allentlo ·- Galtow.y Twp 

oc.n Potnt Pie.Mre Borough 

Mldd....X N<Wth BNnlMlck TOWMhlp 

Allantlc Pleaantvllle City 

lJnlcM'.t Clerk Twp 

Hucbon ~ 

Mldd..._ Petth Am~ City 

Oo9en Toma Rlwr R.glOnal 

WlllNll Pahl&oong TCllWl'Whlp 

Gloucelt• W~on TOWNhip 

Type 
of 

Dlatrtct Cmt 

K·12 Tr11ns 

K-12 Found 

K..fJ Found 
K·12 · Trane 

K-8 Found 
K-8 Found 
K-8 Found 

K·12 Tr11M 

K.:& Found 

7·12 Reg Found 
K·12 

K·12 

K·12 

K-8 

K-8 

K-3 

-K-3 

K-3 

K-8 

K·12 

K-12 

K-8 

K-8 

K·12 

K·1.2 

K-12 

K..fJ 

K·12 

K·12 

K·12 

K-8 

K-12 

Trane 

SNO 
SNO 
Found 

Found 

Found 
Found 

Found 
Found 

TraN 

Found 
Pound 
Found 
Found 
Found 
SNO 
Tr11ne 

Found 
SNO 
Found 
Found 
Found 

Equal Val 
Per Puptl· 

111194 

511, 188 

.. 72.504 

273,440. 

601,328 

469,374 

168,853 

319,781 

569.3n 

218,780 

389,503 

548,331 

181.284 

339,079 

333.502 

330,583 

472,91 .. 

343,675 

381,367 

389;512 

843,935 

112,4'03 

327,018 

275,.W5 

•27,175 

498,111 

170,783 

662,101 

330,809 

203,981 

368,295 

435.n4 

217,336 

~. ·', -

STATE AllD COMPARISONS 
(June 11, 1995) 

Resident 
Enroll 

10/11194 

2,787 

6,958 

1,6199 

1,953 

2,914 

597 

1,039, 

5,078 

508 

5,561 

12.433 

16,800 

1,762 

191 

714 

384 

1',251 

280 

198 

1.374 

1,24'0 

Q3 

3,229 

2,894 

4,402 

3,063 

1,205 

7,fJ87 

7,288 

16,842 

521 

9,039 

Above« 
Equalize Below 

Approved d Starte 
~ Tax Levy Tax Rate Tu Rat. P.r Pupil· 

Foundlltlon Categoric.I Transition Total AJd 19tMllll 1 lfMIH 1114195 1.2078 Coet 

0 3,298.240 125,543 3,423,783 

8,438,341 

6;540,437 

1,.i110,802 

2,742,824 

2,467,061 

2,766,603 

5,031,786 

1,587,757 

23,228,888 17,425, 138 1.232 2.02% 8,398 

2,998,219 

4;832,472 

0 

861,919 

1,792,885 

1,754,913 

0 

1,064,023 

17,383,888 

5,132,041 

1,707,965 

1,217,093 

1,782,752 

674,178 

1.,011,690 

4,578,937 

454,823 

4,655,514 

0 9,407;488 

80,891,988 26, 108,526 

5,016,843 . 1 ,493,017 

335.~17 134,546 

870."92 

336,093 

1,724.559 

414,283 

894,219. 

0 

5,763,983 

812,481 

. 7,980,329 

3,714;353' 

2,963;319 

15,268,410 

0 

9,788,385 

590,318 

207,393 

933,4'J7 

248,040 

24C>,188 

745,218 

1,862,803 

504;824 

2,414,226 

1,801,285 

4,074,284 

3,910,742 

n.4.536 
5,978,923 

31,908.828 11,982, 734 

45,227,4'61 11.,445,702 

987,881 548,834 

33,560,554 6;032,61.0 

306,081 52,051,812 40,SOJ,702 1.232 2.01% 7,481 

0 

193,709 

98,153 

o· 
0 

452,849 

69,111 

12.356,346 5,n1.510 1.232 1.97% 1.2n 

18,423,787 14,462,094 1.231 1.96% 8,410 

19,512,144 16,823.060 

3,873,521 1,237,014 

7,191,322 4,075,094 

«>.621.en 35,438,475 

3,023,327 1,360,123 

0 22,039,180 49;800,745 25,098,470 

865,391 10,072,858 83,881, 199 83,350,998 

0 106,800,494 134,718,789 37,165,104 

0 6,509,860 14;753,521 7,284,341. 

o 469.863 1.248.632 n&,608 

o 1.460.110 4,335.658 2.m.222 

64 .• 563 608,049 2~799,084 2,098,241 

0 2,658,006 7,716,085 5,235,903 

0 

0 

93,828 

0 

68,360 

0 

0 

0 

0 

92,187 

139,859 

0 

0 

882,323 

934,4'05 

838,844 

7,626,786 

1,183,865 

10,374,555 

5,315,638 

7,007,603 

19,179,152 

818,703 

0 1,207,042 

1,858,887 880,480 

11,"9,782 10,785,174 

11,122,321 1,883,109 

2.982.828 1,888;812 

21.287,638 10.729,528 

19,527,213 14,886,436 

33,208,831 26,388,6n 

24,488,785 

10,887,395 

8,287,800 

8;588,892 

15,905, 167 47,000,888 ' 31,258,998 

43,872,380 58,2.e8,3e9 17,781,512 

56,673, 163 128,312,398 73,888,891 

o· (534.895 4,331,328 2.113.562 

0 39,593,164 82,527,580 23,461,586 

1.230 

1.227 

1.227 

1.226 

1.224 

1.224 

1.223 

1.220 

1,220 

1,.219 

1.219 

1.219 

1.218 

1..217 

t.217 

1.217 

1.208 

1.206 

1.206 

1.204 

1.203 

1.202 

. t.202 

1.201 

1..200 

1'.199 

1.198 

1..194 -

1.84% 

1.60% 

1.55% 

1.48% 

1.32% 

1,31% 

8,698 

8,488 

6,921 

8,001 

5,951 

8,971 

1i.23'Mt 7,535 

1.041!6 8,019 

0.97% 8,378 

0.94% 6,527 

0.93% . 6,072 

0.92% 7,680 

0.83% 6,168 

0.79% 0 

o.n-.. e.31! 
0.74% 8,573 

-0.02% 8,970 

-0.11.% 7,004 

-0.12% 8.~ 

-0:28% 8,749 

-0.36% 7,544 

-0.46-. 7,980 

-0.49% . 9,102 

-0.55% 5,975 

-0.65% 8,017 

-0.69% 7.f118 

-0.95% 8,321 

-1.11% 8~918 
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couner Dlmk:t ·· 

Bergen Allend8le Boro 

Camden u.n Ephr9fm 8on)ugh 

Hud9on Wlllt N9W Yottl Town 

OcMn · Ldlil'l ood Town.hip 

Bergen . Fatrvt.w·Bolo 

~ ...... V•lt.yReg 
W.,,.,. -Phlllpeburg Townehlp 

. Hunterdon FNnCNown Borough 

Burttn.-on Fknnce Townehlp 

Burtlngron Southampton Town.hip 

Cumbwtiar Fllllfteld Townehlp 

Monmcutl Fair HllVWI Boro 
Salam Elmer Boniugh . 

Pnealc Proeped Pmk .Soro 

Type 
of 

District Cmt 

K-1 Trana 

K-1 Found 

K-12 SNO 

K-12 Found 

K-1 Found 

K-12 Trana 

K-12 SNO 

K-8 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-1 Found 

K-1 Found 

K-1 Trana 

K-1 Found 

K-8 Found 

Selem Loww AlkMlly9 C,_.. Townt K-8 Found 

W8"9n G,REAT MEADOWS REGIONAL (NEW) 

w ..... 
Monte 

Hudlon 

Ocaen 

O...nwlc:h Townahlp 

~HlllT'#p 

UnlanClty 

Central Reglond H 

8omenMd Franlcftn lWp 

Glouollll•.Mantua Township 

c.mden Olcucellter Townahlp 

Allantlc ~ Regional 

Selem Elelnbofv Townahlp 

Hudaon North Bargen hip 

Monmouth Holmdel Twp 

Soman4ll Os.en 8i'ook Twp 

Curnbeftar Downe Townthlp 

Moma Cheitlt• Township 

HUl'flerdon LembMtvllle City 

Monmouth Lltle Slfwr Bon> 

k.:8 Found 

K-e Trmna 

K-12 .SNO 

7-12 Reg Trains 

K-12 TraN 

K-8 Found 

K-8 FoUnd 

K-12 Found 

K-1 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-12 Trana 
K-8 

K-t 

K-8 

K-8 

K-1 

T111na 

Found 

Trane 

Tr11na 

Tr11na 

L_ __ _: _______________ ~~--- .... __&• -

Equal Val 
Per Puptl 

111/M 

654,495 

311,786 

1n.eoe 

363,640 

.->,105 

598,365 

198,133 

287,802 

272,991 

4'04,372 

118,841 

'465,184 

249,-04 

210.n4 

52.C,623 

32.C.797 

338.480 

780.818 

148,250 

708,289 

885,121 

258,108 

185,617 

212,493 

428,290 

367,202 

649,852 

832,398 

2n.868 

885,022 

808,072 

559,083 

STATE AID COMPARISONS 
I June I , 1995) 

RelMcMnt 
Enroll 

10/11114 

808 

538 

5,958 

5,263 

1,176 

2,839 

2,681 

197 

1,578 

885 

7'° 

809 

254 

680 

310 

1,278 

443 

708 

8,741 

1,802 

5,036 

1,108 

7,646 

1,881 

140 

6,178 

2,689 

586 

-al 

964 

258 

752 

Abov•Of 
Equalize !Below 

d SUit• 
Tax Levy Tax Rate Tax Rate Per Pupll 

Foundation Clltegortcal Trensftlon TotatAkt 

Approved 
.Budget. 
1994196 _1194196 1"4196 1.2078 Cost 

0 303,740 86,945 390,685 

1,594,380 

6,880,995 

3,780,772 

6,315,769 1.194 .:1.12% 8,518 

1,287,642 326:748 0 1.999,136 1.192 -1.32% 7,027 

28,666,197 

11,954;797 

533,325 

0 

12,020.031 

521.1n 

'4,104,150 

1,286,021 

2,719,789 

0 

940,242 

1,'>34.427 

835.223 

3,626.175 

6,358,278 

8,964,669 

884,466 

1,835,172 

2,97.0.533 

127,387 

845,882 

920,508 

999,350 

367,824 

199,358 

484,376 

236.263 

1,085,014 

1,068.153 324,464 

0 561,996 

44,545,554 11,623,107 

0 2,064,239 

o 6,on.846 

2,708,503 

23,646.256 

8,680,146 

256,558 

10,674,681 

0 

0 

1.188,102 

0 

0 

0 

767,340 

s.n8.815 

3,287,689 

121,044 

8,238,706 

1.541.~ 

449,262 

547,941 

836,008 

226,766 

288,919 

Pag~ 11of20 

0 

0 

0 

35,02.0 ... 75 45,013,752 12.809,783 

1&.919,466 42, 156,984 22.n6,869 

1,417,791 8,239.836 6,436,439 

227,512 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2,062,684 . 22.969,942 20,212,217 

14,990,564 24,223,725 8,256,009 

81,395 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

73,739 

0 

55,727 

325,700 

654,584 

4,950,032 

2,206,529 

3,719,139 

449,219 

1,139,600. 

1,518;803 

1,071,488 

4,70,189 

1,392,617 

635,735 

56,168;661 

2,119,966 

6,403,548 

3,917 3.4n,76'J 

0 -·29,375,071 

0 9,947,835 

9,866 387;468 

0 16,913,387 

225,091 1..786.186 

60,105 

0 

71,061 

25,541 

71,949 

509,367 

1.7~.043 

907,069 

252,307 

360,868' 

1,<0G,429 

10,036,484 

6,505,002 

5,078,712 

5.088.900 

1,837,840 . 

3,278.243 

3,313,015 

9,751,465 

873;781 

5,119;015 

4,238,559 

1,054,654 

4,445 •. 102 

744,807 

1,635,923 

1,905,230 

4,868,117 

3,140,488 1,742,456 . 

6, 7 4'4, 138 . 8,281,544 

85,792,391 15,105,114 

18,419,919 14,782,574 . 

45.n2.574 ~.Q07.537 

6,843,266 3,316,839 

45,700.SOO 16,438,419 

18,'62,854 4,887,085 

1,113,843 691,343. 

47,333.852 28,217,478 

21,587.191 20, 183,663 

8,337.842 

3,715.895 

8,353,302 

2,105,058 

5,224,633 

5,624,565 

8S6,497 

7,801.625 

1,804,905 

4,827,207 

1.190 

1 .. 190 

1.190 

1.190 

1.190 

1.188 

1.188 

1.184 

1.183 

1.181 

1.178 

1.176 

1.173 

1'.173 

1.169 

1.166 

1.166 

1.161 

1.160 

1.159 

1.158 

1.157 . 

1.157 

1.156 

1.155 

1.154 

1.154 

1.151 

1.150 

1-.148 

-1.454Wt 

.-1.47% 

-1-.47% 

-1.47% 

-1.48'6 

-1.61% 

·1.61% 

·1.94% 

-2.03% 

·2.21'16 

-2.48% 

-2.81'16 

-2.85% 

-2.88% 

·3.21'6 

-3.45'6 

·3.4K 

-3.83% 

-3.99% 

7,535 

8 .. 010 

7,010 

8,092 

9,037 

7,327 

8,360 

7,350 

8,772 

6.288 
1.250 
4,967 

10,704 

7,633 

7,089 

9,528 

7,527 

10,222 

9,080 

-4.0&:96 6,171 

...... ~°" 5,en 

-4.16% 9,323 

-4.2". 7,985 

-4.28% 7,665 

-4.37% 8,028 

--4.45% 

-4.45% 

-4.69% 

-4.75% 

-4.94'6 

10,825 

13,916 

8,665 

8,158 

8,948 
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--.--~---, v-. 

County Dllltrlct 

Mercer l.llwNnce Twp 

....,.... Hewolth Soro 

Type 
of 

Dletrtct Cat 

K·12 Tn1na 

K-8 Tr11nl 

Burtlnglon ~on TOWMhlp K-8 found 

Cape Mlly L.ow. Town.hip K-8 Found 

~ PMeek: County Regional Hlg 7-12 Reg. Trmne 

Hunterdon Fninldln Twp K-8 Trane . 

AllMllc Follom Bon> 

~on Mount LmUNI Township 

MldchMx ~lie 

e>o.rt Bridl Townehlp 

E.._ E..aOrmnge 

Hunt..-don Kingwood TOWMhtp 

e>o.rt 

Bergen 

Bergen 

Bergen 

Lak9hunll Soro 

WM!twood Reg 

CloltcwBoro 

ElmwoodPwk 

Bergen North Altlngton Boro 

Cape ·Mlly Middle Township 

Humfdon Union T~ 

~ Plumlled Townehlp 

Bergen EngllMood Cly 

Cumbertllr Cumbert.nd Reglonlll 

Bergen Wood Ridge Boro 

Union 

N.lenllc 

Oceen 

,.__ PnMcMta ·eoro 
Hemllton TOWMhlp 

little Egg Herbor Town.hip 

Burtlnglon Wlllngboro Townehlp 

Burllngton Sprtngftelcl Townahtp 

SomerMt Wetchung Hiiia Reg H 

Gloucnt• Ent G"*1Wlch Townehlp 

SomefMI Montgonwy Twp 

K·12 Tnane 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Trmne 

K·12 Found 

K-12. Found 

K-12 SNO 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

K·12 Trana 

K-8 Trana 

K·12 Trana 

K·12 Found 

K·12 Found 

K-8 Trana 

K-8 Found 

K~12 Trana 

7-12 Reg Found 

K·12 Trana 

K·12 Trana 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

K·1·2 Found 

K-8 Found 

7-12 Reg Tnina 

K-8 Found 

K·12 Trans 

Equal Val 
Per Pupil 

1/1114 

663,5n 

nl,907 

210,906 

«>3,385 

836,367 

636,177 

712,132 

195,857 

480,149 

429,996 

414,238 

108,572 

400;800 

118,969 

750,586 

682,835 

626.101 

553,594 

324,329 

614,528 

245,916 

800,083 

190,115 

923;853 

764,365 

314,264 

335,600 

190,515 

375,087 

985,897 

288;581 

633,649 

STATE AID COMPARISONS 
IJ1me I, 1995) 

Resident 
Enroll 

10/1GIM 

3,403 
)47 

823 

1,867 

1,022 

308 

5,982 

421 

3~715 

4,908 

10,045 

12,096 

462 

666 

2,236 

893 

1,803 

1,482 

2,420 

453 

1,155 

2.542 

1,196 

&40 

1,613 

2.269 

1,502 

5,796 

302 

939 

538 

1,923 

Foundlltlon Categorical Transition 

0 

0 

1,930,998 

3,252,451 

0 

0 

0 

1,874,471 

0 

4,954,868 

2;858;687 

223,966 

549,871 

1,932.983 

1.,113,266 

251,892 

4:811, 158 

444,475 

2,366,560 

3,898,520 

189,695 

18,551 

0 

0 

34~815 

19,295 

517,898 

0 

243,866 

0 

14, 103.022 9,630,493 0 

71,417,623 14,160,885 0 

568,462 

2,782,385 

0 

0 

0 

2'40,350 

6,538,106 

0 

4,879,394 

0 

5,716,51~ 

0 

0 

4,210,470 

2,901,435 

25,278,728 

558,885 

0 

1,806,281 

0 

338,213 

652,389 

1,528,381 

424,178 

1,472,097 

1,028,839 

2,262,454 

316,189 

1,107,128 

3,246,714 

1,660.010 

818,790 

608,104 

2,574,705 

1.,575.042 

5;044,168 

230,921 

884,118 

318,673 

1,221,953 

P&11ge 12 of 20 

0 

0 

197,835 

80,693 

57,849 

120,049 

0 

46,655 

0 

112,122 

0 

52,005. 

144,429 

0 

0 

794,486 

0 

65,817 

0 

205,895 

.• 

ToulAld 

3,046~382 

242,517 

2,480,869 

5;185,434 

1 .• 148,081 

270,987 

5,129,056 

2,318,946 

2,610,426 

8,853,388 

23,733,515 

85,578,508 

906,675 

3,414.n4 

1,726.216 

504,871 

1,529,946 

1,389,238 

8,800,560 

362,844 

5,786,522 

3,358,836 

7,376,528 

670,795 

750,533 

6,785,175 

4,47G,4n 

31,117,382 

789,806 

949,935 

2,124,954 

1.427,848 

•.. Jr!( 

Aboveot 
&qUllllze Below 

d Stall• Approved 
Budget 
1184195 

Tax Levy Tax Rate Tax Rat• Per Pupil 
1894116 1994195 1.2078 Cost 

30.907.-401 

3,378,761 

25,909,713 1.1'47 -5.00% 9,082 

3,079,420 1.147 -5.06% 9,737 

4.257 ,835 1,990,352 

13,253,038 8,630,698 

11,390;095 9,794, 138 

2,562,073 2,230.457 

53,599,801 48,745,282 

3,447,598 939,610 

23,815,683 20,289,985 

32,800;581 24,004,931 

70,325.101 47,299,538 

94,548,786 14~922.637 

3,039,706 2, 103,001 

5,209, 119 898,900 

20,936, 130 19,048,828 

. 7,705,135 6,918,197 

14,.017,440 12,780,230 

10,835,272 

20.~37,614 

3,521,742 

9.645,980 

9,279.429 

8,869,190 

3,137,295 

3,177,302 

28,474,354 22,748,014 

10,S95,675 2,538,856 

7,839,838 8,599,088 

15.115,735 13,690,983 

15;383,598 7,906,837 

9,720,997 5,583,096 

48,en.049 12.221.131 

2,189,561 1,252,574 

13,487,594 10,231,341 

3,831,176 1,714,753 

16,134,237 13,45"4,716 

1.147 

1.146 

1..146 

1.146 

1.144 

1.140 

1.137 

1.137 

1.137 

1.136 

1.136 

1.135 

1.135 

1.135 

1.132 

1.13>1 

1.130 

1.127 

1.119 

1.119 

1.117 

1.116 

1.110 

1.109 

1.108 

1.107 

1.106 

1.105 

1.104 

1.104 

-5.06% 5, 173 

-5.12% 7,<»9 

.. -5.13% 

-5.14% 

·5.28~ 

-5.65% 

-5.82% 

-5.82% 

-5.88% 

-5.92% 

-5.97% 

-8~00% 

11.145 

8,373 

8,980 

8,189 

6,411 

6,683 

7,001 

7,817 

8;579 

7,827 

-6.02% 9,365 

-8~06% 8,628 

-8.28% ' 7,996 

-6~35% 

-6.44% 

-6.89% 

-7.38% 

·7.38% 

-7.52% 

·1.60% 

-8.06% 

-8.19% 

-8.30% 

-8.32% 

-8.45% 

-8.50% 

-8.56% 

-8.58CN. 

7,311 

8,363 

1;n• 
8,351 

10,417 

8,859 

12.250 

9,371 

8,780 

&,4n 

8,450 

7,250 

14,364 

7,121 

8,390 
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'll 
~ 
x. 

County. District 

S.lem Mmnntngron Townehlp 

HuntetdonCllnton Twp 

Serven Wtddf 
Glouoell• W• ~ Townehlp 

Cumbertmr LllWNnOe Townehlp 

Slllem Pwvwvllle Townahlp 

Suae. s.ndyllon-Welpeck Towntlhl 

MonmoUth Ocellnpolt Baro 

~ NOlwDod Ben 
W.,,.,. Hmrmony Townehlp 

Gloucee• KJngew.y Reg HS Otat 

Cape M11y Oerm Township 

Bergen PIR Rkige 8ofo 

Oc:een Steflord· Townahlp 

Hunterdon L9banon Bofough 

Burtlngton Welt11mpCon Townehlp 

HureM'don W..a Arnw111 Twp 

Monte ~Bofo 

Ocieen s.atde Height• Borough 

Glouc:lllll• Hern.on Township 

~ Rlvw.EdgeBon> 

Mercer TNnton Cly 

MlcklleMlc Crriury Twp 

PM9etc. w.- Twp 

..,,.,_on Meft8fWd Townehlp 

Wanwn White Townehlp 

Glouceltet ~Soro 

Selem Oldln8M Township 

Bultt,_an Pmlmyni ·Bamugh 

Bergen ~ •d Ben 
MorTte OwMlle Township 

Cumbertllr Mllurtoe Rlvw Townehlp 

• • 

Type 
of 

District Cmt 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-8 TF8nta 

k·12 Found 

K-8 Found 

K·12 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Trana 

K-8 Trana 

K-8 Trana 

7-12 Reg Found 

K-8 Found 

K-12 TF8ns 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Trana 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Tf8na 

K-12 Trana 

K-8 Tf'llna 

K-8 Found 

K:.a TF8na 

K·12 SND 

K-8 T,.na 

1<·12 Trane 

K-8 TF8na 

K-8 Found 

K·12 Found 

K-8 Found 

K·12 Found 

K-8 TF8na 

K-8 Trmna 

k-8 Found 

Equal Vat 
Per Pupil 

111194 

488,6n 

551,074 

696,584 

406;321 

171,528 

302,231 

437,358 

548,738 

661,326 

829,215 

269,645 

305,435 

761,184 

!507,903 

868,180 

293,878 

871,803 

93.1, 171 

793.438 

234,441 

&01,6n 

151,579 

818,323 

743,782 

514,244 

558;881 

237,498 

345,791 

263.642 

728,629 

647,709 

199,881 

STATE AID COMPARISONS 
(J111111e l, 1995·1 

Resident 
Enroll 

10/1&114 

216 

1,443 

1,9!52 

2.998 

483 

2,357 

189 

587 
613 

401 

867 

1,058 

1,123 

1,409 

125 

870 

188 

1,875 

197 

764 

751 

13,012 

522 

8,652 

295 

536 

1,211 

370 

1,100 

991 

1,325 

8S8 

Above or 
Equalize a.tow 

d State 
_TH Levy Tax Rate Tax Rate Per Pupil 

Foundatk>n Categorical Tr11nattton Total Aid 

Approved 
Budget 
1194111 18tMIH 1""'96 1 .. 2078 Coat 

232,834 

88,168 

0 

8,089,954 

2,182,479 

8,749,426 

215,240 

0 

0 

·o 
3,832,442 

3.1e1.2n 

0 

1,110.«M 

0 

1,631,745 

0 

0 

0 

1,424;375 

0 

284,679 

928,898 

899,590 

2,712,839 

788,713 

1,358,090 

145.063 

311,!565 

327,704 

372,950 

937,457 

1.085.328 

489.585 

1,503,889 

94,434 

562,521 

1155,358 

888.532 

280,995 

332,234 

437,767 

79,228.261 21,799,706 

0 

0 

0 

811,097 

4,336,851 

1,403,182 

2,14'8,938 

0 

0 

2.853.263 

313.198 

4,552.925 

238,255 

582,357 

1,587,766 

312,056 

82U42 

715,045 

1,067,563 

908.322 

Page 13of 20 

56,747 

94,562 

102,604 

0 

0 

80,873 

9 
55,615 

23,848 

0 

0 

0 

107,493 

0 

0 

0 

574,260 

1, 111,628 

1',002,194 

8,802,793 

2,948,182 

8,188,389 

380,303 

367,180 

351,552 

372,950 

4,769,899 

4,276,605 

1,834,082 

10,532,043 

1,180,623 

8,756,424 

15,777,114 14,864,808 

22.341,148 13,395,059 

4,299,eo;z 838,000 

16,164,823 

1.417,315 

4,917,160 

4,794,808 

4.222,SOO 

8.848.803 

7,5Se,654 

7,827,456 

811,298. 

3,587,526 

4,442,475 

3,619,006 

2,543,526 

3,508,973 

597,078 -10,245,327 8,267,664 

2,614,293 10,071,581 7,736,874 

94,434 

2,194,288 

1.213.844 1.1n.e35 

4,827,'505 2.761,482 

5,653 171,011 1.648.829 1,3'47;825 

12s.lMO 1.012.3n 18.058,883 1e,805.414 

19,750 300,745 1,942.305 1,680,6S6 

0 1,756,609 3,611, 138 1,925,497 

71.965 509,.732 5.606.224 4,853,157 

0 101,027,967 120,390,835 21,115,662 

21,049 - 334,247 4,973,804 4,552.482 

218.115 4.n1,&«> 58.502.243 52,783.538 

10,526 248,781 2,292.815 1,618,457 

0 1,473,454 4,641,928· 3,193,864 

0 5;924,617 10,874,761 3,065.746 

0 

327,493 

56.267 

52,544 

o. 

1,715,237 

3:304.074 

n1,312 

1,120,107 

3,761,585 

3,017,220 

8,809,480 

8,480,oese 

10,<415,194 

5,585,988 

1;359,109 

ueo.oe1 

·7.842,834 

9,112,&84 

1,388,784 

1.102 

1.101 

1.101 

1.100 

1..100 

1.099 

1.098 

1.096 

1.096 

1.088 

1.088 

1.086 

1.085 

1.081 

-8.75% 

-8.83% 

-8.88% 

-8.90% 

-8.81116 

-8.02% 

-9.12416 

-9.2~% 

-9.27% 

-9.89% 

·9.92'Wt 

-10.05% 

·10.20!Mi 

-10.48% 

8~511 

7,299 

8.083 

7,437 

8,802 

6,858 

8,388 

8,236 

7,822 

10.530 

10.206 

7,149 

8,127 

7,148 

1.081 -10.51% 10, 181 

1.081 ·10.51" 5,548 

1.079 

1.078 

1.075 

1.075 

1.074 

1.071 

1.069. 

1.067 

1.067 

1.066 

1.066 

1.064 

1.062 

1.062 

1.062 

1.061 

·10,88'Jf. 

·10.76% 

·10.98% 

·10.99% 

·11.07% 

·11.36% 

·11.46% 

•.11.88% 

·11.87" 

·11.73% 

·11.74% 

·11.93% 

·12.07'M. 

~12.08% 

·12.08% 

·12.18% 

8,86S 

10,7183 

9,859 

4.n1 

7,465 

9,252 

9,537 

8;795 

1.n2 

8,660 

8,980 

8,166 

8,009 

8,581 

7,881 

8.522 
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' . " 

County Dlutrtct 

Cape Mlly Loww Cape Mlly Regional 

Salem 

Oc:.11 

Atlerttlc 

Bargen 

Un6on 

Quinton Township 

E11g1Mwood Twp 

Egg Harbor Twp 

LRtle Ferry Bon> 

8er1c9l9y Height• Twp 

Typ. 
of 

Dlstrk:t Cat 

7-12 Reg Found 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Trane 

Montfa HanaYw Pmrtl Reglonlll High 7·12 R99 Tr11118 

Cape Mlly Wiidwood Cly K-1.2 Triins 

P....ac Welt Pllleraon 

Mercer Waah1r9on Twp 

At._,.lc Eetell Milnof. Cly 

Monmcutrwan Townehlp 

Betgen Old T mppan Soro 

lWdd..._ Monro. ·Twp 

C..,. Mey Woodbine· Soto 

Hunt.nton Slocldon 8oro 

Moma Monie Plalna 8oro 

Selem Woodltown-PlleegnMt A-sa. 

Monmouth AllMlo Highlands 

Bergen Pllllledea Pertt 

Curnbeftllr V1r.e.nd Cly 

Allnlc W~ Townehlp 

Mom8 R"'9Rtlll9 Boro 

MofM Boonton Townehlp 

SclimerMI Rocky Hll 

E.... C.- GrCMt Twp 

~ Upper Oeertleld TOWMhlp 

PIDaelc P....c Cly 

Bergen lJPP9' Seddle. Rl\W Boro 

Mcwn. TheC~ 

Monmoulh ~uen 8oro 

W8'1'9ft l..oplltoong Township 

K-8 Tr11na 

K-8 Tr11na 

K-8 Found 

K-12 Found 

K-8 Tr11ne 

K-12 Trane 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Tnana 

K-8 Trana 

K-12 Found 

K-8 Trana 

K-12 Trana 

K-12 SNO 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Trana 

K-8 Trana 

N/O Trana 

K-12 Trane 

K-8 Found 

K-12 SNO 

K-8 Trana 

K-12 Tnans 

K-12 Tnana 

K-8 Found 

Equ.I Val 
Pitr Pupil 

111114 

5e56,537 

263.089 

335,592 

320.2<40 

617,808 

814,941 

1,187,819 

710.278 

sn.322 

822,369 

304,258 

580,407 

745,714 

732.249 

164,465 

595.447 

1,178,650 

253.240 

621,458 

500,657 

173,986 

218,027 

736,753 

691',099 

1,003,914 

803,433 

225,179 

135,117 

937,210 

898,865 

805,52:1 

437,870 

STATE AID COMPARISONS 
(Jwne n, 1995) 

Resident 
Enroll 

10116/IM 

1,524 

410 

141 

4,641 

1,043 

1,361 

1,230 

801 

828 

782 

310 

3,403 

557 

2,533 

33S 

53 

644 

1,249 

317 

1,684 

9,351 

347 

344 

560 

84 

1,246 

1,019 

9,970 

931 

2.313 

912 

717 

Foundation Categorlc•I Tr•n111tlon 

3;448,715 

1,637,508 

421,521 

13;498,199 

151,797 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1,191,661 

1,065,483 

0 

0 

1,747.882 

0 

1,736~764 

443.290 

149,900 

6,068,025 

741,748 

865,479 

1,026;439 

1.174.764 

588.227 

785.063 

251.040 

2.757,000 

204.035 

2.598.135 

623.241 

18,225 

0 405,182 

3,978.310 855,210 

0 167,550 

0 1,048,894 

... 087,328 12.482.227 

1,210,792 

0 

0 

435,450 

241,970 

293,748 

0 49,696 

0 777.flfn 

2.946.244 t.005.766 

55.785.508 15,991,894 

0 483,015 

0 

1.834 

1,378.e&b 

1,534,lSO 

4S7,S66 

284,530. 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

49,520 

90.606 

147,819 

0 

0 

49,485 

0 

193.433 

42,317 

166,721 

0 

4,658 

34,143 

0 

30,221 

137,255 

0 

0 

31,360 

25.264 

1,990 

94,749 

0 

0 

47,008 

201,429 

86,827 

0 

Total Md 

5,185,479 

2,080,798 

571,421 

19,586.224 

943,065 

956,085 

1, 174,258 

1, 174,764 

588,227 

814,548 

1,442,701 

4,015,918 

246,352 

2,764,856 

2.370,923 

22,883 

439;325 

4,831,520 

1s1.n1 

1,186, 149 

60,549,555 

1,648,242 

273,330 

319,012 

51,888 

8n,141 

3,952,010 

71,787,402 

530,023 

1,735,779 

546,227 

1,663,526 

•• .... -

Above or 
Equalize Below 

d Sc.le Approved 
Budget 
11Ml96 

T .. Levy Tmx Rate TH Rate Per Pupil 
1"4116 1"4195 1.2078 Coat 

14,564,130 

3,318.579 

1,220,909 

8.958.311 1.057 -12.52% 9,560 

1, 134,579 1.052 -12 .91"' 8.094 

G7.533 

34,245,998 15,626,704 

7.624.eoo e.1e1.4n 
12.730.580 11.844,822 

17,045,130 15,328,"55 

9,681.294 

8.718,807 

5,798,997 

2.4S0.703 

5,888,454 

5,831,835 

5,088,516 

983,389 

24,621,236 19.881,488 

4.680.853 4,320,905 

24,057,970 19.248,9&4 

3,081,817 571,502 

354;596 326.222 

8,843,393 

10,998,132 

2,31<4,983 

10.273,394 

7,830,039 

3,264,740· 

2.029.182 

8;679,847 

71,813.121 18,742,812 

2.140.845 n4.589 

2,840,798 2,588,262 

4,373;9n 3.968.068 

707,020 655,339 

12;279,688 10, 188,452 

8,320,081 2.322.775 

77 ,421, 155 13,568,390 

9,531 .025 8,785,365 

23,024,923 20,873;496 .. 

11,117,930 

4~933.297 

5,514,535 

3,132.876 

1.051 -12.94% 8,858 

1.051 -12.95% 

1.050 .. -13.05% 

1.050 -13.07% 

1.050 -13~1016 

1.049 

1.04& 

1.048 

1.044 

1.043 

1.040 

1.038 

1.037 

1.034 

1.033 

1.032 

1.030· 

1.030 

-13.17% 

·13.26% 

-13.27% 

-13.54% 

-13.64% 

-13.87416 

-14.08% 

-14.12% 

-14.41% 

-14.4S% 

-14:54% 

-1.e.n" 

-14.76% 

1.029 ·14.80% 

1.025 -15.11% 

1.025 -15.12% 

1.025 . ·15.15% 

1.020 ·15.55% 

1.018 -15.73% 

1.012 -18.19" 

1.007 -18.60% 

1.007 ··18.64% 

1.004 

0.999 

0;999 

-18.86% 

-17.28% 

-17.29" 

7,379 

7,311 

9,354 

13,883 

12,082 

8,112 

7,418 

7,918· 

7.235 

8,422 

9;498 

9,139 

8,890 

13,421 

8,804 

7,303 

8,101 

7,680 

7,910 

8,258 

7,811 

11,0.7 

9,855 

8~202 

7,785 . 

10,237 

9,857 

12,197 

8,885 
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County Dtlltrtct 

Monmouth W.a Long Branch Boro 

e ... 
EMU 

Huct.on 

8ero-n 

NOfth c.JdMll Boro 

W ... E..-R99 

E.C N.wertl 8oro 

Seddle Brook TOWMhlp 

Cemden Olouoeeter City 

Cumbertar Commerce.I Townehlp 

Mon18 Mendt.m Soro 

Selem Pltegrvv. Townahlp 

Pauk: Clifton Cly 

Gloucelt .. Clll)ton 8oro 

Hunterdon C*'llon TOWll' 

Al.Mtc ~ rowr.,.. 
Oceetl T "'*-"°" 8afaugf'I 

8ergen CMllMI E ... R&aMrtonl 

~- FfwWln T..,...,. 

~ AltoMlt TCllMllhtp 

Ufton 8pMgftlld Twp 

8U9MJI Bnlndwtlllt 8oro 

Huntetdan R_.ngton Twp 

a.gen Rldg9fleld Ben 

Bergen MonMle 8oro 

Hurt.-don o.e.w.. Town.Np 

'Befgen. Onldel8 8oro 

Hudlon w.-....n Twp 

Monte HMowr TOWftlhlp 

M6dd1eMx ...,,.... 

MefC9r 

&.,gen 

Prine.ton Reg 

Cllffalde PMk 8oro 

GtouCllll• MonRMt T ownehlp 

Ooemn Potrt PIMMrll a.ch 8orO 

Cumbelfmr o..rwct Town.htp 

Type 
of 

Dtstrtct Cat 

K-8 T,.na 

K-8 Tr11na 

7-12 R-e Trmna 

K-8 Found 

K,12 T,.n• 

K-12 SND 

K-8 Found 

1(-8 Trana 

K-12 Found 

K-12 Trena 

K-12 Found 

K-8 Tran• 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Found 

7-12 Reg Trane 

K-.8 Found 

K-8 FCUMS 

K-8 Trane 

NIO Trane 

K-8 T111ne 

K·12 Found 

K-8 T111na 

K-8 Found 

K-8 Trane 

K-12 T111,ne 

K-8 T111na 

N/O Found 

K-12 Tr11na 

K-12 Trmns 

K-12 Found 

K-12 T,.ne 

K-8 Found 

Equml Val 
Per Pupil 

9/1194 

587,849 

820,190 

1,305,223 

238,487 

828,1 .. 2 

153, 1<47 

110,674 

8SM:096 

1n.081 

808,976 

178,688 

804,385 

232,536 

342, 114 

1,314,540 

179,988 

237,594 

830.ne 
701,251 

878.467 

681,903 

971,246 

514, 158 

817,016 

600,006 

1,049,025 

370,825 

996,519 

743,239 . 

220,101 

884,3-40 

176,529 

STATE AID COMPARISONS 
[June I, 1995) 

RHldenl 
Enroll 

10/1MM 

652 

502 

1,225 

333 

1,406 

2,163 

1,047 

476 

1,823 

8,330 

1,148 

238 

827 

275 

417 

1,676 

625 

1,178 

108 

1,635 

1,353 

707 

516 

820 

1,324 

1,134 

208 

2,720 

1,838 

4,286 

697 

380 

Foundlltlon c.tegorlc11I llransltlon 

0 274,224 67,0&8 

0 230,303 611,521 

0 1,044,906 95,163 

1,oeG,525 352,230 0 

0 

11,714.202 

4,187,998 

0 

7,005,950 

0 

4.563.397 

0 

2.198,796 

621,695 

0 

4.538.285 

2.374,11 .. 

0 

0 

0 

1,126,M7 

0 

631,"43 

0 

0 

0 

488,761 

.0 

0 

13,818.982 

0 

1,144,625 

941,751 

2,249,453 

1.es1.en 

273,340 

1,755,758 

7,176,721 

1,608,918 

136,280 

991,880 

279,490 

307,405 

2,126.607 

394,841 

519,!W5 

58.796 

1.159,656 

733,025 

619,264 

'472,885 

379,491 

1.&n.119 

788,284 

213.084 

1,804,073 

1.~.100 

4,020,705 

544,143 

445,799 

Pagt• 15 of 20 

175,979 

0 

0 

21,702 

0 

634,815 

0 

25,582 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

8,362 

5,686 

120,093 

27,741 

0 

0 

18,168 

108,744 

0 

0 

73,'207 

94,381 

0 

23,334 

0 

TobllAid 

341,292 

291;824 

1,1-40,069 

1,442,755 

1,117,730 

13,983,655 

5,839,970 

295,042 

8.761,708 

7,811,536 

8,1n,315 

1e1.sn 

3.188,676 

901, 185 

307,405 

6,665,892 

2,768,955 

525,907 

64,481 

1,279,749 

1,887,813 

619,264 

1, 104,328 

395,659 

1,785,923 

788,284 

702,845 

1.8n.2ao 

1,679,481 

17,839,667 

'587.4n 

r.590.'424 

Above or 
Equalize Below 

Approved d . Sa.to 
Budget Tmx Lovy Tax Rate TH Rate Per Pupil 
19!Ml9S 1994195 1194195 1.2078 Cost 

4,787,269 3,825,623 0.998 -17.36% 7,342 

4,567,859 4,105.926 0.997 -17.43% 9,099 

17,125.590 15,915,892 0,996 -17.~% 13,986 

2.352,794 783,298 0.995 -17.65% 7,085 

12.345,940 11,505.719 

18.239,865 3,287,108 

7,047,147 

4,528,181 

12,366,058 

1,141,367 

4,185,807 

3,173,644 

59 ... 71,501 48.471.<t85 

8,228,830 2,002,483 

2,820,834 

4,933,448 

1,987,767 

5,805,263 

9,430,374 

4,370,559 

10,267,686 

870,656 

1,387,993 

1,871,283 

913,498 

5,312.216 

2.895.027 

1,419,717 

9,341,183 

n3.934 

11.811,870 10,575,299 

12,141.080 

7,330,858 

3.798.MB 

8,521,MS 

8,522,813. 

2.506.431 

4.834.329 4.m.as1 

10.458,488 7,4n.1as 

12,580.261 11.183,575 

1,617,"62 723,500 

28,079,783 25;323,866 

17.915.874 12,759.875 

28.321,219 

7.430.037. 

2,505,894' 

8,808,717 

5,737,570 

620.000 

0.991 

0.986 

0.985 

0.983 

0.983 

-17.99% 8,781 

-18.34% 7,508 

·18.45'Mt 

-18.574'6. 

·18.58" 

8,731 

8,515 

6,785 

0.979 -18.88" 7,1-40 

0;9n -19.14" 1.111 

0.973 

0.973 

0.971 

0.970 

0.960 

0.957 

0.956 

0.956 

-19.43% 

·19.43% 

·19.61% 

•19.67% 

-20.54% 

·20.78% 

·20.83% 

-20.86% 

11,953 

5,965 

7.228 

13,938 

5,627 

6.898 
8,731 

8,082 

0.953 ·21·.07'6 7.224 

·0.952 

0.950 

0.945 

·21.19" 

·21.35" 

·21.78% 

0.943 ·21.91" 

0.942 ·22.04" 

0.940 . ·22.16% 

0.938 -22;34" 

0.934 -22.63" 

a,en 

10,389 

7,362 

7,797 

7,902 

11.094 

1.ne 

10,683 

0:934 -22.84% 9.7SO 

0.934 

0.932 

0.92 .. 

-22.70% 

·22.88% 

-23.48" 

8,608 

10,668 

8,584 
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COunty DIBtrtct 

Gloucelt• Logen Town.hip 

Minic Com1n Clly 

S.lem Upper Pltegrvve Townehlp 

Monmouth 8tnw9bury Boro 

Ooeen ~Twp 

OlouoM• WltlYtO. 8oro 
Bergen ,,.,..,,.. .. 80ro 

BUrtlf9on North~ TCWMhlp 

Monmouth e.tonrown 

Gloucelt• Elk TOWMhlp 

Camden Ctmden CRy 

Bur1tnglon N.w Henow. Township 

8efpn Rochelle Pwtl T ownahlp 

Mon1a Monte School Dtllrtd 

Un ton 

a.ven 
Berv-n 
Monte 

Kenllwofth Bon> 

Fort L .. Boro 

Lyndhul"lt Town.hip 

E• Hmnowr Town.hip 

SorMrMI W.,,.,. Twp 

9efpn Woodcllfr a...lce 8oro 

Cumberter Hop.well Townahtp 

Monmouth Brielle Borough 

Monmculh Belnw Bolo 

Monmouth Spring lMt Height• Soro 

Bergen Mahw9h Townehlp 

Cumbefw MllMU. Cly 

Cumbeltllf Bridgllon Cly 

~ Lltle Fllllll Twp 

Hunt.rdon T.wtmbufy Twp 

Scdh Hllcbnuck Twp 

~ NCllth.......,. 8oro 

Type 
of 

District 

k-8 

N/O 

K-8 

K-8 

K·12 

k-8 

K·12 

k-8 

K-8 

K-8 

K-12 

K-8 

K-8 

K-12 

K-8 

K·12 

K-12 

K-8 

K-8 

K-8 

K-8 

K-8 

Cllt 

Found 
Found 

Found 
Trane 

Found 
Found 

Trane 

Found 

Found 
Found 

SNO 

Found' 

Trans 

Trans 

Trana 

Trana 

Trana 

Trana 

Trana 

r .. na 

Found. 

r .. na 
K-8 T,.n9 

K-8 Trana 

K-12 T,..,. 

K-12 SND 

K-12 SNO 

K-8 Trans 

K-8 Trans 

K-8 Found 

K-8 

K-8 

Trana 

r,.,. 

EqUlll V•I 
Per Pupil 

911194 

414,741 

292,535 

240,902 

751,910 

353,801 

220,144 

891,430 

88,787 

449,980 

179,883 

4,494 

299,027 

941,694 

1,051,902 

795,274 

910,644 

844,550 

1,078,501 

858,195 

978,014 

222,309 

86S,613 

645.411 

809;448 

1,070,388 

171,518 

102,564 

eo1.1n 

942,876 

843;259 

1,21.3,314 

763,081 

STATE AID COMPARISONS 
(June l, 1995) 

Resident 
Enroll 

10/1"4 

1,144 

70 

585 

420 

4;314 

402 

3,580 

1,782 

1,617 

396 

Foundation Categorical Transition 

3,729,975 675,434 0 

92;386 

2,358,533 

0 

10,879,522 

885,858 

0 

3,414,888 

2,931,932 

1,311,715 

50,147 

590,597 

241,994 

3,492,329 

325,445 

2,"488,524 

1,158,982 

1,407.206 

445,052 

0 

0 

22.029 

0 

0 

141,803 

0 

0 

0-

Total Aid 

4,405,409 

142,533 

2,949,130 

264,023 

14,171;851: 

1,181,303 

2,638,427 

4,573,880 

4,339,1·38 

1,756,767 

~-

Approved 
Budget 
1994195 

8,706,080 

481,453 

4,568,936 

..- ... ' 

Tax Levy 
19Ml98 

4,366,039 

188,085 

1,292,201 

· 3,24l.n3 2.ee1.se1 

27,815,935 13,904, 188 

2.038.385 805,105 

34,981,520 31, 708,488 

11.11e.n1 t,097,258 

13,643,800 8;557,790 

2,508,775 641,431 

AboY90f 

Equalize Below 
d State 

Tmx Rate Tax Rate 
1994195 1.2078 

0.920 -23.81% 

0.918 -23.95% 

0.917 -24.08% 

0.916 -24.19% 

0.912 -24.52,. 

0.910 -24.88% 

0.908 -24.88% 

0.906 -25.02% 

0:901 -25.38% 

0.900 ·25.45% 

Per Pupil 
Cost 

20.1n 134, 184,843 33,520.438 o 1&1.105,279 1n.847.79'2 a.889,327 0.889 -28;39'Mt 

7,610 

8,878 

7,807 

1.n3 

8,448 

5,071 

8,829 

8,308 

8,438 

8,335 

8,S67 

8,139 

9,574 

225 473,221 267,693 

554 0 386,010 

3,840 

856 

3,288 

1,944 

938 

1,385 

715 

502 

592 

640 

498 

2,263 

5,148 

3,785 

788 

571 

818 

282 

527 

0 4,351,131 

0 399,469 

0 1,903,386 

0 1,415.~ 

0 894,055 

0 1,185,717 

0 

1,819,317 

0 

2n.J0.4 

808,295 

335,882 

0 648,209 

0 418,340 

0 2,177,269 

28.441',463 5,214,808 

23,354,230 5.484,542 

0 505,124 

o 3n.994 
787,316 748,011 

0 

0 

321,737 

375,900 

Page 16of 20 

7,474 

11,602 

64,579 

59,907 

0 

114,505 

75.998 

617 

17,498 

0 

19,770 

28,109 

28,989 

0 

0 

0 

14,473 

24,997 

0 

o. 
. 49,818 

.' 

748,388 

397,612 

4,415,710 

459.378 

1,903,388 

1,530,088 

770,051 

1,188,334 

294,802 

2.225,812 

355,432 

674,318 

443,329 

2.1n.268 

33,656.371 

28,838,772 

519,597 

402,991 

1,515,327 

321,737 

425,718 

1,831,187 597,951 

5,304,051 .0,631,415 

44,220,024 35,835,545 

5, 103,527 4,595,789 

27.938;818 26,344,962 

15,674,821 14,365,357 

10,217,823 8,766,987 

12,19"4,874 11,388,728 

8,352,283 5,978,181 

3,827,<4M 954,811 

4,844,919 4,326, 107 

5,197,1~ 

3,948,800 

3,411,878 

3,313,394 

22.288,857 19,948,338 

38,735,241 7.239,731 

29,557,029 3, 143,058 

5.793.784 5,100,782 

4,709,418 4,329.948 

7,287,2&4 5;481 ;834 

3,292,122 

4,001,549 

2.112.ns 

3,191·,120 

0;889 -26.42%. 

0.888 -26.50% 

0.887 -26.54% 

0.881 -27.06% 

0.880 ·27. 15% 

0.875 ·27 .54% 

0.866 ·28.32% 

0.859 ·28.88% 

0,857 ·29.07% 

0.856 ·29.16% 

0.845 ·30.04% 

0.827 

0.826 

0.824 

0.820 

·0.810 

0;807 

0.804 

0:799 

0.794 

0:794 

·31.58% 

-31.80% 

-31.81% 

-32.12% 

-32.98% 

-,33.19% 

-3:"41'11 

-33.88% 

-34.24% 

.34,30'% 

11,517 

7,780 

8,487 

8,085 

10,882 

U05 
8,e&t 

7,226 

8,191 

8,127 

7,971 

9,849 

7,524 

7,810 

7.343 
8,248 

8.936 

11:,885 

7,593 
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County Dlstrtct 

Oc.n ~Twp 

Union Summl City 

Cape Mmy Upper Townehlp 

&erg.n Ho Ho Kw Ben 

Allnlc BrigllntlM City 

Bergen E• R&ahelbd Soro 

Cape M9y Well C..,. Mlly·Boro 

Cepe M9y Well V'lilct4 llOOd 

e.... Mlllbum Twp 

Gloucell• Sw.deeboro-WoolMch 

w..,.. Hlrdwlclc Townahlp 

SomerMl Wcc:hung Soro 

AllMllc Venlnar Cly 

8omerMl e.m.rde Twp 

Monte Mendhlm Townehlp 

~ Franklin Lek9e Ben 

Monmoulti Rumeon Ben 

PaMlc TotOWll Ben 
Monrnoutti Cola Nedc Twp 

C.pe May Notth Wiidwood Cly 

E.... Felrftekl Twp 

Bergen Eclg8wlt• Ben 

Union Mowtl ...... Ben 

Monmodh Avon Ben 

8efgen MooMchla Baro 

ac.n 
Monte 

Hudlon 

SOUthem Reglonel 

Florhem Pllftc Soro 

S.C.•lf"UI Town 

MonmcUh Monmouth a.ch 8oro 

Cepe Mliy Wiidwood C,_ Baro 

8ofMr'Ml Bedmlnlt• Twp 

e.... e .... F•Boro 

Equal Val 
Per PupU 

Type 
of 

District Cart 9/1JIM 

K-8 

K-12 

K-8 

K-8 

K-8 

K-8 

K-8 

N/O 

K-12 

K-8 

N/O 

K-8 

K-8 

1(-12 

Trmns 678.466 

Trane 1.103.102 

Found 339,585 

T,.,,. 1,097,078 

Trana· 835.013 

Trana 984, 116 

Tlllln8 1, 1&G,844 

T,.,,. 1,187,335 

Trane 1,239, 130 

Found 260,734 

Found · 3n,933 

r .. na 1.454,267 

Trane 8a7,067 

Trmne , 1,003,238 

K-8 Trana 

K-8 Trana 

K-8 Trana 

K-8 Trana 

K-8 T,.na 

K-8 Trans 

K-8 Trmns 

K-8 Trane 

K-8 Trana 

K-8 Trans 

K-8 Trana 

7·12 R..a Trana 

K-8 Trana 

K·12 Trmna 

K-8 Trana 

K-8 Trani 

K-8 Trans 

K-8 Trant 

1,190,782 

1,269,589 

919,046 

1,035,!565 

912,1SO 

1,160,823 

1,399,200 

1,194,909 

1.1«>,948 

1,282,75"4 

1,4'61,141 

1,446,294 

1,634,446 

1.342,625 

1,014,594 

1,528,608 

1.8!S4.n1 

1,597,424 

STATE AID COMPARISONS 
fJune I, 1995) 

Resident 
Enroll 

10/15/IM 

1.n4 

2,613 

2,276 

509 

1,286 

885 

59 

51 

2.669 

478 

1-46 

423 

1,104 

2.543 

S07 

1,078 

822 

768 

882 

530 

591 

550 

516 

171 

369 

1,604 

707 

1,614 

273 

448 

64S 

170 

Foundation Categorical Transttton 

0 .1,467,026 63,213 

0 

8,471.894 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1,418.985 

197.491 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0· 

0 

1,282,506 

2.099,287 

367,513 

1,215,801 

415,500 

49,714 

11.n& 

1, 197,067 

«>7.569 
94,441 

253,042 

810,180 

1,444,2&4 

397,040 

886,833 

364,391 

543,088 

575,282 

602,938 

350,602 

694,307 

283,605 

109,384 

411,492 

1,990;571 

436,253 

1,102,565 

210,414 

285.609 

617.171 

31,752 

Pagt• 17 of 20 

121,441 

0 

18,332 

0 

38,549 

1,795 

6,370 

0 

0 

0 

0 

30.005 

204,649 

25,821 

10,931 

26.494 

13,433 

42,588 

0 

18,341 

0 

6,«>9 

24,243 

0 

0 

0 

20,723 

0 

0 

0 

4,390 

Total Aid 

1,530.239 

1,403,947 

8,571, 181 

385.845 

1,215,801 

454,049 

51,509 

18,146 

1,197,087 

1,826,564 

291,932. 

253,042 

840,185 

1,848,933 

422,881 

897,564 

390,885 

556,501 

617,870 

602.938 

368,943 

694,307 

290,014 

133,827 

411,482 

. 1.,990,571 

436,253. 

1.1-23,288 

210,414 

285,608 

617,171 

36,142 

Above or 
Eqwiltze Below 

Approved d State 
Budget Tax Levy Tax Rate T.xRate Per Pupil 
1984191 19fW95 1994196 1.2078 Coat 

12.060.837 9,497.n8 o.789 -34.67% 8,789 

24.766,010 22.502.759 0.781 -35.36% 9,478 

11.034,294 e.014.761 o.na -35.56% 7,484 

4,697,519 

9,673,301· 

4.338.231 

8.266.239 

5,681, 176 5, 163,823 

602.003 523, no 
475,243 455, 130 

26,614,n4 25,010.305 

'3~ 138,588 931,;701 

831,685 

4;832,488 

7,868,040 

412.453 

.C,491,.660 

7,12.C.750 

20,810,040' 18.482.548 

5,038,881 

10,544,804 

5.8n.787 

8,700.128 

6,748;318 

5,049,965 

8,453,387 

.5,289,sec> 

.... 380,«>0 

1,735,294 

3,944;841 

.... 354.884 

8,842:241 

5,374,688 

5,813,810 

5,580,439 

4,199,044 

5,523,479 

4,360,432' 

3,906,670 

1,....S,245 

3,488;904 

26.930.476 14,693,368 

7,844,941 7,234,640 

14.570,800 13,493,638 

2,025,552 1.698~514 

4.2 .. 1,839 3,978,685 

7,091,032 6,916,726 

1,375.103 1,4()4,707 

o.n1 -35.68% 

o.no .. -38.26% 

9,229 

7,522 

8,284 0.766 

0.762 

0.759 

0.758 

0.751 

0.747 

0.730 

0.728 

-38.58'6 

-36.90% 

-37.15% 

-37.24% 

·37.&GCW. 

-38.11% 

·39.55" 

·39.74'6 

10,203 

9,411 

9,9n 

8;589 

5,688 

11,424 

7.221 

0.725 -4G0.01'1J6 8, 108 

0.721 

0.719 

0.711 

0.706 

0:694 

0.683 

0.668 

0.664 

0.664 

9;659 

0.647 

0.634 

0.626 

0.623 

0.613 

0:582 

0.579 

0.517 

-«>.28% 
...,~.,. 

-41.10% 

-41.5616 

-42.57% 

-43.44% 

-44 .. 70% 

-45.02% 

-45.06% 

-45.45'6 

-48 .... 2" 

9,934 

9,782 

7,145 

8.n.c 
7,651 

9,537 

10,919 

9,628 

8,450 

10,148 

10,690 

-47;54% 18,795 

-48.16% 11,096 

-48.44% 9.028 

-49.23% 7,420 

-51. 78% 9,.079 

-52.~ 11,002 

•57 .17'6 8,088 
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~ 
~ 

-------.........-,--~~, 

County 

Atlentk: 

Atbntk: 

C.mden 

8efgen 

a.,..... 
Oce.'I 

. Dllltrtct 

Mllrpte City 

AtlnlcCly 

T.vlll~ 

c.tltactt Boro . 

AlpfneBoro 

a-ade Pmtc Soro 

MonmUh ... Old Ben 

c_. - Ooeml Cly 
8elglft IEl9MDod Cft Boro 
e ... ~Boro 

C.pe Mmy c..,. '*"Cly 

MonrncMfl ............. 8ofo 

OoMn 

Mame ......... , ..... 

...,_ ....... ,.. Soro 

...,..,...,. ....... ... 
~ ., .... 
e>ce.t .......... Borough 

Ctipe Mmy a.. .... Cly 

Oe.en Long a.ot'l lallind 

Mc>nrnNtl lnlertaklln Borough 

Monmouth 0.1 Boro 

Monmouth Allenhund 

Ata.ntlc Longport 

Cepe Maiy Stone Harbor Baro 

Cepe M8y Awiion Soro 

C.pe Mmy· c.pe May Point 

Bergen Roddelgh 

Ocean Mmltoklldng 

~ T .. flrboro 

Alllintk: 

Allllnllc 

A1lanlk: Cly Voe 

Aalllnllc Qy Spec S.V 

Type 
of 

District Cllt 

K-8 Trans 

K-12 Trana 

NIO Found 

K-8 Tranta 

K-8 Trana 

K-8 ·Trana 

K-8 Trana 

K-1·2 Trana 

. K-8 TNna 

K"8 Tranta 

K-8 Tranta 

K-8 Trene 

K-8 Trmna 

K-8 

K-49 

NIO 

K-8 
K-8 

K-8 

K-8 

NIO 

K-8 

N/O 

N/O 

K-8 

K-8 

NIO 

NIO 

NIO 

N/O 

Trana 

Trana 

Trmne 

Trans 

Tnina 

Tnina 

Trlina 

Tr'llM 

Trane 

Tnine 

Tnins 

Trmna 

Tnina 

Trane 

Trmne 

Tnina 

Found 

VOC Voe 

88 css 

EqualVml 
Per Puptl 

911/M 

1,885,988 

1,071,252 

1,456,830 

1,899,584 

2,888,511 

1,864,083 

2,332,471 

1,750,263 

2,534,009 

1,912,823 

1,749.294 

2,335,917 

2,558,419 

2,930,700 

2,870,703 

2,041,729 

5,110,690 

3.298.472 

3,325.749 

5,803,939 

16,684,585 

11,388,239 

18,475,487 

9,878,-485 

10,182,738 

8,381,215 

13,022.543 

10.584.799 

24,n4.386 

0 

0 

STATE AID COMPARISONS 
(June n, 1995) 

Reetdent 
Enroll 

1011619' 

681 

8;584 

2 

563 

2-43 

133 

218 

1,803 

488 

306 

298 

338 

233 

341 

338 

80 

80 

98 

288 

385 

8 

48 

8 

51 

98 

176 

11 

18 

17 

0 

529 

445 

Foundlltk>n Clltegoriclll Transition 

0 552,501 

0 9,889,571 

0 0 

0 253,819 

0 274,692 

0 119,352 

0 86,943 

0 _ 1,621',042 

0 424,216 

0 247;317 

0 175,769 

o 1n.884 

0 162,998 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

o. 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

718,381 

597,374 

263.813 

203.460 

84,716 

62,794 

58,813 

349,308 

382,103 

15,421 

93,128 

42,554 

26.554 

35,058 

68~679 

13,787 

3.037 

5,826 

0 

920,820 

4,833,858 

Pag~ 18of 20 

0 

232.089 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

9,862 

0 

18,581 

0 

0 

0 

O· 

8,531 

9,308 

0 

0 

5,075 

866 

78 

5,282 

750 

0 

0 

679,585 

.' 

Total AJd 

552,501 

10,121,880 

0 

253,819 

274,892 

119,352 

86,9"03 

1,821,042 

424,218 

247,317 

175,789 

1n.8&4 

162,998 

273,475 

203,"80 

101,297 

62,794 

58,813 

349,308 

382,103 

23,952 

102,434 

42,554 

26,554 

40,133 

69,545 

13,885 

8,319 

6,578 

0 

1,637,001 

8,110,817 

.... 

Approved 
Budget 
1914111 

7,873,921 

57,523,074 

. -~-

EqU11li.ze 
d 

T•x levy Tmx Rllte 
1894115 1 IMl95 

8,400, 199 0.498 

34,854,800 0.491 

15,500 · 13,eoo o.4n 

4,945, 148 4,483,633 O . ..s9 

3~241,226 3,043,928 0.432 

1,279,2S8 1,081,029 0.428 

2,286,033 2, 174,707 0.428 

22,267,324 13,248,781 0.420 

5,859,073 4,978,714 0.420 

2,809,382 2,434,073 0.416 

2,550, 141 1,826,Sn 0.350 

2,980;985 2,899;589 0.342 

2,223,233 2,036,986 0.342 

0.337 

0.325 

0.315 

0.302 

0.270 

0.265 

Above« 
Below 
State 

Tax Rllte 
1.2078 

-58.74" 

-58.3~ 

~.~ 

-61.2<>" 

-64.22-W. 

-84.57Clf. 

-64.58'% 

~.23'6 

~.24,. 

-«S.57% 

-70.~ 

-71.85"' 

-71.89% 

-n.11" 

-73.11"-

·73.88% 

-75:03% 

-n.65% 

-78.~ 

Per Pupil 
Collt 

11,268 

8,737 

7,750 

8,784 

13,338 

9,818 

10,o488 

12,354 

12,082 

9,181 

8,!558 

8,833 

9,542 

12,140 

n.ose 
8.064 

18;537 

10,240 

11,448 

4,139;880 

3,710,217 

845,138 

1,482,933 

983,057 

3,297,248 

4,157,487 

230,388 

3,368,927 

3,237,352 

515,271 

1,233,1S4 

854,747 

2,534,090 

4,020,898 

185,S87 

0.186 "84.57'Mi ~0.789 

1,308,861 

268,330 

733,222 

1,283,145 

1,838,082 

139,491 

198,348 

225,513 

5,500 

5,187,048 

10,501,292 

924,934 

156,410 

871,118 

1,180;643 

1,893,885 

128,380 

130,518 

197,781 

o· 
0 

0 

0.180 -85.0ftii 41,885 

. 0.1 n -as.35% 28,475 

0.141 -88.32% 44,722 

0.133 -88.97" 14,3n 

0;116 -80.37"- 12,884 

0.103 -91.~ 10,Cl 

0.090 

o.on 
0.047 

-82.51" 

-93.82CM. 

-86.11% 

0.000 -100.ClO'Wt 

12,881 

12,272 

13,265 

9,805 

23,588 
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~ x 

County 

8efgerl 

Bergen 

Dllltrtct 

Beaven County Spec Svcs 
~CountyVoe 

BurtlnQton Burtlnglon Co Spec S«Y 

BUrttngton Burtk9on County Voe. 

Cemden C811'1den·County Voe 

Caipe Mey· Carpe Mlly Co Spec Ser Dita 

C..,. Mmy C..,. 'Milly Co Voe 

Cumberter CurMerlllld Co Voe Tech 

e... E..- Cly Voe 

Olouolll• Oloucelltw Co Sp Ser Diii 

Olouc9ll• Oloucellw County Voe. T..:t 

Hud9on Hud80ft County Voe. Tech. 

Hunterdon Hunterdon 0y VOClilonlll 

Mer..r Merwr Co Spec Ser 

M8rWf Mercer Oy Voe Schoolll 

IWddleMIC MtdcleMx Oy Voe 

MonmNh MorwftcMh Oy Voe 

MolTta . CHATHAM SORO 

Morria CHATHAM TWP 

Mone. Moa1ta County Voe School9 

e>c.n Oo.rt County Voe 

P....ec P...ac Co Tech Voe 

Selem Selefn Co Spec S.V Diii 

S.IM'I 8.a.m Co Voc.tlonel 

8omenMI ..,.,..... Ben (NEW RE• 

SomllMI F• Hiiia Borough (NEW REC 

....._.. Peep8ck-Gllldatone Soto (NE 

Type 
of 

Dtlltrtct Cllt 

SS CSS 

voe voe 

SS C8S 

VOC Voe 

VOC Voe 

SS CSS 

voe .voe 

VOC Voe 

voe voe 

SS CSS 

voe Voe 

VOC Voe 

voe voe 

SS CSS 
voe voe 
voe voe 

voe Voe 

voe Voe 

voe voe 

VOC Voe 

as css 
voe Voe 

K·12 Trana 

N/O Tr8na 

N/O Trmna 

Somenll SomerMt CcutlyVoe Voe Voe 

Sorne1W411 SOMERSET HILLS REGIONAL (NEW) 

SU9MJC s.-..c.nyvoe. T.ch.Hi VOC Voe 

Union Union County Vocatlonal VOC Voe 

w.,,.. lndeoendlla Towntlhlp (NE' K-8 Found 

·~ f 

Equal Val 
Per Pupil 

1/1194 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

·O 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

STATE AID COM·PARISONS 
[June I, 1995) 

Resklent 
Enroll· 

10/151N 

839 

1,413 

1,152 

l.850 

3,810 

400 

488 

'387 

2.020 

132 

755 

3,085 

265 

705 

521 

2.632 

1,948 

0 

0 

487 

1,079 

2.034 

151 

268 

0 

0 

0 

624 

1,1S6 

891 

415 

0 

FouncUtion Categorical Transition 

0 8,037,121 1.,710,214 

0 4,312,803 0 

3,067,847 11,481,568 0 

5,874,190 

10,372.186 

0 

0 

1,604,898 

4,952,896 

273.107 

3,2S0,284 

7,105,865 

531,769 

1,056,743 

1,118,419 

3,683,149 

1,881,040 

0 

0 

0 

1,968,222 

851,403 

0 

1,323,764 

0 

0 

0 

3,212,924 

8,306,!530 

3;932,755 

827,848 

804,139 

6,754,848 

1, 113,925 

1,484,488 

3,341,844 

471,702 

7,457,315 

1, 157,626 

7,043,030 

2,747,173 

0 

0 

1,127,179 

2,839,790 

6,526,085 

894,729 

738,170 

0 

0 

0 

0 1,285.849 

0 691.&SO 

2,221, 149 1,836,710 

423.489 752.417 

0 0 

Page 19of 20 

0 

0 

435,245 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

9,2n 

0 

370,807 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1,500 

0 

0 

0 

0 

65,175 

0 

0 

0 

Total Aid 

9,747,335 

4,312,803 

14,529,515 

9,087,114 

18,678,718 

4,368,000 

827,848 

2,409,037 

11,707,842 

1,387,032 

4,74'1,753 

10,457,088 

1,003,471 

8,884,865 

2,276,045 

10.n&.179 

4,608,213 

0 

0 

1,127,179 

4,809,012 

7,3n.4M 

894,729 

2,063,434 

0 

0 

0 

1,285,849 

7S6;825 

4,057;859 

1,175,908 

0 

Approwc:t 
Budget 
19MllG 

26,838,7(]8 

29;848,500 

19,930,436 

18,578,804 

25,'465,078 

9.~7.088 

4,388,825 

3,680;57'4 

20.814,838 

6.884.888 
9,290,117 

21,983.000 

2,475,370 

13,288,347 

8.eo7.4n 

25,637,863 ' 

17,607,410 

0 

0 

4,821,481 

11,925,17~ 

23,592,269 

3,004,539 

3,538,387 

13,269,126 

8!55,225 

2;843,515 

8,418,529 

0 

7,814,301 

8,836,800 

0 

Above or 
Equalize Below 

d State 
Tax LAvy Tu Rate Tax Rate P.r Pupil 
11M196 · 1994195 1.2078 Coat 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

8,321,711 

576,828 

2.655.-
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

32,008 

21,132 

17,301 

8,980 

8.8&4 

23,888 

9,357 

10,042 

10,307 

52,357 

12,305 

7,128 

9,'381 

18,834 

13,27.1 

9,743 

9,048 

9,911 

11,(157 

11,802 

19,864 

13,203 

13.-

0 

8,551 

18,011 
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., ..--- " 

Type 
of 

County District District Cat 

UJ W•nwi Ubefty Township [NEW REG K-3 Found 
~ 

W•nwi Wa""" Co Spec Ser Sch DI SS css 
~ Warren w.,,..,. County VOClltlonlll voe Voe 

Equal Val 
Per Pupil 

111114 

0 

0 

STATE AID COMPARUSONS 
(June I, U99S) 

Resident 
Enroll 

101151M Foundation Clltegork:al Trlinattlon 

0 0 0 0 

91 91,960 414,234 18,749 

490 959,205 1,090,449 0 

Pagt• 20 o( 20 

t:-· ~ _., 

Above or: 
Equalize Below 

Approved d Stlite 
Budget Tmx Levy Ta11 Rate TH Rate Per Pupil 

Total Aid ,,..,., 1114191 1894195 1.2078 Cost 

0 0 0 

524.943 1,640,ns 0 18,030 

2,049,654 4,029.685 0 8,224 
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PLAINFIELD ADULT LEARNING CENTER 
301-303 East Second Street 
Plainfield, N.J. 07060 
(908) 753-3350 

-Public School: 
of Plainfiel< 

New Jerse 

Good afternoon. My name is Carole Beris and I am the Director of Adult and 

Continuing Education for the Plainfield School District· and the Principal of the Adult 

High School. Annually, we serve over 1,000 adults and out-of-scho~l· youth who need 

high school .diplomas. basic skills and English for non-native speakers .. 

I am very concerned with the Department of Education's Comprehensive Plan for 

Educational Improvement and Financing Which eliminates funding for accredited adult 

school programs which are also known as Adult High Schools. 

Plainfield is a city. struggling to over~ome the effects of a continually changing 

population and depressed economy. Located in central New Jersey with a population of 

46,567, Plainfield's median age is a relatively young 29 years. Our community has been 

hit hard by a tidal wave of interconnected problems. _ Dwindling job opportunities, 

stagnant incomes, disease.and substance abuse, disintegrating families and undereducation 

are but a few of the· problems confronting this ·urban city as well as many others. 

The Plainfield Adult High School has graduated 530 students since it began. The 
'· 

Adult High School's credit based dipl~ma progr~ has offered adults and out~of-school 

youth the opportunity to earn a district high school diploma as we~l as the opportunity to 

achieve higher levels of skills necessary to pass the state graduation test which is · also 



an Adult High School requirement for graduation. This diploma helps prepare students 

to become contributing members of our community and is an important step in preparing 

for the technology that the job market now demands. 

Several of our graduates have entered military service, a field only available only 

to high school graduates and not available to those with a GED state diploma. Val, a 

single mother of three and on welfare, left high school in her senior year. She was 

determined to improve her life and the lives of her children. When she entered Plainfield 

Adult School, she was given credit for her previous high school credits, completed the 

credits she was missing, passed the state graduation test and earned her high school 

diploma. Val is now a graduate of Union County Community College and is a successful 

occupational therapist. Ken, a young man who also left school in his senior year, 

graduated from the Adult High School and is now working as a fireman in Plainfield. 

Nakise, a single mother was forced to live in a shelter as a result of a volatile family 

situation including a drug addicted mother. At the age of 22, she earned her Plainfield 

Adult High School diploma and now works as a bank teller for First Fidelity Bank in 

Plainfield. She now is able to support herself and her daughter in their own apartment. 

Hopefully, in the not too distant future, she also will be able to fulfill her dream of going 

to college and becoming a social worker. 

It is critical that the Comprehensive Plan for Educational . Improvement and 

Financing maintain its current support of formula based funding for Adult High Schools. 

The current state aid funding formula counts each adult high school student on roll as of 

October 15, as .5 on the district's Application for State School Aid. This generates half 

the amount of funds allotted for regular day school students, providing the student's 

edufational plan indicates scheduling for a minimum of 15 credits. In addition, many 
r 

other adults who enroll after October 15 are also served without any additional cost to the . 
district. 81 such students were educated by the Plainfield Adult High School in 1994-95 

without any cost to the state. Adult High School is cost effective. 



As of 1992, 8300 Plainfield adults over the age of 25 (293) did not have a high 

school diploma and 11 % of this age group had eight or fewer years of education. Over 

12 % of Plainfield's population fell below the poverty line and the per capita income was 

$14,742. 

We must educate and empower people to open doors to improve the quality of 

their lives which will lead to job opportunities and job training. We also must provide 

the necessary sustenance for families so that we can have educated parents to act as role 

models and to promote education in their homes. Literate, educated parents become 

partners with schools in producing ·children who can achieve high academic standards. 

It is common knowledge that the children of uneducated parents are at a severe 

disadvantage. Without a high· school diploma and a high degree of literacy, the "career 

choices" for many will be limited to welfare, participating in the world of crime, potential 

homelessness and either low-paying or "no-paying'' jobs. 

The Adult High School helps to address the problem that statewide, approximately 

50% of new Jersey's adults only function at ·the two lowest levels of literacy as defined 

in the.National Adult Literacy Survey. The survey also verified that low literacy skills 

were closely linked to low income and limited employment opportunities. It is clear that 

improving the level of literacy of the population needs to be a high priority for all those 

concerned with the future of New Jersey. 

More than 1.5 million adults in New Jersey need high school diplomas .,, the degree 

of need speaks for itself. Over 15,000 youth drop out of New Jersey high schools each 

year. In the school years from 1988-89 through 1993-94, over 10,000 students 

throughout the state of New Jersey earned their Adult High School diplomas. I call upon 
t. . 

' 
you to support the continued funding ,_,f Adult High Schools; thereby, not discriminating 

against the adult population lacking diplnmas Js well as the larger number of 16-18 year 

old dropouts whom we service. Thank ynu. 
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Good afternoon, Chairman Ewing, Chairman Rocco, and the members of this joint 

committee. 

My name is Randall Kanter. I am the principal of the Morris Hills Regional 

District Adult High School and also a member of the Executive Board of the New Jersey 

Association for Lifelong Learning, a professional association that represents the 53 adult 

high schools in New Jersey. 

My purpose for being here today is to address the Department's solution for 

improving education and public school financing, i.e., the Comprehensive Plan document. 

I would prefer to speak on the document as a whole, for I find many of its elements both 

appealing and yet disturbing for the future of public education. In my limited time, 

however, I would like to focus on the Department's recommendations found on page 62 

of the plan that call for the elimination of the current funding of accredited adult schools 

(also known as adult high schools). 

The Department's plan, in one fell swoop, eliminates adult high schools that have 

been a part of New Jersey's infrastructure since the end of World War I. Public evening 

schools for adults have been a part of the state's basic aid package to districts since the 

late 1 940' s. 

The Department's new plan suggests that adult high schools could be funded 

through separate grant programs. I could spend the next half hour reviewing with the 

committee the number of grant programs that are found in statutes but which never get 

funded. Just within the sphere of adult education are: 



Evening vocational grants -- eliminated 

Supervisor of Adult Education grants -- eliminated 

Evening School for Foreign Born grants -- partially funded 

One may argue, "Well, without adult high schools, they can always get a GED or 

an equivalency diploma." Unfortunately, the GED equivalency diploma has lost 

considerable credibility amongst employers and college. The military does not recognize it 

at all. In order to compensate for the GED credibility problem, we have seen in recent 

years a tremendous growth in adult high schools across this country. The adult high 

school,- in contrast to the GED, offers a state-endorsed, locally issued diploma and with it 

all the merits associated with a regular high school diploma. With this· diploma come 

employability, higher pay, and other benefits. 

And, Ladies and Gentlemen, the dollar spent on t~e adult high school is perhaps 

your best investment. It's a two for one kind of investment. It is the only educational 

investment you make that seeps into the child's_ home. Recent research coming out of 

Headstart programs reports a significant correlation between the reading level of the child 

and the parent. Our children's parents not only have basic skills deficiencies, but many 

carry with them negative images of a school system that ultimately did not meet their 

needs. This is the home environment of too many children who will be attending. our 

public schools in the year 2000. 

Let us look at the profile of parents of our children in the year 2000. In New 

Jersey, according to a 1~85 U.S. Department of Education study, 14% or 700,000 adults 

20 years and older are functioning at a very low level of literacy. As of the 1980 census, 
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over a million and a half N.J. residents ages 16 and over had left school without a high 

school diploma. Since then, thol)sands of youth have dropped out of school each year, 

many without the skills they need to get a job. In the 6 year per_iod from 1982-1987, 

100,000 youths dropped out of school. For the 1987 graduating class, the overall dropout 

rate was 15.8%. Between 1982 and 1987, 150,000 immigrants settled in N.J.; 95% of 

these immigrants are from non-English speaking countries. Besides being limited in their 

English language proficiency, many are illiterate in their native languages. These 

populations are and will become the parents of the children in the year 2000 and beyond. 

During the 1994-95 school year, the 53 adult high schools in the state serviced 

over 12,000 residents with approximately 25% within the 16-18 year old age gr0l1p. 

Our look at the Department's Comprehensive Plan and real school reform must 

address this issue. Abbott vs. Burke and the original version of the QEA focused on the 

disparity in the distribution of resources between school districts. Certainly, providing a 

foundation level in dollars per pupil will improve the quality of schools in our poorer 

communities--but the equation is not that simple. The quality of schools may improve, but 

the quantity of educational achievement wilJ not. Real school reform must redefine the 

parameters of the sphere of influence in a child's education. We must begin to integrate 

the educational goals of our children with those of the parents and the community. We 

must expand our mandate. We must coordinate our educational planning between 

children, parents, and community. Our goal for the year 2000 is to break the cycle so as 

to give us a generation of children not only having access to a quality education, but also 
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to give us a generation of parents providing a home life which will have a nurturing 

influence on the child's education and provide support for the schools. 
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Good afternoon. My.name is Enrico A. Prata, Director of Adult Education in the 

Caldwell-West Caldwell Public Schools. 

Today, I am.representing adult educators from Morris, Essex, and Passaic Counties. Our 

ranks are predominantly made up of professionals who work with adults, young learners 

over the age of sixteen, and children in a variety of school settings. We administer 

programs to individuals who need a High School Diploma through the locally sponsored 

·Adult High Schools and General Educational Development (GED) Programs and to 

individuals who need literacy instruction via the Adult Basic Education and volunteer 

based programs. Also, our adult education centers provide programs to those requiring. 

workplace, correctional, and family literacy instruction, job-related training and re

training, and numerous enrichment programs. Consequently; we are familiar with and 

know the value of strong adult educational programs in all settings, especially in the local 

public schools. 

First of all, let me say that adult educators fully understand that the development of a 

·''Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing~' is a monumental task 

and that much \vork has gone into the current document. Furthermore, we understand 

that this difficult task has been exacerbated by diminishing resources at all levels of 

government, shifting priorities, and by the perceived educational needs in a global 

economy. It is for these reasons that I am testifying today and look forward to improved 

educational opportunities for New Jersey residents of all ages. A comprehensive plan for 

improvement should be about the "whole" educational system in our public schools and 

not part of the system .. The fact that it excludes adult education in its basic thinking makes 

it a flawed plan. I want to mention at this time that adult education is also excluded from 

the "Strategic Plan for Systemic Improvement of Education in New Jersey," increasing our 

concern forNew Jersey's undereducated adult residents. Adult educators question this 

l/l'f 
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exclusion and urge the New Jersey' Senate and Assembly Education Committees to 

counteract this potentia~y "harmful" move. Removing the adult education programs from 

the foundation budget and to say that it " ... could be addressed through a separate grant 

program, 
11 

as stated on page 62 of the Comprehensive Plan, will mark the beginning of the· 

end of adult education in many school districts. That fa~e was shared by the Evening 

Vocational School funding and other grant programs in many school districts throughout 

New Jersey. Here today ... gone tomorrow. Adult education aimed at securing a High 

School diploma is not a frill. These programs are a necessity in today's economy vis a Vis 

the educational levels of our ad91ts as reported in the 1990 U.S. Census and the 1993 

Adult Literacy Survey. Mote than 1.5 million of adults in New Jersey lack ·a HS. diploma. 

Yes, it is true that schools will not solve all of society's problems. Adult educators, have 

seen the positive impact that adult education programs th~tprovide literacy and high 

school completion have had on individuals within the context of their families, their 

workplace and their communities. The comprehensive plan, on page 16, states 11 Acting 

alone. the education system, and specifically urban schools, cannot remake society such 

that drugs, violence, teen pregnancy, disease, ;and other fundamental problems that 

ultimately inhibit children's learning are eliminated. 11 However, given the success of adult 

education programs in New Jerse.y, we believe that we are in a good position to be of 

value to the system as it attempts to build capacity. The long waiting lists for adult 

education currently existing throughout our state is a statement of neglect by our policy 

makers: it 
1

is obvious that thousands of adults see value in adult education. Frequently, 

students also indicate that the value goes beyond them, it has a positive impact on their 

families. Do you, who have the power· to make a difference, endorse this neglect or do 

you see value in adult education? 

The plan should view adult ed~cation as an essential component of schools and not as 

11 

other elements. 
11 

As I stated before they are not frill programs, Adult High Schools are, 



in many instances, the pivotal program on which other service components, such as 

counseling and emplo¥ment readiness are hinged. Adult education directors and principals 

report that students demonstrate improvements in cognitive. and affective areas. Since 

Adult High Schools began in the late 70's thousands of individuals have participated in 

complex learning activities which are considered desirable to transition to work, job

training, college, and the military. (the military does not readily accept a GED diploma, 

they prefer a locally endorsed diploma.) The December 5, 1995 Star Ledger reported that 

Governor Christine Whitman said: "You can't really succeed in this world today 

without at least a high school diploma or equivalency degree so that appropriately 

should be a requirement for welfare, to go back and get your degree." We agree with the 

Governor, however, if adult programs in public schools are not available where will they 

go to get a high school diploma? Almost every district in New Jersey either offers or is 

near a.not her town offering adult education. The system, specifically designed to help 

adult learners, is in place. Because of these concerns, we recommend that there is a 

continuation of funding for adult education and the Adult High Schools. If you want to 

keep what works. we urge you not to eliminate them from the Comprehensive Plan. Adult 

students. who often are perceived to have minimal voice in policy, need your support. 

Thank you for your kind attention. 



GOOD AFTERNOON. 
MY NAME IS MARY CASATELLI AND I AM THE MOTHER OF A YOUNG MAN 
WHO WAS DIAGNOSED WITH DOWN'S SYNDROME AT BIRTH. I HAVE 
READ THE SECTION OF THE PROPOSED FUNDING PLAN THAT DEALS 
WITH SPECIAL EDUCATION, AND IT BROUGHT BACK MEMORIES OF A 
CHAPTER IN MY LIFE. I WOULD LIKE TO SHARE THAT MEMORY WITH 
YOU, THIS AFTERNOON. 

WHEN CHRIS WAS JUST A FEW MONTHS OLD, I BECAME A MEMBER OF 
THE LOCAL CHAPTER OF THE NEW JERSEY ASSOCIATION OF RETARDED 
CHILDREN. IT WAS THROUGH ASSOCIATION WITH OTHER PARENTS 

. WITH CHILDREN OLDER THAN MINE THAT I LEARNED WHAT I WOULD 
NEED TO DO IN ORDER TO -GET MY SON INTO A SPECfAL EDUCATION 
CLASS, EVEN THOUGH HIS EDUCATION WAS "MANDATED". 

FIRST, MY SON ATTENDED A PRE-SCHOOL CLASS WHICH WAS 
OPERATED BY ARC, TO TEACH RETARDED CHILDREN HOW TO SIT, PLAY 
' BEHAVE IN A KINDERGARTEN CLASS, FOR ONE YEAR PRIOR TO HIS 
FIFTH BIRTHDAY, AND THE REQUEST TO THE LOCAL SCHOOL BOARD 
THAT-HE BE ENROLLED IN SCHOOL. 

SECOND, THE LOCAL CHAPTER OF ARC MADE ARRANGEMENTS FOR 
PARENTS, WHO WERE REQUESTING ENROLLMENT OF TH!!IR RETARDED 
CHILD IN LOCAL SCHOOLS, TO HAVE A PSYCHOi.OGICAL EVALUATION 
OF THE CHILD PEIU'ORMED BY A HIGHLY RESPECTED PSYCHOLOGIST IN 
THE AREA, DR. IRVING FELDMAN. THIS WAS DONE IN ANTICIPATION 
OF THE PSYCHOLOGIST -FOR THE LOCAL DISTRICT FINDING THAT "THE 
CHILD WAS NOT QUITE READY FOR SCHOOL AND WOULD BENEFIT FROM 
ANOTHER YEAR AT HOME" . 

THIS WAS EXACTLY WHAT HAPPENED. ONLY WHEN DR. FELDMAN 
CONTACTED THE SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST TO REQUEST A MEETING FOR 
THE PURPOSE OF DISCUSSING THE DIFFERENCES IN THE TWO 
EVALUATIONS, DID THE SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST STATE THAT, IN 
REVIEWING THE FILE, HE FOUND THAT HE HAD FAILED TO PROPERLY 
TOTAL THE SCORE AND THAT, OF COURSE, CHRIS SHOULD ENTER 
SCHOOL THAT YEAR AND, IN FACT, WAS ENROLLED IN A MENTALLY 
RETARDED-TRAINABLE CLASS. 

THEN, THE FOLLOWING YEAR, MY HUSBAND ACCEPTED A CHANGE IN 
EMPLOYMENT WHICH NECESSITATED A MOVE. 

WITH REGARD TO TRANSFER TO A NEW SCHOOL, THIS WAS NOT A 
PROBLEM FOR MY TWO NORMAL C_HILDREN. BUT FOR CHRIS--THAT 
WOULD BE A DIFFERENT STORY AND A MORE DIFFICULT ISSUE, AS 
WOULD BE TRUE OF MANY OTHER ASPECTS OF LIFE WITH A DISABLED 
CHILD. 
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FIRST, NOT EVERY TOWN HAS A, SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASS 
AND, EVEN IF IT HAS, IT MIGHT NOT BE A CLASS THAT DEALS WITH 
YOUR CHILD'S DISABILITY . 

SECOND, IF THE TOWN YOU MOVE TO DOESN;T HAVE A CLASS 
FOR YOUR CHILD'S DISABILITY, THE LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT CAN 
SEND YOUR CHILD TO A CLASS IN ANOTHER TOWN (A RECEIVING 
DISTRICT) , IF THEY HAVE A SLOT AVAILABLE. NOTE: A CLASS 
HELD NOT MORE THAN 10 STUDENTS AND RESIDENTS WERE GIVEN 
PRIORITY. 

THIRD, IF THE LOCAL DISTRICT CANNOT PLACE YOUR CHILD IN 
A CLASS IN A RECEIVING DISTRICT, THEY WILL SEND A TUTOR TO 
THE HOME FOR A F'EW HOURS TWICE A WEEK. IN THIS INSTANCE, 
THIS WOULD BE THE ONLY EDUCATION THAT THE CHILD WOULD 
RECEIVE. 

IF YOU HAD A DISABLED CHILD AND THIS WAS THE ONLY 
OPPORTUNITY FOR AN EDUCATION FOR ONE OF YOUR CHILDREN, WHAT 
WOULD YOU DO? 

IN ORDER TO INSURE THAT CHRIS WOULD HAVE THE BEST CHANCE OF 
GETTING INTO A CLASS, WE HAD TO LOOK FOR A HOME ~N A TOWN 
THAT CONTAINED A SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASS FOR MENTALLY 
RETARDED-TRAINABLE. WE DID AND WE MOVED INTO HILLSDALE 
WHERE FOR THE NEXT TEN YEARS CHRIS ATTENDED SPECIAL 
EDUCATION CLASSES IN TWO DIFFERENT K-8 ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS. 

IN THE LOCAL SCHOOL SYSTEM, THE QUALITY OF THE "SPECIAL 
EDUCATION" WAS TOTALLY DEPENDENT UPON THE TEACHER WHO WAS 
TEACHING THE CLASS. THERE WAS NO CRITERIA---NO CURRICULUM 
AND NO ACCOUNTABILITY FOR THE APPROPRIATENESS OF THE DAILY 
PROGRAM. 

FOR THE FIRST FOUR YEARS, CHRIS HAD A TEACHER WHO 
SPECIALIZED IN "COLORING TURTLES & BALLOONS" AND "NAPS". 
BEAR IN MIND, THIS WAS ONLY A HALF DAY CLASS. THEN WE GOT 
LUCKY--HILLSDALE STARTED A SECOND MENTALLY RETARDED
TRAINABLE CLASS AND MOVED THE OLDER CHILDREN TO ANOTHER 
SCHOOL ANO ANOTHER TEACHER .. AT THE END OF THE SCHOOL YEAR 
CHRIS WAS READING FROM A FIRST GRADE PRIMER. THE FOLLOWING 
YEAR THERE WAS A BUDGET CRUNCH AND THIS TEACHER DID NOT HAVE 
TENURE SO HER CONTRACT WASN'T RENEWED. 



THE CLASS WAS.SPLIT UP---HALF BACK WITH THE YOUNGER CLASS 
AND COLORING TURTLES ' BALLOONS AND THE OTHER HALF WENT INTO 
THE SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASS IN THE PASCACK VALLEY H.S. THIS 
TEACHER'S SPECIALTY WAS IN TEACHING THE FEMALES TO SET 
TABLES AND THE MALES TO SHAVE AND APPLY AFTER SHAVE . 

HAVING SEEN THAT MY CHILD HAD THE ABILITY TO LEARN, ALBEIT 
AT A SLOWER PACE, I WASN'T GOING TO SETTLE FOR ANY MORE 
"BUSINESS AS USUAL". IN MY VIEW, MY SON WASN'T GETTING AN 

. EDUCATION, LET ALONE A THOROUGH & EFFICIENT ONE AND I MET 
WITH THE SCHOOL OFFICIALS AND EXPRESSED MY VIEWS. THEY 
SUGGESTED THAT I MIGHT WANT TO TRY "SOMETHING NEW THAT HAD 
BEEN STARTED IN BERGEN COUNTY". MY HUSBAND AND I VISITED 
THE LIFE SKILLS PROGRAM IN ROCKLEIGH THAT WAS OPERATED BY 
BERGEN COUNTY SPECIAL SERVICES SCHOOL DISTRICT AND WE 
ACCEPTED THE OFFER. 

THIS WAS THE BEST DECISION· THAT WE HAVE EVER MADE. THEIR 
WHOLE APPROACH TO EDUCATING A DISABLED PERSON WAS DIFFERENT; 
IT WAS PROGRESSIVE AND IT WAS MOST EFFECTIVE. THE CALIBER 
AND DEDICATION OF THE STAFF WAS EXCELLENT. THIS HELD THE 
POSSIBILITY OF ACTUALLY ACHIEVING A "THOROUGH & EFFICIENT" 
EDUCATION. 

THE NEW JERSEY LEGISLATURE HAD APPARENTLY RECOGNIZED THAT 
THERE WAS GROSS INEQUITIES UNDER THE SYSTEM OF FUNDING AND 
EDUCATING DISABLED CHILDREN WITHIN THE STRUCTURE OF THE 
LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS, AS WEI..L AS THEIR LACK OF SUCCESS IN 
ACHIEVING A THOROUGH AND EFFICIENT EDUCATION WITH ITS 
STUDENTS. IT WAS, AFTER ALL, THE NEW JERSEY t.EGISLATURE THAT 
CREATED THE SPECIAL SERVICE SCHOOL DISTRICT. THE FIRST 
MODEL WAS ESTABLISHED IN BERGEN COUNTY AND WAS QUITE 
SUCCESSFUL. SUBSEQUENTLY, SEVEN ADDITIONAL SPECIAL SERVICE 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS WERE ESTABLISHED. 

WHAT A UNIQUE CONCEPT, CREATE A SCHOOL DISTRICT TO EFFECTIVELY 
AND EFFICIENTLY HANDLE THE EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL 
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES. BRING TOGETHER A TEAM OF EDUCATORS, 
SKILLED IN WORKING WITH THE DIFFERENT DISABILITIES. 

NOW, BY MEANS OF THIS "COMP~HENSIVE PLAN FOR EDUCATIONAL 
IMPROVEMENT AND FINANCING", YOU PROPOSE TO TAKE SPECIAL 
EDUCATION BACKWARD, ALMOST THIRTY YEARS, TO THE TIME SHORTLY 
AFTER PASSAGE OF THE BEADLESTON ACT, AND TO THE NIGHTMARE 
THAT I HAVE RELATED EARLIER AND THAT I AND MANY OTHER 
PARENTS HAVE EXPERIENCED. 
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BY NOW YOU'RE PROBABLY ASKING YOURSELVES, "DOESN'T SHE KNOW 
THAT EACH CHILD WILL HAVE AN IEP? THAT IT IS MANDATED?" 
YES, I KNOW THAT AN IEP IS MANDATED. HOWEVER, IF IT IS IN 
THE HANDS OF THE LOCAL DISTRICT, IT WOUJ,.DN'T MATTER. WHEN 
LOCAL FUNDS ARE INVOLVED, SPECIAL PROGRAMS THAT WOULD TRULY 
BENEFIT SOME CHit.DREN COULD WELL BE OVERLOOKED TO SAVE 
DOLLARS. 

DOLLARS---THAT NOW BECOME AN ISSUE BETWEEN THE MAJORITY OF 
THE CHILDREN IN A TOWN, THE "NORMAL" CHILDREN VS THE SMALLER 
PERCENTAGE OF THE CHILDREN IN THAT TOWN, THOSE WITH 
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES. 

IT WOULD ONLY BE A MATTER OF TIME BEFORE THE LOCAL DISTRICTS 
WOULD ABANDON THE SPECIAL SERVICE SCHOOL DISTRICTS. IN EACH 
LOCAL DISTRICT THERE WOULD BE PEOPLE, LOOKING TO REDUCE 
COSTS, ORADJUST BUDGET FIGURES, WHO WOULD DECIDE THAT THEY 
COULD UTILIZE VACANT CLASSROOMS AND DO A "BETTER" JOB BY 
KEEPING THE FUNDS AND THE CLASSES IN TOWN. THESE PEOPLE 
MIGHT EVEN SUGGEST THAT THEY COULD JOIN WITH OTHER NEARBY 
TOWNS WHO MIGHT HAVE A DIFFERENT CLASS ("RECEIVING 
DISTRICT"?) DOES THIS RING A FAMILIAR BELL? 

WOULD YOU LIKE YOUR CHILD TO BE THE SUBJECT OF A LOCAL 
SCHOOL BOARD MEETING WHERE YOUR NEIGHBORS MIGHT BE SAYING 

.THAT YOUR CHILD IS TAKING FUNDS FROM THEIR CHILDREN IN 
NORMAL EDUCATION. AND IN REPLY, HAVING THE TOWN FATHERS 
EXPLAIN THAT THEY HAVE TO COMPLY WITH FEDERAL LAW. INDEED, 
HAVE YOU EVER WALKED THROUGH THE CLASSROOMS OF A SPECIAL 
SERVICE SCHOOL DISTRICT AND SEEN THE VARIETY OF 
DISABILITIES, AS WELL AS THE SEVERITY OF MANY OF THOSE 
DISABILITIES THA'i' WOULD BE AFFECTED IF THIS PROPOSED FUNDING 
PLAN WERE ALLOWED TO BECOME LAW? 

THIS PLAN PROPOSES THAT ALL DISABLED STUDENTS ARE THE SAME 
AND THAT THE NEEDS AND REQU!REMENTS OF EACH DISABILITY IS 
THE SAME. TO SAY THAT THE NEEDS OF A STUDtNT WHO IS 
PERCEPTUALLY IMPAIRED IS THE SAME AS A STUDENT WHO IS 
MODERATELY OR SEVERELY MENTALLY RETARDED OR MULTIPLY 
HANDICAPPED IS A FALLACY. THE NEEDS OF EACH OF THESE 
DISABILITIES IS, IN FACT, QUITE DIFFERENT. 
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IT IS WITHOUT QUESTION THAT ANY CHILD WHO IS IN ANY SPECIAL 
SERVICE SCHOOL DISTRICT SHOULD BS CLASSIFIED AS HANDICAPPED 
AND THESE STUDENTS SHOULD BE FUNDED FIRST, BY THE STATE, 
WITH THE BALANCE OF FUNDS BEING DISPERSED AFTER. 

ULTlMATELY, IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE STATE TO EDUCATE 
ALL OF ITS CHILDREN. IT IS BY STATE LAW THAT EACH CHILD, 
NORMAL OR DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED, IS GUARANTEED A THOROUGH 
AND EFFICIENT EDUCATION. THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY CANNOT AND 
SHOULD NOT SHIRK ITS RESPONSIBILlTY TO THE DISABLED CHILDREN 
OF THIS STATE WHO MOST NEED THE EQUITY AND PROTECTION 
GUARANTEED BY THE LAW. 

THIS BEING THE CASE, THE FUNDS SHOULD BE DISPERSED DIRECTLY 
TO THE SPECIAL SERVICE SCHOOL DISTRICTS, BECAUSE THEY DO 
PROVIDE A THOROUGH, . EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE EDUCATION. AS A 
TAXPAYER, AS WELL AS A PARENT, I CERTAINLY WOULD PREFER TO 
SEE MY TAX DOLLARS BEING SPENT, EFFECTIVELY, WITH POSlTIVE 
RESULTS RATHER THAN BEING WASTED BY REGRESSING IN TIME TO AN 
INEFFECTIVE POLICY THAT WAS CONSIDERED A FAILURE THIRTY 
YEARS AGO . 

. THANK YOU FOR ALLOWING ME THE OPPORTUNITY TO ADDRESS YOU 
THIS AFTE~OON. 
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I am writing in response to your "Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement 
and Financing." As a representative of Special Education, I commend you for the 
ideals that guide your proposal, but am concerned about the implications of the 
methods recommended to transform these ideals into reality. 

I am Vice President of the Bergen County Board of Special Services, one of the eight -
regional special services districts in New Jersey. Our district is the largest, providing 
exemplary services to approximately 21 % of the states 5,000 severely disabled 
children. · 

As ·a member of the Board of Special Services, I am called upon to participate in 
decision-making concerning fund allocation, administration and educational program 
delivery. These multiple perspectives inform both my analysis of the "Comprehensive 
Plan" and my recommendations for modification to insure its success. 

From an administrative perspective, I commend the State's goal of parity between 
districts in their provision of quality educational services. From the perspective of 
Special Education, I applaud the Plan's call to eliminate unnecessary classification. I 
welcome increased opportunities and support services to enable disabled children to 
be educated with nondisabled peers. I agree that special education at its best must 
be a needs driven and not a label driven system. 

I must voice my deep concem, however, about the impact of proposed changes upon 
the real ability of all school districts, and especially special services school districts to 
provide appropriate services to our most significantly and severely disabled children. 

The Reality at Impact 

:The 1,027 children currently served by the Bergen County Special Services School 
district are hearing impaired, multiply handicapped, medically fragile, autistic, mentally 
retarded, or psychiatrically diagnosed as emotionally disturbed. These are not 
arbitrary or unnecessary classifications. 

''Nationally Acclaimed for Excellence" 
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Who are these students? They represent 131 municipalities in Northern and Central 
New Jersey, and include 14 of the state's 30 "Special Needs" districts. They come 
from families and communities that experience the debilitating realities of coping with 
the escalating medical and educational costs of providing for the multiple special .. 
needs of a disabled child. 

What may happen to these students if the Comprehensive Plan becomes law? 

• Home districts may be forced to keep students, even when they cannot 
afford to offer the essential services provided by the Special Services 
School District. What kind of education will these students receive? 
How will they be assessed and classified? Without concrete answers to 
these questions, I can assure you that these students will lose any chance 
of functioning in society. 

• Severely disabled students stand to lose regular access to specialized 
therapeutic services, vocational programs, sheltered workshops, feeding 
therapy, medical therapy, adaptive daily living skills, physical therapy, 
occupational therapy, and assistive technology. For more than 2.0 years, 
these programs and services have effectively transitioned students into 
society. Is it efficient or feasible for a home district to assume the 
responsibilities and costs of these programs? 

• Programs provided by the regional special services districts for moderately 
disabled students will be reduced or eliminated. Students with severe 
emotional and behavioral problems, for example, fall into this category. These 
students usually come to the special services district after they have failed 

. in the home district. How many of these children will drop out of school 
and end up on the· street? 

• The costs of educating a moderately to severely disabled child in a home 
district classroom will greatly exceed the costs of educating that child in a 
special services district classroom. This encourages duplication of services 
and is simply not cost efficient. 

• Students in need of classification will probably be overlooked by the system. 
They will probably be informally labeled anyway - as "slow learners." This can 
lead to a new type of abuse-adjusting the IEP to suit the financial needs of the 
district rather than the educational needs of the child. 

I ask you to consider how a few of the elements proposed in the Plan will manifest 
themselves in the life of the school and the disabled child. 
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Classification versus Service: Imposing a 1 Oo/o Cap 

In prior generations, students with learning disabilities were labeled "slow learners." 
The primary intervention was to leave the student back a grade, or to pass the student 
despite his or her level of functioning. Education.al research now identifies a variety of 
disabilities that impede learning. We now recognize that some disabilities do not 
manifest themselves in severe behavior disruptions and are not always correctly 
identified by the classroom teacher. -If a 10% cap is imposed, its impact upon state aid 
and local funding may result in a return to the "slow learner" syndrome. It is possible 
that some students with cognitive or emotional disabilitfes may go unnoticed .or 
unclassified - until they reach young adulthood and become another addition to New 
Jersey's drop out statistics, welfare roles and unemployment lines. 

Need/IE_P Versus Budget: Fitting a Square Peg in a Round Hole 

Educators have long debated the feasibility of equal funding as a means of bring-ing 
about equal opportunity for all students. The creation. of a "one factor" or "single 
classification" as the basis of an equal funding formula implies that the needs of all 
classified children are the same. This is a budget-driven model. lhe concept of the 
federally mandated. Individualized Educational Plan (IEP) is an educational model 
designed to insure that the delivery of service is driven by the needs of the student
not the limits of the budget. 

In reality, students needs differ greatly. This is all the more evident when we look at 
the most difficult to educate. The real costs associated with providing ·education for a 
special ed_ucation child differ greatly in accordance with the type and degree of 
disability, the costs of living in the district and region, and the placement of the child. 
Clearly, a multi-tiered funding criteria is required to adequately reflect the-costs 
associated with differing needs of the child and his or her disability. 

Di_rect versus Home District Aid: The Impact of Transferring Funds 

The special services school districts currently provide consistent services and costs 
under a particular medical category. The shift of direct aid from the special services 
school districts to the home districts, fosters competition between the public school 
districts and private schools. This may drive down costs and quality of services at the 
expense of the student. The real potential of intermittent cash flow and uncertain 
budget interferes with the regional district's ability to hire and retain quality staff, rent 
facilities, pay utility bills, contract for services, and participate in cost efficie_nt volume 
purchasing. · 

51X 
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Quota!; versus Serv~ce: The High Cost of Eliminating ·Regional Service 

The model provided in the plan proposes a quota for students placed out-of-district. 
This quota is arbit~ary and does not consider the number of students who may need 
service. 

Let us examine the impact by example~ One district within our region currently sends 
32 of its students to our special services district. In the proposed model, only 1-2 
students could be placed without additional local tax dollars. 

The lifelong prognosis for children who may be inadequately served is limited. We 
have seen what happened several years ago when the mentally ill were 
"deinstitutionalized." Local studies n·ow reveal that over 50% of society's homeless 
are mentally ill, now residing on street comers and park benches. Do we truly wish to 
create a. new homeless population of emotionally disturbed youth? Special· education 
can prevent emotionally disturbed youth from becoming homeless, committing . 
delinqu~nt acts, or harming themselves and others. We cannot, however, solve these 
problems after they have occurred.· 

How can we prevent these problems and insure that q~ality and adequate 
educational services be preserved for our most difficult to serve students? 

• Provide the incentive to local distric~s to scrutinize their classification process. 
An arbitrary 10% classification cap is a disincentive to the provision of quality 
and appropriate education for the disabled. 

• Create incentives for special services and home districts to work together. 
Direct full payment for all severely disabled students to the special services 
school districts. The proposed quota system is a disincentive to· collaboration 
and creates the potential for costly duplication. 

• Provide a level of st~te aid that addresses the real costs of thorough and 
efficient education -- a level that accounts for regional costs of living. 

• Create a needs driven (not budget driven) multi-tiered approach to funding. 
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Ask yourself the question: Is equal opportunity really fostered by equal state aid 
or by addressing the individual educational needs of the child? 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Respectfully submitted by: 

Wolfgan-g Albrecht 
·Vice President, Bergen County Board of Special Services 

Date: December 12, 1995 
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Presented by Robert w. Noonan, Bd.D .,superintendent of the Essex 
county vocational Schools and secretary of th• Nev Jer:say council 
of county Voca~ional Schools. 

My comments today reflect both D;ly role as the Secretary of the 
New Jersey Council of County Vocational Schools which represents 
all 21 county vocational school districts and my role as 
Superintendent of the Essex County Vocational-Technical School 
District •. I also brinq to this perspective my experience as 
educational staff advisor to.the senate Majority during the 
period when the Quality Education Act was formulated and passed. 

From this last perspective, knowing the complexity of this task, 
I must commend the Commissioner and the Department of Education 
for the extraordinary effort that was made in producing 
thi$ detailed and analytical proposal to redef ina 
"T and E" and the State's approach to.educational fundinq. 

Because of the special nature of the Essex county Vocational 
Schools as a comprehensive urban vocational school system, 
my perspective.is somewhat unique even among vocational school -
advocates. The Essex county Vocational Schools· 
serve a population of over 2,100 high school students· 
of which 95% come from the Special Needs Districts 
of Newark, East orange, Irvington and orange and 70% of the 
students meet the State's low income definition of "at risk." 

over 92% of the students attend our four high schools full time , 
taking both a full academic program that mandates Algebra and 
a full vocational-technical program. Last year's 11th grade 
class achieved a 95% pas$age rate-on the HSPT. Last year's 
graduating class. had 60t of its students continuing their 
education in post secondary programs. 

The one recommendation in the Plan that Essex and all 21 
county vocational school systems strongly support is the 
continuation of categorical vocational aid "essentially 
unchanged." Though ther~ is little direct mention of county 
vocational schools in the Plan, this proposal affirms our 
special mission as regional occupational and technical 
learning centers. The additional cost factor 
recognizes the high cost of providinq state of the art 
technical education and quality school-to ~work programs. 
our one concern is that the money targeted for this aid· is 

allowed to reflect cost increases over time. 

As an urban vocational superintendent, I am very supportive of 
the proposed changes in "a~ risk' aid. Low income is the one 
factor that all studies indicate is an impediment to high 
academic achievement. The Plan recognizes this fact 
and expands the def initi()l'l of special needs districts by 



directing At Risk Aid to 180 districts with high 
concentrations of low income students. 

The targeting of this money to social services and specific 
education programs is very appropriate. The inclusion of youth 
apprenticeship program in the suggested list of proqrams is a 
point of view that vocational educators support. I would suggest 
that with pending reduction in federal Chapter I aid that the 
base foundation aid may not support sufficient remedial and 
supplemental services and "at risk aid" may be needed to maintain 
these programs. 

The additional proposal under "at risk aid "t~ provide tax 
relief for districts with 60% or more low income .students is·also 
very commenda.ble. Municipal overburden i1r a reality. My only 
concern is that counties are not left out of this program. 
Essex and other urban counties with their huqe burden of courts, 
jails and welfare programs are certainly in need of 
tax relief. 

The 10% cap on special education aid creates a special concern 
for county vocational districts. As receiving districts and 
schools of choice, we classify very few of our own students. 
Essex has a special education population of about 14t, Some 
vocational districts have as high as Jot special education 
·students .• 

This proposal would place financial pressure on our districts to 
accept special education students only up to lot. In light ot the 
fact that the current State plan for special education requires 
that all special education students have a career plan in their 
IEP by 1997, does it make sense to limit our ability to provide 
occupational training for these students? An alternative to the 
10% cap needs to be developed for county vocatic>1~al schools. 

The area of greatest concern for the council of 
county Vocational Schools is the statement in the Plan that adult 
vocational education is outside the scope of "thorough and 
efficient" education and as a result should not receive funding 
under the new formula. currently the county vocational schools 
receive both foundation aid and categorical vocational aid for 
full time adult students. · 

Though it may be true that adult education is not a focus of the 
Supreme court's funding decision, the State nevertheless has 
a need to train and retrain its workforce, and the county 
vocational schools have the expertise and technology to provide 
high quality trainingo 

statewide there are thousands of full time adult students in 
county vocational schools and thousands more part tima·students 
and supervised apprenticeso In Essex, the oldest county 
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vocational school in the State we have been providing such 
training for over 75 years. 

If the Department of Education excludes county vocational schools 
from State aid, the State will lose a major cost efficient 
component of its workforce training capability. The Vocational 
Council strongly recommends that funding for adult education in 
general and adult vocational aid in particular be continued. 

In spite of its detail much in the proposal understandably needs 
to be clarified and developed by specific legislation and 
policy. I am grateful for the opportunities we have been afforded 
so far to participate in this process and look forward to 
continuing the dialogue. 

5?X. 
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IMPROVEMENT AND FINANCING" 

DECEMBER 12, 1995 

Good afternoon. My name is Frank J. Gargiulo, Chief School 

Administrator at Hudson County Area Vocational-Technical Schools. 

I, like many others, understand the need for a new approach to the 

constitutional mandate of a thorough and efficient education and the 

developme_nt of a stable · method of funding education in the State of 

New Jersey. However, I am here today on behalf of the over 3500 

students who are served through our district's Adult High School 
and Post Secondary Programs. . In Hudson County, Adult 

Education programs have become the cornerstone for increased 

employment and educational opportunities. It would be impossible 

to document the thousands of personal success stories that our 

present and form_er students could tell as a result of their education 

in our programs. Thus, I am asking for you to seriously 
consider opposing the Comprehensive Plan for Educational 
Improvement and Financing that eliminates the current 
funding for Accredited Adult Schools (Adult High Schools) 
and Post Secondary Programs. 

According to the 1990 Census, Hudson County leads the state with 

(133,748) 36% of the population who have not attained a 

High School Diploma. Many of these individuals are functionally 

illiterate and are unable to complete a basic job application. 

Hudson County encompasses 5 of the 30 Special Needs Districts. 

Through Adult Education Programs parents are able to learn the 

skills and technology necessary to assist and support their children's 

education. Research clearly indicates that literate, educated parents 

Testimony, Dec.12 H.C.A.V.T.S. 
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not only promote education at home, but also are more likely to 

become partners with the school in encouraging positive behaviors 

and high academic standards. 

Students who enroll in the Adult High School Program are no 

different from any other secondary students in New Jersey. They 

must complete a minimum of 110 credits, including all subject areas 

and core proficiencies as well as successfully pass all three sections 

of the High School Proficiency Test. Since 1990 over 1,100 
individuals have successfully completed these requirements 
and have graduated with a regular high school diploma. As 

a direct result of this educational opportunity many of these 

graduates have been placed in local colleges and post secondary 

programs. Most importantly, countless number·s of these students 

have secured gainful employment or have advanced in their present 

fields. Many of these graduates were welfare recipients who are 

now supporting themselves and their families. 

Given the high percentages of dropouts and at-risk students in 

Hudson County, the Adult High School is the only viable alternative 

program for the 800 individuals who are 16 .. 21 years old that 

have enrolled during the past semester. In fact, each year the 
Adult High School Program enrolls 1,000 .. 1,200 students m 
this age group who have left school. Considering the lack of 

opportunities for this group and given the extensive research 

presented on this subject, the State would eventually be paying a 

much higher price in welfare, criminal justice, and homelessness 

costs should these students be turned away. 

Although state aid is based on the number of students enrolled on 

October 15 of each year, the Adult High School Program conducts 

open enrollment twice a year on a '~mester basis. Due to the high 

demand for these educational sen ices the waiting list for this 

program exceeds 600 individual' <:\ ..:ry semester. It should also be 

noted that the current state aid funding formula counts each Adult 
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High School student as .5 on the district's Application for State Aid. 

This generates . less than half the amount of funds allotted for a 

typical secondary student. 

The National Center for Education Statistics m the U.S. Dept. of 

Education recently reported that "People with more education 
rely less on welfare and public assistance" and further stated 

that. "In 1992, 17% of high school dropouts ages 25 to 34 received 

Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) or public assistance. 

Only one third as many (6%) high school graduates in this age group, 

who did not go to college, received AFDC or Public assistance. 

In recent years the Adult School Program has expanded to include a 

Teen Parent Program. This program addresses the long needed 

call for welfare reform as recently advocated by Govener Whitman. 

These young parents are now able to receive child care services, 

academic and remedial course work, vocational training, parenting 

classes and career preparation through the one site/one provider 

approach. After graduation these individuals break the cycle of 

dependency upon welfare and are empowered to become self

sufficient families. 

Given the large number of immigrants who have settled in Hudson 

County, the adult education program reflects the ethnic diversity of 

the area. These valuable programs are the only means for these 

minority pop.ulations to succeed in our complex job market. In the 
Adult High School program, 69 % of the student population 
is Hispanic, 14 % is black, 11 % is Caucasian, 2 % is Oriental 
and 4% Other. 

Most of our students wish they had been able to comp~ete high 

school. Most of our students wish they had been able to complete it 

when they were younger, but life doesn't always give those 

opportumt1es. We can't tell these students that it's just too bad they 

didn't finish· high school and that they must suffer for the rest of 

Testimony, Dec.12 H.C.A.V.T.S. 
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their lives. There are many people who use their lack of basic 

education as an excuse for unemployment ·and do not take advantage 

of opportunities :for self-improvement. Our students use it as a 
source of motivation· to improve their situations for 
themselves and their families. They are to be commended. for 

their efforts, and they should be g1 ven the chance to continue their · 

education at any age. 

Post Secondary programs were· designed to afford the adult student 

the opportunity· to increase the knowledge and skills required to 

compete in a highly technological and changing job market. Given 

the high unemployment rate in Hudson County, coupled with the 

need for a qualified, skilled and technologically competent work 

force, it is imperative that the educational system respond to the· 

needs of the_ changing job market. Our Post Secondary Programs 
have. a placement rate of 82%. These students scored above 
average on the SOCATS as well as other nationally recognized 

tests of vocational competencies. These students are placed in a· 

earner upon graduation (and sometimes before) with the 
guarantee _that they are ready for the field they have 
chosen. 

Adult Education .Programs assist the 50% of the adult population in 

New Jersey that function at the two lowest levels of literacy as well 

as those 1.5 million who have not attained a high school education. 

It should also be noted that the National Education Goals for the 
Year. 2000 stated that . "By THE YEAR 2000, THE HIGH SCHOOL 

GRADUATION RATE WILL INCREASE TO AT LEAST 90% and further 

that, "BY THE YEAR 2000, EVERY ADULT AMERICAN WILL BE 

LITERATE AND WILL POSSESS THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 

NECESSARY TO COMPETE IN A GLOBAL ECONOMY AND EXERCISE THE 

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF CITIZENSHIP" Thus, if we value 

education , as important for the . future of this state, then we must 

. realize that our quality of life, our economic prosperity, our social 

and scientific progress, and our democratic institutions are directly 

Testimony, Dec.12 H.C.A.V.T.S. 
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affected by the knowledge, skills, and values of our citizens. Thus, I 

call upon you to support the continued funding of Adult High Schools 

and Post. Second~ry Programs. The results of an uneducated and 

unskilled adult citizenry would be far more disastrous and costly in 
the long run; 

ADDITIONAL CONCERNS 

In light of the seriousness of adult education not b~ing included in 

the Department of Education's mission, and the exclusion of Adult 

Education in . foundation aid funding, I have addressed my testimony 

to. this issue: · However, I- offer the following additional points for the 

committee to consider in its review of the Comprehensive Plan. 

1. SPECIAL EDUCATION 

I agree that pupils with disabilities should be educated with their 

non disabled peers •n the regular. classroom but with the additional 

support . 

Having disincentives for special education placements over 

a specific classification rate (10%) limits the number of 
special children we . can accept and accommodate. Hudson 

County includes 5 of the largest urban special needs districts and 

contains one of the largest popuiations. of classified children~ As 

typical of an urban area, 17% of our high school population is 

classified, with another 5% mainstreamed and not considered 

classified. It should also be noted that Hudson County does not have 

a Special Services District, thus, it is not surprising that we have a 

large waiting list· for. these· programs. 
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2. EDUCATIONAL FINANCE 

A. Shared state-local funding of the public school means shared 

control over the : distribution of educational services to students. . In 

this proposal local tax leeway, will be closely regulated and 

constrained. The local school property tax eventually will 

become a state school property tax. This alternative would 

place less and less allocation decisions in the hands of local 

authorities. The local public tax payers will play a smaller role in the 

governance of its school district. 

B. Fiscal parity should never mean we must level down to 

create an . even playing field. We must always strive to do the 

best we can. 

C. Instead of stating that NJ has the highest per pupil costs in the 

country (negative) , we should be acknowledging that we are first m 

support for education (positive). 

CLARIFICATION 

If our standards will incorporate appropriate school to work 

applications, details should be included in the Model of a Thorough 

and Efficient Education Program and Curriculum standards . 

In conclusion, few would argue that NJ's schools need to educate 

more students to considerably higher levels of achievement and we 

need to use our resources more effectively in doing so. But the 

state cannot lead independently of, or clearly at odds with 

local districts. 
Because education is a constitutional responsibility of the state, it has 

the authority to define the policy· environment in which it occurs and 

to define a successful "product" of the educational systems. It is my 

belief that the state should stimulate local diversity and 

experimentation, not stifle it. 

The state faces the challenge of creating an appropriate balance 

between central control and local autonomy - a balance between 

setting goals, standards; and expectations and providing districts 

with enough authority and flexibility to choose their own paths. 

Testimony, Dec.12 H.C.A.V.T.S .. 
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THANK YOU, 

FRANK J. GARGIULO 

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 

HUDSON COUNTY AREA VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOLS 
DECEMBER 12, 1995 
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Emerson Dickman 
· 12/12/95 

Testimony regarding Comprehensive Plan 

I have asked to be heard today as a parent of four children, the oldest retarded, the 
youngest learning disabled, and as an advocate. My comments are supported by: 

1. Bergen County Special Services School District, 
2; Bergen County Vocational/Technical School District, 
3. The New Jersey Orton Dyslexia Society (ODS}, 
4. The New Jersey Leaming Disabilities Association (LOA}, and 
5. The· New Jersey Protection and Advocacy, Inc. (NJP &A). 

... There are many issues I would like to specifically address; some of them positive and 
complementary, however, I have time only to address the points I consider most salient. 

I. By providing funding to the sending district, to use as it pleases, this Plan encourages the 
demise of valuable public regionalized service delivery for a variety of low incidence populations. 
Quality, regionalized public programs will not be able to compete with private programs that are 
free from the collectively bargained burden of the public sector; such as pay scales, pensions, 
tenure, etc. Presently, private sector alternatives are forced to be unique, and provide services 
not otherwise available, in order to survive. When public sector competition for low incidence 
populations withdraws, the private sector will loose it's motivation to compete based on innovation 
and excellence and focus on cutting costs to provide the least appropriate at the least expense. 

II. This Plan blatantly encourages under-identification and watered-down services, without 
addressing the reasons for over-identification, by: 

1. limiting the classification rate for full funding to 10%, and 
2. essentially "block granting" Categorical Aid, and permitting its use for purposes 

unrelated to special education. 
The absurdity of putting a cap on classification rates is amply illustrated in research. 
One major study, perhaps the most significant study ever attempted in the field of learning 

disabilities, the Connecticut Longitudinal Project, has followed one of the largest longitudinal 
cohorts of children in the world since they were in kindergarten. This project has been conducted 
by the Yale University Leaming Disability Research Center with Federal funding through the 
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development since 1983. All children in this study, 
with and without disabilities, were tested with individually administered standardized measures. 
Such procedure, which does not rely on school failure to identify disabilities, identified 17.5% as 
sufficiently reading disordered to be classified as learning disabled and eligible for special 
education. This figure does not include the mentally retarded, autistic, emotionally disturbed, or 
other eligible disabilities. New Jersey is not over-identifying children for special education. New 
Jersey, like every other State, is under-identifying children in need of special education. 

Research also indicates that, under our present system, adolescents with learning 
disabilities are 500% more likely to be under court supervision than their peers without learning 
disabilities. What we need to do is create more effective ways of identifying children at risk; 
rather than establishing an arbitrary cap on how many we can help. Also, who is this cap going to 
hurt most? It won't reduce the number of Down Syndrome, Autistic, multiply handicapped, or 
severely emotionally disturbed. Therefore; any cut in identification Will be born exclusively by 
children who do not evidence their disability with obvious intellectual deficits or aberrant behavior. 
Once again, we experience the shortsightedness of reactionary economic conservatism. Bigger 
and bigger prisons are not the answer to holding back the social consequence of failing to stem 
the tide of these undeserved children with wasted potential. 



Ill. By directing funding only to the District and not the service, by failing to require that such 
funds be dedicated to special education, and by putting a cap on classification rates; this Plan, in 
essence, incorporates special education expense in regular education budgets. Our children with 
disabilities will once again be seen as competing for regµlar education dollars. As a result, our 
children with more severe disabilities will, once again, wear a sign identifying them as a burden to 
society, and our children with less severe disabilities will, once again, hide and be overlooked. 

IV. The rhetoric. of thi$ plan is quite revealing in it's subtle manipulation of emotions. For 
example: · 

• "classification" = "labels" ( a mildly pejorative association) 

• "labels"= "stigma" (a very pejorative association) 

These associations are followed by the clear inference that, under the current system, "stigma" 
determines program. In truth and in practice, diagnesis and classification is an efficient method of 
identifying needs common to an identifiable population, and a first step to narrowing a search for 
a programmatic response. Truth is sometimes difficult to accept, it means adjusting our 
expectations. Truth is not stigmatizing. Is the fact that I have a child with Down Syndrome 
stigmatizing? No, it is the truth. Properly determined educational classifications are no more 
stigmatizing than a medical diagnosis and both can lead to treatment and a better fife. 

This is only one example of the slight of hand this plan engages to win over the uninitiated 
who are momentarily distracted by their pocketbook while their humanity is being stolen. 

V. Conjecture and assumption, couched in authoritative sounding rhetoric, establishes th~ 
shallow footings upon which the architecture of this elaborate plan depends. This Plan 
repeatedly promises educational equity but all it addresses is fiscal equity. It criticized "past 
efforts" for focusing on "increased spending amounts rather tha.n on the appropriate uses of 
adequate funding to achieve educational results;" while the new Plan focuses exclusively on the 
method of spending. We still have "the cart before the horse." The method of education, as 
well as the method spending must be addressed. 

VI. You can't put a price on the pride of having a job, of being a functional contributing 
member of a community, or participating in life in a minimally restrictive environment. But you can 
calculate the cost to society, in dollars and cents, of a person with a disability who could have had 
a job, but does not; who could have contributed to his community, but can not; who could have 
experienced independence, but requires supervision. 

This Plan severely compromises the infrastructure of educational service delivery to our 
least fortunate children. 

THANK YOU 

G. Emerson Dickman 
25 E. Spring Valley Avenue 

Maywood,. New Jersey 07607 
(201) 909-0404 
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Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today regarding the 
Comprehensive .Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing. In 
addition to serving as Principal of Spotswood High School in Middlesex 
County, lam also Vice President of the New Jersey Principals and Supervisors 
Association. For the past six months, I have chaired a special NJPSA ad .hoc 
committee charged with reviewing the proposed Comprehensive Plan. I am 
here today on behalf of the more than 5,000 school leaders our Association 
represents. 

Our members understand and appreciate the tremendous challenges 
faced by the Legislature and Administration in trying to develop a new school 
funding formula. In ordet to assist in this process, NJPSA has identified 
seven gwding .principles that we·believe should serve as a conceptual 
framework for the development of a new school funding plan. A list of these 
principles is attached to our testimony. 

We believe that a number of these core prirtciples are reflected in the 
Comprehensive Plan. We applaud the Department of Education's efforts to 
develop a substantive definition of what eonstitutes a thorough and efficient 
education. For too many years, the State. has failed to exert the leadership 
needed to engage in this debate, and ultimately develop a statewide 
consensus, on this aitical issue. 

We agree that the development of a common set of Core Curriculum 
Content Standards is a necessary first step in this process. These standards 
must be sufficiently comprehensive a.nd rigorous to ensure that all New. 
Jersey students, regardless of where they live, can compete with any students 
in the world. 
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We also agree with the Comprehensive Plan's emphasis on 
professional development and technology as necessary building blocks in the 
effort to promote ~ystemic educational reform. Qearly, our schools need 
state of the art eqwpment and well trained personnel in order to prepare our 
students for the twenty first century. 

Despite these positive aspects, we believe that the plan before you today 
is destined to failure without major revisions. While we have a number of 
concerns, I would like to focus my comments today on the adequacy of the 
Comprehensive Plan's "model" school district. 

As it currently stands, this model district can hardly be described as 
adequate, let aione world class. For example, the model does not contemplate 
any staffing for Advanced Placement or honors classes. Full day 
kindergarten, common in many of the highest achieving districts is 
considered nonessential. Disparities in opportunity will grow as districts are 
forced to fund such supposedly "excessive" programs from local taxes. In our 
State's many "lighthouse" districts, where students commonly exceed 
minimum standards, the glow of high achievement will invariably be 
dimmed. 

The model fails to recognize the critical role played by supervisors in 
the educational process. The State's ideal school district includes· absolutely 
no supervisors at the elementary or middle school levels. Who, we wonder, 
will plan and conduct the necessary professional development to enable 
teachers to provide students with the knowledge and skills to meet the new 
Core CW'Iiculum Content Standards? Who will spearhead the massive effort 
necessary to revise each district's curriculum? Without supervisors to carry 
out these nuts and bolts functions, this latest effort at school reform will be 
nothing more than illusion. · 

In addition to the loss of supervisors, the plan will force major cutbacks 
in other areas as well. Our analysis shows that the plan will force drastic 
increases in class size. Districts will also be forced to make impossible choices 
between eliminating supervisors, guidance counselors, child study team 
members and media specialists. The plan includes no staffing for world 
languages at the elementary school level and none for performing arts, two 
areas where districts will have to expand their program offerings to meet new 
standards. We are hard pressed to believe that any elementary school teacher 
can.be expected to effectively teach French, Spanish or other languages with 
perhaps a few hours of in-service training. In sum, ~tis difficult to imagine 
districts maintaining current achievement levels, let alone reaching· higher 
standards, under this minimalist approach. 

While we have shared with you a number of concerns, we believe 
New Jersey has an historic opportunity to aaft a school funding plan that lays 
the foundation for excellence in every school in our State. This great promise 
will only be realized if we insist on excellence, not just adequacy. None of 
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our students will be served by a plan that dismantles our best school systems 
in the name of parity. Our Association will continue to analyze the proposed 
Comprehensive r1an and share the expertise of our members. Working 
together, we can ·ensure a world class education for every New Jersey student. 
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GUIDING PRINCPLES FOR EDUCATION 

FINANCING & REFORM 

........... 

• Maintain New Jersey's constitutional commitment to a thorough 
and efficient education for etJety child; 

• Address the unique needs of New Jersey's diverse student 
population; 

• Ensure long-term stability and equity in a new school funding 
formula; 

• Encourage the responsible empowerment of key stakeholders at the 
grass roots level; 

• Ensure an environment conducive to learning for all students; 

• Recognize and support the highest levels of professionalism among 
public school teaching staff members; . 

•Develop high standards and effective accountability mechanisms 
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Joint Public Hearing Before the Senate Education Commjttee 
and 

The Assembly Education Committee 
December 12, 1995 

Heritage Middle School 
Livingston, New Jersey 

The Comprehensive Plan for Edu_c_ational Improvement and Financing 
· Testimony · 

Dr. Frederick J. Stokley 
Chairman 

School Funding Committee 
Garden State Coalition of Schools 

and 
Superintendent of Schools , 

Ridgewood, New Jersey 

Good afternoon. My name is Fred Stokley. I'm the chairman of the School fiunding 
Committee for the Garden State Coalition of Schools and Superintendent of Schools in· 
Ridgewood, New Jersey. -

As many of you know, the Garden State Coalition of Schools is a statewide organization 
mad6 up of 110 public school districts, primarily suburban.·. The Coalition was formed in· 
response to the Quality Education Act of 1990 and seeks to continue providing a quality 
education to children. The Coalition believes· that it is possible to achieve funding equity by 
maintaining the tradition of improving education ·not by "leveling down" and diminishing 
quality by eliminating teachers and programs. 

Attached to this statement is a worksheet describing how the Ridgewood school district 
would be affected if the Comprehensive Plan is implemented as currently stated. This 
school year, the Plan would call for a foundation budget of $33, 162,290. Our current 
expense budget, excluding transportation and special education, is $41, 816, 542. The 
amount that would require voter approval is $8,654,252. 

· The Plan presents a scenario calling for the Ridgewood School Board to have a public vote 
for expenditures that are called "excessive and unnecessary." The last three pages of the 
Plans Section VII entitled "Unnecess.ary Municip~I Spending on Schools'· uses the words 
"unnecessary" and "excessive,, and other words related to overspending, 31 times. The 
likelihood of Ridgewood voters supporting· an overage of $8.6 million in a context described 
by the state as ''unnecessary" and "excessive" is slim. 

• Ridgewood's public school population is 4,900, the largest in Bergen County, 
and is growing. 

• Since 1991-92. the elementary pupil population has increased by 10 percent. 
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• 20 percent of the town's population attends lo~I public schools (the state 
average is 14 percent) People move to Ridgewood for the "schools. n · 

• The school district is recognized nationally and locally for excellence in 
education. It's SAT scores are among. the top five in the state, while it's per
pupil costs are at the average level for northem New Jersey . 

. • Since 1991-92, · special education costs have increased by 55 percent while 
sta~e aid has been "frozen" with no significant increases. State aid for special 
education has been reduced from 44 to 31 percent of actual ·costs. 

• Ridgewood's special education population is 6 percent of the total pupil 
population, while the state average is 15 percent. 

• In 1991 '!'92, state aid supported 8 percent of the total budget. Today, state aid 
·supports 5 percent -a 39 percent reduction over four years. 

• 95 percent of Ridgewood's school budget is supported by the local taxpayer. 

Since school year 1991-92, when the Quality Education Act became law, the Ridgewood 
School Board has .made the following reductions: 

• Eliminated 29 teachers - 20 at the high school, 6 at the two middle schools, and 
3 specialists (librarian, music and art teachers) at the elementary level. 

( 

• Eliminated 2 high school guidance counselors changing the pupil-to~unselor 
ratio from 150 to 200~ to one. 

· • Eliminated 1 high school T.V. coordinator. 

• Eliminated 3 central office administrators including an assistant superintendent. 

• Eliminated 3 central office secretaries and 2 school secretaries. 

• · Eliminated 65 custodial and maintenance personnel (we contracted-out these 
services for a net savings of $1.1 mil,lion per year). 

• Eliminated 7 bus drivers (we contracted-out these services for a net savings of 
$171,000.00 per year). , 

• Privatized food services to operate in the black. 

• Since 1991-92, the average budg·et increase has been 3 percent per ·year, the 
average tax increase has been 4. 0 percent per year. and the . average home tax 
increase has.been $200 per year. 
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• The Governors budget this year again,_red~(:ed 'state aid by $156,000.00, a 6 
percent reduction, and increased special education funding by 2 percent, while 
special education expenses increased .over 20. percent. 

Should the Comprehensive Plan be implemented as is currently written, the following could 
take place in the Ridgewood school district based on past budget decisions and reduction 
trends over the past four years: , 

• At least 35% of teaching positions would be eliminated, substantially increasing 
class sizes at all levels, K-12. 

• More high school guidance counselors would be eliminated and these needed 
services decreased further. 

• Art and music programs and library services would be further cut back at the 
elementary school level. 

• More district administrators would be eliminated, pushing.their required tasks out 
to the local school level, causing principals, who are instructionally oriented, to 
become full-time building managers with little time for leading curriculum 
development and instructional practices. If all district administrators were 
eliminated, only 1 /3 of the "excess" would be removed. 

• Many extra-curricular and interscholastic programs would be eliminated and 
those that remain would serve smaller populations. 

• Parents would pay the full cost for extra-curricular and interscholastic activities. 

• Students would be placed at a competitive disadvantage due to our inability to 
provide them access to computer technology. 

• Costs for transportation now provided for safety reasons would either be 
eliminated or the full cost charged to parents of children being transported. 

• Building maintenance would be deferred or neglected. 

When thinking about funding, and the state's role, please remember: 

• The state is responsible for the education of all public school children and, by 
legislation, delegates and shares this responsibility with local school boards. The 
state and local communities are partners, not adversaries. 

When thinking about funding and the state's role as partner with local communities. I 
recommend you consider proposing legislation which: 

• Expands categorical aid to include state mandates. particularly those passed 
since 1990. 



• Provides some minimum level of funding annually for all children .. 

• Provides funding for the use of technology in schools at the rate of $100.00 per 
.pupil annually. 

• Fully funds special education and other mandated categories. 

• Funds special needs districts to _receive needed program improvements. 
Progress toward equity in funding requires that special needs districts receive, 
at the least, full aid entitlement 

Redudions over the past four year$ have caused, the Ridgewood school district to "cut to 
the bone.• The quality of education now offered is less than that provided in 1991. Should 
the Comprehensive Plan be implemented as written, Ridgewood will no longer provide a 
superior education. We will provide, similar to what happened to districts in Massachusetts 
and California, an average or mediocre education stressing only the so-called "basics." I 
believe you and the legislative branch of government are knowledgeable about public 
education issues and can see the inherent deficiencies of this plan. The funding formula 

·proposed will·"ratchet down» the outstanding work now being done in many· of the districts in 
New Jersey. 

Thank you. 
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For Educatianm · IMpmvemem ana ftnancing 
on the Ridgewaad Public Scham District 
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Using C.?.I. of 3% annuaUy, the 1993-94 etememary ccst per pupil wouid pmject in 1995-96 
to $6.230 (5,872 x 1.03 x 1.03) . 

Ridgewoad's 1995-96 weighted enroilment is: 

een..1taiy 
Middle Schoct 
High Sd':cot 

2,327x1.00 
1,136x1.08 

. 1, 438 x 1.23 

Therefore, Ridgewacas Foundation Budget is: 

S, 323 x $6.2~0 = $33.182.290 

z327· 
1:zzr 
1.769 
5,323 

-... 
. ~ ··~·-:'~' . 

Ridgewcca's 1995-96 Currem Expense cucget exouding transpanatian and speciai 
eaucation: 

$ 41.816.542 
33. i 62.290 Foundation Budget 

S 8.654.2=2 Amount reau1ring voter acprovai 

Amcwm reouinr.g Vo:er accrova1 .::: SS. 6:4 z=: 

, Ana1vs1s ~ :0'4/95) 
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TESTIMONY 

I am John Grieco,Superintendent for the Bergen County Board of Special 
Services, a position w:hich I recently assumed in a move to consolidate administrative 
and educational services in our county. 1-a1so serve as Superintendent of Bergen 
County Technical Schools and Chief Administrator for Bergen County's JTPA 
programs. My new roles holds me responsible for education for the most se·verely 
disabled children to adults who are homeless and out of_work to high school students 
who are specially talented in the sciences, technical or vocational subjects. or who 
seek vocational training. 

Introduction 

I have carefully reviewed your "Comprehensive Plan for Educational 
Improvement and Financing" and I commend you for the quality of this document. It is 
the best I have seen in my 30-year career as an educator~ Contrary to its title, 
however, this is not a comprehensive plan. Nor is it about educational improvement. It 
is a budget plan. More precisely. it is a funding formula for implementing a financial 

-approach to education. 

I take this opportunity to shift the focus from budget to education, to examine the 
impact upon. education when education is viewed from the perspective of dollars. I will 
confine my remarks to special education. 

The Plan simply costs too much! Permit me to explain. 

Frame of Reference 

The Plan devotP_c; a full n pages to developing a fiscal model that can be 
reduced to arithmetic. This Plan's arithmetic consists of the law of averages, a slightly 
more sophisticated scale of standard deviation to compute how much and at what rate 
state aid. will diminish for districts whose accidental birth rate, for example, has 

''Notio1UJl.l:y Acclaimed for Ezcellence" 
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burdened them with special needs children beyond the. arbitrary cap of 10%. There is 
a corresponding percentage method to restrict state funding only· to at-risk children 
who reside in districts that boast a 20% impoverishment rate. Those disadvantaged 
children whose misfo~une is to live in a district that lacks a sufficient concentration of 
their kind are ineligible for state funded preschools and a host of other state-funded 
human and social resources which the document itself claims are necessary to 
provide these same children educational opportunity. Adults~ despite well 
documented and serious literacy needs critical to our economy. are not even 
mentioned except to observe that the State Constitution does not mandate 
educational services for adultS. · 

I submit that this funding model for education - if we are about equity and 
quality - is intellectually unsupportable. As a statement of public policy of 
monumental consequence, the plan's guiding premise requires rigorous explication . 

. The Plan, in fact, needs a mountain of evadence to support its stunningly simplistic 
premise. In plain language this amounts to sayjng. withoutsyoplyjng the proof. that 
applying the law of averages creates ~uity. and a thorough and efficjent education 
for all New Jersey's chjldrgn. 

Educational Viewpoint 

The document provides not a shred of evidence to support this equation. The 
text is punctuated· with frequent references to extensive educational research. Yet it 
provides no discussion of the quality and kind of research· upon which its validity 
depends; - not even a bibliography. Ernest Boyer died last week, an ironic 
coincidence with the promulgati'>n of this Plan. Emest Boyer, you may recall, was the 
prominent educator who rallied Americans in A Nation At Risk and called for 
changes in schooling which emphasized good theory, smaller classes, better 
.counseling and more creative teaching. These building blocks for a better system 
have been validated time after time with an incredible amount of research and 
overwhelming evidence from educational giants such as Howard Gardner and Ted 
Sizer -. all in support of the theories Boyer set forth in 1983. 

The Plan bypasses substantive educational concems, and offers instead a 
hypothetical funding model with hypothetical numbers. No rationale for the modet's 
integrity or its applicability to education is provided except to solidify the old traditional 
model which Boyer and others correctly challenged in over the past decade. Instead, 
the public is given a bill in adVance of an agreed upon definition, much less a delivery, 
of the .goods. The formula allegedly leads to a thorough and efficient education. But if 
the reader looks for clarity he or she will find none. Instead of definition, we get 
promises about a yet-to-be released core curriculum and not one word about how the 
Plan affects the welfare of children. 

It simply costs too much! 
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Major Weaknesses 

The Plan speaks most loudly and most truthfully of its purposes in its sub-text. 
Therein Hes the Plan·~ major weakness. We pick up clues of the Plan's intent {similar 
to the cuts suggested by the hypothetical low numbers in the model). The hints are not 
so subtle, - although they are indirect. The language of the Plan blames current 
educational· practice for devoting energies and monies to issues and concems which 
are irrelevant to education. Therefore, by cutting out these aspects (not defined up 
front and available for public debate) we justify the threatened budget cuts and still 
achieve a thorough and efficient education. However, this justification remains 
undefined and unsupported by the genuine consensus to which the document 
commits itself. 

The Economic Policy lnstitute's new education spending study, 11Where•s the 
Money Gone?" presents quite a different view. We keep hearing about the rising per 
pupil cost of education and questionable gains in student achievement. The study, 
which was released this week, rejects this over1y simplistic explanation of return on 
investment and explains school spending growth in the following terms: price inflation 
for goods and se1Vices purchased, new responsibilities for new programs mandated 
by Congress and the courts, and the cost of education for s1udents with special needs 
-. students who in an earlier era would not have had an opportunity ·tor any type of 
education. 

The Plan's method of analysis is illogical and, at times, irresponsible. We do not 
have a clear Plan. We would hardly expect a contractor to present us with an estimate 
for our signature and approval before we had agreed upon. what the proposed 
building was to look like, how many rooms and of what dimensions it would consist, 
with what materials it would be constructed and a myriad of other design 
specifications. Yet the architects of this Plan ask tl'le publlc to accept this Plan by 
proceeding in just this manner. , 

Substituting abstract models and unfounded premises for critical reflection and 
compelling documentation serves to hide the Plan's flaws. Its claim to equity is 
untenable. Remember that the formula and the rhetorical sub text suggest, on the one 
hand, only one thing, - a method to decrease and substantially diminish state 
funding tor education across the board. On the other hand, it suggests another -
increased property taxes for those communities who can afford more services. 

Other economic forces and realities do the rest of the job. These guarantee the 
very opposite of what the Plan pretends. Wealthy districts who by definition _have the 
resources to vote for educational funds to support quality education for their children 
will continua to do so. Those in middle and lower socioeconomic districts. in the grip of 
the same inexorable economic forces, will find educational improvements beyond 
their reach. Even if these les$ privileged districts value, and understand the 
importance of investing in education to thP. future of their.children, they may not be 
able to afford it. In the narrowest definition of equity. then, -. that is, by confining it to 
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fiscal terms, the Plan simply fails. It actually accomplishes the ooposite.Similar to other 
neaative economic trencts jt widens the gap between the fewer and fewer haves and 
the swelling numbers of hjve oms. -

It sjmply costs too much! 

Sharpening -our perspective causes further the-discrepancies and inequities to-_ 
emerge. The 19% or 16% or even the one disabled student who is by formula 
ineligible for state-funded resourc~, for instance, cannot be said to be benefiting from 
an equitable Plan. It will take just one case of underfunding a disabled student to 
fracture the State's partnership with parents of disabled children. At least the medical 
model and category labels give parents an understanding of the services their 
children need. 

Implications and Recommendations 

The implications for special needs children are dangerous, The Plan allows the 
following scenario: a district exceeds the arbitrary 1 O"o cap on ils non speech 
classified students. It also exhausts the. standard deviation range which allows any 
state funding for the special needs education of some of its children. And then it has · -
one Qr two or three or ten children who simply cannot be plugged into the equation. 
The district goes to the taxpayers to request the •excess" funds. The taxpayers decline. 
The Plan provides no coun of appeal except the Mayor and Council. The logic of the 
Plan, therefore, permits a situation in which no funding is available to meet the special 
needs of multi-handicapped children. In less dramatic. but probably more numerous 
cases, it forebodes diluted educational environmen'6for both special needs and 
regular students. 

Whatever the final outcome of the debate on this Plan, the 5,000 severely 
disabled children and their parents must be assured of consistent and reliable 
services. Therefore, I strongly recommend that the state absorb all costs for these 
children, especially those children who attend the eight special service school 
districts. The special services school districts should be preserved and funded directly 
before any discussion of the equity needs among other student population. 

Moral Perspective 

Putting ourselves in the shoes of the disadvantaged parent whose child is not 
eligible for preschool. or the disabled child who must make a special claim for 
"excess" funding dramatizes the fundamental f anacies of this Plan. Its intellectual 
weaknesses soeak to our mind. but its ethical imolications C?Omoel 9ur conscience to 
pose a moral oerspective..... 

In The Divine Comedy, a masterpiece that forms a moral pillar of our society
indeed our civilization, Dante brilliantly tlluminates the nature of wrong. Immoral acts 
happen when we confuse the living with the inorganic, when we treat children as if 
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they were numbers, or detennine destinies by one's Place before or after a decimal 
point. 

This Plan suffers grievousty from backward and regressive priorities. ft makes 
money more importaht than serving human need. And it misnames these choices 
'fiscal efficiency." It makes formulas more important than questions and debates 
around education. Following the logic of its misplaced priorities gives us more than an 
average chance of spiraling down· into the bottom circle of hell where Dante confines 
those who hold life in contempt, or not dear enough to protect and cultivate. 

On its surf ace, the Plan is inconsistent and remiss in its failure to provide any 
b$Sis for validation. Its sub-text promises budget cuts across the system, a narrow 
definition of what constitutes an educated person, and guaranteed inequities. 

But what the Plan doesn't say is more disastrous still: 

It simply costs too much! 

It accents efficiency in the form of a fiscal formula, While it is silent on the value 
of education, on the significance of individual children, on a commitment to quality that 
has. substance. It resoundingly proclaims the proposition that money is first and 
children, their educations and their futures. are second. 

In the long run, this is not sman. It Is surely not wise. Bottom line approaches 
and efficiency models may be appropriate for municipal waste management. Garbage 
composts to fertile matter and generates future life. Pursuit of this Plan can resutt in a 
withdrawal of commitment to all children. Neglected children become social liabilities; 
and costs of regeneration are bu~ dens we bequeath to the future. 

A society that elects the bottom line insures mediocrity at best. At worst, from its 
failure to care for vital matters ... such as those of the heart-. it risks moral corruption. 

We d,Q need to improve education. We W2. need to create equity. We also must 
be accountable. 

Rut the bottom line and fiscal efficiency model is not the answer. 

It simcly costs too much! 

Respectfully submitted by: 

Dr. John Grieco 
Superintendent, Bergen County Board of Special. Services 

Date: December 12, 1995 
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Statement cf JT Lamkin before the New Jersey Joint Cl)mmittee on Education 
December 12~ 1995 

Livingston. NJ 

Mr. Chairman and members of the joint comminee: 

I am IT Lamkin simply a taxpayer in the South Orange-Maplewood School District. In 

your deliberations on the Department of Education·:; plan~ I ~k you to redress the situation in 

which the citizens of this district find themselves. South Orange-Maplewood is the only New 

Jersey school district ciassified as a Type II with a Board of School Estimate imposed by stamte. 

As such~ the right of citizens to vote on school board budgets and capital expendimres is 

.;ifcumvemed by the provisions ofN.J.S.A. 18A:22-3 through 18A:22-6. The anached lener from 

the Office of Legislative Services details the history of this anomoly. 

Most recently the impact of this unique circumstance marufested itself in a 6. 7~·'0 tax 

increase. one of the highest in the state~ approved by the Board of School Estimate despite 

unanimous objection of the CitizensBudget Advisory Boards from both townships. 

Section VII of the C omprehen:sive Plan entitled "-Unnecessary Municipal Spending on 

Schools .. states~ 

... stale policies to limit and or discour:.1ge o\·erspcnding may be warranted. Such 
policies ~ould inc:'ude requirmg voter :.ipprol't.Jl o,fu.ny ~xtraordinary ~pending proposals 
und c/e;z.nng YChtJoi btJun/s tizc opuo1; or""ppe ... u':n(! re_,rected pro1-1us{ds on cunstituiional 
~·ow1c1.s 

)hutLd the l~g1sl:nur~ elect !o .;;:x"t.;nd th~s~ ha~ic detno~rotic riouons t0 th~ voters: please remember 

rhat wJthout reels ion of the Jbove sections. the cnizens of Sl 'uth Or~nge ~mJ !vfaplewood will again 

;.,e Jeni~J th~ libemes enjoyed bv ail other pr,)pert\· own~r:. 111 N~,,. Ji,;rSe\·. 

rhan.k \OU for y,·iur rime and Cl.>n.:;ideralh 1n. 

rr L1mkm 

2() 1-76 l-';248 
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May 2, 1995 

Honorable Harry A. McEnroe 
Suite lC 
15 Village Plaza 
South Orange, New Jersey 07079 

Dear As.sembl}man McEnroe; 

This is in response to your request, through Kathleen Fazzari of this 
office, for information on the current governance structure of the· South 
Orange-Maplewood school district. 

As you know, South Orange-Maplewood is one of the few consolidated 
school districts in the State, and is the only school district which has a type 
II (elected) board of education but has the budget established by a board of 
school estimate. The origins of this arrangement go back to at least 1903, 
when the first major school law was enacted. Despite differences in 
terminology, the system established by that law is clearly parallel to the 
current school system. That law made school districts cotenninous with 
municipalities and created what are in essence type I and t;--pe II school 
districts. At that time. South Orange-Maplewood would have been a type II 
school district. and should have had voter approval of the school budget. 

This was altered in 1919. when a law was passed (P .L. l 919, c. 73) which 
provided that there is to be a board of school estimate in district's with an 
elected board of education: 

"in every school district in the State having within 
its territorial limits more than one municipality 
and h<iving a population by the last Federal or 
State census of more than ten thousand 
inhabitants ...... 

GLENN E. MOORE. Ill 
Dir1cl•r of CtRlr•I St•.f! 

(609) 914·41111 

DEENA It. SCHORR 
StellOPI Cl111f 

(609) 914·684J 
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This stlltute may~ havP. tlppli£~d to districts other than South 
Orange-Maplewood, _bncllusr. in 1933 lr.gislation was enJctr.d (P.L.1933. c:.:!J~) 
\"-hich clearly only applied to that district (copy fmclostlci). Over thB y1!ars. 
the undcrl~·ing statute has been gradually restricted <rnd is now no longer 
applicable: however. the special statute for South Orange-Maplewood 
continues to govern that district. (N. J .S.18A:22-3 through 18A::!2-6) 

It is not possible to reconstruct the purpose behind the 1933 legislation:· 
however. the existence of the board of school estimate gives the municipal 
authorities greater control over the school budget than would be available to 
them if the budget were subject to public referendum. This vvould be 
especially true in the case of South Orange-Maplewood since the board of 
school estimate consists of the chief executive officer of each municipality 
and four members of the governing bodies along with one school board 
member and the board president. As for changing the system. it would seem 
that there are no particular educational advantages or disadvantages to 
maintaining or altering it. Any change would be on the basis of a public policy 
decision regarding the appropriate governance structure of school districts. 

I hope this information is of assistance to you. Please let me know if 
you wish anything additional on this matter. 

DS/mcl 
Enclosure 

Sincerely yours, .. /. 

;AN/~~--
Deena R. Schorr 
Section Chief 
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CHAPTER 232 

.\ S1·r1•t .. F.lrF.~T to nu nd cnt it h'tl "An uct to estab
li:-011 n 1 horon~h nn<l ('ffi<·lent ~~"Sf<'m of free pn· 
lit· l'C'hool~ :rnc.l to pro\'icfo for the mnintennncc • 
..:11pport :tllcl mn11;t~t·1w'11f fh<'r<'or.·· nrprnvC'cl· 
Odoht•r 11l11clt'<'11lh. one thoilsnncl nine hundred 
nncl three. 

R•: IT F.~.,rTF.n 1111 f hf' .c::,.11n.f,, n11n f:r1111rnl .A.~· 
... ·rmhl.11 n.f f11r .~!nf P. nf Nf'w ,/r.rsr.11: 

62.; 

1. In en<'h school cli~triC't in c·o1mtic~ of th<' fir~t Bo~d of .ech.-..1 

t•lm~~ in thi~ ~tntc hndn!?' within its territorial limits =·di~~ 
1 ·• 1·.t lJ • } • t.rictaiafinl morf> t inn 011(' mn111r1pn l yam . invmg n popu nhon dau counti•·•. 

h,• f ht' ln~t F<'dcrnl or St.ntc censu~ of mor<' than 
r i1irt~· thou~and inhnhitnnts nnd acting under and 
~m·~rn<'d hv Article VTT of the net to which this is 
a ~nppl<'ment, n~ modified h:"· an net. entitled "A 
l"l1J'Jll<'ment to an aC't entitled 'An act to establish 
n thorong;h nnd <:'fficient sy~tem of free public 
~rlaool~ nnd to pro,·irle for tlie maintenance, sup-
pcn•t ancl mnnn~<'mcnt thereof,' approved Octobe1· 
n!n<'f('t'nth, one thousand nine hundred and three,•• 
,,·ltid1 la~t mcnt ioned act was approvE'd April tenth, 
onr thou~nnd nine hundred and nineteen, and is 
known ns chapt<'r seventy-three, laws of that year, 
m" the snid supplement hns been heretofor~ 
:u11l'nclcrl, there ~hall he ('onstit nted and orJ?anize<l 
:1 ho:1rrl of ~<·11001 <'~fimnl<' to c-onsist of the chief i:.ow~n· 
t•Xt"<'ttt i\•e offiN.'r und two m<'mhers chosen by ballot. • 

111 

fmm ~neh of the ~overning; bodies of such munici- · 
palit i<.'s or political subdivi!;ion~ within its terri-
t orfo l limits ancl the president and one member of 
thr hoard of ednC'ation of such district chosen bv 
hallot. ~h.'mhcr~ of su<'h board ot' school estimate When c:hoeelL 

eho:-wn by ballot from the . respective g-ovcrning-
lJOdies. herein pro,·idc<l to be represented thcreou 
shall be so chosen during the month of .Tanuary an<l 
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TESTIMONY 

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN FOR EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT AND FINANCING 

HERITAGE MIDDLE SCHOOL 
LIVINGSTON, NEW JERSEY 

Presented by 
Betty Hudson, President 

Montclair Board of Education 
Montclair, New Jersey 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on what I belie~e to be the 
single most important matter facing the state of New Jersey. I am tne 
President of the Board of ·Education in the Township of Montclair, 
representing 6,100 school children and 38,000 residents. My neighbors 
and I have been active throughout the funding discussions with the hope 
that our perspective would provide meaningful feedback to the Department 
of Education and, of course, to you. Our involvement in the process has 
heightened our understanding of ·the complexity of the problem~ and an 
appreciation of the difficulties inherertt in devising any kind of plan ~ 
- so we applaud the Commissioner for giving us something to react to. 
We only wish it were as ea~y as one basic size fits all~ We, like so 
many others, have some real concerns that we believe transcend 
Montclair. Dr. Librera, our Superintendent, has touched on a few. Let 
me address a number of others, with the caveat that trying to look at 
this plan without the missing pieces of curriculum standards and special 
education is like trying to build a stool without knowing how long each 
leg is supposed to be. 

We in Montclair have great difficulty with -any formula which sets a 
minimum level or "critical mass 11 threshold of at-risk children in a 
school district for that district to receive at-risk aid -- as if an 
individual child's needs would be less acute because there are a few 
less children, like him or her, in a given district. Applying the draft 
plan's formula to Montclair, we fall just below that threshold and 
would, therefore, lose the at-risk aid we now receive -- approximately 
a million dollars, an amount that has not changed for four years, 
despite an increased number of students. The state should fund at~risk 
children, not at-risk districts. Without the intervention and help now, 
tragically, we might qualify for this aid in a few year~. 

We believe the plan needs clarification_around the issue of inclusion. 
We are working hard to implement a successful inclusion program in our 
schools and are quite proud of our progress. The State Department of 
Education affirmed our leadership i~ :his area when they co-sponsored an 
institute we organized on the sub:ec: ~his past summer .. The reality is 
that properly done, inclusion is :Jet.~er for special needs children, 
appropriate for other children i~ :~e classroom, and ultimately less 
costly to the entire system -- b~: any ~unding approach that doesn't 
clearly address the requirement for appropriate in-classroom support for 
this approach will ultimately res~:: in a substandard experience for 
everyone involved. 

We are also extremely frustrated by :te suggested manner in which 

~q}\ more 

( 



prekindergarten or early childhood education programs would receive aid. 
For more than 20 years, Montclair has been one of the few districts in 
the state to provide all-day prekindergarten education because we know 
what common sense and educational experts tell us the earlier 
children are in a learning environment, the better they will do -- and 
the lower the long-term costs of remediation. Our internationally· 
recognized program is today at-risk of being ended because of funding 
and space problems. We are chagrined by the document's implication that 
only those districts with the at~risk profile will get aid for such a 
program when early childhood education is essential for all. communities. 
By the wayi we could use your help right now in getting· legislative 
clarification as to our ability to charge tuition on a sliding scale 
basis since the State Department of Education issued a ruling that undid 
our successfully implemented tuition program just this past year. 

Overall, we're having a hard time reconciling the oft stated desire of 
our state· leadership to encourage school districts to find new and 
better models to deliver educational services to children with the 
highly formulaic approach we see in this document. We don't see the 
concept of incentives addressed. We, for example, agree that 
appropriately constructed larger school districts could make a great 
deal of sense for the state. We've tried very hard to find ways to 
partner with our neighboring districts, but frankly, this won't happen 
in our lif etirne unless you come up with a way to reward -- rather than 
punish -- districts that develop collaboration initiatives. And, as 
many bf you know, we are a school district that has been a model for 
desegregation throughout the country. For twenty years, we have been 
struggling with important issues while others have ·not yet even begun. 
One would think that New Jersey, with its deplorable record of being 
rcmked fourth from the bottom nationally in successfully integrating its 
schools, would incorporate funding incentives to school districts which 
can demonstrate meaningful desegregation programs. 

Montclair is a below state average school spending district with a 25% 
above average property tax burden. We are struggling to preserve the 
quality _of our innovative, nationally recognized magnet school system. 
But I said at the beginning, it's certainly not just about Montclair. 
We believe that we are representative of the kind of creative thinking 
and solutions available throughout this state that people who care about 
children and education can and do produce if we are not forced into a 
cookie cutter model that ignores our differences. 

In the report, it says there is too much attention given to process and 
not enough to results. We totally agree, and challenge the state to 
heed its own words. 

Than~. you for listening. 



Joint Public Hearing Before the Senate Education Committee and 
the Assembly Education Committee 

12/12/95 

Herit~ge Middle School, Livingston, N.J. 

"The Comprehensive Plan for Educational_ Improvement and Financi~g" 

Testimony: Dr. Anthony Del Tufo, Member Livingston Board Of 
Education 

Good afternoon. My name is Dr. Anthony Del Tufo and I 

represent the Livingston Board of ·Education. We support the 

position put forth by NJSBA. I have been a board member for eleven 

years and have made ·a major commitment of time and energy to 

working with other board members, and the administration and staff--

of the Livingston Schools, to help create one of the premier 

districts in the·state of New Jersey. Without being immodest, I 

believe that Livingston is truly a model of what excellence in 

education can be. The state report card data which came out this 

week ranks Livingston as one of the top districts in pupil 

performance at all levels of the school system: elementary, middle 

and high schpOlo In fact several articles about Heritage Middle 

School, this very school, were published just a week ago, in the 

Star Ledger, highlighting the quality of the school program and the 

extensive services we provide for our students. 

I truly believe · that implementation of th~s proposed 

Comprehensive Plan will have a devastating effect on the quality of 

the program and services that the Livingston School District could 

continue to delivero In fact, let's compare this middle school -

Heritage - to the model middle school outlined in the plan. We 
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services we provide in the arts, in technology, in basic skills, in 

gifted education, in physical education are not e~tras - they are 

essentials. Fr~nkly, we think that the support we offer in all 

our programs in fact holds down costs in Qther areas. For example, 

the State Department did highlight Livingston in a positive sense -

and we here in Livingston don't often hear that these days ~ when 

it made reference to our low percentage of special education 

students. (The·state plan calls for a target Of 10% and Livingston 

is at 7.9%.) ~e believe it is precisely because we spend more on 

supervision, on admini~tration and particularly support programs 

that we·have less need to classify students. 

It is our contention that the state's definition of equity 

would force the . top performing districts to come down to some 

artificial and shrinking middle level; and that this goal is 

misguided. The State's e~fort should be focused on recognizing the 

lighthouse districts' efforts and providing support for the poorer 

performing districts so that they can be elevated to a higher 

level. We believe the Commissioner's plan will do far more to 

reduce the quality of educational programs and services than it 

does to bring about equity. We look to· the Commissioner for 

educational leadership - not political decision maklng. 

As one of the districts that ·has. resources to provide an 

excellent program, we are sympathetic to the needs of districts 

that do not have such resources. we.do not ask that you divert 

resources from those districts to help Livingston. We do ask that 

you not destroy the quality programs we have built. 
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EDUCATIONAL MEDIA ASSOCIATION OF NEW JERSEY 
% media center montclair state college upper montcl~ir n j 07043 

Thank you for this opportunity to testify. I am Dagmar Finkle, president of the Educational 
Media Association of New Jersey which represents more than 1200 school library media 
specialists, K through 12 and Vo-Tech High Schools. 

The Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing, as submitted by 
Commissioner Leo Klagholz, attempts to establish a foundation to implement a "Thorough and 
Efficient" education for all children in the st~te of New Jersey. We are encouraged to note that 
school libraries staffed by certified school library media specialists and library aides are. 
ineluded. 

· However, there are some areas of this document for which clarification is needed. They are as 
follows: 

1 . What portion of funding has been allocated to school library media centers for resources 
in all formats, such as books, equipment, software, library supplies? While costs for 
classroom supplies, textbooks, and equipment have been noted, funding for resources 
which support all curricula, all students, and all staff in this cost effective central 
location has not been included. 

( 

2. What portion of funding has been allocated to school library media centers for computer5 
and other technology hardware? While funding for classrooms has been established at 
1 computer for every 5 pupils, no such criteria for library media centers has been 
proposed. Even if classrooms have access to technological resources,· the library media 
center is the logical site for networking these technological resources. 

3. All three grade level models developed by the Department of Education are insufficient to 
meet the needs of a "Thorough and Efficient" education. These models do not reflect 
either the actual needs in school districts or the present realities of most school 
districts throughout New Jersey. Those models should be adjusted to reflect 
recommended staffing as noted on page 9.29 of the Educational Media Association of New 
Jersey Library Media Program model which states "at minimum, a certified library 
media specialist who is a member of the teaching staff must be available to students and 
staff at all times when classes are in session." 

4. Although the roles of the library media specialist at the elementary level are different 
from the middle school and high school in curriculum content; they are not any less 
labor intensive. Teaching younger students is not less teaching or preparation. 
Why does the Department of Education use a different salary based on the grade level 
of the students rather than the educational level of the teacher? 



EDUCATIONAL MEDIA ASSOCIATION OF NEW JERSEY 
% media center montclair state college upper montclair n j 07043 

While the inclusion of certified staff, specifically the school library media specialist, is 
commenda.ble, it is evident that a lack of acknowledgement exists regarding the three ·major 
roles of the library media specialist: teacher, information technology specialist, and 
instructional consultant. The fact that the position of the school library media specialist in the 
elementary school model is designated at half-time for 500 students is reminiscent of 
inadequate programs of the past. Following this model with .an assumed enrollment of 500 
students and an average class size of 2 l students in grades K - 3, we now have 23 classes with 
possibly one special education class of 7 students coming to the library media center in 2 1 /2 
days or, to put it in another way, approximately 30 minutes per group of students (or 1 .3 
minutes per student for one on one instruction). In actuality, these would be 24 different 
groups scheduled into the library in the. traditional schedule of providing coverage. for teacher 
preparation time which results in isolated skills classes and book selection. This leaves no time ·. 
for teacher collaboration, management of the library media facility, or implementation of 
programs. In addition, a schedule of this sort limits every elementary student to a· maximum of 
30 minutes access to their library and denies them opportunities to satisfy individual access to 
information. 

Research has long recognized the impact on academic achievement of library programs which 
support curriculum at time of need, meeting students not only in large class situations, but in 
small groups and also on an individual basis, and meeting them as often as needed to attain the 
educational goals desired. As technological resources are available in the library media centers, 
it is even more vital that certified school library media specialists be available for 
collaboration with teachers to implement instruction on all days that schools are in session. 

A part-time position at the elementary level in effect closes the library by· eliminating the one 
person who can most effectively guide students and teachers to their information needs. The 
result is limited access to library resources. Since the most logical hub for networking CD
ROMS and on-line databases is the library media center, monies would be spent on technology 
that would be used effectively for only half the time. If the goal of the Department of Education is 
to provide "Thorough and Efficient" education, students must have access to the professionally 
staffed library media center at point of need.· · 

Finally, what system of checks and balances does the Department of Education plan to implement 
to guarantee that the funds provided to the district are used for staffing and resources as defined 
in this model? 

Legislation which you prepare to implement the Commissioner's proposal should reflect the 
changes which I have recommended. 

Thank you. 

81 Lisa Drive, ·chatham, NJ 07928-1010 201-635-5638 
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STATEMENT OP DIANA MTK· AUTIN 
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Thank you for the opportunity to testify this afternoon on behalf of 
th.a .Stat.:?~·.'id.: Parent .~dvocacy network (SP.?..N), of which I am the Executive 
Co-Director. For nine years, SPAN has been the federally-funded parent 
training and information center for Ne·,.; Jersey, providing t.raining, 
information, technical assistance and support to families of children with 
disabilities, special health needs, and special emotional needs. Now SPAN 
is expanding our work to assist families of all children in New Jersey to 
ob ta in a thorough, efficient, quality education for their children. We 
strcngl:· support educational policies, practices and funding that will 
prc~ide all New Jersey children with the inputs necessary to help them reach 
th~ir maximum potential; that is why we strongly oppose the State Education 
Department's Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improve~ent and Financing. 
Th~ funding proposal is clearly intended to reduce .the state's commitment 
tc edu.::::ation, in spite of its rhetoric. 

Ten Essential Elements to Quality Education 

~--=s-=arch and practice have identified ten essential 
qt..:~::r~· -:ducation. \l) In our :-=--stirr.cny today, '.-;e will analyze 
Cc~preh€~sive Plan against thos~ essential elements. 

elements to 
the proposed 

l. :::hi2.·:l!.·-7n need 1:..a.rents. adv2·.:-d.t.>?s and co::cernedn8ducators in·,;olved in all 
de c ~l s i c: r: s a f f e c t i n a t he i 1· educ a t i .:::; n . 

Children benefit when parents work closely with administrators and 
t~ach~rs; effective schools reach out to involve parents through ~ords a~d 
act ion. Such schools use the language of caring, which takes into 
cc:-1siderd.tion the social and economic hardships so many families must 
endu::.·e; the language of competency, ·...vhich tries many ways of teaching a 
child befcre declaring failure; and the family's own language, which 
demcnst.rates a commitment to i.nclusiveness. Such schools take· the time 
necessary to involve parents in their own children's education as well as in 
~he life of the school, providing many opportunities for parent development 
as · .. ;ell as many forums for supported participation. When parents move 
comfortably through a school's physical and social structures, their 
contributions help to close large gaps between culture, language and life 
experience. Positive school .climate and the success of the instructional 
program are strongly supported. Along with genuine parent participation 
comes many benefits for students improved attendance and academic 
achievement and more positive expectations and attitudes toward school. 

An optimal funding formula would provide sufficient funds for parent 
development, school-family liaisons, and parent/school/ community meetings 
and activities, not just token amounts for districts eligible for at-risk 
funding. It wotild provide sufficient funding to ensure that schools and 
districts are able to take the time and implement the activities that engage 
families and conununities in the life of schools. An optimal funding 

( 1) See The Good Common School; Making the Vision Work for All Children. 
National Coalition of Advocates for Students (1991). 



formula would provide sufficient funding to ensure that teachers can meet 
with parents to develop, review and revise Individualized Education Plans, 
related ser·~•ices prc·,.:iders can meet with parents to discuss a student I 5 

progress and ways to work on IEP goals at home, and that every school has 
staf: dedicated to this purpose. This proposal cloes not. 

2. Chil(hen benefit_ from integrat~d. heterogeneous 9ettinqs that are 
resconsive to different learning styl~s and_abilitieg. 

Equal educaticnal opportunity is a basic promise of U.S. public 
education, and of New Jersey's constitution. Effective schools for all 
children ensure that every child has full access to the same body of 
knc··::ledge. Children who are •different• are not prepared for. less 
satisfying fu~ures. These schools do not sort students by race, ability or 
disability; they group children of differing needs, ability and interests 
tog.:?the:r for instruction -including children with disabilities to the 
maximum extent appropriate given their needs. But they also acknowledge 
that heterogenous grouping practices create greater complexities for 
tea:-::.ers. Thus, teachers are provided with supports such as classroom 
aid~s. appiopriate books and materials, consulting or resource teachers, and 
class~s small enough to allow them to addre~s the individual needs of each 
chili in their classroom . 

. :..n optimal funding proposal would provide schools with classroom 
aides, team teachers, and flexibilit~' to implement effective teaching 
st:~:,;:;.:-=:;1-:-s that tequi:~.-e mc·re than one teacher to every 21-23 students. This 
proposal does not. The proposal asserts that it will help reduce 
oversegregation of children with disabilities by providing place~ent-neutral 
fu.:-::::::-.g for special education. SP.~ appreciates the major step taken by the 
CJrr::-'.:.ssioner in publicly acknowledging the inequities in the current special 
.::du::-ation funding system and identifying the need to reduce unnecessary 
segregation of classified pupils ahd to provide aid to support classified 
pupil~ in regular classes. SPAN supports the proposed elimination of the 
current program-weighted pupil count, which links funding to placement and 
disability category. Aid should not be linked to placement and must allow 
district.s to pro·..ride quality special education services in all continuum 
placements, including the general education classroom. Under the proposal, 
the state would cover the "full excess cost• of special education by 
pio~iding a "single cost estimate for non-speech special education 
programs," rather than the current 16 different •excess costs• categories. 
However, the proposal falls far short of an optimum special education 
funding formula, because it: 

Disco~rages districts from identifying, classifying and providing 
appropriate special education services to children with disabilities once 
they r.::>ach the 10% cap, regardless of the child's disability and special 
education needs; 

• Eliminates the due process and participation rights of parents of 
children with speech and other . disabi 1 it ies by •folding" them into general 
education funding and not classifying them; services to these children will 
be able to be reduced or eli~inated at the sole discretion of the district, 
because they will no longer have IDEA protections (for at least some of 
these ~hildren, this prciposal will violate IDEA); 
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Discourages districts f ram providing sufficient and appropriate 
services to such children by not providing sufficient funds to districts in 
the general education formula to meet their specialized and remedial needs; 
and 

• Disco~rages districts from providing sufficient quality services to 
children, especially those with more significant disabilities, by providing 
only one alarmingly low "excess cost" rate regardless of the nature and 
intensity cf services required. 

An optimal special education funding plan would provide sufficient 
reimbursement for special education in light of the nature and intensity of 
services required, regardless of placement.. This proposal does not. 
~ffective state monitoring and enforcement, not an arbitrary cap, is the 
_appropriate tool for ensuring that students are not unnecessarily identified 
or classified. And providing sufficient funding for services to special 
education children in general education classrooms, and effective state 
technical assistance, monitoring and enforcement; are the appropriate tools 
for ensuring that classified children are served appropriately in the least 
restrictive environments in which their needs can be met. 

3. Children need comorPhensible. culturallv supportive. and developmentallv 
aporopriat~ =urriculum and teaching strategies, 

At effective schools, fluency in a second language is prized, whether 
the language is learned before or after English. When children speaking a 
first language cither than English need separate instruction in English, they 
are instru=ted in their first language while learning English uhtil they can 
move into :he mainstream without ill effects on their academic achievement . 
. ?..t such sc:,~ols, multiculturalism is a primary goal. Because cultural 
differences are highly valued, students i:-njoy lear'ning about how others 
l i ·,re. Mu 1 ti cult ura 1 education enriches the life of every student and 
provides children with a strong foundatio~ of skills to live successfully in 
a global community. 

An optimal funding formula would analyze the needs of students and 
families with limited English proficiency and identify the funds necessary 
to meet those needs. This proposal does not. It simply continues the 
existing funding approach for bilingual education, without a~y effort to 
determine the adequacy of· the current program or funding. It provides no 
funding for second language instruction in the early grades when students 
are quickest to pick up new languages. And it fails to ensure access to 
second-language instruction for students with disabilities who are unable to 
score high enough on standardized tests to •win their way" into second.,. 
language classes. 

4. Children need an egu.itable opportunity to acquire the knowledge and 
skills they need to succeed in life. 

Every teacher in effective schools shares a strong belief in and 
corr~itment to the academic and social success of every student. The school 
curriculum is powerful and rich with meaning. It is organized around 
central themes and concepts, pro·..riding multiple entry points so that 
children of differing abilities may participate. The curriculum is complex 
and challenging, supporting the capacity of children to think more deeply. 
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The role ot the arts in enriching th.e lives of children and adults is 
acknowledged. Children are encouraged to apply all that they learn to their 
daily lives. Classrooms are highly interactive. Teachers provide 
opportunities for children to work together in small group settings where 
they can inquire into subjects that interest them deeply. Gro~p-centered 
learning processes ~upport students as they develop b~sic and higher-order 
skills, including the capacity to ana~yze and evaluate their own learning 
and to chal leng-e themselves and others. Such groups also provide chances 
for children to strengthen their social skills. Children develop individual 
skills and learn to work collectively toward common goals. Other strategies 
include cross-age and peer tutoring. 

An optimal funding formula would further the ability of schools and 
educators to create and support highly interactive classrooms, modify the 
curriculum and instructional materials to meet the needs of children with 
disabilities or other special learning needs, and work with children 
intensively to strengthen their social skills. This proposal does not. 
Instead it contains n ••• assumptions ... concerning the general types of 
programs, services, activities and materials that are needed to foster 
students' achievement of the curriculum standards," without identifying the 
research or factual basis for those assumptions. This is policy--making by 
anecdote. 

5. Childr-=-n need broadl\f-based ass~:3:'3~:s-:-.ts of their academic progress_ ar.d 
gra-:lino structures that enhance indi·::d 11 .. :d str'2ngths and potential . 

. ~t ef:ective schools, there is a pre·.railing assumption that every 
child has special talents and str~:-.gths, along with weaknesses. Human 
growth _1s understood to be an une\ten, highly indi·vidualiz~d process. 
Teachers take time and use their ingenuity to identify and build on 
individual strengths, using them to le~erage growth in other areas so that 
each child can develop to their full potential. Parents and educators have 
useful information gained through a · . ..-a!.·1ety of assessment strategies on 
which to base future instruction. They know that standardized tests do not 
provide info1~mation on which to base future de.cisions. No important 
educationa.l decisions about a child are made solely on the basis of a 
st~ndardizes test score. A variety of approaches are used to assess and 
document a child's strengths and weakn.:?sses, including student portfolios, 
performance tasks, student exhibit ions, structure classroom observations, 
and conferences with f ami 1 ies. Because te.achers and admini st raters 
understand that children progress at different rates, the school's grade 
structure provides opportunities for flexible, multi-age grouping. Mixed
age grouping guards against tracking or grade retention and encourages 
teachers to work ~ith each pupil as an individual. 

An optimal funding proposal would contain financial support for 
districts and schools to develop, implement, analyze and revise more 
meaning f u 1 assessment plans. This proposa 1 does not. Ra th er, it 
provides rewards for schools and -i1str:.cts based on standardized test 
scores , per pet u at i n g our st at e ' s : : : ·~-:- r e l i a nc e on th i s one form o f 
assessment. 



~. Chi ld·-~n need a i-.road range of support sPrvices that address ·individual 
n~~as. 

Effective schools have well-developed guidance and counseling 
prcgrams. School counselors help teachers design and implement classroom 
activities that strengthen students' academic, social, personal and career 
deveiopment skills. They met individually or in small groups with students 
ref erred by parents, teachers or themselves. Counselors are an important 
source cf support and encouragement to parents and teachers. They establish 
strong linkages ,,,,;ith community service providers to connect students and 
their families with a variety of services. 

An optimal funding proposal would provide significant funding for 
·support services for children and their f ami 1 ies. This proposal does 
not. On its face, the proposal woefully under funds suppport services for 
children, and provides no funding for support services for families. 

7~ Children need schools that are safe. attracti~e and free from preiudice. 

Effective schools pride themsel···'=s on being inclusive, democratic 
communities -:::>f childr.:n and adults. Thei seek to become a special kind of 
com:c1unity, quite diff-=rent from the often exclusionary ethnic and racial 
neighborhoods that surround them. At these schools, diversity is the norm. 
What's fa:r far cne is fair fer all. The principal treats other adults and 
·::hildrer\ !.·-=spe::tfull::' and exp-:-cts each mo:?!T1ber of the community to respect 
'2-a.cr-. oth.:t's ht:rr:an dignity .. ;i:.usi·ve treatment of oth~rs is not tolerated; 
there are clear consequences if it occurs, whether perpetrated b~' students 
or staff .. :..t th-sse schools, it is recognized that the physical facility 
sends strong messages to students and families about their worth and the 
value that their coITUT:unity places on education. Thus, the physical faciliy 
is ~ell-maintained, inviting, and accessible to students and families with 
physical chall~nges. 

An optimal funding proposal would provide funds for implementation of 
effective programs to address prejudicial attitudes and practices tow~rd 

children based on race, disability, etc. It wotild provide funds to reward 
districts for desegregation and supported inclusion efforts. It would 
provide sufficient funds to bring all schools up to decent standards, and to 
make all schools accessible. This proposal does not. 

a. Children need to be able to attend school unless they pose a real danger 
to other children or school staff. If they are temporarily excluded from 
school! they are provided with appropriate alternative instruction and 
services to help them deal with th~ underlying causes of their inappropriate 
behavior. 

Effective schools develop disciplihe codes with the full participation 
of parents, staff and children when appropriate. The code sets out 
expectations for appropriate behavior, as well as well-defined offenses with 
clear consequence,S, both positive and negative, for appropriate and 
inappropriate behavior. The severity and type of •punishment,• or 
consequence, is appropriate to the misbehavior. Positive interventions are 
utilized to solve underlying problems and minimize the likelihood for repeat 
offenses. The discipline code ·is enforced fairly and consistently. 
Students' due process rights are observed. The use of out-of-school 
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suspensicns is minim.:.zed, and in-school' suspension programs allow students 
to continue their re;;ular classroom work for credit. In or out· of school 
suspensions are utilized Only so long as necessary for "cooling down~ or 
problem-resolution purpcses, and childien are provided with assistance to 
reinte9rate into their regular classroom upon their return. 

An optimal funding proposal would provide funds for conflict 
resolution, peer mediation, the development of positive behavioral support 
pla.ns, and othei- programs that can help reduce inappropriate behavior. It 
would provide funds for in-school suspension programs, quality alte~native 
education programs fer "expelled" students, and other programs to address 
the needs of children who exhibit inappropriate behavior. T.his proposal 
does not. 

9. Children ne.ed to be taught by teachers who hold high expectations for 
all students. and who are fully prepared to meet the challenges of. diverse 
classrooms. 

At effective schi::·ols,· teachers are convinced that all students can 
learn. They no longe~ aim insttuction toward a mythical "average" learner 
or declare students ~ho don't fit the mold as "failures.• Instead, teachers 
try a variety of teaching strategies until they discover one that best meets 
the child's needs a;,:l learning styles. These teachers don't pre-judge 
ch:.. ld::.:·en' s capaci t:r· :::-; the basis of the pre··..:icus year's experience. They 
ca:1sciausly seek out students whc may need help but are not asserti~e enough. 
::: .;,;;}: f:::!: it .. ;1: :hildren a!:e ::alled on in the classro·::·m ar.d receive 
equal praise from te:i:-her:;;. Children's successes are celebrated, even the 
:;m.:.11 ::ries. C:rntir1uc-:l .:-ducatic:1 f·::·r teachers is encouraged. Opportunities 
fer teachers to come t~gether tc reflect on practice, share information, and 
engage in other team-~uilding activities are provided. 

An optimal funding proposal would pro·Jide significant funds for 
professional development; it would adequately fund the state's 
"comprehensive system of professional development" required by the 
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, which mandates a system to 
train all professionals who work ·,..;ith children with disabilities, provide 
them with strategies that have proven effective through pilots and research, 
and ensure that those promising practices are implemented. This proposal 
does not. It minimizes the need far professional development by allocati~g 
a miserly 2% of salaries for professional development and only one 
substitute day per teaching position for out-of-distr.ict offerings, at a 
time when it is widely recognized that increased professional development is 
crucial to ensure that •all children,• especially children with 
disabilities, reach their full potential. 

10. Children. need an equal educational opportunitv supported by the 
provision of greater resources to schools serving students most vulnerable 
to school failure. 

States that are truly dedicat~d to educational equity have state laws 
that equalize educational opportunity by increasing funding for poor 
districts and districts with greater nu~bers of children with special needs, 
including disabilities, rather than forcing wealthy districts to lower 
expenditures. A key tenet of educational equity philosophy is that no 
child's school success should be li:t1ited by where he or she lives or their 
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special needs; thus, funds are allocated to districts and schools on the 
basis of students' particular needs. T}?.is is the cornerstone of the 
New Jersey Supreme court's decision in Abbott and the Congress• 
intent in providing additional funds to districts to meet the 
needs of children with disabilities. 

An optimal furiding formula would achie~e parity in general education 
~pending between special needs districts and high wealth districts, and it 
would provide adequate supplemental fundingi based on careful studies of the 
costs of necessary prog:rams, to meet the special educational needs of 
disad· ... ·antaged students and students with disabilities. This proposal 
does not. Rather, as noted by the Education Law Center, it "start[s] with 
a decision about available funds and, from that, back[s] into an educational 
program that might be purchased for the available amount." As stated by the 
Arc, it "reflect[s] alarmingly low anticipated excess costs" for special 
education .. And as Emerson Dickman articulately observes, "[c]onjecture and 
assumption, couched in authoritative sounding rhetoric, establishes the 
shallow footings upon which the architecture of this elaborate plan 
depends." 

Conclusion 

While espousing "educational equ~ty," this plan does not provide the 
building blocks necessary to truly achieve educational equity and excellence 
for New Jersey's children, particularly those with the greatest needs due to 
disability, poverty, and discrimination. Th~ Statewide P~rent Advocacy 
Network urges you to reject this ill-advised plan and start over to develop 
a plan that has a realistic chance ta meet the lofty goals espoused by the 
proposal. SPAN is eager to work wi~h y~u to fashion such a plan and ensure 
its effecti~e implem~ntation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Library Media Program 
·catalyst for Efficient Implementation of 

CQre Cur,riculum Content Standards, K ... 12 
· to be included as Section IX 

Model schools of the· 21st century offer students the opportunity to use "the best ideas of the past, the 

living concepts of the present, and the dynamic speculative visions of the futute." 1 School library media 

centers by definition are the embodiment of that very concept. 

As the teacher's role has been shifting from presenter of facts to facilitator of active learning, the range of 
resources required beyond the textbook has been increasing dramatically. Professionally managed school 
library media centers provide an organized, cost-effective system of information, databases and lite_rary 
resources with equitable access at the student's point of need. 

The in_structional standards/goals of the library media program specifically address information literacy: 

1. The student will be able to locate, select, and retrieve a variety of print materials for reading. 

2. The student will be able to develop strategies for effective information retrieval and 
managem -;;nt. 

3. The student will be able to locate, select, and retrieve information. 

4. The student will be able to understand, analyze, evaluate, synthesize, and apply appropriate 
information effectively. 

5. The student will be able to access technological resources independently. 

In addition, the center/program provides students and staff with a wide variety of literature experiences. 

The purpose of this paper is to provide Chapter 9 of the Core Curriculum Content Standards because the 
library media professional plays a maj_or instructional role in all content areas. This document was 
prepared by school library media specialists throughout the state of New Jersey under the leadership of 

the Educational Media Association of New Jersey (EMAnj). 
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PHILOSOPHY 

School library media centers embody the school's philosophy. of implementing, developing, learning, 
enhancing, and promoting critical thinking skills, lifetime learning, and the basics of information lit
eracy, writing, and computation in all formats, including print, multimedia, and technological resources. 

An effective library information skills program is an integral part of th.e total educational program, teach

ing students the basic processing skills necessary to connect them with information and ideas in all 
subject and interest areas. Development of these' skills involves the collaborative efforts of certified 
library media specialists, administrators, classroom teachers, technology coordinators, computer teach

ers, parents, and students as active partners in the educational process, thus reinforcing the value of 
literacy and life-long learning. 

"At the very highest level, there is more than an integral curriculum; the overall school curriculum is 

actually information based and the LMC [Library Media Center] becomes as common a setting for con .. 
tent learning as the classroom. "2 
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MISSION STATEMENT 

''America 2000: An Educatlonal Strategy, released by President Bush in April, 1991, is a 'long-range plan to 

move toward national educational goals adopted by the President and governors' at the Charlottesville Educa

tional Summit in 1990 ... America 2000includes the development of 'New American Schools' ... [specifying] 

that each 'New American School shall be networked to share information, resources, and ideas using technologi-

cally advanced library media centers as its information technology hub'. 0 3 . 

The mission of the library media program is to ensure that students and staff are effective users of re

sources, ideas, and information and to promote in our youth the powers of literacy and competencies to 

function effectively in the workplace of the the 21st century. This mission recognizes the essential role of 

the school library media program in the educational process as a catalyst for all academic instruction and 

·a dynamic force for excellence in education. 

In support of this mission, the library media program will provide 

intellectual and physical access to a "super catalog" of a well-rounded multimedia collec
tion;4 

standards of instruction and design assessments to foster competence, aesthetic apprecia

tion and a lifelong interest in reading, viewing, listening, and effectively using ideas and 

information; 

opportunities for an active partnership with parents, teachers, computer experts, and 

administrators infusing common instructional goals and fully integrating the library 

media program into the curriculum; 

a dialog and partnership among the library media specialists, administrators, teachers, 

parents, and the business community with a commitment to providing universal and 

unrestricted access to a plethora of information and ideas. 5 

These provisions are documented. in the latest embodiment of national standards; !11/onnation Power: 

Guidelines/or the School Library Media Programs (1988), which reviews in depth all aspects of the 

library media program. 6 
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MISSION STATEMENT 

A. Research Finding: 
Information literacy is defi~ed as the ability to use information purposefully and effectively. Integrated 
instruction of information skills has a significant positive impact on students' abilities to use a range of 
information skills to solve particular information problems. " ... the closest correlation to high scores on 
college entrance exams is not per-pupil expenditures for instruction, teachers' salaries or textbooks. In .. 
·stead, by a wide margin, it is the number of local tax dollars spent per pupil on· library/media centers." 

The Kirk and Kulthau studies also point to the value of both a process approach and an integrated ap
proach to information skills instruction. 

A. References: 
Bainbridge, William. "Library Expenditures: No. 1 Factor in Success." School Board Notes. NJSBA, 

March 9, 1995. 
Kirk, Joyce; Poston-Anderson; Barbara; and Yerbury, Hilary. Into the 21st Century: Library and 

Information Services in Schools. Sydney: Australian Library and Information Association, 
1990. pages 2-3. 

Kulhthau, Carol C. "The Information Search Process: .A Summary of Research and Implications for 
School Library Media Programs," School Library Media Quarterly 18 (Fall, 1989): 19-25. 

B. Research Finding: 
"Since classrooms cannot serve as the repositories of all the information students will need to success
fully complete their assignments, a natural instructional partnership between school library media 
specialist and faculty is likely to develop." 

B. Reference: 
Craver, Kathleen W. School Library Media Centers in the 21st Century Changes and Challenges. 

Westport, CT: 1994. page 122. 
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LIBRARY MEDIA PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONAL STANDARDS AND GOALS 

The Educational Media Association of New Jersey's Curriculum Development Resource Guide provides 
sample standards/goals, obj~ctives, and activities which demonstrate the infusion of library tesourc_es 
and information skills into. all curriculum areas, as advocated by Information Power. 7 

As in the Content Standards, the Library Instructional Standards/Goals provide an opportunity for coop
erative learning. 

No one classroom can possibly contain a wealth of literature to promote voluntary reading amongst 
students, the value of which remains unquestioned. Stephen Ktashen's report, The Power of' Reading, 

provides a powerful argument that 

• voluntary reading is the best predictor of reading comprehension, vocabulary growth, spelling 
ability, grammar usage and writing style; 

access to school media centers results in more voluntary reading by students; 

the presence of a school library media specialist makes a discernible difference in the amount of 

reading done; 

• larger school library media collections and extended hours tend to increase both circulation and 
the amount read. 8 

No one classroom can possibly contain all the current resources needed to teach the students in that class
room. A thorough education can only be achieved through the informed and competent use of multiple 
tools and sound information management strategies. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE OF STANDARDS AND GOALS 

The standards and goals (the next five pages) have multiple choices of words which, when selected, 
are further explained· through a stated objective with a correlating sample activity. Each generic 
standard is supported by examples of implementation objectives within specific curriculum areas and 
activities. These may be adapted, extracted, implemented, shared or included as the need arises. 
Marginal notes offer alternatives of topics, resources, and activities for use with particular grade 
levels. 
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STANDARDS/GOALS 
SAMPLE OBJECTIVES I STUDENT ACTIVITIES 

STANDARD/GOAL: 
Given K - 1 2 instruction by the library media specialist, 

the student will be able to locate, select, and retrieve a 
variety of printed materials for reading. 

Example Objective: 
The student will demonstrate an appreciation of reading as a 
major source of information. 
Sample Activity: 

Given instruction by the library media specialist on the variety of 

nonfiction books available, the student will select an appropriate 
pet care book. 

Example Objective: 

The student will demonstrate the ability to recognize unique 
features of materials in special collections. 

Sample Activity: 

Given· instruction by the library media specialist on the vertical 
file, the student will select materials on current NASA 

developments. 

Example Objective: 
The student will choose reading as a regular leisure .. time 
activity. 

Sample Activity: 
Given instruction by the library media specialist, the student will 
select books and magazines which are age and interest appropriate. 

Sample Activity: 
Given instruction by the library media specialist, the student will 
participate in an optional reading program requiring X minutes 

of non-curricular related reading per day. 
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TOPICS: 

Animals 

Dinosaurs 

Fairy T.ales 

Famous People 

Great Disasters 

Historical Fiction 

Pets 

Science Fiction 

Science Topics 

RESOURCES: 

'Journals 

Magazines 

Newspapers 

Books, Fiction 

Books, Nonfiction 

ACTIVITIES: 

Reading Programs 

Open Circulation 

Field Trips 

School-wide Motivations 



TOPICS: 

Animals 

Architecture 

Countries/States 

Community helpers/Careers 

Science topics 

Regions 

Weather 

Ecology 

Environmental concerns 

Endangered species 

RESOURCES: 

Computerized catalog 

CD-ROM 

Encyclopedia 

Picture dictionary 

Children's Magazine Guide 

Weekly Reader-type newspa

pers 

ACTIVITIES: 

Webbing 

Mapping 

Locating information 

Using multiple sources 

Creating modified citations 

STANDARD/GOAL: 
Given K - 1 2 instruction by the library media 
specialist, the student will be able to develop strate
gies for effective information retrieval. 

Example Objective: 
The student will demonstrate the ability to develop spe
cific search strategies in order to locate information. 

Sample Activity: 

Given instruction by the library media specialist on periodical 
index searching, the student will develop a key word I descrip

tor list in order to locate information concerning the contro
versy surrounding some rap groups. 

Example Objective: 
The student will demonstrate the ability to develop a 
working strategy for gathering information on a chosen 
topic from multiple resources. 

Sample Activity: 
Given instruction by the library media specialist on developing 
a pathfinder, the student will develop a list of specific descrip
tors and resources to be used as part of the research process. 

Example Objective: 
The student will demonstrate the ability to develop a 
working bibliography of articles while preparing a research 
paper. 

Sample Activity: 

Given instruction by the library media specialist on the proper 

format for citations of multimedia resources, the student will 

identify information necessary for citing articles about current 
world political turmoil while preparing a research paper. 
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STANDARD/GOAL: 
Given K - 1 2 instruction by the library media specialist, 
the student will be :able to locate, select, retrieve 
information . 

Example Objective: 
The student will demonstrate the ability to locate biographical 
·information. 

Sample Activity: 
Civen instruction by the library media specialist on the library's 
biographical and nonfiction reference resources, the student will 
locate biographical information about a mathematician. 

Example Objective: 
The student will demonstrate the. ability to retrieve informa
tion about world cultures. 

Sample Activity: 
Given instruction by the library media specialist on subject 
classification of nonfiction materials, the student will locate and 

retrieve related information on the Chinese New Year celebration. 

Example Objective: 
The student will demonstrate the ability to retrieve historical 
information. 

Sample Activity: 
Given instruction by the library media specialist on subject 
classification on nonfiction materials, the student will locate and 
retrieve related information about the development of a specific 
sport. 

Example Objective: 
The student will demonstrate the ability to select an appropri
ate book. 

Sample Activity: 
Given instruction by the library media specialist on searching for 

his.torical fiction on a card I computerized catalog, the student will 

select an appropriate book. 
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TOPICS: 

Inventors 

Presidents 

Pop culture 

Sports figures 

Scientists 

Holidays 

Costumes 

Customs 

Food 

Celebrations 

Flags 

Transportation 

Health 

RESOURCES: 

Encyclopedia 

Almanac 

Thesaurus 

Atlas 

Biographical dictionary 

Specialized encyclopedia 

ACTIVITIES: 
Brainstorming 

Grouping 

· Identifying 



TOPICS: 

Colonial life 

Historical fiction 

Historical eras 

Plant growth 

Elections 

· Early settlers 

Community. life 

Family life 

RESOURCES: 

American Girl series 

Crabtree series 

Early Settler Life 

Historic Communities 

ACTIVITIES: 

Sorting, analyzing, interpreting 

Charts, graphs 

Election results 

Growth comparison 

Evaluation of sources based on 

information content 

Time lines 

STANDARD/GOAL: 
Given ~ - 12 instruction_ by the library media special
ist, the student. will be able to understand, analyze, 
evaluate, synthesize, and apply appropriate informa
tion effectively. 

Example Objective: 

The student will demonstrate the understanding that 

reading historical fiction and narrative nonfiction will 
provide greater insight into the actual living conditions of 

a specific time period. 

Sample Activity: · 
Given booktalk presentations by the library media specialist, 
the student will select bookS for independent reading in order 
to broaden his/her understanding of that time period. 

Example Objective: 

The student will demonstrate the ability to analyze cur
rent statistical information. 

Sample Activity: 

Given instruction by the library media specialist on using 
certain statistical resources, the student will analyze (geo

graphical distribution I increased incidence) of Lyme Disease· 
in New Jersey. 

Example Objective: 

The student will demonstrate the ability to compare and 
contrast literary forms. 

Sample Activity: 

Given instruction by the library media specialist on comparing 
information gathered from several resources, the student will 
contrast literary treatment of women in Gothic novels with 
treatment of women in contemporary lit,erature. 

Example Objective: 

The student will demonstrate the ability to interpret the 
formulas used by newspapers. 

5umple Actil'ity: 

Ciz't'n instruction by the library media specialist on decoding 
the :'ftick market pages of the newspapers, the student will 

rarticipate in tlze Stock Market Game. 
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STANDARD/GOAL: 
Given K - 1 2 instruction by the library media specialist, 
the student will be able to access technological re- · 
sources independently. 

Example Objective: 
The student will demonstrate the ability to retrieve 
information, both text and graphic. 

Sample Activity: 
Given instruction by the library media specialist on (CD-ROM I 
online I DIALOG I N]Link I Internet I database) searching, the 
student will retrieve information, both text and graphic, on (artist/ 
artist of the Renaissance Period I cartoonist I designer of fabric and 
textiles). 

Example Objective: 
The student will demonstrate the ability to produce a 
multimedia report or project. 

Sample Activity: 
Given instruction by the library media specialist on retrieving, 
evaluating, synthesizing, and inserting text, graphics, sound, and 
movies into a multimedia report; the student will complete and 
present a (report I project) as assigned, i. e., about the rain forest. 
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TOPICS: 

Maps 

Rainforest 

Endangered species 

Animals ~ 

RESOURCES: 

Technology 

Computerized catalog 

CD-ROM 

Atlas 

Encydopedia 

Almanac 

Laserdiscs 

Computer programs 

ACTIVITIES: 

Project Zoo 

HyperStudio 

Science and social studies 

Laserdiscs 

Media MAX 



CORE CURRICULUM INTERRELATIONSHIP 

The matrix which follows provides a quick overview of the interrelationship between the stan
. dards and performance indicators of the eight defined sections of the Core Curriculum Content 
Standards draft and the Library Media Program Instructional Standards and Goals. 
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Core Curriculum 
Standards 

Visual and 
Performing Arts 

Career Education 

Health and 
Physical 

Education 

Language Arts 
and Literacy 

Mathematics 

Science 

Social 
Studies 

World 
Languages 

Library Media Program Standard/Goal: The student will be able to 
locate, select, and retrieve a variety of print materials for reading. 
(Print rich environment: fiction, nonfiction, newspapers, journals, magazines) 

: Standard Numbers - Peiformance Indicators 

1-4; 10; 11 

Grades K-4: 2-b, 2-d; 3-a; 5 
Grades 5-8: 2-c, 2-d, 2-e; 3-a; 4-a, 4-d; 5 
Grades 9-12: 2.,.e; 3-a, 3-b, 3-c; 4-c; 5 

Grades K-4: 1-3; 2-1; 7; 8-1, 8-2, 8-5; 9-4; 10-1,-10-3; 11-4, 11-5 
Grades 5-8: 1-6; 2-1; 7; 8-1; 8-8; 9-4; 10-3,10-4, 10-5; 11-5 
Grades 9-12: 1-3, 1-5, 1-6; 2~1; 7; 8-1, 8-2, 8-4, 8-5, 8-7, 8-8; 9-4, 9-5; 

10-3; 11-5, 11-6 

1 - All indicators require multiple and plentiful resources 
2 - All indicators require multiple and plentiful resources 
3-2,3-24; 4-13,4~14; 5-1,5-3~5-9,5-16; 6-5,6-13; 
8-5, 8-9, 8-10, 8-12, 8-16 

3-G, 3-H, 3-Z 

2-1, 2-4, 2-5, 2-6; 2-7; 4-4, 4-10; 7-1; 10-1; 11-4, 11-6, 11-9; 12-1, 12-7 

Grades K-4: 1; 2-4; 3-1, 3-4; 4; 5; 7; 8-1; 9 
Grades 5-8: 1; 2-6, 2-7, 2-8; 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 3-5; 4; 5; 6-2, 6-4; 7; 8-1; 9 
Grades 9-12: 1; 2-3, 2-7; 3-2, 3-4; 4; 5; 6-l, 6-3; 7; 8-1, 8-3, 8-5; 9 

1-6; 2-2,2-4,2-5; 3 
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Core Curriculum 
... i ~ ds 

Visual and 
Performing Arts 

Career Education 

Health and 
Physical 

Education 

Language Arts 
and Literacy 

Mathematics 

Science 

Social 
Studies 

World 
Languages 

Library Media Program Standard/Goal: The student will be able.to 
develop strategies for effective ~ormatlon retrieval. 

: Standard Numbers - Peiformance Indicators 

10; 11 

Grades K-4: 2.,;b, 2-d; 5 
Grades 5-8: 2-b, 2-e; 3-a; 4-a, 4-d; 5 
Grades 9-12: 2-e; 3-a, 3-b, 3-c; 4-c; 5 

Grades K-4: 1-3, 1-6; 2-1; 7; 8-1, 8-2, 8-5; 9-4; 10-1; 11-4, 11-5 
Grades 5-8: 1-6; 2-1; 7; 8-1, 8-8; 9-4; 10-3, 10-4, 10-5; 11-4, 11-5 · 
Grades 9-12: 1-3, 1-5, 1-6; 2-1; 7; 8-1, 8-2, 8-4, 8-5, 8-7, 8-8; 9-4, 9-5; 

10-3; 11-5, 11-6 

1-1, 1-6, 1-7, 1-15, 1-16, 1-20, 1-26, 1-31; 
2-2, 2-4, 2-30, 2-31, 2-32; 3-2; 6-2, 6-5, 6-6, 6-11, 6-22; 
8-2, 8-3, 8-4, 8-5, 8-6, 8-9, 8-10, 8-12, 8-16 

3-Z 

1-2; 2-1, 2-4, 2-5, 2-6, 2-7; 4-4, 4-10; 7-1; 10-1; 11-4, 11-9; 12-1, 12-7 

Grades K-4: 1; 2-4, 2-6, 2-7; 3; 4; 5-2, 5-4; 7; 8-1; 9 
Grades 5-8: 1; 2-5, 2-6, 2-7, 2-8; 3-5; 4; 5-2, 5-3; 6-2, 6-4; 7; 8-1; 9 
Grades 9-12: l; 2-3, 2-7, 2-8, 2-9, 2-10; 4; 5-2, 5-3, 5-6; 6-1, 6-3; 7; 

8-1, 8-3, 8-5; 9 

1-6; 2-2, 2-4, 2-5; 3 
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Core Curriculum 
Standards 

Visual and 
Performing Arts 

Career Education 

Health and 
Physical 

Education 

Language Arts 
and Literacy 

Mathematics 

Science 

Social 
Studies 

World 
Languages 

: Library Media Program Standard/Goal: The student will be able to 
locate I select I retrieve information. 

Standard Numbers - Petformance Indicators 

1-4; 10; 11 

Grades K-4: 2-6, 2-d; 3-a; 5 
Grades 5-8: 2-b, 2-c, 2-e; 3-a; 4~a, 4-d; 5 
Grades 9-12: 2-d, 2-e; 3-a, 3..;b, 3-c; 4-c; 5 

Grades K-4: 1-3, 1-7; 2-1; 7; 8-1, 8-2, 8-5; 9-4; 10".'l, 10-3; 11-4, ll-5 
Grades 5-8: 1-6; 2-1; 7; 8-1, 8-8; 9-4; 10-3, 10-4, 10-5; 11-4, 11-5 
Grades 9-12: 1-3, 1-5, 1-6; 2-1; 7; 8-1, 8-2, 8-4, 8-5, 8-7, 8-8; 

9-4, 9-5; 10-3; 11-5, 11-6 

1-7, 1-15, 1-16, 1-20, 1-26, 1-31, 1-33; 2-1, 2-2, 2-4, 2-5, 2-17, 2-31, 2-32; 
3-21; 4-13, 4-14; 6-2, 6-6, 6-14, 6-22; 8-5, 8~6, 8-7, 8-9, 8-10, 8-12, 8-16 

3-Z; 5-A, 5-E, 5-F, 5-L; 14 - I 

2-1, 2·.4, 2'.'5, 2-6, 2-7; 4-4, 4-5, 4-10; 7-1; 8-13; 10-1; 11-4, 11-6, 11-9; 
12 .. 1, 12-7 

Grades K-4: 1; 2-4, 2-6, 2-7; 3-1, 3-4; 4-1; 5-2; 7; 8-1 
Grades 5-8: 1; 2-5, 2-6, 2-7, 2-8; 3-1, 3-5; 4-1, 4".'4, 4-5; 5-2, 5-3; 6-2, 6-4; 

7; 8-1 
Grades 9-12: l; 2-3, 2-7, 2-8, 2-9, 2-10; 3-2, 3-4, 3-5; 4-1, 4-3, 4-4; 5-2, 5-3, 

5-6; 6-t.6-3; 1; 8-1, 8-3, 8~5; 9 

1-6; 2-2, 2-4, 2-5; 3 
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Core Curriculum 
Standards 

Visual and 
Performing Arts 

Career Education 

Health and 
Physical 

Education 

Language Arts 
and Literacy 

Mathematics 

Science 

Social 
Studies 

World 
Languages 

Library Media Program Standard/Goal: The stu~ent will be able to 
understand, analyze, evaluate, synthesize and apply appropriate 

: information effectively. 

Standard Numbers ~ Peifonnance Indicators 

. 1-4; 10; 11 

Grades K4: 2-b, 2-d; 3-b, 3-c; 5 
Grades 5-8: 2-c, 2-d, 2-e; 3-a; 4-a, 4-d; 5 
Grades 9-12: 2-b, 2-c, 2-d, 2-e; 3-a, 3-b, 3~c; 4-c; 5 

Grades K-4: 1-3, 1-6; 7; 10-1, 10-3; 11-5 
Grades 5-8: 1-3, 1-6; 7; 8-1, 8-8; 9-4, 9-5; 10-3, 10-4, 10-5; 11-4, 11-5 
Grades 9-12: 1-3, 1-5, 1-6; 2-1; 7; 8-1, 8-2, 8-4, 8-5, 8-7, 8-8; 9-4, 9-5; 

10-3; 11-5, 11-6 

1-2, 1-23, 1-24, 1-25, 1-27, 1-28, 1-29, 1-31, 1-32, 1-33, 1-.34, 1-35, 1-36; 
2-7, 2-11, 2-13, 2-24, 2-27, 2-29, 2-30, 2-31,2-34; 3-4, 3-10, 3-21, 3-23; 
6-17, 6-21, 6-22; 8-4, 8-7, 8-9, 8-10, 8-12, 8-16 

3-G, 3-H, 3-Z; 5-E, 5-F, 5-L 

2-2, 2-3, 2-4, 2-7; 4-4, 4-5, 4-10; 8-13; 10-1; 11-4, 11-9; 12-1, 12-7 

Grades K-4: 1-1, 1-2, 1-4; 2-4, 2-6, 2-7; 3; 4; 5-1, 5-3, 5-4; 7; 8-1 
Grades5-8: 1-1, 1-3, 1-4, 1-6; 2-5,2-6,2-7,2-8; 3-1,3-2,3-3,3-5; 4; 5; 

6-2, 6-4; 7; 8-1 
Grades 9-12: 1-1, 1-2, 1-4, 1-6; 2-3, 2-7, 2-8, 2-9, 2-10; 3; 4; 5; 6-1, 6-3; 7; 

8-1, 8-3, 8-5; 9 

1-6; 2-2,2-4,2-5; 3 
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Core Curriculum 
Standards 

Visual and 
Performing Arts 

Career Education 

Health and 
Physical 

Education 

Language Arts 
and Literacy 

Mathematics 

Science 

Social 
Studies 

World 
Languages 

Library Media Program Sf:andard/Goal: The student will be able to 
accea technological resources Independently. 

Standard Numbers - Peiformance Indicators 

1-4; 10; 11 

Grades K-4: 2-b, 2-d; 3-a; 5 
Grades 5-8: 2-c, 2-e; 3-a; 4-a, 4-d; 5 
Grades 9-12: 2-c, 2-e; 3-a, 3-b, 3-c; 4-c; 5 

Grades K-4: 1-3, 1-6, 1-7; 2-1; 7; 8-1, 8-2, 8-5; 9-4; 10-1, 10-3; 11-4, 11~5 
Grades 5,,8: 1-6; 2-1; 7; 8-1, 8-8; 9-4; 10-3, 10-4, 10-5; 11-4, 11-5 
Grades 9-12: 1-3, 1-5, 1-6; 2-1; 7; 8-1, 8-2, 8-4, 8-5, 8-7, 8~8; 9-4, 9-5; 

10-3; 11-5, 11-6 

1-22, l-26, 1-31; 2-2, 2-4, 2-5, 2-17, 2-30, 2-31; 3-16, 3-17, 3-25; 4-13, 4-14; 
6-11, 6-14, 6-15, 6-18, 6-20, 6-21, 6-22; 7-5; 8-5, 8-6, 8-7, 8-9, 8-10, 8-12, 8-16 

3-Z· 5-l 5-E 5-F 5-H 5-K 5-L 5-Q· 14-1 
' -' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 

1-2; 2-1, 2-4. 2-5, 2-6, 2-7; 4-4, 4-5, 4-10; 7-1; 8-13; 11-4, 11-6, 11-9; 
12- 1, 12-7 

Grades K-4: 1; 2-4, 2-6, 2-7; 3-1, 3-4; 4-2; 5; 7; 8-1; 9 
Grades 5-8: 1; 2-6, 2-7, 2-8; 3-5; 4; 5-2, 5-6; 6-2, 6-4; 7; 8-l; 9 
Grades 9-12: 1; 2-3, 2-7; 3-2; 4; 5-2, 5-3; 6-1, 6-3; 7; 8-1, 8-3, 8-5; 9 

1-6; 2-2,2-4,2-5; 3 
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CORE CURRICULUM CORRELATION 

The following pages contain text excerpts which correspond to some of the Core Curricu
lum Content standard and performance indicator numbers listed in the preceding numerical 
matrix. The foilowing chart correlates the interrelationship between the curriculum subject 
standards/performance indicators and the instructi9n given by the certified library media 
specialist. 
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Core Cuniculum 
Standards 

Visual and 
Performing Arts 

Career Education 

Health and 
Physical 
Education 

Language Arts 
Literacy 

Standards I Performance Indicators which correlate with 
library media instruction 

These re.rt excerpts cortespo11d 10 some ofthe co.re curriru/um content standard a11d 

petforma11ce i11dica1or numbers listed in the libra0· mediaprogtam matrix. 

Introduction: Enrich our understanding of the human experiences across cultures and histories. 

including the accomplishments of men, women, ethnic, racial and cultural ·communities. 

Standard 11: Identify the various historica'I, social and cultural influences and traditions which 

generated artistic accomplishments throughout the ages, and which continue to shape 

community arts. 

Standard 2, Indicator b (Grades K-4): ... demonstrate awareness of different cultures, 

lifestyles, attitudes and abilities. 

Standard 4, Indicator a (Grades 5 - 8): ... identify a number of occupational groups for 

exploratior:i. 

Standard 5: Using skills to locate, evaluate and interpret career information. 

Standard 7, Indicator 5: Identify and explain how to access resources for information, support, 

and treatment of problems related to the use and abuse of chemical substances. 

. Standard 9, Indicator 5: Analyze information on violence in the school and community, 

consider factors that influence violent. behavior and lead to injuries ... 
Standard 11; Indicator4 (Grades K-4): lde11tify sources .. '._' 
Standard 11, Indicator 4 (Grades 5 - 8): Locate resources for .... 
Standard 11, Indicator 5 (Grades 9 -12): Locate and evaluate the level and accessibility of 

mental health services in the community. 

Standard l: Language Arts/Literacy develops when students read and interact with materials 

that are diverse in content and fortn~ Critical and analytical readers are able to compre
hend, interpret, evaluate, respond to, analyze, and synthesize a variety of texts/materials. 

Standard 2: Language Arts/Literacy develops when students read, listen to, view, and respond 

to a diverse selection of literature. 

Standard 6, Indicator 2: ... routinely demonstrate an ability to gain information from a variety 
of media. 

·Standard 8: Language Arts/Literacy develops when students acquire the habits of inquiry 
necessary to become thinkers and learners ... to effectively reflect on, question, research, 
and resolve issues... , 

Standard 8, Indicator 5: ... select reading materials that are appropriate for their skill level and 

task. 

Standard 8, Indicator 6: ... demonstrate the ability to assess methods for finding and gathering 
information. 

Standard 8, Indicator 7: ... demonstrate the ability to find, retrieve, and use information to 

achieve a goal. 
Standard 8, Indicator 9: ... use the library as a critical resource for inquiry. 
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Core Curriculum 
Standards 

Mathematics 

Science 

Social 
Studies 

World 
Languages 

Standards I Performance Indicators which correlate with 
library media fnstructlon 

These text excerpts correspofid to some of the core curn'rulum content standard and 
peiformt1nce indicator numbers listed in the library me{iia program matrix. 

Standard 3: All students will develop their ability to connect mathematics to other learning ... 

Standard 3,Indicator Z: ... recognize the evolutionary~ dynamic, and human nature of math
ematics and how it responds to the changing needs of society, through the study of the 
history of mathematics. · 

Standard 5, Indicator K: ... use emergent technologies as research tools and ~esources for 

gathering data .. 

Introduction: Science should not be taught at any level devoid of its connectivity with other 
subjects or the needs of society. 

Standard 2, Indicator 1: Hearing, reading and writing about scientists and inventors in the 
context of history. 

Standard 2, Indicator 4: Developing a timeline of the major events and people in the history of 
science in conjunction with other world events. 

Standard 2, Indicator 7: Studying the lives and contributions of important scientists and 
engineers who effected major breakthroughs in our understanding of the natural world. 

Introduction: The primary purpose o~ social studies is to help young people develop the ability 

to make informed and reasoned decisions for the public good as citizens ... 

Standard 1, Indicator 1 (Grades K-4): ... evaluate various resources for reconstructing the past. 
Standard 1, Indicator 1 (Grades 5 - 8): ... analyze historic~! events through the use of primary 

and secondaiy source matierial. 
Standard 4, Indicator 4 (Grades 5 -8): ... compare goods and services available in the United. 

States and the world. 
Standard 6, Indicator 4 (Grades 5 - 8): ... analyze historical and contemporary incidents which 

· l~d to prejudice, discrimination, expulsion, holocaust or genocide. 
Standard 7: The social studies program should provide for the study of diverse cultures 

through understanding of their origins and the values and principles around which they 

are organized. 

Guiding Principles and Rationale: World languages connect with all ot~er disciplines. 

Standard 1, Indicator 6 (l(-4): Provide and obtain information on familiar topics .. 
Standard 2: The world language program will include experiences that promote the use of 

language as a vehicle to acquire and reinforce knowledge in other disciplines as a means 
of supporting basic ·slJlls acquisition and promoting interdisciplinary learning. 

Standard 3, Indicator 2 lgradcs K-4): . .-.devefop knowledge of the cultures of speakers of 
diverse languages. 

Standard 3, Indicator 3 (Grades 5 - 8): ... examine the customs of home and target cultures. 
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ASSESSMENT/ACCQUNTABILITV 

Assessment of a sequential library media program on an academic learning, K - 12, will include the 
standards/goals, objectives and activities of the library media program. 

·PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

Through exposure to· a rich and exhaustive print collection, students will 

• become discerning readers; 

• be able to integrate literature into various subject areas; 

develop lifelong learning and reading habits and value the intrinsic merit and pleasure of 
reading. 

Through exposure to a variety of print, nortprint, and technological resources incorporating resource 
based learning, students will 

• be able to select and integrate a variety of materials beyond the textDook; 

• be able to find patterns and meaning in the information acquired from diverse databases; 

• be able to discern and assess the relationships between various pieces of information and 
a problem or subject; 

• be able to experiment in their search for information by selecting different databases, 
creating several search strategies, and varying their search options; 

• be able to understand, analyze, evaluate, interpret and synthesize information at high 
levels of critical thinking skills; 

• be able to locate, retrieve, and access new and emerging technological resources with 
confidence and independence; 

• be able to engage in several forms of collaboration in preparation for the global 
marketplace, such as interacting with library media specialists, teachers, and their peers 
in different course-integrated; on-line instruction units. 
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·ASSESSMENT/ACCOUNTABILITY 

A. Research Finding: 

Assessment can best be accomplished by assessing the impact of programs-not how many books are 
circulated and returned, how many students sit in the library media center chairs, how many booktalks 
are given-but how well students tackle a problem and whether they know how to ask a question. 

A. Reference: 

Kuhlthau, Carol Collier, ed. Assessment and the School Library Media Center. Englewood, Colorado: . 
Libraries Unlimited, 1994. 
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ROLES OF THE LIBRARY MEDIA SPECIALIST: TEACHER, INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIST AND INSTRUCTIONAL CONSUL TANT 

"To respond effectively to an everchanging environment, people need more than just a knowledge 
base. They need techniques for exploring, making conn¢etions, and making practical use of informa
tion. "9 

The cross curricular nature of the library media specialist's teaching mission enables students to make 

the academic interconnections that lead to greater achievement. These skills include the ability to see 
research as planned inquiry, to select and evaluate information, and to understand the roles of knowl
edge, information, and opinion. 

The instructional role of library rnedia specialists was studied by Aaron (1975), nearly 15 years prior to 
the publication of Information Power. Aaron found in an experimental program that when a full-time 
media specialist was added to the· teaching team significant improvement in language arts, spelling, 
and math computation was achieved by elementary school students over the control group in the study. 
Gengler (1965) looked at differences in the ability to apply selected problem solving skills between · 

sixth grade students who were instructed by a classroom teacher and those who received additiopal 
instruction from an elementary school librarian. Findings showed that the mean score on a problem 
solving skills examination for the librarian-teacher instructed group was significantly higher than for 

the teacher instructed group. 10 

"Unlike students, who frequently use the library for recreational reading or research, faculty members 
can continue to exist with text books and assigned reserved materials in their classrooms. As a result, 
faculty will require more sensitive instructional approaches. Whenever possible, instruction should be 
geared to their specific subject areas and, more importantly, to demonstrating how the school library 
media center can assist to facilitate student learning." 11 
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The Role of the Llbnu:y Malle Sgedellst u Teacher 

A. Research Flildlng: 
"The development of studerit competence in research and study skills is most effective when integrated 
with classroom instruction through cooperative program planning and team teaching by two equal teach
ing partners -the classroom teacher and the teacher-librarian [library media specialist]."12 

A. References: 
Aaron, S. L. Personalizing Instruction for the Middle School Leamer: The Instructional Hole o.f 

the School Media Specialist.- Tallahassee, Florida: Florida Department of Education, 1975. 
Becker, Dale Eugene. Social Studies Achievement of Pupils in Schools with Libraries and Schools 

without Libraries. University of Pennsylvania, 1970. 172 pages. Ed.D. dissertation. (2411-
A-#70-22,868) 

Gengler, C. R. A Study of Selected Problem-solving Skills Comparing Teacher-instructed Students 

with Librarian/teacher Instructed Students. University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, 1965. 

Ph.D. dissertation. 
· Hodson, Yvonne D. Values and Functions o.f the School Media Center asPerceived by Fourth and -. 

Sixth Graders and Their Teachers in Compared School Settings. State University of New York 
at Buffalo, 1978. 188 pages. Ph.D. dissertation. (39:3-4. 1172-A-#7817042) 

Nolan, Joan Parmeter. A Comparison of Two Methods o/lnstruction in library Research Skills .for 

Elementary School Students. Ed. D. dissertation. Temple University, 1989. 
Smith, Jane Bandy. An Exploratory Study o.f the Effectiveness o.f an Innovative Process Designed to 

Integrate Library Skills into the Curriculum. George Peabody College for Teachers, 1978. 
1974 pages. Ph.D. dissertation. (39:8, 4569 - #7902510) 

B. Research Finding: 
College students exposed to a high school library research skills program reported that they were able to 
apply these skills when conducting college level research. The findings of this study strongly indicate the 
importance of the school library media specialist assuming the role of educator. To facilitate the transfer 
of library research skills from one grade level to another, school library media specialists at all grade 

levels need to be considered full participants in the total. educational program of their respective institu
tions. 

·B. Reference: 

Goodin, M. Elspeth. The Transferability o.f Library Research Sk11ls from High School to College. 

New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers, 1987. Ph.D. dissertation. 
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C. Research Finding: : 
"The use of electronic technologies in school library media centers has changed the mode of biblio

graphic instruction not only for students but also for faculty. As school library media centers become 
. computerized, faculty will need as much instruction as their students. II . 

Co Reference: 
Whitley, Sandra. "Librarian's Library," American Libraries24 (July/August 1993): 657. 
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The Role of pie Library Media S••llst as Information Technoloa Specialist 

The most important outcome of the educational process is the individual citizen who becomes a life-long 
learner and problem solver. Technology provides an important means for individualizing the educational 
experiences lea.ding to that goal. Technology enables a student to acquire information ·at a rate and in a -
manner consistent with her/his optimum. learning style. Students can use information technology in 
many ways: acquiriri.g information, solving problems, interacting with teaching programs, accessing 
databases, and for communicating interactively. Students need hands-on experiences with technology in 
an educational setting when~ they will learn to understand the nature of technology as well as how to 

manipulate it. 

Technology not withstanding, no one classroom can possibly contain all the current resources needed to 
teach the students in that classroom. The most cost effective method of implementation is to network the 
large variety of information resources from one professionally staffed center. The format of information 
sources is constantly changi_ng but the expertise needed to instruct parents, teachers, adminstration, and 
students in effective information selection strategies and critical thinking processes still remains with the 
library media specialist. 

A. Research Finding: 
"The traditional '3 R's' have become outdated as emerging technologies create the 'Fourth Information 
Revolution,' and change our society and the expectations we have for educated people... Technology has 
also altered how people present, transmit, simulate, and describe. Today's learners cannot apply knowl
edge, skills or attitudes without access to society's technologies. Indeed, the technologies provide the 
tools, applications, and processes that empower individuals of the information society." (Mihalevich, 
1991) -

A. Reference: 
See, John. "Connections in Concept and Practice: Technology and Outcome-Based Education." Minne-

sota Department of Education, 1992. 

B. Research Finding: 
One of the most important instructional roles of the library media specialist in an electronic environment 
of the "s·upercatalog", with its multiple databases, access to other libraries and increased searching capa

bilities is the extension of its client base to include parents. The scope of the school library media center 
has become boundless with on-line catalogs searachable via modem 24 hours a day, 365 day~ a year. 

Students can now access the school's supercatalog from their classrooms as well as their homes. This 

creates extensive opportunities for parents who wish to further their education or simply avail themselves 
of the information accessible through the collection housed in the supercatalog thereby necessitating on

line instruction from the school library media ~pecialist. Parents may even wish to partake of career and 
vocational information that will be available in various on-line databases and networks. 

B. Reference: 
Callison, Daniel. "The Impact of New Technologies on School Library Media Center Facilities and 

Instruction." Journal of Youth Services in Libraries 6 (Summer 1993): 414-416. 
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The Role of the Library Media _Specialist as Instructional Consultant 

The library media specialist, working collaboratively with teachers, administrators and parents, provides 
knowledge of information resources to support curriculum initiatives. The library media specialist works 

with teachers to design instructional units that coordinate with curriculum drawing on resources includ
ing, but not limited to, library collections, on-line databases, and government agencies. 

The library media specialist, working collaboratively with teachers, administrators, and parents, facili

tates the development of teachers' understanding and implementation of outcomes-based education; plans 
for learning environments that support- curriculum integration; previews and selects resources and tech

nology to accommodate the learning styles and multiple intelligences 13 of students; and designs and 

implements a variety of instructional strategies and experiences that engage each student in successful 

learning. 

In Nancy Palette's book, Developing Methods of Inquiry (1973), she states, "Hopefully, the educational 
community is achieving a level of sophistication where it is understood that the school library (assuming 

it is a modem school library) is not simply a storehouse of print materials. Certainly, the school librarian 

must be a resource person in every sense of the term. 14 

In Media Magic (1979), Mary Margrabe shares this concern: "Too often, no effective, continuous link 

exists between the classroom and the library media center. When a class is scheduled in the library to free 

its teacher for his/her mandated planning minutes per week, there is, frequently, little or no communica

tion between teacher and librarian. Opportunities for in-depth research by students are not uniformly 

required by all teachers. Most library media specialists are burdened with administrative and clerical 

chores and lack the time to free them for professional duties; they too often lack the time to build the 

bridge of communication between the library and the classroom." 15 

A. Research Finding: 
" ... media education and collaborative learning go hand in hand - both require inquiry-based, student

centered activities which encourage a division of tasks, sharing of information and learning skills." 

A. Reference: 
Halls, Holly. "Media Education: A Collaborative Leaming Approach." Constructing Culture Confer

ence, University of Guelph, Ontario, May, 1992., 
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The Role of the Library Media Specialist as Instructional C()nsultant 

B. Research Finding: . 
"The development of student competence in research and study skills is most effective when integrated 
with classroom instruction through cooperative program planning and team teaching by two equal 
teaching partners - the classroom teacher and the teacher-librarian [library media specialist]." 16 

B. Reference: 
Becker, Dale Eugene. Social Studies Achievement of Pupils in Schools with Libraries and Schools 

Without Libraries. Ed.D. dissertation. University of Pensylvania, 1970. 

Callison, Helen Leppard. The Impact of the School Library Media Specialist on Curriculum Design 

and Implementation.Ph. D. dissertation. University of South Carolina. 1979. 

Hodson, Yvonne D. Values and Functions of the School Media Center asPerceived by Fourth and 

Sixth Grade Students and their teachers in Compared Schf!Ol Settings. Ph.D. dissertation. State 
University of New York at Buffalo, 1978. 

Nolan, Joan Parmeter. A Comparison of Two Methods of Instruction in library Research Skills for 

Elementary School Students. Ed. D. dissertation. Temple University; 1989. 

Smith, Jane Bandy. An Exploratory Study of the Effectiveness of an Innovative Process Designed to 

Integrate Library Skills into the Curriculum. Ph.D. dissertation. George Peabody College for 

Teachers of Vanderbilt University, 1978. 

C. Research Finding: 
The degree of collaboration between library media specialist and teachers is affected by the ratio of 

teachers to pupils. Collaboration of this type depends on the availability of both media specialist and 
teacher to engage in this important work 

C. Reference: 
Lance, Keith C. The Impact of School Library Media Centers on Academic Achievement. 

Castle Rock, Colorado: Hi Willow Research and ;publishing, 1993. 
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STAFFING 

"The library media staff CQnslsts of certit1ed and support personnel who operate the library media 
center and Implement a program which is integrated with the school· curriculum." 17 

A certain level of staffin~ is essential to provide a library program for a thorough and efficient education 

as described in the EMAnj Position Statement, the EMAnj Curriculum Resource Guide, and 

Information Power. 

At minimum, a certified library media specialist who is a member of the teaching staff must be 
available to students and stail at all times when cbmes are in session. The number of librarians 

required to achieve this standard is based on the number of teachers and students in the school. Clerical 

and technical support staff enhance the ability of the school library media specialist to fulfill th~ instruc

tional role. 

Recommended Staffing: 

* 
** 

= Certified Professional Library Media Specialist 

=Non-certified library support staff 

Enrollment Elementary Middle School 

* ** * ** 
up to 500 1 1 1 1 
up to 1000 ~ 2 1 2 1 
up to 1500 n/a n/a 3 2 

High School 

* ** 
1 - 1 

2 2 

3 2 

This proposal enables the program to be competitive with models established in other states. (See Colo
rado Department of Education's Information Literacy Guidelines; National School Library Media Pro~ 

gram of the Year Award Application from Smoky Hill High School, Cherry Creek School District, Au

rora, CO, winner of the 1995 award; Kentucky Department of Education's ONLINE, II: Essentials of a 

Model Library Media Program; and the National School Library Program of the Year Award Applica

tion from the Blue Valley School District USO #229. Overland Park, Kansas, winner of the 1994Award.) 
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STAFFING 

A. Research Finding: 
Staffing is the single most i~portant variable in an excellent elementary library media program. Studies 
confirm that critical staffiD:g consisted o_f a full-time professional and a full-time clerical employee. Stu- · 
dents in schools with good libraries and full-time librarians performed at higher levels in reading com~ 

· prehension and in knowledge and use of reference materials. Student achievement in reading, study 
skills, and use of newspapers was significantly greater in schools with professional library media person

nel. 

A. References: 
Didier, E. K. Relationships Betwee'! Student Achievment in Reading and Library Media Programs 

--. and fersonnel. Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Michigan, 1982. 

Loertscher, D., Ho, M. L., and Bowie, M. M. "Exemplary Elementary Schools and Their.Library 

Media Centers: A Research Report." School Library Media Quarterly, 15 (3), 147-153, 1987. 

McMillen, R. D. An Anary~is of' £ibrary Programs and a Determination of the Educational Justi

fication of' These Programs in Selected Elementary Schools of' Ohio. Ph. D. Dissertation, Wayne 

State University, Detroit, Michigan. 1965. 

B. Research Finding: 
Voluntary reading is the best predictor of reading comprehension, vocabulary growth, spelling ability, 

grammatical usage, and writing sty le. Having a school library media specialist makes a difference in 

the amount of voluntary reading done. 

B. Reference: 
Krashen, Stephen. The Power of Reading. Englewood, CO: Libraries Unlimited, Inc. 1993. 

C. Research Finding: , 
Higher educational gains in reading and library skills were achieved by elementary students who used 

a professionally staffed school library. An analysis of res:ponses from 271 schools in 13 states clearly 

demonstrated that both the quality and quantity of reading were substantially superior in the school 

library category. Student library skills were also found to be noticeably better ill schools in which a 

librarian was involved. 

C. Reference: 
Gaver, Mary V. Effectiveness of' Centralized library Serwcein Elementary Schools, 2nd Ed.. New 

Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers, 1963. 
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RESOURCES/FACILITIES 

"Information literacy thriv~s in a resource-based learning environment. ... Aside from more traditional 
print resources ... students use multimedia technologies as materials for gathering data and as production 
tools. They use their school:library media centers to locate and use many of these resource$." 18 

Facilities must be flexible and responsiveto changing instructional needs and technological advances. 

In 1979, the New Jersey Department of Education published a document, Blueprint for Model School 

Libraries, which provided quantitative guidelines. In 1992, the New Jersey Department of Education 

published the document, Guidelines for School Library Media Programs in New Jersey: A Planning 

Tool, which provides qualitative guidelines. These guidelines were designed to be used with Information 

Power, the American Association of School Librarian's framework for using school library media cen

ters. Included in Information Powe rare budget formulas for materials and equipment, and guidelines for 
facilities planning. 

A. Research Finding: 
A study which probed the relationship between reading ability and library quality an~ use proved that 
"Free reading is a consistent predictor of reading ability and that libraries are a.major source of reading 

for children." This study supports the premise that reading is largely responsible for literacy develop
ment. 

A. Reference: 
Krashen, Steven. "School Libranes, Public Libraries, and the NAEP Reading Scores.;' School Library 

Media Quarterly, Summer, 1995, pp. 235-237. 

B. Research Finding: 
Students in schools with well-equipped resource centers and professional media specialists will perform 

better on achievement tests for reading comprehension and basic research skills. 

B. References: 
Greve, Clyde LeRoy. The Relationship of the Availability of Libraries to the Academic Achievement of 

Iowa High School Seniors. University of Denver, 1974. 130 pages. Ph.D. dissertation. (4574- . 
A-#75-1870) 

Lance, Keith Curry. The Impact of School Library Media Center on Academic Achievement. Castle· 

Rock, CO: Hi Willow Research and Publishing, 1993. 

Y arling, James Robert. Children s Understandings and Use of Selected Library-Related Skills in Two 

Elementary Schools, One with and One without a Centralized Library. Ball State 

University, 1968. 210 pages. Ed.D. dissertation. (3352-A-#69-4202) 
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GLOSSARY 

In compiling this glossary, the EMAnj Professional Development & Research' Committee has referred 

to definitions published in Guidelines for School Library Media Programs in New Jersey, Information 

Power, and Resource Companion to Curriculum Initiative. For definitions of terms not included here, 

refer to pp. 67-70 of Guidelines for School Library Media Programs in New Jersey. 

Access: The ability to retrieve sources as well as specific informatio.n from sources. (Resource 

Companion) The freedom or ability to utilize the resources and staff of a library media center or to 
use other information sources. (Guidelines) 

Book talk: .A technique used by media specialists and others to encourage interest in reading. A book 

talk involves a brief description of a book's plot and characters, a brief reading of selected excerpts -. 

from the book, and references to other works. by the same author and to similar works. Booktalk 
spelled as one word is used for adjectives and verbs. (Guidelines) 

CD-ROM: An abbreviation for compact disc-read-only memory. This refers to the use of compact 

discs as a computer storage medium. These discs are "read-only" because they can be used to read the 
information encoded on them. The user cannot store information on them. (Guidelines) 

Certified: Holding certification from an approved graduate program requiring successful completion 
of a specified number of hours in library media specialist studies. 

Citation: A bibliographic description of a resource used in research. 

Collaborative: Describing the work/planning done jointly with others in an intellectual/educational 
endeavor. (Webster's) 

Computerized card catalog: A listing in electronic fonnat of all holdings of any given library media 

center and, if networked, also includes all participants of network. 

Database: A collection of data organized esp. for rapid search and retrieval, as by a computer. 
(Webster's) 

Descriptor: A key word or phrase used to identify Jn item or concept (used in searching strategies). 
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F onnat: The general app.earance and physical make-up of a print or non-print publication; includ-
ing medium, arrangement, etc. (Guidelines) 

Information skills: An extension of the old term "library skills". This involves the ability to locate and 
use information; includes knowledge of reference materials, ability to evaluate materials for accuracy 
and objectivity, development of a research strategy, and critical thinking reflecting the complex skills 
necessary in an information age. (Guidelines) 

Internet: The international network of networks based on TCP/IP, usually written with a capital 
"I". With a lowercase "i", the term refers to any set of interconnecte·d networks. 

Library Media Specialist: The certified individual responsible for the library media center and its 
program; in New Jersey, either an Educational Media Specialist or an Associate Educational Media 
Specialist, depending on the degree. (Guidelines) 

Literature Based Leaming: Using trade books in the curriculum. 

Mapping: Using a diagram ofrelated concepts to locate and retrieve specific information. 

Materials: Information in all types of formats; includes books, periodicals, films, filmstrips, tapes, 
cassettes, microfilms, computer discs, etc. (Guidelines) 

Multimedia: Incorporating more than two resources whose formats are different, i.e., a book, a video, 
CD-ROM, newspaper, etc. 

Non-print: Materials in audio and visual formats, e.g., pictures, films, tapes, cassettes, etc., many of 
which may require the use of equipment in order to be used; also known as audiovisual materials. 
(Guidelines) 

Online: Access to data via telecommunications, modem and computer. 

OPAC: Online Public Access Catalog; computerized card catalog, available for public use, linked to 
... outside sources via telecommunications. 

PAC: Public Access Catalog; computerized card catalog available for public use. (Guidelines) 

Pathfinder: A bibliography of all resources available on a general topic, in all ~onnats, which is de

signed to guide the user to specific information. 

Resource Based Instruction: An instruction.al concept [strategy] which integrates a variety of materials 

beyond the textbook to teach all subjects. Involves the partnership of teachers and the library media 
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specialist to develop, plari, present, and evaluate curricular units, and requires students to participate 
actively in learning as they acquire strategies for finding ~d using information. Resource based 
instruction is the opposite of textbook based instruction. (Guidelines) 

Resources: The materials anti equipment of a library media center (Guidelines); ·and information 

accessed through electronic means or satellite reception, or borrowed from agencies with which the 
school has cooperative agreements. (Information Power) 

Software: Audiovisual materials which requ'ire the use of equipm~nt for projection or playback; also, 
computer programs, routines, procedures·, etc. (Guidelines) 

Technological Resources: Information/data provided/acquired by machines: computers, vcr's, tele
communications ... 

TCP/IP: Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol, which is the standard protocol for 
transmitting data over the Internet. 
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Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you this afternoon. My name is Molly 

Emiliani and I am the president of the Livingston Parent Teacher Council. I am very glad to see 

that you are keeping in . touch with the reactions to the revised proposal of Commissioner 

Klagholtz and I would hope that you would carefully sift through these testimonies to help you 

draw the necessary and sometimes very· obvious conclusions. 

Before I begin to share my comments on the revised proposal I want to share with you 

some observations. I have made in the past IO months. During these months this committee has 

been faced with a few very controversial issues that I am aware of and have testified on and I'm 

sure there were others I am unaware of First it was the administrative excess penalty, then the 

school voucher pilot program and now it is the revised proposal for a thorough and efficient 

education. In each of these issues there seems to be a similar pattern - it· seems that the cart is 

always being put before the horse. 

As a parent it is clear to me that an unsettling trend has been established. This trend is 

that proposals have been put into plac~ without the necessary discussions to work out the flaws. 

With the administrative excess penalty we had districts being penalized for having things such as -. 

school nurses, guidance counselors and media specialists. This penalty was put in place without 

careful consideration of all the facts. With the school voucher pilot there were hearings held 

regarding the implementation of such a program before there was public testimony debating its 

validity and the appropriaten.ess of implementing such a pilot. And now, it is the presentation of 

the revised T & E proposal. It seems that the Commissioner has come· up with a funding plan 

before coming up with the core curriculum standards and program components that need to be 

included in such a proposal. These are currently being developed and will be released in January. 

It seems to me that although financial equity is an important part of this plan, IllE most 

important and critical part is the development and implementation of programs that will meet the 

many diverse needs of all the srudents in the public education system. Although I know that , 

financial considerations need to be addressed I hope that this committee will consider the fact that 

providing meaningful and diverse programs needs to be the starting point of this proposal. This is 

the most essential component in providing a thorough and efficient education. 

Financially you can spend similar amounts· and still have one program highly developed 

and reaching students and the other program not be as effective. In the Star Ledger of December 

3, 1995 it states that Newark spends an average of 11,300 per pupil and Livingston spends 12,000 

per pupil. Here we have it - two districts spending very similar amounts with quite different 

outcomes. Financial parity is not the essential element - promoting appropriate programs ·is. 



Programs need to be tailored and developed to meet the specific needs of the population 

of student they are dealing with. (Development of appropriate programs is essential!) This is the 

area that needs the greate~t amount of attention. In the revised proposal, Klagholtz refers a few 

times to the need of multi-agency approach to meet the needs of certain districts. I think this is 

crucial to the improvement of educational experiences of the children in these districts and one 

that needs to be explored further. 

Another part of this revised proposal that troubles me is the fact that it addresses only the 

basics. What will happen to all of the enrichment areas of education like art, music and gifted and 

talented programs? By saying that programs such as these will be held at a minimum and that the 

extra money needed to sustain existing programs will need to be voted on by the public (the 

public, of course, will consider these things non-essential and unimportant as per Commissioner 

Klagholtz' basic per pupil expenditure) is deplorable! This is leveling down at its finest! I don't 

believe that this committee would ever settle for the medi~crity that this plan proposes. 

Educational experiences need to be expanded not reduced! 

Many of the.parents in districts that are a part of the Garden State Coalition have been-. 

working on forming a parent network: There are so many issues that face public education that 

parents need to be educated and informed about. This parent network would work closely with 

the Garden State C<;>alition to do just that. I would like to take this opportunity to extend an 

invitation to each of you to a statewide meeting of the combined Garden State farent Network 

and member districts Open Bouse on Public School Funding. This meeting will be held on·, 

February 7, 1996 at the Livingston High School from 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. I hope that you will 

consider attending. Thank you again for listening to my thoughts. 

Molly· R. Emiliani 

President, P-T Council 

23 Aspen Drive 

Livingston, New Jersey 07039 



JOINT EDUCA tlON COMMITTEES OF THE SENATE AND ASSEMBLY 
HEARING ON THE DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION'S 

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 

TESTIMONY OF 
KENNETH REMPELL, MEMBER 

MILLBURN BOARD OF EDUCATION 

Introduction 

Good afternoon, members of the Senate· and Assembly 
Education Committees. I am Ken Rempell, a proud 

· member of the Millburn Board of Education. I appreciate the 
opportunity to share with you my thoughts regarding the 
Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and· 
Financing. 

· The name "Comprehensive P_lan" s_uggests a great deal 
more than the document in front of us directly addresses. 
Undoubtedly the probable consequences extend well 
beyond the narrow issue of financing, as you have heard or 
will hear from others last week, today and most likely next 
week. 

My goal is to focus on the "Comprehensive Plan" which 
mandates a discussion of three essential concepts: 
thorough, efficient, and funding. As the department -
acknowledges, the financing plan is subject to the final 
determination of the core curriculum standards which in turn 
. . 

must relate to the strategic plan. These.three documents 



taken together will define how New Jersey funds a thorough 
and efficient system of education for its citizens. 

Thorough 

Even though the department laments the imprecision it sees 
in attempting to define what "students ought to learn as a 
consequence of their education," let me suggest this is an 
opportune moment for those who want to lead the process 
of education reform in New Jersey. 

Goals 2000: Educate America Act is predicated on the 
principle: "all elements of the education system should 
support the achievement of challenging academic standards 
by all children" The act requires those states applying for 
funding to "develop or adopt challenging content and 
perform a.nee standards." Many states have embarked down 
this road providing a bounty of valuable source material. 
The Core Curriculum Content Standards, due to be 
presented in January, must set the standard for a thorough 
education consistent with the educational mission to be 
adopted by the State Board according to Goal 1 of the 
Strategic Plan. At this point I respectfully suggest the 
mission, which ideally guides all activities of the public 
school system, should aspire far beyond "the enhancement 

. of student academic achievement." We can, we must, do 
better. 

Two other quick points in regards to "thorough." I 
wholeheartedly support the departments recommended 
multi-agency approach forour at risk population. In addition 
to the actions proffered in the Strategic Plan (Goal 2, 
Strategies 4 & 5), it is critical to leverage our social, health 
and educational resources to ensure all children are ready 
for school and ready to learn. Beyond legislation, this 



requires a shared vision across agencies focusing on the 
same policy goal. 

One other specific group identified in this plan is at risk. You 
must not allow this plan, or any other, tu.rn the clock back on 
the right to education for all handicapped children 
established in 1975 by the Education for All Handicapped 
Children's Act following the PARC and Mills decisions. 

Efficient 

It has been stated that The Comprehensive Plan defines 
how to efficiently deliver a thorough education. This is an 
inviting formulation, but one I believe is fundamentally 
flawed. 

Acceptance of this definition may lead one to conclude that 
to lower the cost is to increase system efficiency. This may 
or may not be true. I would argue that an efficient system 
maximizes resource utilization to maximize·desired 
outcomes. Maximization of resource utilization can be 
influenced be numerous non monetary factors. 

Financial analysis is critical to understanding the relative 
allocation _of resources within a system or in comparison to 
like systems. This process advances rational, targeted 
decision making. For example, let's examine the allocation 
of education dollars within New Jersey to other states. 

The commissioner has expressed on many occasions, 
including in this report, that "recent and past USDOE reports 
rank New Jersey's educational system near the bottom of all 
states in the proportion of it educational dollars that are used 
directly to support classroom instruction." From this fact it 
is 'expected we will agree with the assertion that the current 
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system "does not systematically target funds toward 
academic priorities and student results." This sounds 
reasonable but it may sacrifice system efficiency. 

USDOE statistics also include a category of allocations to 
activities which support "instruction" including staff training,. 
curriculum development, media and computer centers. 
When this category is included, New Jersey allocated 
66.56°A> of it budget directly to or in support of instruction, 
13th in the nation. Ultimately, it may be proven more 
efficient to allocate resources to indirect support of 
instruction. In fact, much of the current literature supports 
this notion. After all, New Jersey is about to adopt new 
curriculum standards which will require implementation. 

Financial analysis does direct us to specific areas where we 
may not be efficient. Again, looking at USDOE numbers for 
1992 - 1993, New Jersey spent 6.59% of its dollars for 
"General Administration," more than two standard deviations 
a•Nay from the national average. A reduction to one 
standard deviation above the national average would have 
reduced spending by $254 million. Clearly this screams out 
to us something is very wrong. But what is wrong is not 
solved by the current administrative penalty which includes 
much more than general administration. Rather, I would 
suggest the problem is systemic and can be identified with a 
reasonable degree of precision. 

One last comment on systemic efficiency before turning to 
funding. For the state to demand efficiency, those 
responsible for managing, the principals and the 
superintendents, must have the necessary authority to 
deliver. Just as I urge you to hold every district accountable 
for achieving a thorough education, local boards should hold 
superintendents accountable for agreed upon goals which in 



turn depend upon the performance of our principals and our 
professional staff. The work rules must reflect the 
fundamental truth that in order to achieve a truly efficient 
system, we must release and reward the creative energy 
and potential within our schools. The reforms in 
Massachusetts concerning certification and tenure reflect 
this stark reality. 

Funding 

Two principals should guide a resolution of school funding: 

• The state has an obligation to administer a fair, 
equitable and stable financial support system for public 
education. , 

• The state has the further responsibility to develop 
"standards of equity" to ensure that no community is 
forced to unfairly tax its property owners beyond a certain 
point to fund its schools. 

Also, you should be aware that when Massachusetts 
implemented their "foundation base" 71°/o of their districts 
were below the base level. As a result these districts were 
guaranteed more money to close the foundation gap. The 
s~ate committed to $150 million per year until the year 2000. 
I am concerned narrowly defining efficiency as expenditure 
will have severe consequences for public education in New 
Jersey. 

Finally, our vision for all the children of New Jersey to not 
only receive a thorough and efficient education but to 
achieve at high levels in order to become good citizens, will 
only become a reality if we can unite behind common goals. 



To this end I urge the DOE to shift its focus from that of a 
regulatory agency to that of a customer driven service 
organization, this would herald a true commitment. 



Members of the Ser=1ate Education Committee and the Assembly Education Committee: 

The Comprehermive Plan for Educatjonal Improvement and Ejnancjng states, on page 43, " ... the current 
system encourages the inappropriate classificatiOn of some students in the categories perceptually 
impaired and eligible for speech correction services." We would tike to a:tdress the ~ue relative to 
eligible for speech correction services or eligible for speech\language services (ESLS). Why would the 
committee propose elimination of the clcmification of ESLS students? Why not monitor those districts 
where you believe there is inappropriate clcmffication? Additionally, you need to develop and put into 
code specific ·guidelines for clcmification of those students who require speech and language 
intervention in order to achieve educational success. This request was made by representatives of the 
New Jersey Speech and Hearing Association when they met with Barbara Gantwerk in the spring of 1995. 
We believe that if this plan goes into effect, the wealthier districts will continue to provide speech and 
language services to students who are not eligl:>le for classification by child study teams, but poorer 
districts will be financially unable to provide these services. The result will be educational inequality. 

This document contains the. same flaw as the New Jersey Special Education Code 6:28. Speech and 
language services are not addressed specifically. Whether the cmsificatiOn ESLS remains or whether the 
cost of speech therapy is calculated into the foundation budget, the establishment of specific criteria for 
speech and language services is essential. 

The committee needs to answer these questions. 

What will be used as the criteria for children to receive speech services who are not classified by child 
study teams? 

Who will be responsible for identiflcation? 

What training, background, and competency will be required to provide services? 

. Who will develop the remedial plans? 

Who will oversee that the plans are implemented appropriately? 

Who will determine that the problem has been remediated and that the child will no longer receive speech 
and/or language services? 

Who will resJX>nd to the parents of students who may not receive services because districts decide to 
eliminate programs to save money? How will these children be provided a fair and appropriate public 
education~ guaranteed by the Individuals With Disabilities Education Act? 

Respectfully submitted, 
Speech Language Specialists 
Grace Bactirnann. M.A. 
Marion Glantz, M. A. 
Sue Goldman, M. A. 
Lynn Shereshswaky, M. A. 



New Jersey State Senate • New ·Jersey State Assembly 
Joint Education Committee Hearing 

Livingston, New Jersey 
December 12, 1995 

Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing 

Remarks of Stacy J. Holmes 
Superintendent of Schools, Glen Ridge, New Jersey 

Thank you for this opportunity to address serious concerns about the Department of 

Education's proposed Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and Financ

ing .. My name is Stacy Holmes. I am the Superintendent of Schools in Glen Ridge, 

New Jersey. 

At last week's hearing, I raised three questions that I will incorporate in my comments 

tonight by a brief restatement before going on to two additional concerns this evening. 

Those three questions remain unanswered by the Commissioner's plan, his testimony, 

and all the commentary since last week's hearing. 

• My first question is: Where is the Commissioner's fantasy school district that 

he purports will deliver a thorough and efficient education for $7,000 to 

$8,000 per pupil in a 2,500 student K-12 district with a particular staffing 

pattern, pay scale, and curriculum? The people in Glen Ridge would like to 

visit the Commissioner's hypothetical district to see if his district's advanced 

placement scores, admissions to highly competitive colleges, and close-knit 

school culture compare with their real ·life experience of these basic qualities 

in Glen Ridge. 

• My second question is: In what way does the State take responsibility in this 

Comprehensive Plan for conditions the State itself created? Public education 

is a state function under the New Jersey Constitution. Correcting what the 

State perceives to be problems with a state function by reshaping only local 

institutions and remaking only local decisions is disingenuous and dishonest. 
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• My third question is simply: How will f aimess in property tax burden be intro

duced into the new funding formula for education in New Jersey? The vic

tims of QEA include some 80 districts that pay more than 130% of the aver

age property· tax rate for education on an equalized state wide basis. Dis

tricts in this group fall in almost every county of New Jersey; include districts 

as small as 200 and as large as 20,000; and represent special needs, tran

sition aid, and foundation aid districts. Any new funding formula must repay 

the victims of the QEA and prevent these drastic differences in local property 

tax impact for education ever happening again in New Jersey. 

These questions have been asked throughout the hearing process, including a special 

hearing held in Glen Ridge High School with the State Department last September .. 

They all remain unanswered by the Commissioner. 

After last Tuesday's hearing, I realize Glen Ridge citizens are not the only ones who 

cannot get answers from this Commissioner or the State Department of Education. 

Last Tuesday, I witnessed the Commissioner's colloquy with Senator Gordon Macin

nes. The Senator stated that all of the school districts in Morris County were noticeably 

above the cost per pupil limit the Commissioner has established for his hypothetical 

model school district~ The Commissioner and his various Assistant Commissioners re

sponded that there might be some transportation, technology, or special education cal

culations that would change how many Morris County districts were above the cost per 

pupil limit that the Commissioner has established for his hypothetical model school dis-

. trict. The Commissioner did not say how these undisclosed calculations might be 

made, which districts would be below the limit as a result of them, or when he might 

release his private information. This illustrates the first concern I have tonight to add. to 

the three questions I posed last week. How can you as New Jerseys Legislators allow 

the Commissioner to blow smoke in your eyes about the Department of Education's 

I Plan? If a State Senator cannot get a straight answer from the Commissioner, what 

chance do any of the rest of us have? Hearings like this one are a sham when critical 

elements are withheld in secrecy and indecision. 
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Turning to another matter, the vote on the school budget contemplated by the Com

missioners Comprehensive Plan seems incredible to me. His plan will have a minimal 

foundation education guaranteed by the State but, no doubt, still paid primarily by the 

local tax payer: If.a local district chooses to provide more than the required State 

minimum educational funding level, then that local district must ask the local voters to 

approve any additional funding. If the voters turn it down, then the children get the 

State minimum education with no appeal to the State Department of Education. Local 

taxpayers would have to vote yes for what the State terms "unnecessary" and 

"excessive" educational programs if the children in that community are to receive more 

than a State minimum education. 

I am sure the State Department likes the idea of less work. They will not have to cai

sider any more budget appeals. Nobody else is served by this truncated procedure, 

however, least of all the children of New Jersey. 

Let us think how this would work with income taxes. Consider filling out your tax return 

by which you are required to pay your share of the costs of a State minimum govern

ment under some interpretation of the New Jersey Constitution. Some citizens, hO'N

ever, might want more than the bare minimum required from State government under 

the Constitution. What if they could improve upon minimum State government only by 

a check off on the State income tax return for "unnecessary and excessive" state gov

ernment? How much excellence or quality in State government would we have with 

such a system? This shows you my second concern this evening: Commissioner 

Klagholz misleads us by writing "Comprehensive Plan" on. the cover of a document that 

is a minimal plan. His purpose appears to me to be to rob the children of New Jersey 

of their Constitutional guarantee of a "thorough and efficient" education by assuring 

them only a minimum education. 
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Last week Senator Ewing challenged some of the critics of the Comprehensive Plan to 

propose something they would support. I appreciate the frustrations Legislators must 

feel as one criticism after another is raised against this proposed plan from the De

partment of Education. :Let me assure you that I am ready to support_ improvement in 

our state's public education. I can support some of the ideas in the Commissioner's 

Plan if they are turned toward the purposes of providing education instead of reducing 

the State's constitutional responsibility to children. Let me reference specific ways to 

turn the Commissioner's plan into something that might help children: 

• I support using a model district as a standard. Choose a real district, how- . 

ev~r. New Jersey has ·many outstanding districts. Tell me which one comes 

closest to the Commissioner's concept of thorough and efficient. I will begin 

·tomorrow to see where Glen Ridge can improve to· match or exceed that dis

trict's accomplishments. 

• I support defining thorough and efficient. The New Jersey Supreme Court 

pointed out the need to define this key Constitutional phrase in the Abbott v. 

-Burke decision. But save us another court case; do not try to make 

"thoroughn or "efficient" translate into "minimumn. ,And while we are playing 

with words, let "excellence" be the word we use for our State's finest edua1-

tional programs; let us stop right now the false labeling of some of New Jer

sey's most thorough and most efficient school programs as "unnecessary" 

and "excessive". 

• I support saving money by changing local practices that are not cost effec

tive. I hope that you support changing State laws and State institutions that 

are not cost effective. 

• I support a local vote on the portion Of the school budget that exceeds the 

foundation amount. The foundation amount, however, must be at least what 

is already in existence in a local community. The Commissioner's non

existent, unproven model does not represent an acceptable foundation edu

cation for Glen Ridge or, I suspect, many other districts. 

• I support using property taxes to fund local education. The quality of local 

schools is a key factor in the value of local property in many communities, 

.. 
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and it should be so everywhere.' The impact of a tax levied to support a state 

function, such as public education, must have an equitable impact. The 

same property tax rate for public education should be paid by all state wide. 

I offer this specific support for education and a willingness, even an eagerness to 

change. I am sure most of us here tonight are just as supportive of education and are 

just as willing to change. At the same time, many of us will come before you as often 

as necessary to resist any effort to curtail the State of New Jersey's Constitutional and 

moral obligations to New Jersey's children. 

Thank you for your consideration of my remarks this evening .. 
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Position Supporting Educational Goals 
Funded Without Increasing Property Taxes 

December 12, 1995 

The New Jersey State Legislative Committee of the American Association of 
Retired Persons supports meeting court nmandated educational funding reforms. 
We further support ways of meeting these goals without resorting to school 
financirig methods likely to increase the burden on the local property tax payer. 

Propertytax is the single most burdensome tax for many low-income and older 
persons. It affects older persons directly because most are homeowners but it also 
affects renters indirectly because at least part of the tax is passed on to renters in the 
form of higher rents. 

· At present property tax levels, increasing numbers of older Americans in New 
Jersey are reporting trouble purchasing necessities and paying their property taxes. 
The property tax is already the largest bill of the year for most retired property 
OMlers. Those who can no longer afford their private home often seek taxpayer 
supported alternatives. 

Older Americans are well aware and supportive of the value of quality education, of 
which they too bevnefit, and seek to bear their fair share of the cost. 

Our Committee encourages the State Legislature and Execuctive officers to broaden 
our state's method of financing public education by depending less on property tax 
and shifting part of the burden of educational financing to other more fair and elastic 
revenue sources. For further detail, please see the attached 1996 State Legislature 
AARP Property Tax Position Paper. 
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1996 NEW JERSEY POSITION PAPER 
ON 

PROPERTY TAX RELIEF 

BACKGROUND 

The New Jersey State Legislative Committee 
supports legislated property tax relief, including 
relief for older persons, that is fair and maintains 
necessary state revenues. At the same time, we · 
urge development of a· more equitable method of 
funding p\lblic education, to relieve the over
reliance upon property taxes, and to help make 
equal educational opportunities available to all 
students. 

PROBLEM 

Seniors of New Jersey are in a very difficult and . 
unique situation· - that of not being able to keep up 
economically with the rapid rise in property taxes. 
The actual cost of meeting rising property tax 
expenses is well beyond the inflation rate and 
exceeds, often, the annual cost of living 
adjustment (COLA) for Social Security or other 
retirement income. 

This situation has caused great consternation 
among the senior population of New Jersey. In 
many cases, the alternatives are neither practical 
nor favorable: to sell their homes and move to 
less expensive accommodations, or to cut back on 
spending for other necessities, including food and 
medicine. 

At the same ti.me, the public education system 
(which relies heavily upon the property tax) in 

communities with high property values, schools 
can spend more per student than communities 
with lower property values and thus lower tax 
income for schools. Thus, a system which is 
simultaneously unfair to seniors and to children 
both exists at this time. 

OUR POSITION 

The New Jersey State Legislative Committee, 
mindful of the recent NJ coun ruling in Abbot ys 

.B.Y,rG, believes the state should develop 
alternatives to funding education rather than the 
existing heavy reliance on the property tax. This 
is critical to provide equity among the community 
public school systems and to relieve the heavy 
burden of property taxation among homeowners, 
many of whom are seniors. 

We welcome the opportunity to collaborate with 
legislators in developing a more equitable system 
of state and local taxation, including property 
taxes and funding mechanisms for public schools~ 

For funher informa.tion please contact: 

Robert E. Linz, 257 St_eve Lane, Franklin Lakes, 
NJ 07417 (201-891-0297) 

December 1995 



LOWER SCHOOL: 

IDGll SCHOOL: 

11 West Forest Avenue, Teaneck, N.J. 07666 (201) 837-8070 
120 Washington Avenue, Westwood, N.J. 07675 (201) 358-6221 

BEA TRICE LIEBEN, Ph.D. RITA ROWAN, M.A. 
Founder Eucllli~• Director 

To: Senate Education Committee; 
Assembly Education Committee 

TOBY BRAUNSTEIN, M.A. DENNIS COHEN, M.A. 
Dindor of EducaJi.o11 Director of Progmm 

Re: "Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing" I 
Special Education Funding Formula 

The comments below are respectfully submitted in regard to the special education funding 
formula noted in the "Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and 

Financing." 

While the concerns raised in Part II of the Plan (page 17-19) are real, unfortunately the 

special education funding solution noted on page 43-46 does not meet the Department's 

stated goals, namely that "programmatic decisions should be based on needs" and that 
"There should not be incentives or disincentives for specific placements." Rather, the 
formula (in addition to being fiscally imprudent) is a narrowly constructed solution based 

on an attempt to "fix" some rather specific problems (special education aid for speech 
services and a perceived over-classification of PI students.) 

While it is understandable that the State would seek a way to keep districts from 
inappropriately classifying students, how does the proposed formula insure that all truly 
justifiable classifications are provide~ the aid they deserve? It simply does not. 

Disallowing categorical aid for all students who exceed a set classification rate ceiling (a 
"threshold" formula) may help the State reduce the numbers of PI classifications, but what 

kind of chilling effect might it also have on a district which legitimately has a higher than 

10% classified rate??? 

While the report seeks to eliminate "incentives or disincentives", and while its desire to 

eliminate funding based on "labels" is admirable and necessary, the pr~posed formula only 

creates an additional disincentive for districts. In short, it simply replaces one evil (over-
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classification) with another (under-classification). Because it is a formula which ties the 

numbers of identified and classified students to the percentage of funding which will 

follow, districts will be tempted to reduce classifications. This is not a bad thing if the 
assumption that all districts have over-classified is correct. It is though a very bad formula 

for those districts which have classified correctly but who might s_till be exceeding the 

threshold. 

A truly equitable funding formula is one which is program based, not category or label 
based and not based on classification rates or percents .. It is one which would note to a 
district "Show us y~ur true, valid educational needs and costs and we will provide you 
with a percentage of aid for each student, to the best of our ability, not based on a particular 
label or on how many other students you happen to have in your district with similar 
legitimate needs." 

The proposed formula of course notes quite oppositely: "Either figure out a way to change 
your needs and classification rates or we won't provide for some of your students .. " 

Is there a way to "fix" the bad parts of the proposed formula? First, the State should seek 
another way (perhaps through better monitoring of PI classifications) to alleviate their 
concerns with over-classification. Second, it should, as promised, eliminate funding based 

on "labels," but it should not simply replace the old funding formula with a system based 

on "classification rates." The threshold portion of the formula should be eliminated and 
replaced with one which sets funding based solely on a percentage of program cost. 

How would this kind of formula work? If "x" is the available pool of state aid for special 
education, and "y" is the total program costs for all special education students, then x/y or 

''z" would be the percentage of cost per student paid to each district as direct aid. 

For expenses where a district's total ·dollar amount proves to be extraordinary (in those few 
cases where the need for a highly specialized program would mean that the district's 
percentage computes to an extraordinary high dollar amount) then the same special 

mechanics for extraordinary costs noted on page 45 of the report should be implemented. 

Admittedly, this kind of percent of program costs formula requires that public schools 

develop a mechanism to compute the total cost of each of their special education 

programs and placements, including inclusive placements. While this may be difficult, 
the time for it is long overdue. Indeed it will help us to learn more about how special 
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education monies are being used and especially about how "inclusion" is being applied. 
Initial .State monitoring reports seem to imply that at least some students are classified and 
placed in regular settings, but are not receiving special education services (e.g., no special 
education teacher is being placed in the classroom.) Under this percentage of program 
costs formtila, there would, properly, be no reimbursement for a student if no true special 

education was being offered. Under the Department's proposed formula, the State would 

still fund such a student so long as the student was classified and fell within the 10% 

threshold. This would be an unnecessary payment. Funding shou_ld always follow the 

student program. Any funding formula which simply supplies aid based on classification 

and not on true program costs is inefficient and fiscally imprudent. 

This program based ap·proach to funding proposed here assures that all legitimately 

classified students needs are addressed, even where classification rates may vary from 

district to district. Further, It doesn't encourage districts to either classify or declassify in 
the same acute way a threshold system will. 

Most importantly, it meets the State's expressed intent, that "districts will be able to make 
placements of students with disabilities without concern for the relative amount of state 
aid generated for each placement, thus encouraging placement in the least restrictive 

environment" (page 45 of report). 

Respectfully submitted, December 6, 1995 

/ _ _..-~ .. -
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Derinis Cohen 

Principal 
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Good afternoon, My name is Patricia Bedell Buikema. 

liue at 393 Forest Rue. in Glen Ridge. I haue been an employee 

o·f the Glen Ridge Public schools for the last 22 years. I also 

haue two children. One "child" is a freshman at the U. of 

Syracuse. The other is in eighth grade. Both my children haue 

been fortunate to attend the public schools that I haue 

personal pride in. 

Duer my 28 plus years, I haue seen many changes in our 

state education plans. This Comphensiue plan for Education 

lmprouement and Financing haue left some uery important_ 

questions unanswered. I am deeply concerned with the 

formula that our Transition Rid district has been left with. It 

appears that we are being punished for doing well with less 

and less. We are small but mighty! Euery indication should 

points to our success. Our students and staff are outstanding. 

And yet, you are taking away more and more and eHpecting 

us all to be the same .. 

These last 22 years in Glen Ridge I haue been teaching 

Physical Education and Health. Klagholz's Nouember 

document address entra-cirricular actiuities and the price per 

pupil. IS this the cost of couering a student in an athletic 

season? Or is this the cost per year? Glen ridge has always 

had a uery high participation rate in after school actiuities. 

Whether we are talking unif ~rms ••• or the number of pupils in 

a school it appears that we are all being asked to be the 

same. I would like to share a fact wi'th you. ONE SIZE DOES 
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NOT FIT Rll. Whether we are talking pantie hose, regular 

education, special education or athletes. Commissioner 

Klagholz has asked euery district to fit into these pantie hose. 

I did not.see in the Nouember document any mention of 

aduanced placement courses. Let me speak from my heart as 

the mother of those two students of_ the Glen Ridge schools. 

My daughter graduated on June 23 with the rest of the class 

of 1995. She is, as we speak, taking a final eHam at the 

college of her choice. That college was reached at the end of a 

high school jour·ney that addressed her ne-eds academically, 

physically, emotionally and socially. That Glen Ridge journey, 

included aduanced placement course, art and music courses 

during the school day and a wide and uaried assortment of 

co-cirucular actiuities. If Commissioner Klagholz, has his way 

the journey will be uery different for my son. He is a member 

of the Glen Ridge public schools class of 2888. Just like the 

fact that my daughter and son will not both fit into these · 

pantie hose the same way ... all of us can not be eHpected to 

fit into the same state model. 

Please do not punish us for being susesfull. Please not 

try to continue to force us all into this: I fear we will become 

this.!!!· 



December 12, 1995 

Good Evening. My name 1s Catherine Cleenput, I am a teacher 1n the Glen 

Ridge School system and am· currently serving as President of the Glen 

R1dge Educat1on Assoc1at1on. Thank you for the opportun1ty to speak th1s 

even1ng. Th1s 1s now the th1rd t1me that I am present1ng test1mony 

concerning the Comm1ssioner's Comprehensive Plan. The f1rst t1me I was 

in West Orange where numerous people wa1ted for the1r chance to speak 

and st111 many others d1d not get the1r opportun1ty to speak due to t1me 

constra1nts. The second t1me was at a spec1a1hear1ng1n Glen R1dge where 

our commun1ty d1splayed great 1nterest and concern, but to our dismay, 

our quest ions and concerns were not answered-or addressed. At each of 

these meet1ngs I was extremely 1mpressed by the State's 1nterest and 

that so many people cared so much about educat1on 1n New Jersey. At th1S 

po1nt howeyer, I am becom1ng d1s111us1oned and angry. Th1s 

disillusionment set 1n when I read Commtss1oner Klagholz's latest 

proposed Comprehens1ve Plan because I do not see a reflect1on 1n the plan 

or what the people or New Jersey are say1ng. 1 am angry that 

Comm1ss1oner Klagholz and the Department or Educat1on are not seeing 

the realities of our schools and that the hypothetical model they present 

does not f1t the needs of every d1strtct. Comm1ss1oner Klagholz and the 

Department of Educat1on are ask1ng us to compare ourselves .to a myth\cal 

school d1str1ct wh1ch does not ex1st. In pursuit of the •perfect D district 

the state appears to want to 1mpose on all of us a standardization which 

w: l I not guarantee increased monetary efficiency or academic 

· performance. Instead or propos1ng that succesSful d1str1cts be forced tnto 

a new and unproven mold, why can't an attempt to assess what the 

lt,¥ 



successful d1str1cts are do1ng well and adopt those 1deas ror·use 1n other 

d1strjcts. 

I am a product of New Jersey public schools. I support publ1c educat1on and 

the untQue d1st1nctton that each communtty adds to tts pub11c schools. I 

have a great deal of pr1de 1n the state of New Jersey and tt saddens me to 

th1nk that we as a state are w-il 11ng to lower our st~ndards and. short 

change our ch1 ldren. I be it eve that the Department of Educat1on 1s 

rorgett1ng that our chlldren are our most prec1ous and valuable resource. 

The model school d1str1ct wh1ch they are propos1ng assumes that the per 

pup11 cost w111 coverall essent1al programs and serv1ces, 1nclud1ng: 

-All staff C1nclud1ng adm1n1strat1on>; 

-Instructional materials; 

-Educat1onal technology; 

-Remed1a1 educat1on.; 

- "Pull-out" serv1ces for perceptually 1mpatred and sp~ech 1mpa1red 

students; 

-F1eld trips and extracurricular activities 

-Professional development 

-Bu11d1ng secur1ty, operat1on, and ma1ntenance. 

This plan does not prov1de the financial support needed to maintain all of 

these programs tn thts model. Bestdes, the plan does not tnclude 

allowance for v1ta1 tearntng expertences such as gtfted and talented, 

Advanced Placement or prek1ndergarten programs. 

The plan reduces or ettmtnates rund1ng tn Spec1aJ Educat1on and At R1sk 

Aid. The plan continues to remains unclear in its definition of 

"extracurricular activities" and does not mention athlet1cs. 

At this po1nt the proposed plan has state and local shares determined by 

/£,,!t_ 



local property wealth and 1ncome wealth. Small d1str1ct w1th no ratabtes 

11ke Glen Rtdge would be drast1ca11y affected. Our programs would suffer, 

our chl ldren would lose and our d1str1ct would d1e. I can't 1mag1ne that 

the Department of Educat1on ts w1111ng to sacrH1ce a successful school 

d1str1ct ror a myth1cal model. 

.1 certainly agree and· understand the necessity for the state to set 

gu1delines. But, hopefully the gu1de11nes w111 produce eQua11ty 1n a 

through ano err 1c1ent system or eoucat 1on wh1ch ts matntalned to meet the 
needs of all of our ch11dren. Please cons1der gu1del1nes that foster 

equality and excellence in all of our schools. Rea112e that there is no set 
solut1on nlat w1ll accornrnodate everyone and that gray areas must ex1st. 

Also take into considerat1on that not everything that 1s valuable canoe 

quantified. Please keep in mind that small districts l1ke Glen R1dge,· 

which are proven to be successful, have a lot to offer, Our ch11dren are 

our future. please do not pena11ze them for the s1ze of' the1r town. 

n1ank you for your time and cons1derat1on. 
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NZSSION STAtBHBN~ 

. ~ propo•• needed ·reform• .1n th• lundJ.ng of t'horough and 
BffJ.ctent . edueat1on. suoh change• w1ll enable all Nfnl Jersey 
t:hi.Jdren to exper1•nc• qual1ty educational programs, .tn order to 
pr•pa_re the• to be successtul, product1ve alt1••n• 1t •.cost that 
1• •liordable to Nfltl Jeraey rea1dents. 

MSl'IXON Si'AfllflNf 

• 'J'h• reliance an local proptrty ta••• •• tile pr.1mary 
•ouro• o~ edua•tJon tund1ng •hall be •l1m1~•ted. 

Poa1tion •- rhe New Jersey State Con•titution m•ndates 
that the State assuae responsib111ty tor • fhorough and Bft1c1ent 
education. A• a re•ult, school funding should be based on a state
wide revenue •ource. 'l'hi• .formula •hould be broad-based 1.n 
eb•r•cter, ua1ng a revenu• plan th•t i• more equ1table, giving 
cons.iderat1on t.hat .l.t be based on •n •b:J.11ty to pay • 

• St•t• regulated ~undJ.ng floor and cei.lJ.ng should be 
J.nitiated •nd tJ.nanaed by th• State. · 

JJo•.1t1on -- 'l'laere 1JU•t be an equitable lund1ng floor. and. 
ceJ.lJ.ng establlsliitd wh.i.oh w:U.1. pem.tt •ll •chool d1str1ctli to 
provj,,de ••••nt1al programs and servia•• an a ~a.ir basis. 'J'he lloor 
or aeil1ng shall be based on the Inoome Quotient of a g1ven school 
d.l.atrict. 'lhi• will enable urban •chool di.•trJ.c:t• to o~ter 
com,,.r.i>le ••••nt1al ••r.,J.ce• and prograaa, along with their 
•uburban counterpart•. All non-essential ••rvice• and programs 
that exceed the ~loor or ceiling level, •hall be supported locally 
upon voter •pproval. · 

.state mandate/Stat• pay. 

Poa£t.1on -- All •t•t• leg:i•latecf and 011part111ent. of 
Bducat1on enacted und•t•• •hall be fully £WltJed v.tthoat exeept.1.on. 
'l'b.i• would include all •oci•l ••rvic• r•l•ted med1cal i••u•• and 
employee benef1.t•. rhe only aontr.ibut1on tra. local rund• •h•ll be 
those exceeding th• Llcor c:rJ.ter1a of s11i.d undat••· (Note: !'h.1.• 
inolud•• all ••1•t1ng mandat••·l 

.Locally b••ed •chooJ. management and control (monitoring) 
shall be implemented. . 

Po111tion -- 'lh• State •h•ll ••t performance criteria 
throughout New .J•r••Y. Local control . shall be wJ. thout state 
:i.nterferenc•, unl••• the set performance objeet1v•• are not Met. 
rhi• •h•ll lnolude local controllman•~11ent o~ progra.,,..t1c 
delJverle•, building upgrade• •nd u••· · 

.11u1dn••11/Bdueat1.onal partn•r•llJpa •houJ.d be tl.ed to •ny 
tax credi.t i.ncenti.v••· 

~· Cont1nu8d .... 
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l'ositl.on -- Busin••• has a vested .int•rest 1n tile suooess 
of the·State •chool •Y•tem. roday•a •tudenta are the employee• ot 
tomorrow, the potential profit maker• tor New Jersey bua.tnes11. 'l'h• 
commeroial ••ctor should have tax credit incentive• ba•ed on th1• 
educational P•rtnership by their 1nv••tment o~ tund•, equlpment ar 
aerv1a•• of distrlct det1n«I need•. . 

•Bmployee perlonnance Mppra1••l process should be 
reviewed to guarantee ezcellence 1n eduoat1onal deliverle• to all 
eh1ldren 1n the State. 

Po•itlon "' 0 WhJ.le .it 1• essenti.al tor s.chool employ••• 
to be protected from polJ.t1eal .tntluene• with regard• to job 
security, employment advancement opportunjtl•• and classroom 
teaching eftectJ.veness, there mu•t be a proactive perLormance based 
on .a daf.1.ned rev1w process for school d1•triot employees who may . 
be performing below standard. 'l'hJ• •IJouJd ·be a progre11ilive •Y•t:.•111 
ot r•tralning and sta~t development • 

. state control ot collective bargaining salaries. 

P.osition -- A state-wid• •Y•tem ol collective barga1nJ.ng 
for all New Jersey school d1str1cts h••, 1n erLeat, been addressed 
J.n the past, vi.th the impo•.l.ti.on ot a m.in.imum ••lary requirement, 
control over pension cost• and benefit•, •• well •• the State 
Health Benefit• Plan adopted by most •chool d1•~r1et• and other 
polJ.t1c:al aub-div1•1ons. 'th1• should be expanded to J.nclude the 
adoption at 11t11te,..wjde salary guide• vJ. th mod1t1oat1ons b•••d on 
the geographic economic require .. nt• and co•t of lJvlng in ••ch 
county or group oL count Jes. · !'h• adoption ol Stat• guide• will 
el.1min•t• the moat dJ.fl1cult of all local aegotiat1on. 1••ues and 
atabJ.l1•• rJ.•.1ng ••lary co•t•. 'l'he eo•t• •••ociated 11.tth tile 
aforementioned •hould be borne by the St•t• w1th ent.tre LundJ.ng, an 
equal partn.trshjp •h•red bas1• or, at the 111n.tmnm, State tJnanaing 
tor the m1nimwn ••l•ry requ1rement ot 118,Sf.:O.OO par teacher, 
adju•t•d based upon regional coat of 11v1ng n••da. 
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Ms. Kathleen Fazzari 
Senate/Assembly Education Committee 
Legislative Office Building, CN-068 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0068 

Dear Ms. Fazzari, 

December 8, 1995 

In an age of technology, the Department of Education seems to be 
using "anachronology" to determine the needs of today's students. Quality 
education like quality products cost more money than items which are cheaply 
made and poorly. maintained. While criminals in prison are enjoying cable 
television and state of the art exercising programs, children in schools suffer 
from a lack of state funding. Legislators and people in the D.Q.E. don't seem to 
understand how to prioritize the needs of our society. 

Our children are our future and we need to support their efforts in 
school. Adequate statewide aid has to be given to local districts in order to 
stabilize taxes while providing what is necessary to fund public education. 

Salaries, staffing patterns, and media specialist models as 
designed by the State D.O.E. are inadequate. The education of children has 
become a political football and the funding issue a battle cry for political 
campaigns. The State has mandated programs and never paid for them. 
They've got to "ante up" what they owe to all districts. By cutting the salaries of 
just one group of employees is discriminatory. 



· Pagea2 .. 

Furthermore, in our district, elementary Library Media Specialists 
teach library and technology skills, are in charge of audio-visual equipment and 
repair, besides running a library every day. At present, I teach twenty-four 45-
minute periods a week and have five periods of open library. You are down
grading our position to just an aide by what you have introduced. Please tell me 
how you expect a half-day Library Media Specialist to do this when it is almost 
impossible to do as a full-time L.M,S.? 

Politicians and educators must set realistic expectations for a State 
T. & E. model. By enlarging classes, cutting salaries and depriving wealthy 
districts the D.O.E. is mediocritizing the.delivery system of school districts. The 
State is NOT paying its fair share to any district in the State. What our group 
has read about the T. & E. model thus far amounts to a little more than tinkering 
while the State abrogates its payment responsibilities. 

Please end the funding turmoil. Ease the local tax burdens so that 
school budgets and referenda are not assured of defeat every time they are on 
the ballot. 

If the D.O.E. and legislators get it right, children will become the~~ 

focus of our future. 

Sincerely yours, 

~£:dtft~ 
Judith Ferentz, 
Library Media Specialist 

Washington Elementary School 
289 Main Street 
West Orange, New Jersey 07052 



TESTIMONY OF P. KELLY HATFIELD, PH.D. , SUMMIT BOARD OF 
EDUCATION, BEFORE THE CHAIRMEN OF THE SENATE 
EDUCATION COMMITTEE AND THE ASSEMBLY EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE, ON THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN FOR 
EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT AND FINANCING, DECEMBER 12, 
1995. 

Good afternoon. My name is P. Kelly Hatfield, I am a member of t~e Summit 
Board of Education and a member of the New Jersey Legislative Special 
Education Funding Task Force. Thank you for the opportunity to speak today. 
will limit my testimony to Special Education and At-Risk Funding. 

An overriding concern for Summit Public Schools and Summit taxpayers is 
the shift of the states obligation to provide funding for public schools to the 
local taxpayer. This plan will place a greater tax-burden on our local property 

. owners for essentially the same services. 

AT-RISK AID AND COMPENSATORY EDUCATION AID 
- In evaluating the Department of Education1s position on AT-RISK funding we 

. agree that extra support should be made available to those· communities where 
poverty is so pervasive that students given the same educational opportunities 
found in Summit would be AT-RISK to fail. We support the concept of 
interagency collaboration at the state level and would encourage the 
legislature to look to these agencies to fund those programs and policies which 
are aimed at ameliorating the socioeconomic influences that impact negatively 
on learning. 

- However we strongly disagree that AT RISK programs and Compensatory Ed 
programs are the same and we find it troublesome that the Department of 
Education confuses them. They are separate, distinct and provide different 
services. In Summit, we use our state dollars to remediate students who fail for 
a variety of reasons. We provide programs and interventions for these students 
in the regular education program. In Summit these dollars are used to keep 
individual students out of special education. The potential loss of these dollars 
to our district will cost our taxpayers $170,000. 

SPECIAL EDUCATION 
-We are very concerned about the effect of moving speech eligible students 
and a significant proportion of perceptually impaired students from the special 
education funding to an equalized foundation budget. In Summit ,our CST 
classification rate for speech-only in 94-95 was 2.0%. Because we will receive 
no transition state aid it will cost. our taxpayers an additional S68,993. 
to provide this mandated special education cost. 

-If we were to move and serve 1.5% of our classified Pl students, as suggested 
in the plan, into regular education it would cost our taxpayers an 



additional $126,921 to provide the interventions and services that we 
believe are necessary for these students. 

-The current distribution of federal IDEA dollars is based on a head count of 
students eligible for special education services in New Jersey. Has the 
Department of Education considered the potential loss of millions of federal 
dollars when the 4.4% (state average) of speech eligible students are no longer 
classified and the 1.5% of perceptually impaired students are declassified? 

-Philosophically we are opposed to a funding formula which has an arbitrary 
and maybe irrational cap on the number of students eligible for special 
education services. {We understand the intent is to reduce a perceived 
overclassification of students, however it may also provides an incentive for 
districts to underserve students who may need these services. 

-We agree in concept with the Departments position on funding the excess 
costs of special education and we agree that the first portion of every special 
education pupils program is supported by the foundation budget in the same 
manner as the foundation budget supports its regular students. However, we 
do not believe this amount should be a single cost factor based on statewide 
averages. With the current GAAP accounting procedures, districts can identify 
those excess costs and should be reimbursed for them. The only truly 
placement neutral funding formula is cost based formula which reimburses 
districts the full excess costs of special education. 1 Using a statewide average 
will encourage some districts to place student in the LEE (least expensive 
environment ) in stead of the LRE (least restrictive environment). 

-Finally, we applaud and support the Departments identification and funding 
of those extraordinary cost associated with some special education placements. 
This is a fair approach and will help relieve communities with expensive 
placements that they have no control over. 

1 Hartman. W. (1992). State funding models for special education .. Remedial and Special 
Education. 13(6), 47-58. 



State Education Committee Head 
senator John Ewing 

59 Mine Brook Rd. 
Bernardsville, N.J. 07924 
908-766-7757 

Mr. Steve Weston - point of contact 

Subject: Take· School funding off of the back of property taxes. 

Reason: !t would relieve seniors of a tax burden they do not 
need and keep them off of state funding programs. 

b. Ren~s should go down allowing property owners to 
offer cheaper rents to business. Also to low income 
families. 

c. These funds can be made up through income tax and product 
taxes. 
d. People now not supporting education would be. 
e. This should satisfy the courts, Public School Education 
Act OF 1975 (P.I.1975,CH.212) 

Subject: School budget use. 

a. School budgets should be controlled by law. 
b. Salaries and overhead should not be more than 60% of 
budget. 
c. As voters we cannot control our budgets. 
1. Contracts signed pryor to voting date,therefore all 

we vote for is to cut funds used on childrens supplies. 

Example: Morris Hills Regional school system for 1994-1995 set 
aside only $814.00 per student,actually used $722.00 
per student.This from a $27.67 million budget,for 2443 
students. 

subject: Foolish state mandates 

Example: Class room size with approval from an architect,should 
not be necessary. 

2. Certain jobs should not need bidding. 

Subject: School board types (N.J.S.A 18A:9-1 ET SEQ) 
1. Should be checked by Trenton every 5 years. 
2. No one should be on a school board if a family member 
is in the education business. 

Subject: State aid 
a. This· could be dispensed with if tax formula was changed. 

Subject: Teacher's pay 
a. Pay teachers as locality pay, and not on amount of schooling 
and degrees they have. 

Example: This is the only industry where a person gets a license 
without serving an apprenticeship. This should be changed. 

1. Number of steps with pay /7/')(.es,plus longevity and 



cost of living. 
2. Cap· on pays after last st~p,there is no limit at the 

present time. 

Subject: Vouchers 
a. Allow parents to have them if they want them. 

Subject: School buildings and property 
a. This should ba controlled by town mayor and council in 
conjunction with the state. 

Reason: It would be cheaper ·fox- town personnel to handle ·many of 
the repairs functions. They would know.more about many 
repair functions. 

1. This would stop paying contractors when the town has the 
equipment to do it. 

Example: The removal of oil tanks, sew$r line problems. Dirt and 
rock removal or fill. 

Comment: This problem takes tax money out of the town. 

Subject: Monies above salaries 
a. Health benefits 
b. Paid schoo1ing 
c. Holiday and v·acation time 
d. Sick time 
e. Gratuities 

Subject: Thorough and efficient education 

Comment: Make thorough and efficient education pertain to the 
following. 
1. Read~ng in two languages 
2. Writing in two languages 
3. Arithmetic-should be proficient in adding,subtracting, 
and geometry. 
4. Class periods should be 50-55 minutes long. 

Subject: Tenure 
1. Should· depend on work performance not amount of education 
or number of years. 

Subject: Over budgeting 
1. Penalty should be imposed,· from 30 days off without pay 
to out righ~ release. 

Subject: Special education 46 students at Chacller Academy. 
1. Type of disablities disturbed 
2. Broken homes 30 of 46 students. 
a. Fatherless nomes 
b. Abusive homes or behavior 
c. What part does divorce play with special education 

multi-partners 

Subject: Loss of property due to taxes coupled with job loss 
Loss of property due to deliquent morgage payments 

approximately 80 units per month,as per Morris County 
Sheriff sale. 

· 11~1. 
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amount to be raised by taxation for a Board if a School Budget has not been adopted by a Board 
of School Estimate or by the voters-. 

Countv ·Superintendents 

County Superintendents are appointed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the 
State Board, to act as an agent of the Department. They ·are charged with the enforcement of 
rules pertaining to the certification of teachers, financial reports and pupil registers. 

STRUCTURE OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN' NEW JERSEY 

Tvnes of School Districts (N.J.S.A. 18A:9-1 et seq.) 

School Districts are principally of three categories: 
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1. 

2 . 

3 . 

Type I, in which the governing body of a municipality appoints the .members of 
a Board of Education and a Board of School Estimat~, consisting of two members 
of the Board of Education and two members of the governing body of the 
municipality and the chief executive of the municipality comprising the School. 
District, approves all fiscal matters. 

Type II, in which the registered voters in a School District elect the members of 
a Board of Education and either (a) the registered voters also vote upon all fiscal 
matters or (b) a Board of School Estimate, consisting of two members of the 
governing body of and the chief executive of each municipality within the District 
and one member of the Board of Education, approves all fiscal matters.· The 
Township of North Brunswick Board of Education is a Type II School District 
without a Board of School Estimate. 

Regional, in which the registered voters in the School District elect members of 
the Board of Education and vote upon all fiscal matters. Regional School 
Districts may be all purpose grades (K-12) or limited purposes (grades less K-12). 

There is a procedure whereby a school district may ch8nge . from one type to the other 
after an approving referendum. Such_ a referendum must be held whenever directed by the 
municipal governing body or board of education in a Type II district, or wheri petitioned for by 
fifteen percent (15 %) of the voters of any district. · 

·SUMMARY OF STATE AID TO_ SCHOOL DISTRICTS 

In 1973, the Supreme Court of the State of New Jersey ruled that the existing method of 
financing school costs, principally through propeny taXa.tion, was unconstitutional. Pursuant to 
the Supreme Court's ruling, the State Legislature enacted the Public School Education Act of 
1975 (P.L. 1975, Ch. 212) which required funding of the State's School Aid through a New 
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New Jersey State Legislature 
Senate Education Committee 
Assembly Education Committee 
Legislative Office Building, CN-068 
Trenton. NJ 08625-0068 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

December 12. 1995 

In reviewing the proposal outlined in the Education Commissioner's Comprehensive 
Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing. we are amazed at his lack of 
understanding. 

For many years. the state plan for excellence in education. which became the model 
for school districts throughout New Jersey. stressed the importance of the school 
library I media center as the focal point.of the.educational process. As information 
specialists. school library I media personnel are the disseminators of information 
between subject disciplines. With the addition of computerized sources. the tasks of 
the library I media specialist have expanded. not dimin.ished. Commissioner 
Klagholz's plan would undermine all of the enhancements made by media centers 
reaching for the excellence outlined in the state plan. 

The proposed model for elementary schools. which designates one-half library I media 
specialist per school is. in view of the concern about students' lack of reading. very. 
short sighted. It is in the ele'mentary school library I media center that children are 
introduced to books and reading in a hospitable atmosphere. To watch small children 
eagerly select books to take home is to understand that this is the foundation of the 
recreational reading habit. 10 watch their faces as the library I media specialist reads 
to them is another indication of what the printed word means to a small child. It is 
especially important to children from disadvantaged or foreign backgrounds. 

The elementary school is also the first place where sequential library I media skills are 
taught. This skills program continues through high school. Since it is the school's job 
to pre pare its students for the next step in their lives. familiarity with books and 
computer sources will help both the college-bound student. and the student who is 
completing his I her formal education with high school graduation. The time required 

~ to just teach students the skills. that only a knowledgeable materials expert can 
provide. far exceeds the commissioner's half time proposal. Add to that the 
administrative duties of maintaining circulation and collection development. as well as 
assistance to faculty members. and the half-time librarian I media specialist becomes 
an impossibility. 

In the middle school. the sequential skills teaching and the emphasis on books and 
reading continues. Students at this age are open to new ideas and can easily be 
influenced by peer pressure. A strong library I media program is one way to assure 

J'l'/X 



that they will continue to read for pleasure. Continuing the skills program assures that 
they will be able to solve problems on their own by using materials other than their 
textbooks. 

At the high school level. research and homework proliferate. Howeve_r. with a strong 
media program and the proper books. even the most reluctant reader will do some 
recreational reading, and the confirmed reader will read when time allows. Here it is 
the computer programs. research materials and the more sophisticated skills 
requirements that allow the culmination of problem solving on a higher level. Students 
are required to use these higher level thinking skills throughout the curriculum. and · 
research builds from the freshman to the senior year. Preparation of support lessons 
for the various subject areas. as well as individual student assistance. take an 
inordinate amount of time. One librarian and one aide could just about maintain the 
collection and check out books. Computer and information skills instruction would 
come to an end. and the research component of education would no longer exist. if the 
high school media center was staffed according to the proposal. 

It has been proved that students who attend schools with strong library I media 
programs score higher on standardized tests than those who do not. School Board 
Notes. March 9. 1995. quoted William Bainbridge's.study. which verified that '1he 
closest correlation to high scores on college entrance exams is not per pupil 
expenditures for instruction. teacher salaries. or textbooks. Instead. by a wide margin. 
it is the number of local tax dollars spent per pupil on library I media centers." 

The differing salary scales for librarians according to level is also very wrong. The 
elementary school librarian is as much a master of his I her program as are the middle 
and high school library I media specialists. Each has a different audience and thus 
different tasks to perform. but each is a specialist . The time spent accomplishing these 
tasks. and the skills needed to do so. are equally important. The same is true fqr the 
media aides at all levels. Moreover. are we to assume by the commissioner's plan for 
gradation of salaries that he considers some levels of education less deserving than 
others? 

Library / media specialists are also paid on the same salary scale as teachers. To 
remove them from that scale and pay them less could lower. in the eyes of their 
colleagues. the value of the work that they accomplish. In addition, many of the 
salaries currently earned by library I media personnel exceed the proposed 
recommended salaries. 

There is a very great danger in the diminution of staffing and services in education. If 
we don't allow every student to do the best that he or she can. if we don't provide the 
best that we can to each learner. where will our country be when these students reach 
maturity? Diminishing education is one way to assure that America will become a 
second-class society. while those countries. like Japan and Germany. who expect and 
provide the best for the students. flourish . 

. 'l ·- \ ' i ~ . 
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Testimony of Michael Knowlton, Summit Superintendent of Schools; 

before ·the Chairmen of the Senate Education Committee 

and the Assembly Education Committee, on the 

Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing 

Oecember12,1995 

Good Afternoon. · I want to thank the Chairmen of the Senate Education 

Committee and the Assembly Education Committee for providing us with the 

opportunity for input on the proposed Comprehensive Plan for Education 

Improvement and Financing. I am here as part of a team of representatives from 

the city of Summit, including a member and past President of the Board of 

Education, and the legislative liaison of the District PTA/PTO. Summit is one of 

the founding school districts of the Garden State Coalitiion of Schools, a 

statewide organiza,~ion composed of 11 O primarily suburban school districts that 

focuses on the interrelated issues of excellence and equity in academic 

achievement, educational practices and school finances. 

My plea is simple and straightforward. While· the Comprehensive Plan provides a 

theoretical base for the definition of a thorough and efficient education, a much 

needed step in the right direction, it would impose a substantial additional 

financial burden in the form of increased local real property taxes for those 

communities which already send far more tax money to Trenton than they 

receive in return. No plan should impose on local communities the likelihood for 

substantial increases in local real property taxes as a result of substantial cuts in 

state aid and state funding of teachers' social security and pension costs. simply 

to continue with their existing programs intact 



That is right! While we should be discussing these matters with the benefit of 

specific data from the State on. the financial impact of the Comprehensive Plan 

on each school district in the State, our preliminary estimates are that state aid 

to Summit would be cut by almost 20%, not counting the probable annual loss of 

approximately $500,000 in state funded teachers' _social security and pension 

costs. This is in a community which already pays for more than 90% of its 

budget in local real property truces. It is simply not in the State's best interest to 

create the turmoil and upset in those communities throughout the state where, 

ironically, many of the best school districts in the State are located. 

There are numerous references in the Comprehensive Plan to what are referred 

to as "wasteful", "unnecessary" or "excessive" spending. I define wasteful. 

unnecessary or excessive spending to be the provision of district o~ned cars and 

drivers to rnembers of Boards of Education or administrative expenses which are 

substantially beyond the norm. I do not define· as excessive or wasteful those 

additional costs resulting from a local community decision to provide smaller 

class size than the state model or additional substance awareness counselors, 

particularly when those school districts are paying the full additional costs and 

when those costs are going directly to benefit students. In the debate over 

funding of public schools, one should not make the mistake of catering to those 

who would believe that all public schools are fraught with wastefulness, 

inefficiency and excessiveness when that is simply not the case. 

Also, I caution against moving the date of school board elections to the 

November general elections. As a relative newcomer to the State. l was 



surprised to note the already high level of politicization in New Jersey public 

education. Nothing should be done which would likely make the situation even 

more highly politicized. 

The cost of salaries and benefits is touched on only lightly in the Comprehensive 

Plan. While this is a very difficult political issue, one cannot ignore the fact that 

this drives a substantial portion of the costs of public education. Consideration 

should be given to providing a better balance between local school boards and 

teacher unions in the collective bargaining process, which might limit the 

continuing increases in the cost of salaries and benefits. 

While it is easy to criticize components of the Comprehensive Plan, it is equally 

important to acknowlege those components which make good sense. First. the 

proposal for an advance setting of a two-year funding plan would provide some 

much needed stability for planning at the local school district level. 

Second, while one can debate the proposed funding level by the State, at least 

the Comprehensive Plan establishes a method for addressing funding of all 

public school dist~icts, not just the special needs school districts identified by the 

Court. 

Third, the Comprehensive Plan suggests special funding for 1) technology grants 

to develop a statewide system of educational technology and 2) rewards for high 

academic achievement. Again, while one can criticize the suggested level of 

funding as being too low ($1 O million and $5 million respectively), these are 

obviously important priorities which deserve serious attention. 

111~ 



Thank you for providing me the opportunity to contribute to the discussion of what. 

I believe to be the most important issue confronting the State of New Jersey at 

this point in time. 



ASSOCIATION OF LEAR~ING.CONSULTANTS 
Professional Information 

Post Office Box 1829, Clifton, NJ 07015 
201 - 772 - 1979 

December 12, 1995 

Testimonv on the November, 1995, New Jersey Department of 
Education Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and 
Financing. 

legislative members. staff members, educators and concerned 
citizens. My name' is George Kreoll and I represf3nt the 
Associati~n of Learning Consultants. The Association of 
Learning Consultants is a statewide professional organization 
of o v e 1 o 11 «~ t ho us a n d Le a r n i n g Di s ab i li t y Te ache r --consul ta n ts 
1,,,_1 h u 1>.1 or l..: i n pub l i c sch o o ls , pr iv ate schools and a r e i n 
private practice. 

The Association of Learning Consultants has mixed feelings 
about many items in the proposed Department of Education's 
plan to comply with the New Jersey Supreme Court's fiscal 
equity rulings" In its overview of problemf~ and issues, the 
OePi:Htment fails to give sufficient emphasis to the 
politicization and commercialization of public education. 
Discussion by the Department of the expansion of the public 
school's mission (on pages 9 and 10), and the more than 600 
education bills introduced in the State Legislature in a 
twelve-month period is an example of the politicization of 
o u ti l i c educ at i on . Commer c i al i z at ion of pub 1 i c education , 
while not discussed as such in the plan, is promoted by its 
.·:.mpr~,a~;is on privatization. 

In paragraph four on page 17, we are reminded by the State 
Depa1-tment that "special education· programs must, by law, be 
provided to all chi ld1-en who are judged to require them,". 
If t.h~ Depa1trnent l-equires public schools to provide for all 
the children who need special services, why do they want to 
oav for only 10% of the children who need those services. 
Why not reimburse the public school districts for 100% of 
those children needing special education aervices, the same 
o.:::>1-centag,,~ of the children the Department .wants us to provide 
pro(~;r.J.ms for. The Department created the programs that the 
pub.lie school districts must abide by. Therefore, we believe 
:. n at i. i· i s u p t o t he St ate Department to pr o v id e for these 



programs. 

On pages 18 and 43 the Department discusses the proper 
identification of special education pupils. On page 43 it 
~.:.:t-:ites the cuyrent system of special education encourages the 
inapptopriate classification of some students in the category 
of "perr::eptually impaired". Over the years the Association 
has brought this concern to the Department's attention. It 
i~: and has been the Association's feeling that it is the 
~.1-_a.te Department's failure to clearly define 11 perceptually 
impaired" that causes this problem. NJAC 6:28..;.3.S(d)S.ii 
:sdys, "~Pi.?.rceptually impaired' means a specific learning 
·:ii~::obi l i ty rn;;1ni fested by a severe discrepanc1' between the 
pupil's current achievement and intellectual ability in one 
1:1r mo,re of the following areas" etc. What is a 11 severe 
discrepancy"? A "severe discrepancy'' is what any child study 
tearn says a "severe discrepancy" is. It is what any judge 
says it is. By keeping the definition vague and unclear, the 
Department encourages overclassification. 

On page 19 ,. th~~ Dep.'3.rtment discusses "Extraordin'.ary Costs". 
It refers to the high costs of placing some special education 
puoil::3 in ()ut-of-district facilities. From reading this 
oaragraph~ one might come away with the feeling that local 
Boa·rds of Education encourage the high cost of special 
::duc:atjon olacements. It is the Association's position that 
most~ if not all of these placements have come about because 
(""f judiciai decisions. 

1 .• Jh,j t d·=··es the the third paragraph from the bot tom on page 73 
111ean t1>Jhen it says, ''Administrators have built their operating 
strategies in the context of intrusive, detailed state 
o '..J <::- r ::::; i ·;d--1 t ·· ? D 1J es i t me a n t hat the state was watchful , or 
doe~= l t rnean that the state was wrong? The second sentence 
1j~clare::.:::, "A school environment governed by needs, not 
cornplianc,-?., ~'1ill present very different opportunities and 
dG·nvrnd ven' different skills on their part". Does this mean 
t_ h ;:! r_ pub l i c sch o u l ad m i n is t rat o 1 s sh o u l d not worry about 
complying with state rules and regulations? 

'.in c1eh-::df of the Association~ I thank you for allowing me to 
t·:~::::t i fy. A:3 the Department's model makes its way towards 
J_ ~· <J i ·=:- L.;i t i c1 n :i_ t i s t he Assoc i at i on ' s hope that l.Je w i 11 

1.= o n t i 1 H .. i:-~ t. u b .. ~ ca l l e d up o n for i n p u t . 



THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
WEST ORANGE, NEW JERSEY 07052 

TELEPHONE: 201-669-5397 

GREGO~Y SCHOOL December 12, 1995 

New Jersey State Legislature 
Senate Education Committee 
Assembly Education Committee 
Legislative Office Building, CN 068 
Trenton, NJ 08625-0068 

.Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Re: 

301 GREGORY AVENUE 

Comprehensive Plan for 
Educational Improvement 
& Financing 

Please accept this testimony in referenc~ to the section of the abpve~ 
~entioned plan r~lating to libr~ry media services. 

Reducing our elementary school librarian from full~time to half~time 
would greatly affect the education of our students in a negative manner. 

The.librarian is extremely knowledgeable about book artd media collections, 
about new publications, and possesses knowledge that classroom teachers 
do not have. She knows what students enjoy, and turns students on to books 
every day. The librarian helps teachers to select books that integrate all 
areas of the curriculum, for teaching and ordering. These books turn 
students on to reading, as well as the topic being taught. 

The librarian is the person in our school who is most knowledgeable about 
technology improver.lents. She has taught teachers. and classes to use CDI 
players, laser disks, CD-ROM programs, Hypercard, telecbmmunicaticns, and 
other systems. Without her expertise on a tull-time basis, our classes 
would not ha~e access to the ben~fits of using ~his technology. She is 
the greatest resource the school has. 

A hal~-time librarian would not have ti~e to teach the regular information 
skills tlassss that are now a necessity, not a frill. The librarian is more 
than a full teaching partner. In addition to teaching a full load of 
classes, she does administrative work to make the~ collection available to 
students and teachers, and offers individual research assistance as well. 
The library is packed before and after school, indicating the huge demand 

· .. for library services, and the librarian!'s willingness to meet th~ demand. 

If the salaries of school librarians are lowered, as called for in. the plan, 
" the caliber of people who enter the profession will be lower. Since the 

salaries of teachers have risen, the profession has attracted intelligent, 
professional men and women who might not have considered ·teaching otherwise. 

'..The half-librarian model for the elementary schools in New Jersey would 
be a disservice to all students in the state~ 

Sincerely, 

~embers of th~ Gregory School Faculty 



.. -·. --···· 

Members of the Gregory School Faculty 



· Testimony on 
The Comprehensive Plan For Educational Improvement and Financing 

Presented to: 

A Joint Meeting of the Assembly and Senate Education Committees 

December 12, 1995 

Pam Clause Mc Groarty 
NJAHPERD Vice President- Ele6t - Physical Education 

Thank you for this opportunity to testify on the proposal to 
establish an "educationally effective and fiscally efficient" 
funding system to support public education in New Jersey. My name 
is Pam Clause Mc Groarty, Vice President-elect for Physical 
Education for the New Jersey Association For Health, Physical 
Education, Recreatiori, and Dance. I am 25 year career educator 
currently serving as K-12 supervisor for health and physical 
education in the Livingston School District, a premier district 
in our state. I am presenting testimony today on behalf of the 
association membership, my departmental colleagues in the 
Livingston district, and as a taxpayer i~ Jefferson Township. 

This plan has fundamental standards which are welcomed by members 
of my profession. With many of our programs around the state 
perennially viewed by administrators as recreational dumping 
grounds for large numbers of students (60-70 avg.) during the 
course of a regular school day, we embraced the development of 
content standards which set rigorous expectations for 
comprehensive health and physical education knowledge and skill 
development. Several members of our association served on the 
standards committees and many more have participated in the round 
table sessions for public input into the process. We support a 
funding proposal which as stated in the document: ''l)identifies 
the educational results that students ought to achieve; 2) 
carefully designs educational programs that will enable student 
to achieve those results, 3) prudently determines the amount of 
money to support those programs and 4) targets those funds toward 
results-oriented programs they are intended to support. 

After thoroughly examining the assumptions which comprise the 
efficient delivery of programs and services, the cost analyses, 
and per pupil funding levels, funding m·ethods, and plan for 
implementation, we find the plan to be seriously flawed with 
resp~ct to reality - what comprises a quality education in the 
northeastern marketplace. As taxpayers and educators, we are 
gravely concerned for our students ~ho ~ill be denied a 
comprehensive quality education which will prepare them to lead 
healthy, productive lives and, ultimately enable them to fulfill 
important roles as citizens, leaders, peacemakers, and 
competitors in a global marketplac~. The proposed school models 
can be best described as basic, fundamental, understaffed, under~ 



supported, and downright-cheap. This plan is a fifty percent off 
- discount education which is now defined as "within the median". 
We prefer using the descriptor "mediocre'', a word which in root 
term.s means "middle peak". This is not what Marilyn Morhauser had 
in ~ind when she championed litigation in the courts on behalf of 
urban school children, nor is it what the Court wanted when it 
mandated equalization of educational programming·. I will 
highlight a few examples from the model. 

An example of the incongruence of the model with what is in 
keeping with national standards and practices is best exemplified 
by the effect within our own discipline. The first draft of this 
proposal in January suggested that all elementary teachers could, 
indeed, teach both health and physical education because they 
were "certified". The fact is that most elementary teachers have 
only one required course to prepare them for teaching these 
subjects. In my experience, the elementary staff are sorely in 
need of staff development courses in order to prepare them for 
teaching content and skills for prevention programs dealing with 
chemical health, violence, health maintenance, disease 
prevention, sexuality, and family life. Currently overburdened 
with ever~changing academic standards, learning new strategies, 
methodologies, inclusion, and technological applications, 
elementary staff cannot possibly maintain quality instruction in 
every discipline. Staff tend to teach to their strengths and 
minimize subject matter in which they are less confident. Thu~, 
students do not receive the depth of information and skills they 
will need for a lifetime. · 

The model also does not provide allocation for subject area 
supervisors at the K-8 level and we suspect that among the four 
allocated to the secondary level, health and physical education 
was not to be represented. No money is allocated for curricuium 
evaluation. Principals, overburdened by a range of administrative 
responsibilities and the over~all educational leadership of their 
buildings, cannot possibly address the staff development needs of 
every subject area in a consistent, comprehensive manner alone. 
Just as students present a range of learning styles and 
developmental needs in each subject area, so do staff members 
have unique needs in their adult learning process. Why is it that 
we ignore the basic principles of education methodology with 
respect to our adult educators who have the ultimate 
responsibility of preparing students for their future roles? 
Without appropriate instructional support and monies ~nd staff to 
conduct regular curriculum evaluation, programs of instruction 
become disjointed and fragmented. I know from experience, having 
been the recipient of students who evolved from a K-8 system 
without such supports and leadership. The textbook becomes the 
curriculum and each individual teacher's expectations for 
performance become the measure of course outcomes. 

In the November report, comprehensive health and physical 
education was restored to the elementary model at one teacher for 
500 students at 2 days per week. Thi~ is a significant r~duction 



to the current mandated 150 minutes of instruttion. The middle 
school and high school model ~as reduced similarly to instruction 
at two days per week. In reviewing the current list of mandates 
for our subject area and in light of the fact that legislators 
frequently debate health education issues and what children 
should be taught in school, the cutback in instructional time 
severely impedes the ability of education professionals to 
address the health needs of students. 

The plan suggests that gov~rnment and other agencies in the 
public sector must take responsibility for "concerted and 
coordinated ef°fort" to develop "broad" solutions to "drugs, 
violence, teen pregnancy, disease, and other fundamental problems 
that ultimately inhibit children's learning." The plan does not 
propose a model of how this would be accomplished and who · 
ultimately will be accountable for learning outcomes. Meanwhile, 
educators will be held accountable for a set of comprehensive 
standards which require adequate time and funding for resources 
and materials to successfully attain these goals. The authors of 
the plan cite research in developing their assumptions and 
models. One significant piece of research is missing from the 
document particularly as it relates to comprehensive health and 
physical education. In a study of curricula, Walberg found that 
in grades 4-7, health knowledge begins to improve after fifteen 
hours of instruction; forty-five to fifty hours are needed to 
begin to affect attitudes and practices, with maximal learning 
and application occurring in those grades after about sixty hours 
of instruction in a given year (Elias, 1990). The comprehensive 
plan allocates time and staff approximately 48 hours of 
instruction over a given ~chool year for both health and physical 
education. Clearly, the opportunities for needed pr~ctice and 
application which promote transfer to real life behaviors are 
severely diminished thus, placing our students at risk. 

From a physical fitness perspective, this plan flies in the face 
of every national report on disease prevention and the importance 
of physical activity in promotion of health and wellness. The 
number of seriously overweight children and adolescents in the 
United States has more than doubled during the past three decades 
with the most increase occurring since 1980 according to the 
latest government figures. The experts suggest that physical 
inactivity due to television, computers, and video games, plus 
the ingesting of. high caloric foods has contributed to this 
health problem. ~e propose our own hypothesis. Is there a 
relationship to the steady decline of programs of physical 
education nationally and the ever increasing reliance on athletic 
and recreation programs to substitute for promotion of physical 
activity? Assessment data from my district leads me to believe 
that when students participate in a recreation-based program, 
their fitness levels and nutritional practices are poor and their 
physical activity choices are limited. When money is provided for 
education reform and a program is established where education 
objectives are clearly specified and assessed, improvement 
occurs. Students make better choices in selecting fitness 



activities as part of their program of activities. T~ey are 
genuinely interested in improving their bodies and health habits. 
I know because I· have read their testimonials in free response 
journal writings"when they were asked to critically evaluate the 
value of physical education programs in our high school. 

I have presented only a few examples of how the funding plan 
affects our discipline. In closing, I want to make it very clear 
that this proposal cuts the life out of many programs that 
citizens and educators have worked for year~ to implement in 
their schools. We will no longer be able to support programs of 
quality, varied electives which reach the needs of a wide range 
of students of varying intellectual abilities. ~he concept of 
approaching the public for the continuance of programs not funded 
or the inclusion of new initiatives not considered to be 
essential will result again in inequities in educational 
opportunity and funding. Children in a district that has the 
means and the property tax base to support an increase benefit 
and children who live in median and impoverished areas will not. 
On behalf of those whom I represent, I urge you to re-evaluate 
this plan in committee, not in the courts after it has been 
implemented as Mr. Klagholz has indicated, for then it will be 
too late. It takes years to restore specilized courses, gifted 
and talented programs, librarians, specialists, and counseling 
support personnel to the previous attainment level after they are 
cut. Our children will not receive a comprehensive education; 
they will get a very basic one - if they are lucky. · 
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I am writing you in regards to the State Department of Education's development· and pending adoption of core 
content standards for the eight core areas. As you are probably aware, the standards have been developed for. 
science, mathematics. language arts. world languages, fine arts, career education, social studies, and physical 
education. These are supposedly the areas that will enable students to achieve 11educational excellence" and the 
only areas funded under the proposed Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing. I am 
concerned by the omission of Technology education as a core area. 

Throughout the 20th century Industrial Arts programs have prepared individuals with the general skills to.interact 
and understand their industrial based society. As society progressed more towards a technology focus, so too did 
the focus and content of industrial arts. Reflecting this change, most industrial arts programs, including all the 
state teacher preparation colleges (Trenton, Kean, and Montclair), have completely changed to reflect the design, 
application. and evaluation/assessment of all types of technology. The new curriculum area is called Technology 
Education and has a goal to prepare technologically literate and capable individuals. 

The State Legislature is to vote on the core content areas in early January. It is imperative that they include 
Technology Education as a core area. This will insure that all students are afforded the opportunity to learn about. 
use. and create technologies which will be of benefit to them throughout their lives, Technology Education 
programs prQvidc a formal means to effectively develop the knowledge and skills that all students need to possess 
as we enter the twenty-first century. 

I am the supervisor of Technology Education for Livingston Schools and concerned about the 
state board of education's plan to adopt the "eight core content standards." As you will no doubt 
agree, we live in an ever increasing technology based society and econorny. As the purpose of 
schools is to prepare individuals for a productive and healthy life and that the society that they 
will be entering is based around technology, it would appear logical that Technology Education 
would be included as a core area of study. 

However, this is not the case. The standards committee has adopted ~ stance that technology be 
infused across the curriculum. While this is indeed a worthwhile goal· and one that is shared by a 
vast majority of Technology Education teachers and supervisors, it is not a viable option if the 
goal is to truly prepare the "world class" students. Take for instance mathematics. While 
interdisciplinary usage of mathematics skills is desired, a definable curriculum exists to insure that 
all students receive the basic instruction necessary to graduate and function in society. 
Technology education is no different. The knowledge and skills necessary to. teach students how 
to understand, use, create, and assess/evaluate technology are possessed by Technology 
Education teachers. The means to best insure that all students graduate with the knowledge and 
skills to become productive members of society is an articulate K .. 12 Technology Education 
program. 

Technology is a mainstay of the New Jersey economy. Doing away with Technology Education 
programs should not even be an option. Enhancing and improving Technology Education should 
be a priority in a state where technology is so vital. 

Your support is needed to avoid this mistake. Insist that Technology Education be identified as a 
core curriculm area. · 
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Gregory School 
30 I Gregory Avenue • West Orange. NJ 07052 • 201-669-5397 

December 11 , 1995 

Members of the Senate Education Committee 
Members of the Assembly Education Committee 
Joint Public Hearings on Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing 

NJ State Legislature 
Trenton, NJ 08635 

Dear Respected Members: 

Presently I am a principal of K- 5 school that has 485 students, which is close to the ideal size 
being recommended by your plan. I have serious concerns about the recommendations for 
staffing which are inadequate for a school of this size. 

Most serious is your recommendation to have librarian/media specialist serve the building for 
one half of a day instead of the full day they presently work. I would invite you to spend the 
day with this teacher to see the comprehensive nature of her job that involves weekly lessons 
with classes, preparation of audio visual equipment and classroom materials for 21 classroom 
teachers, introducing and monitoring the use of technology in the library, processing and 
shelving at least 500 to 700 books a week. With no teacher aides to assist her, she is even 
now unable to keep up with her duties. 

When you consider that the media center should really be the hub of the school, it seems 
unthinkable that you would want to close the library for a half a day. This is unjust and not 
educationally sound given that students at this level are learning to do research and need 
access to the materials. A library cannot be left unmanned. Students need access to the 
equipment and the resources of the media specialist to complete daily research projects that 
are on going throughout the day. 

Please rethink your position in this area. We strive for academic excellence and cannot 
achieve it with limited personnel. 

Sincerely, 

~0.(Q~ 
Mary P. Quigley 
Principal 



Testimony of Nora G. Radest, Summit PT A/PTO Legislative Committee 

before the Chairmen of the Senate and Assembly Education Committees 

on the Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing 

December 12, 1995 

Good afternoon. My name is Nora Radest, I am the chairman of the 

Summit PT A/PTO Legislative Committee. Thank you for the opportunity to 

express our concerns about the current school funding system and respond 

to the Comprehensive Plan for Educational Improvement and Financing 

(the "Comprensive Plan"). The constitiutional requirement that all 

students, regardless of where they live, are to receive a thorough and 

efficient education is extremely important, and its proper implementation 

is crucial to the growth and vitality of New Jersey. The education of all 

children should be our paramount concern. 

Parents of the school children of Summit, along with the 

Superintendent of Schools and representatives of the City, and the Board 

of Education are here today to urge the Legislature to adopt a funding 

- mechanism that will work and that will create equity in the school 

system. The current system is failing to educate many children. It does 

not allow for the flexibility which all districts require, and it is not 

equitable. 

We support the rationale of defining -a "thorough and efficient" 

education based on core curriculum standards and . efficient delivery of 

programs and services which will foster students' achievement. We 

betieve, however, that the State m~st set goals, but not procedures; it 

cannot attempt to micro .. manage education. Allowing local school 

districts to develop programs to meet state goals facilitates more 



creative solutions that those which the State can for·mulate. · We must 

educate our children for now and the future, not the past. It is not withinn 

the State's expertise to mandate· the method of education appropriate to 

each community. 

We agree that the development of ·r &E" funding models is an 

appropriate basis for determining funding levels. However, we are very 

concerned about certain assumptions in the Comprehensive . Plan which 

were made in determining the ·r & E foundation amount". Local districts 

understand the circumstances of their staff and student body far better 

than do.es the state. 

The State has said that it is the job of schools and. educators to 

instruct each child effectively; to manage schools appropriately; and to 

find solutions for the problems. that accompany those tasks. 

Unfortunately, the creation of a statewide dollar cap for per-pupil 

funding levels could impede schools and educators from accomplishing 

these tasks. Additionally, regional differences in the cost of salaries, 

learning materials and ser\tices are often dramatic. The attempt to 

equalize these differences by implementing a Flexibile T & E Range is 

laudable, but only if that range is large enough to truly accomodate such 

cost differences. This is a clear example of decisions in which the local 

school district ought to have the authority to exercise its judgment. 

Finally, we strongly support the proposal that individual 

communities have the right to spend additional funds on •non-T &E" items. 

However, we vigorously disagree with the characterization in the 

Comprehensive Plan that such expenditures are ·unnecessary" or 

"excessive". If a community decides to create programs and allocate the 



required funds therefor, it should_ not be within the authority of the State 

to disparage such expenditures. Many , people live in Summit because of its· 

fine school system, but in order to avail themselves of- the Summit 

schools, they have had to make sgnific~nt sacrifices. Homeowners pay a 

higher than average price for housing and they pay higher than average real 

estate taxes; renters pay higher than average rents, and many families 

require two incomes to cover these costs. In addition, parent volunteer. 

participation in the. schools is tremendous. 

We must emphsize to you that Summit is. a diverse community; the 

school population is comprised of approximately 22% minority students. 

If then, such a community decides to expend additional funds for 

education, it ought not to be inhibited by the State. After all, it is a 

fundamental American ·belief that individuals may live where they choose 

and provide the education of their choice to their children. If the parents 

of the Summit school children are not allowed to get the services for 

which they are paying, whether they rent or pay property taxes, they may 

move out. of the community or remove, their children from the public 

schools, thereby eroding the vitality of the community and the strength of 

the schools. Each community has its own standards for what it considers 

appropriate sch·ool spending. Any local expenditures above the ·r & E 

foundation amount" voted upon by the community should be beyond the 

constitutional purview of the State, and should be left to the dis·cretion of 

local school districts. 

In closing, we implore the Legislature· to bear in, mind that because a 

democracy requires an informed citizenry in · order to function 

successfully, the state must provide open access to an equal education. 

Mor.eover, equality and ·excellence in education are dual concepts which a 

/'+r/. 



democracy must provide.· In his book Excellence. John Gardner concluded 

that excellence without equality is not excellence, and equality without 

excellence leads to a broad and unacceptable level of ~ediocrity. 

Thank you. 

Nora G. Radest 

Chairman, Summit PTA/PTO 

· Legisaltive Committee 
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Pat Juno, Lyndhurst Town Coordinator 

I am proposing a 'taxable income' fee to finance education in N.J. 

Every time a person who lives in N.J. receives wages the state would 

deduct a certain amount of money based on'a percentage. This percentage 

can be devived from NJ State income forms with comparison to how much 

money is needed. Taxable income line times certain percentage 

should equal the amount of money needed to finance education. 

On the N.J. TATE INCOME TAX FORM TO BE FILED by April 15 of ea~h 

year, this item could appear. Whatever amount to be paid minus the 

payroll deductions could be paid to the State in quarterly payments. 

I am also proposing an 'education fund' which will be separate 

from N.J. budget items and used ex.elusively for education. This 

would mean total commitment to education on a local level. It would 

pay for all expenses for the property, salaries, maintenence and 

adminstration~ I would like the local school board and the superintender 

to control the daily expenditures with reporting to the State.For 

example; why does Lyndhurst have a phone bill $5,000 monthly/ 

Does anyone question this? There must be other expensese that could 

be audited each month at the local level. Itis n~~er done. 

I would like to see a school budget from the local towns and county 

submitted every Sept of the current year and returned by the State 

by Oct 31 and to be effective by Jan 1 of the following y~ar·This 

would be when the new 'taxable income fee' woul~ start. 

' 




